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4; givt's a ncw conception of music 
and speech reprodiition. Its 
e,ceI1ent tonal quality covers the 
whole range of musical frequencies 

. . and establishes the P.M. Speaker 
as pre-eminent. 

The design of thee1ectro-rnagnetc 
system and the ingenious conical 
diaphragm elimirate all resonan 
peaks on tWa performanceS curvr. 
Constant in operation-no adjusting 
devices are fitted, and the connections 
are reversible without fear of injury 
to- the insfrument. 

.4 choice of three ronnecfing arranRe-' 
mutis being i5roz'ided by't/e- frible lead 
you are able /o enat/i the Speaker impe- 

- dance with the output impedasice efvour -. 
eceiver, and, at f/ic same time satisfy .' vour ownindiidual asteforp'itch and, 

tone. 
, - - , 

* i. . Every usfil of the wondefûI Mutilard 
P.M. Valves svill knowS that the 

-. remarkable scientific . research and 
- prenision in manufacture identified with 

the Mullard products is embodied in 
this beautiful instrument. 
Seni to-day for Pure Music brockue 1. 

- PRICE - £6T 6. 0 
- 

- Mullard 
- MASTER RADIO. 

- 
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THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, Ltd., ' Amplfi.t Factor - 7.5 
Head Office 210-212, Tottenham Court Rd., ¡I'I 

Impedance - - 5,500 ohms. - 

Registered Office: Marconi House, Strand, WC.2 Normal slope - 136 ma/volt. 

193 A 

I1 O 
TYPE K L 1-General Purpose Valve 

. 
with indirectly heated cathode 

L 

T t.,. 
.. -' An important addition to the range of Marconi Receiving 

- Valves, which pernuts of almost any type of receiver being 
opersted dnect from alternating current mains 

. a new principle in radio valve design. The 
-i electrons are emitted by a cathode, which is coated with an 

"4 
active substance to facilitate electronic emission. Type K.L. I 

bas a low impedance, and exceptionally good amplification 
- 

- 

.. h is obtained with an anode voltage of lOO and a grid tras 
- -- Price of 6 volts. A special type of Marconiphone power trans- 

- i.-.- lormer is essential for Type K.L.1 valve. This supplies 

3 0 /r ' 

- 
- up to S amperes at 4 'olts for the filament, 150+150 

j - - -. volts for the high tension, and 5 volta 2 amperes for j the U5ialve isedas a rectifier for the h h 
Full particulars of f 

tens on suppl 
Type K.L.i .f4S7iii Valve and 
special cirtisit details sent on 

- 

Heater volts - - 3.5 
- r e q u es t. Pie a se ment i On - -'-- Heater current -- 2.0 amperes. 

MODERN WIRELESS. ". 

N7 Anode volts - - 100 max.. 
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GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS 
The Tw Latest Numbers 

'Y. 

- 

Now On Sale Everywhere 

V. MODERN 
' \\\\ 

LOUDSPEAKER SETS 
t This book contains straightforward, 

amply illustrated directions for con- 
structing three of the latest valve . 

sets. The first is a two-valve house- 
- hold loudspeaker set. A straight- 

forward set of up-to-d'te design - intended for the reception of quality 
\ 

signals from the local station and 
'i 

_'J 
from Daventry. The second is a 

- 

.._ \\ 
sensitive three-valver incorporating 

II a novel reflex principle which will 
receive European statiçns with ease. 

/ 

J 
The third set described is a four- 

I I'j valver including every possible 

- .- 

modern refinement. 

MO1)IF4tN WIRÈLF4S MARCH, 1927 
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141Z&SG 
THE CONS7RuCTO, 

-__ ICTORj4 

f?flj 
II?IPì 

PICTORIAL 

BLUE PRINTS 
This book consists of an up-to-date 
and comprehensive range of blue 
print diagrams drawñ in asimplified 
pictorial style so that the amateur 
constructor cannot possibly go wrong 
when building up a set on the lines 
of any of the circuits with which The 
book da1s. There are ri circuits 

-mall. 

Price 
6D. 

Each. 

A: all Newsagents and Books1!s 

CONSTRUCTORS USING THESE 
BOOKS CANNOT GO WRONG. 
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Made by the malcers of the famous Lotus 
Vernier Coil Holders- 

G&RNETT,WH!TELEY &CO,.,LTD 
Lotus Works, Broadreen Road, Liverpool 

::(.-P '-H 
Valve H1der (without terminals) 2/3. 

- :«« (with terminals) - 2/6 

- - - - Combined Grid Leak and Valve 
- Holder (with terminals) - - - 3/9 

- ------. -- - - 

J.c_&s 

195 - 

bination Grid Leak and Valve Holder and avoid difficulties 
- - FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS 

t or]I I IS ,pp( 
COM8NATION 

- - - 

- - 

GRID -LEAK 
AND - - 

VALVE HOLDER ! 4 
(ANTI-MICROPH0NIC) - - - 

 the grid leak direct to L.T. 
positive. In fact, a valve 
holder, the Lotus, is now 

- marketed, which incorpor- 
ates a grid leak permanently 
connected between the grid 

- and one of the filament 
terminals. - 

connected to this particular 
terminal. 
Since the Lotus valve holder 
is thoroughly sound from 
the anti-microphonic and 
every other point of view, it 
is distinctly a component to 
be recommended." 

Take the advicé óf independent experts-f it the Lotus Corn- 

Solution of the Grid Leak Problem 
Here is what the "Daily Sketch" of.Dec. 6,1926, said about 
the Lotus Combination Grid Leak and Valve Holder as the 
solutionof the problem of Grid Leak connections :- - 

"If there is any doubt in the All the constructor has to 
matter, it is safe to adopt do is to see that the correct 
the habit of always taking side of the accumulator is 

1)111/1 rIwL7trsJiriii 

- - -The DAILY SKETCH 

MARCH, 1927 MODERN WIRELESS 
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s.r. Ltd., 2, Melbourne Place, Aidwych, London, W..2. 

- 

- 19cl- - -, 

- VV V'v'v'vV 'v'y'v'vV 

Three Valves for the Price of One 
Fit ST's in place of your present valves and note how your set - 

springs into new life. Experience the thrill of your room flooded . with warm, living music coming from far-flung cities of Europe. 
These joys are listing and they cost so little. The perfect vacuum 

in the ST. bulb ensures not only .a much greater electron emission, 
- but a longer life from the torodium filament. That is why an ST. will . 

outlast three other valves, and why it is the only one whose long and 
faithful service an insurance company has been prepared to guarantee. - . 

Seize the-opportunity to-day of owning a valve whose throbbing .- 

Rvitality will continue to give you, month in and month out, a new zest 
for rich and brilliant music. . 

- 2-VOLT. 4-VOLT. 6-VOLT. 
'3 STOlA (Res. Cap.), o., . - 

S.T.21 (HF.) o.iamp .... 14/- S.T.41 (H.P. and Det.) amp-amplification 40... 14/- 
S.T.22 (L.F. and Det.) ox amp ........ 14/- 5.T.61B (14F. and Dot.) 

14 - ox amp ........ 14/- S.T.42 (Power) o.x atop. 18/6 Peer) o.amp. 18O t . 

,s S.T.23 (Power) 0.15 amp. 18/6 d.T.43 (Soper Power) 0:25 
22/6 

S.T.63 (Soper Powce) 0.25 
22/6 . _________ 

Se d un nam d ddres d 8h test cc t &at t f 5 T V I ho d y 4/ 

- will ceceivea year'sfceesubscriptiOn to the great new joornai, the "ELSTREE RADIO NEWS." PS" 

/ 

g 

WEAN 

 

MODkII{N W'IRELÈSS 
l 
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AShort-Wave Whale! -- -- 
01 all the recent short-wave Short Wave Successes. 

successes, I ¡articularly like that A view of the Mill Hill School amateurradio station, which is in 
of Mr. C. V Goyder (G_2SZ). communication with wireless enthusiasts all over the world. 

197 - - 

the first of Britain's re'fienal trans- - 

mitters If everything goes smootliiy Whn I say a whale, of course According to the Post Office 

it is probable that we shall be don t refer to one of the old- figures thetotal number ofreceiving 

getting -those longed-for alternative fashioned Come-in-Jonah type, licences in force at the beginning 

programmes from 5XX Junior in a 
little over -six months' time. 

Manchester's Little Flutter 
Listeners in the Manchester dis- 

trict have already bad a fore- 
taste of the delights of alternative 
programmes. When the Manchester 
Radio Scientific Society opened up 
their new amateur transmitting 

- station, zHD, it came on the ether 
with, a very nice little concert- 
much to the surprise of the B.B.C., 
-ielio imagined that they bad a 
monopoly of that kind of thing! 
The Post Office people, absolutely 
staggered by this breach of the 
ether peace, sent a snorter of a letter 
to the Society, implying that to 
entertain the public in this way 

ree of charge, -too!) was a sin! 
So .zHD, after one glorious flutter, 
is going warily! 

--i .. 

L _ 

Radio,News Items of the Month. 

Conducted by' a a P. R. BIRD: 

'Da'veiitry Junior i Mr. Goyder, as you probably re- but to a radio-equipped whaling 
member, hangs out a very pretty vessel. This one that Mr» Goyder 

Young Daventry, London, in the Anjgrctic whaling away the 
the 400 - metre I 

Angling from there one peaòeful time, close to' the great Ross 
N QTJ I R I N G. for I 

aerial at the Mill Hill School, picked out of the ether was down 

station tIat is I 

.Sunday afternoon, he threw òut Barrier. - Commudication was 

being erected for j 
some nice bait-in the form of a very clear both waysk the only 

o experimental pur- general call-and waited patiently interruption-funnily enough-be- 
poses, I learn to see what would rise from tbe ing messages to If,:M:S. Renown, 

that he is "getting on very nicely, short waves. (He was "fishing" bound for Autra1ia with the Duke 
'thank ou" How long it will be i 

on 32.2 metres.) Suddenly th and Duchess of York aboard ! How 

before the young rascal is shouting j 
Sabbath calm was broken by a those short nâv'es ¿ail hop, to be 

loud enough for listeners to hear terrific commotion in the 'phones. sure I 

him is uncertain, but there is talk He had caught a whale .... 
of making this new test station I Hoss They Hopi J 

Two Million-Mostly Bored 

P 41D10 NOTES 
NEws or HIMONTE 

A Feature in which O11i Contributor brings to your - 

notice some of the more interesting and important 

MARCIL,J27 M O DETt.E jWT REfS S 
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-u- 
i forthcoming eyents include a Cup- 

match (Sixth Round). the 
A Wireless-equipped Lightship. ! Grand National, and the Oxford 

The hghtship Albatross," fitted with a synchronised wire- and Câmbridge boat-race. If only 
- less Beacon -Submanne Oscillator, ¡s to be staticned at j the programme people would now 

the entrance to Dublin Bay. cut out the culture-prattle, ter- 

- 198 

- I hear that not content with the floating filament heats up a sort 
Postmaster-General's méagre allow- of phantom filament, that stands 

- s 

-. 

A Fine Result 
Recently the Southampton 

magistrates, investigating some 
little irregularities in regard to 
listeners who had failed to go 
through the formality of getting 
a licence, inflicted fines upon 
half a dozen of these " pirates." 
And within a week of that more 
than double the usual number 
of new licences were taken out 
in the Southampton area! Of 
courae, the Post Office people 
didn't say anything-but they took 
the dibs ànd thought a lot. 

"Broadcast" or "Broad- 
casted " P 

Because the Editor.of the English 
Review allowed it to appear iii an 
article, a reader wrote to him 
protesting against the "truly ap- 
palling woid 'Broadcasted.' 

"Many of your readers," he said, 
"must have felt(ed) bad and 
almost wept(ed) to see that it had 
got(ted) past(ed) you. Can it not 
be lost(ed) and kept(ed) put in 
future? " 

- A Brighter Ether - 

The B.B.C. is certainly taking 
advantage of the granting of 
facilities for sporting news. - The 

opening the new Houses of Parlia- 
ment in Australia this year. If a 
wireless telephony service on the 

Beam system were established 
. I can see no technical diffi- 

culty in the 'Duke's speech being 
sen). to London by wireless, and 
broadcast by the B.B.C." ,Thus 
Mr. Kellaway, managing director of 
the Marconi Company, in an inter- 
view with the Observer. It would 
appear that either Mr. Kellaway 
has got Mark Tapley out-Tapleyed, 
or élse those " Beam" telephony 
experiments are going on extremely 
well! 

- Some Aerial 

and it is said that when a crystal 
set was connected to it, the Ameri- 
can broadcasting stations fairly 
shook the old catswhivksr 

- Revolutionary- Radio 
,essimits who thought -that 

rdio invéntion was going to stand 
still during 1927 have had a bit of 

- an eyè-6pener with- the' advent of 
the new British valve, the l(Lx. 
Dasigned to run off the AC. mains, 
it cunningly cuts out ali trace of 
AC: hum-by usiñg a sort of floating 
filament, not connected to the set at 
all, but connected through a trans- 
former to the AC. mains. This 

Amongst tjte most interesting 
of the radio possibilities that loom 
ahead is that of an Empire short- 
wave broadcasting station. Of 
course, the old Broadcasting Com- 
pany-with one watchful eye on 
its income and the other upon its 
caustic critics-bad to go warily 
when a scheme was proposed for 
providing buckshee entertainment 
for Britons abroad. But, unlikiathe 
Company the Corporation could 
let itself go on the grounds of senti- 
ment and of technical progress, 
8 we are probably having an Empire 
broadcasting station, after all. 

RADIO. NOTES AND NEWS OF THE MONTH-(Confjnued) 

of this year was 2,X79,000. It is ance of too-ft. for an aerial wire, cheek by jowl, inside the bulb.--. 
calculated, too, that included in Dr. Ellison, an Ulster experimenter, and it is this "phantom" that 
that number there are at least recently erected a single-wire aerial emits the electrons and is controlled 
three people who hold the view two thousand five hundred feel high. by the grid. For downribt 
that the programmes do not con- Steel piano wire was used, the free (originality the KLx certainly makes 
tain too much talkee-talkee! end of the aerial being effectively a bold-bid for the Peek Frean, 

chaperoned amongst the clouds by 
Telephony by the "Beam" a large box-kite. The wire was An 'Empire Short-Wave 
"The Duke of York will be attached to an iron post for earth, Station 

MODERN WIRELESS - MARCH, 1927 
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Experts tc Help Readers The Duke's Tour. 
Amongst the experts-whose full- The radio receiver which is instafled in the'day-room" of. - 

time services will be devoted to - H.M.S. Renown. 

person sitting in complete dark- 
ness.' 

"Szeïrne," shouted an under- 
graduate at .the -back of the ball- 
and the audience, all tickled at the 
same moment, rocked with 
laugh ter. 

The Technical Queries 
Department 

I am pleased to be able tó 
announce that theré has recently 
been an important èxtension and 
revision of the Technical Queries 
Department. Organised to assist 
readers with their radio problems, 
the department has now been en- 
larged and placed in charge of 
Mr. G. P. Kendall, fiSc. All kinds 
of radio queries are answered for a 
small fee, diagrams can be drawn 
up, legal opìnions are obtainable, 
patent advice can be given-in 
fact, the aim of the Department is 
to help you wIth your radio 
difficulties. 

.._..__-,,----------s -'-----_,--s-- -'-'-- 

r. 

Wireless Awheel. 
A cefluloid case protects the frame aerial troni the weather, 

anzi permits of reception whilst travelling at speed. 

The Terror by Night nicat Staff. Further detsits of the 

In the course of a fascinating revision appear upon the Ques 

tecture upon Television Mr. . I.. tions Answered page in this issue. 

ffaird, the inventor, was teiiìrsg Readers are reminded tiat in 

a large audience at Birmingham addition to a large permanent staff, 

tlniversity of his method of using the services of eminent consultants 
loira-red rays. are retained, so that helpful and 

Lsing these rays," he tiramatìc- really authontative answers can bs 
ally- declared, "you can see a . 

appears to be limites! only by ) 
isipsoirpherit' conditions. it will 
cut out the local station and bring 
in prsetìcaily exerythinsc "on the 
air" without lass or worry. it f) 
does sot require an expt'rt to 
bufld or bad}e it. Pure repro- 

® disettes on the spenker, of realty 13) 

.tong distance stations is suionS 13) 

ìneyitabte with this dernier eri" 
in multi-salTo sets. 

is 3fs.l metres. The B.B.c. have 
bestowed this unlucky wavelength 
upon Bournemouth and Binning- 
hani, bst ii boh p'acs there has 
b en a g eatotcryaga)n tt 'Jonah.' 

L 

iìnate the uplift - talks, and drop answering readers' queries are tlr. 
dirge-like music, tise ether would Johnson-Randall and Mr. L H. 
be positively bright and beaming. Thomas, both of whom bave re- 
wouldn't ìt? cently joined the permanent Tech- 

The Unlucky Wavelength 
Amongst the wavelengths u'hich 

Geneva allotted to Gt. Britain was 
one Jonah-wavelength, which no- 
body Loves. The outcast in question 

THE 
"COMBINE" FI VE 

With this, the MarcS issue of 
Muino WIRELF.ss, sos, sre pre- 
sentiog a wi-illustrated book 

-8 free to every resoles, in which is E) h'tajled the constrsèetìpn o? o lost- 
S chos, np-to-date five-salve receiver. 
( This set, the "Combane" live. tu 

the resait al the careful nl cIue 
c'ollaboration of ten leadisog set - 

f8 deosgnees. 
f8 )very enostroetoc sb000l,l keep ® 

this book he kìm even if he is 
sutisSed soith bis present 'ssS, the 

f8 tinos may conne wheo he will scant 
f8 to" go one better," 

The "Combine" Five is for use 
vith an nalinasy lndûor or outdoor 

iB aerial, and ìt loudspeaker range 

k MARCH, i92 3I O D E R N WI R E I E S S 
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The soldering-irons (to the left) have plugs for electric The ordinary small drill can be used for cutting heating from ihr mains. - u thread if held in o bench sice and adapted A very nosel solafering-iron-the top of which takes od chowu in the above photograph. duriug heating--is that illustrated un the right. 

200 
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201 

w 
COMPONENTS REQUIRED 

One cabinet 12 in. by 8 in. by 9 in. deep. One L.T. switch. 
One panel to fit 12 in. by 8 in. by in. One 2 meg. grid leak and h&der. 

C Two anti-phonic valve holders. Thirteen terminals W.O. type. 

One 250,000 ohm anode resistance. . Two grid bias ¿hp holders. ..... . - - 
One .0003 mId, fixed condenser. One ebonite strip 12 in. by l in. by k 
One .01 mId. fixed condenser. . Three Jacks-1 singie closed; 1- doubie cosed 
One .005 mId. fixed condenser. . i double closed with filament "on" and "off," 
Two "Ansperites " or fixed resistors. - Several lengths of No. 18 S.W.Q tinned coulper h 

One L.F. transformer (Ferranti AF3). . wire, transfers, screws, etc. 

receiver. 
In arranging the circuit, first 

consideration was given to clarity, 
simplicity of control ranking next 
in importance. 

- Good Tone and Volume 
A very good tone and volume 

were obtained wth a coupling 
combination of anode resistance 
and L.F, transformer, as given in 
the list of components, but natu- 
rally, a great deal depends on the 
right choice of valves. 

Owing to the great volume of 
r' sound given by twa L.F, amplifying 

valves when the set is tungd to the 
local station, some type of switching 
that wauld allow the use of only one 
L.F. valve on such signals is 
necessary. 

Consequently, jacks were fitted 
for this purpose, and when in- 

seTting the plug from the loud- ' speaker into the centre jack for 

purpose no provision was made for T4ere are times, of course, wien 
switching off the filament current, it may be nscessary to use the 
for the blowIng reascns alon for some length of time; 

In the first place, meny readers should this happen, the amPlifie 

This viaw of 
the complete 
amplifie r 

shows how 
the terminals 
are arranged 
to correspond 
with those on 

'the "Sky- 
scraper." 

- 

HIS amplifier was 
designed primar- 

ej uy for use with 
J the Skyscraper" 

IÀ L41 -described in 
MODERN WIRE- 

- LESS last month- 
but it is also quite suitable for 
attachment to any other set that 
does not already include any stages 
of L.F. amplification, with the 
e±ception, perhaps, of a crystal 

ona L.F. valve, the L.T. to the 
second amplifying valve is auto- 
matically cut off: . - 

The n3ed of those who disire 
to listen in on the phons, with the 
set only, has also been studied, 
and a jack has been arranged on the 
amplifier panel, so that the un- 
amplified output from the receiver 
is available, without the need for 
disconnacting the amplifier.. 

When arranging a jack for this 

wll prefer to use the first jack 
(marked " set oly ") for tunn 
in on the phones (using a separate 
plug), tile loudspeaker plug being 
left inserted in thé third jack. 

As it takls but a few seconds -to 
find a station when "searclsing" 
wth phon's, the waste of filament 
current is ngiigble, and on re- 

moving the phon plug, the loud- 
speaksr is immediately put into 
action at full volume on all valves. 

 IiARCM, 1927. MOÏ5ERN WIRELEss 
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sary. 
I - 

202 

left hand edge of the amplifier 
prnal, corresponduag to' tile ter- 
minais on the right-hand edge of 
the Skyscraper" panel, neat 
"straps " can be fitted between 
the two cabinets, thereby avoiding 
vntidy and unsightly wires. The 
leads from the back of the amplifier 
baseboard supply both tile valves 
on that unit, and also those on tile 
receiver itself, with HT. and L.T. 

Simple Construction 
Further, the L.T. switch on the 

L.F. amplifier panel controls the 
filament current to both panels and 
aces as a master control to the 
''ìo1e receiver. 

"Amperites ' are employed to 
control the filament current to the 
L,F, valves. \Vhen ordering them 
(for fixed resistances) it will' be 
advisable to specify the exact 
valves to be used as vell as tile 
voltage of the LT. battery. 

No mention has bten made as 
- yet of the aclual constrrction of 

th amplifier for tile simple reason 
that at photographs, a wiring 
diagram and panel layout are in- 
clucled with this article, fully 
detailed instructions are unueces- 

not be clear to the reader, he can J instancs, especially if the amplifier 

A general view of - 

the wiring, showing - 

the baseboard lay. 
out and the connec- - 

tions from the back ' .__-" 
of the panel. 's.- " - 

i 
t 

I 

- 
PA NEL LA VOL.17 "SCREW' /'OL'ES 

¿.075. 

cm be put out of action by the 
simple expedient of disconnacting 
the + L.T. lead from the terminal on 
the ebonite strip at the back of the 
amplifier baseboard, and taking it 
to the +L.T. terminal on the main 
pmnel that 'straps" the. ampliñer 
to the set. 

Owing to the method adopted of 
fittng a series of terminals on the 

In any case, there is no ' snag 
to be met with in construction, 
the assembling being a plain 
straightforward job. Wiring can be 
carried out with No. r8 S.W.G. 
round tinned copper wire. It will 
be seen that the leads go straight 
from pint to point, right angle 
bends generally being avoided. 

Should any of the connections. 

diagram, though the order in which 
the wires occur can he seen oO 
the latter. 

There is one wire which cannot 
be seen on the wiring diagram, 
owing to its point of connectiofi 
being hidden, and as i concerns 
the L.F. transformer it would be 
wall to note its position. 

The wire in question connects 
the casing and core of the trans- 
former to the -LT. lead. 

It is not. an essential conftection, 
but may prove beneficial in many 

/2" 

sw4c74 
' 

JAffÓJJJACa,LJJ4CM 
TELEPHONES '' 1SPEAI(ER . 

J 

2k" 3' 

_7 

make reference to the list of point 
to point connections, which agrees 
in detail with the wiring diagram. 

It will be noted that clips 
are provided for supporting the 
grid battery on the baseboard 
before commencing the wiring they - 

can be removed temporarily so as 
to allow easy access of the soldering 
iron to the jacks. 

To facilitate the wiring, it is 
also a good plan to tin the soldering 
tugs on the jacks, those on the grid 
leak holder, and the projections ors 
the valve holders, if provided, 

The Jack Connections 

Good use might be made of the 
photograph of the ' close" up of 
the jacks, as it is rather difficult 
to show the arrangement of con- 
tacts at their ends on the wiring 

MODÈRN. WIRELESS MA1CH, 1927 
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I 
valves will be found in the article 

204 

. across the anode resistance, but, ' ". 
. 

unfortunately, this usually results photographs or diagrams because valves were io8 and 45 volts 
In a slight loss in quality, and it it is incorporated in the case of the respectively. 
was arranged as shown. transformer itself by the manu- When the amplifier is added the 

On the original amplifier a by- facturers.) detector voltage should b '-aised 
pass in the form of a fixed con- Now, a few words about the H.T. to at least loo volts ( +H.T. V) 

- denser of .0003 mId, was a10 voltages and the L.F. valves, owing to the high resistance that is 
connected across the primary vrnd- It was mentioned in the article included in its anode circuit, wmich 
ing of the L.F. transformer. (This on the Skyscraper" that the j effect reduces the actual voltage 
condenser cannot he seen on tise H.T.'s on the HF. and detector applied - 

The voltage recommended on 
vatves V3 and V4 is a minimum 

' 
- of 520, with the maximum gnd 

particular HT. value. 
- 'r - bias advised by the makersfor that 

Another back- Ouite consistent results 'vero 
- of-panel view obt'aiued when using dry báttries 

- showing the for the HT. supply, but as four 
- - baseboard lay- valves take an appreciable plate 

I t current it is advisable to employ 
- I 

out and the an H.T. accumulator, if the supply - - 

j flexible - COO' is to be an economical prÒposition. 
- -" i nections to Failing that, a special triple- 

r \ j ' r'y ' the grid bIas capacity dry battery would be 
- 

' -- --.7II... - battery. advantageous. 
" I 't" - Suitable Valves 

' 
/ " 

, Combinations of valves which 
i t - gave excellent results on test were 
\ \ 1 ' Cosmos DE50 and Osrain DE5A, 

lj 
i "i - '' - l)E5o and Mullard PM/256, 

- - . \ " --'-. i , .' , . ST. 6a and 63, DE50 and 
- - 

J 

ST. 63. For extremely loud re- ' ' - - - - '' - suits a combination of DE,5o 
" " '' , and Qsram LS5, and BTH B4 and 

p ' - " LS5 were tried with success, the 
- ' - i"- 

* HT. voltage on V V4 being raised 
- - to something like 300 volts with 

- - up to 40 volts grid bias, and a 
- - 

- special Amperite being used m - 

- place of the iA'shown for V,. - ' Further reference to the choice of 

.4 

Operating Details 

denser of .0003 mfd. capacity is 
n uprigit type fixed con- 

shown connected between -LT. Borro 

already mentioned. To O000OHMS c L..S....... 

and the bottom inside contact of 
the first jack, and is arranged to by- 

T'°°°3 
pass HF. between the anode of the 
detector valve and earth. As it +S 
assists clarity and tends to make ¿ST 

L T WITCH 
L-T ____ s- the detector valve sensitive, it -. 

should not be omitted. It could, of THLO*ETICAL - DI,4 CRAM ¿076 course, have been joined direct - 

THE SKYSCRAPER AMPLIFIER-(Continued) 

should tend to howl or give dis- 
tortion. 

i -. 

I 

Should the reader contemplate -e 
H.T V, utilising an LP. transformer 

already in his possession which Hf. 
does not incorporate this earthing" 

V2 A - terminal, he can ignore the con- 
I 

nection, but otherwise he would A1 
I V2 

do well to remember it in case of I 

trouble from any of the causes I 

4IODERN WIRELESS MARCI!, 1927 
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- R.T. ter'ninal on ansl to - U.T. on baseboard. 
Centre +H.T. terminal on panel to the +H.T. 

terminal on the baseboard marked V1. 
Bottom +H.T. on panel to the +H.T. marked 

V2 on baseboard. 
Top and bottom "input" terminals on panel to 

the top and bottom outside contacts respectively of the 
ist jack. 

Top inside contact of ist jack to one side of the 
anode resistance. 

Bottom inside contact of ist jack to the remaining tag 
of the .0003 mid, fixed condenser, to the r smaining 
side of the anode resistance and to one terminal on 
the .01 mf d. fixed condenser. 

on the trans!ormer. 
Sjxt'n coetact on jack to the bottom contact of the .. 

3rd jack (2 L.F.), to one tag of the .005 mfd. fixed . 
condenser and to the +H.T. terminal on baseboard .. 
marked V2 V4. 

Other tag of the .005 mfd. fixed condenser to the c. 

plate tag of the 2nd valveholder and to the top contact on 
the 3rd jack. 

Grid tag of the 2nd valveholder to the "grid" 
terminal on the L.F. transformer. - C 

"Grid Bias " terminal oñ the latter to the 2nd Y 
- G.B. plug. Y 

This completes the wiring. 

control, he is advised to make it 
- tip as a separate únit, so that it I This close-up of the back-of-panel shows the different types 

can be utilised in the anode circuit I of jacks used and the wiring to these components. 

-::--: 
CHECK YOUR WIRING BY THIS LIST :- 

+L.T. terminal on panel to one side of the LT. Other terminal on this condenser to the grid tag of 
switch and to one side of each of the Amperites, Re- I the ist valve holder and to one side of the 2 meg. grid 
maining sides of the Amperites to one filament tag on leak. 
each of their respective holders. Remaining side of grid leak to the ist -G.B, plug. 

- L.T. terminal on panel to one tag of the .0003 
mfd. fixed condenser, remaining filament tag of the I 

Platetag of ist valve holder to the 3rd contact 

- - 
,. ist valveho1der, - LT. terminal on baseboard, + GB. (counting from top) on the centre jack, 

- , plug and the second contact (counting from top) on the I 

Fourth contact on same ack to the "plate " ter- '.' 
- centre jack. Ton contact on same jack to the remain- minal on the LF. transformer. 

i j. ing filament tag of the 2nd valveho!der, I Fifth contact on jack to the + H.T. terminal 

THE SKYSCRAPER AMPLIFIER(ConClUdCd) . ' 

.' That Valve Problem ! " which of either of the L.F. valves and will need an HT. battery of ample 
appearsOn anotherpageinthisiSSne. thus protect the loud-speaker in capacity and should not attempt ' 

It should be mentioned, however, whichever circuit this may be to run the set off one of the usual - 
that when employing the Osram placed. small size. The L.S.5 vahe, of 
D E.ia in the last stage it is A final word. Constructors must course, really needs HT. from. the 
necessary to increase the grid bias not forget that if they use a super- mains or a high capactity HT. 
to at least rS volts, and as a matter power valve in the last stage they accumulator. 
of fact voltages sip to 27 have been 
successfully employed. - - 

Use pf a Filter 
Naturally, the exact voltage S" 

would depend upon the HT. supply 
to the plate of the valve, but I - 
advise constructors to have at 
least rS available. The Cosmos 
D.E.5o in the first stage required . . , .9 about three to six volts negative - 

i___,_ 
bias with 220 HT. . -- 

- -. A valve somewhat similar in 
operation to the D.E.5o, and one 'iI 

U 

which gives an equal. clarity in 
- S 

volume, is the Mullard P.M.5 end - 

as a matter of fact this is the valve -- 
that the makers of the L.F'. trans- 
former used intheset recommended. -- - 

No output filter circuit was in- 
'S.' 

corporated in the amplifier, because I 

4 
this would only be available for 

. 

f use in the plate circuit of the last 
valve, owing to the jack switching 
arrangements, so that when the - . - 
plug was inserted in jack No. r 

'%_ 

the filter circuit would not be in . ' S 

use. I' 

'If any reader intends to employ - 

such a device either to nrotect the -- -5 - 

loud-speaker windings or for a tone . - 

MÀñCH, 1927 MO D E R N W I R E L E S S 
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LD aiii 
less Cónstructor.") 

' HILE some '.ire- ago. In fact, until the arrival Two of these legs corresponded 
W less components of the neutralised circuit their to the grid and platepinsof a valve 

'may be considered efficiency, of which we now think and were connected to one winding, 
ji separately, others so much, was almost .completely - 

can only be obscured. 
thought of in re- I well remember attending a 
lation to their lecture given some years ago at t'e 

associated circuits. In the latter Radio Society of Great Britain 
class comes the high-frequency (then the Wireless Society of ' 

transformer. ' 
London) by Mr. A. A. Campbell- 

' 
;'., 

., 

Swinton, FRS., at which he . 
-. i, 

Before the Neutrodyne 
T led to bein this 

exhibited a six-valve receiver with 
three of high-frequency am- 

¡j ' ' 

- 
. 'g am article 

with such a statement as there has 
stages 

plifacation coupled by what was 
,' 

i-. , 

' .. 
' 

been far too great a tendency to then a new type of interstage . 
,'; ' ' - 

consider, not only high-frequency coupling, the plug-in radio f re- '. 
transformers, but tuning coils of all quency transformer. .. 
kinds, as if they were devices , 

. 

possessing self-contained virtues. A Notable Invention ' 

MARCH, 1927 MODERN WIRELSS 
_________ _________ __________ II - ' - '' I 

knI4ourWith 
this article a perfect , 

I-IF Trans!ìimers 5t:fl:1:bO:: 
graphe and diagrams, ' lt will be found, will 
materially assist the \ reader in appreciation 

-' 

ti tre 

- -- '-. 
-1L - 

- 

IPERCY HARRIS, 

(Editorof "The Wire- 

I 

-I I Selectivity, or "sharpness of tun - 
- 

- 

)IrJ iIÏg" it was then always ca11 
i constituted a point of interest i 

- - 

I so far as it related to efficienc', 
The potentiometer method of stabilising H.F. stages but was not irs itself a lking much 

- - 

:o7 

- J - 

I 

Is 

I 

The high-frequency transformers These transformers aroused 
at present in vogue, highly efficient considerable interest, consisting as 
as they are, owe their development they did of grooved discs of ebonite 
to the evolution of neutralised on which were mounted four pins 
circuits and would have been very of a size and separation identical 
little use to us two or three years with those of the legs of a valve. 

An American commercia' 
HF. transformer for low 

wavelengths. - 

and the two others (equivalent to 
'the filament pins) were connected 
to the other winding. They were 
the invention of Mr. Burbury, of 
Crigglestone, Wakefield (2A.W), and 
were extremely compact and handy. 

Potentiometer Control 
The band of wavelengths then 

necessary to be covered was very 
large, for it müst be remembered 
that the lecture took place in pre- 
broadcasting days, when the work 
of amateurs was almost entirely 
confined to the reception of Morse. 
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Three speálrnens of the older typeof barrel H.F.,transformer. 

208 

in a rod of ebonite or other insula- I this stage that these barrel-type was "gained on tbe swings" was 
tion material, sections of the radio frequency transformers were generally lost on the round- 
primary and secondary windings wound with, very fine wire and abouts." 
being placed alternately. All Were extremely compact. A few Specimen transformers of this 
primary sections were joined in experimenters tried winding them type are shown in a photograph 
series, and all secondaries similarly, with thicker wire to reduce the accompanying this article, and in 
Tue self-capacity of the windings resistance, as well as in single layer their day-particularly in well- 
was con'sìderably reduced by adopt form to reduce capacity effects, laid-out sets-gave really excellent 
ing this method. but were disappointed with the results. The selectivity, however, 

An ingenious manufacturer then results obtained. The lower ohmic was quite poor measured against 
adapted this slotted arrangement resistance tended to enhanèe th tlie standards of to-day. 
with sub-divided primaries and tendency to cause instability, while Early American Practice secondaries to the four-pin base the necessarily greater dimensions 
introduced by Mr. Burbury, the 

: 

In these transformers we certainly 
result being the. barrel type of - 

- led the way, and were using quite 
HF. transformer, which first be- - ' 

efficient radio frequency amplifica- 
came popular with the' home '' tion. in our circuits' while the 
c nstructor on 'thé- -introduction - ' , 

- AII1CiICSJ15 were still -pinning, their 

I 
- - -s 

thus making the grid positive, 
grid current flowed, supplying the 
damping necesary in order to 
obtain stability. 

An Ingenious Manufacture 
Before long these HF. trans- 

formers were marketed by several 
firms. Non-interchangeable radio 
frequency transformers (some of 
them tapped) were already known 
in the Services, one particularly 
efficient form (for that day) con- 
sisting of a number of slots turned 

'Illustrating capacity between windings of an H.F. 
transformer. 

of mv "Transatlantic" designs when thus wound gave greater 
in this journal in' the autumn interlinkage of fields between stages. 
of 1923, To compensate for the feed back 

introduced by this linkage of 
Results with Barrel Types fields, stìll further positive bias on 
I would like to emphasise at the grid was necessary, so that what 

Sought after for elimination of 
Interference 

In the six-valve receiver to which 
T have just referred; interaction 
between stages gave undesirable 
oscillation effects unless a potentio- 
meter was used to obtain stability. 
The scheme used was that shown in 
Fig. s, from which it will be seen 
the lower ends of all transformer 
secondaries were connected to the 
sflder of the potentiometer. By 

f 

LO 
I 

- 

(1 
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The Hazeltine method of reducing field interactiorn 

209 

k L- - 
- 

i 

wide range of wavelengths-far 
greater than could be efficiently 
covered with one coil and con- 
denser-our American friends bad 
a limited band easily covered by 
one coil. For this reason they did 
not pay any attention to inter- 
changeability of radio frequency 
transformers, and for that matter 
have only taken to this type with 
the extension of the American 
broadcasting band. 

frequency transfOrmer is distinctly under which a particular high- 
preferable to the multi-layer type, frequency transformer is used and 
having a much lower self-capacity -hew it is not a device that can be 
(giving a wider tuning range with considered alone. 
a given condenser) and much lower 
losses. Now a high-frequency A Neglected Factor 
transformer, being a means of Certain requirements have to be 
coupling between one valve and met by both primary and secondarc 
another, has its primary windings windings. The secondary winding 
in the anode circuit of one valve must, of course, have such a value 
and its secondary winding cn- of inductance that it will tune over 
nected to grid and filament of I the required wavelength range with 

popular here. 

Important Considerations 
For a considerable time we for 

our part continued to use the 
plug-in sii- all type of fine wire high- 
frequency transformer, while the 
Americans began to turn their 
attention to tuned radio frequency 
with single layer coils of more 
efficient design. By this time 
broadcasting bad become an accom- 
plished fact, and whereas we had 
to make our sets to cover a very 

(<:]55 - .. grn 

Left, a toroidal coil; right, a single turn giving the 
equivalent field. - 

It ha been proved by thany the next.' A few moments con- 
experimenters that, apartfrom other sideration will show why it i so 
considerations, the single layer radio important to consider the conditions 

ï: 

faith to critical reaction in a 
detector circuit followed by one 
or two stages of note magnification. 
This phase in the evolution of 
American radio design was followed 
by the introduction of a semi- 
aperiodic transformer-untuned- 
and often with iron cores. The gain 
per stage with these transformers 
was very low and they never became 

, 
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\ / J with these types. Thus, reversing 
the leans horn the sendarv 

' / windìn made a considerable difler- 
'/( S, - ence in the sgna1 strength, for in 

-.- one dIrection the capacitative coup- 
Dissectedhinocular H.F. transformer. .ling. between the windings was 

- 210 - 

- 

: 'UL___Jfl 

» 
: 

ItiL 

uRli I 
I I.IU U 4 

Modern single layer inter. 
changeable H.F. trans- 

formei-s. 

gauge wire and one made of 
practically the linest wire we can 
handle wilt not appreciably affect 
the H.F. resistance of the whole 
of the plate circuit in which the 
primary of the transformer is 
joined. 

Capacitative Couj,iing. 
lt can also be shown that to get 

a very high efficiency in a radio 
frequencytransformer the espadta. 
rive coupling between the primary 
and secondary windings must be 
reduced as far as possible. The 
early radio frequency transformers 
of the plug-in type were frequently 
made with the secondary winding 
wound directly over the primats, 
and even in the slotted forms the 
capacitative coupling between the 
two windings was very high.. Fer 
this reason the actual connections 
of the windings were very importan t 

which it is to be used. 

- Question of Resistance 
A few experiments with a valve 

show that the plate to filament 
insistance is a fairly high ligure, 
varying of course with different 
types of valves, and with the grid 
voltage applied. -- The type of 
general purpose bright emitter 
receiving valve used when the plug- 
ja type of HF. transformer was 
first introduced had a resistance 
ils the neighbonrhood of 5o,000 

ouais. ineklentaliy. in high- 
frequency circuits the small caps'city 
between the electrodes rOUSt also 
he taken into account. Let us now 
consider high-frequency trans- 
formera desìgned to wor1 with a 
particular valve over a wavelength 
range of, say, 300 to (ion metres. 
The secondary winding may well 

eo,000 ohms. You will see at once 
that the difference la insistance of 
a winding using a fairly heavy 

the condenser used. Furthermore, 
its losses misst be s'easonahly low, 
otherwise we shall lose in damping 
too much- of the amplification we 
have so far gained. These two 
points are fairly obvious. What 
is so frequently neglected in con- 
siderin.g the subject is the impert- 
ance of the primary winding and 
its suibility for the circuit with 

he a single layer coil made so as 
to have a sial1 self-capacity and 
low resistance by cdra-ectly pro- 
portioning the windins, choosing 
the right gauge of wire a-nd winding 
it on a suitable former. We will 
assume the impedance of the valve 
in the plate circuit of which the 
primai-y of the transfonner is. 
joined to have a value of 

MO :ÑN. WIREÉÉ Mii -i.gVI 
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- 
- Now as we increase the couplirg 

- 

'Ç - between the primary and ti o 
- secondary of a high-frequency tranr- 

- 

former from weak to strong e 
Another "fieldiess" type of HF. transformer of have to take into consideratir-' 
- -. American origin. another important point. If the 

2fl 

(f;,- 

=111 IliIIiiiiHIii llIftfflP1llT diffrcnt from that of an6ther 
III HID 1111111 II 

DII DDIIIIHII! 1111111 1H 

-..,,, maker. In America, although 
there are several makes of valves 

___JIII HIIIIIIIIHI iiiiiiim HI 
III . IIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI III 

. 

. 

'\ '\\ 
on sale, there ate but two general 
types used for high-frequency am- 
plification, one known as t1 e 

) J J . 

205A " type (corresponding with 
the Osram D.E.5, Marconi DE.5, 

- d.T.-H. B.4, Mullard D.F.A.r, 
'c.), and the other as the' 199 
fvpe, the equivalents to which in 
England are the Osram and Marc:ri 
DE.3, B.T.-H. B.5, etc. Americ:n 
set manufacturers and those wilu 

, . 

make cDmponents for home builders 
have therefore no difficulty in 
de ignmg radio frequency tran 

h 
which they are most likely to be 

\ . . used. In England there is a muc'i 
- ..' greater difficulty, and a general ., ' 

- compromise must be effected. 
- . . 

. ,, .. 
. Coupling Between Windsngs 

-J 

signai strength increases progres- '''' 
sively for some time, until a oint How long-ways HF. transformers can be wound 
is reached where it starts to fall efficiently. 
again For this rèason 'it is "of' 
importance, if high efficiency is 'póiit.' The óptimûa coupling can easily happen that on changing 
desired, to find the best c3upling for a valveofacortain impedance from a nominal high frequenc) 
for signal strength and selectivity., is sot the optimum for another valve to a nominal" low-frequeec-' 

We now came to a very important vlve of different impedaxce, and it valve better signals may be ch- 
tamed. In England we have a very 
large variety of valves of different 
impedances, and different amplifica- 
tibn factors, and the impedance 
of one manufacthrer's high- 
frequency" valve is often quite 

- adding to the -energy transfer and 
in the other hindering it. When the 

r cpacitative coupling between wind- 
jogs is very small, reversal of these 
leads makes very little difference 
to signal strength. 

Suiting Valve Characteristics 
Returning to the question of the 

- 

size of wire of the primary, it will 
be understood that a very fine 
wire enables a number of turns to 
be wound in a much smaller space 
than it is possible with a thicker 
wire, and furthermorethecapacita- 
tive coupling will be much lees 
with a finer wire (other factrs 
remaining-the sams. 

A very weak magnetic coupling 
between primary and secondary 
windings gives a very high selcc- 
tivity but feeble signal strength. 
If the coupling be now increased 

7 - 

usan - 

'ci- 

-L 

1 
í1 ,': 
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Modern 'binocuIar" HF. transformers. 
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-------. -- - 

L. ___ __ ___ 

i 

a coupling sufficiently tight to be 
really useful made th.e tendency 
to self - oscillation so high that 
damping had to be introduced 
to obtain stability. Thin damping 
was bound to mask the relative 
efficiencies of various high-fre- 
quency transformers, and indeed, 
the relatively large high-frequency 
resistance of the windings of the 
earlier transformers, far from being 
a drawback, waa often of disticct 

Two i-t.F. traosl'ormers of mudern. British design. Note 
the method of 'air spacing" the windings. 

value Ui providing the damping 
necessary to obtain stability. 

Neotralised radio frequency cir- 
cuits enable us to adjust the coup- 
ling between the primary and 
secondary windings to give the 
efficiency we desire' without having 
to worry about feed-back due to 

inter-electrode capacity,, and as, a 
result we ha've been able to design 
and make far more efficient radio' 
frequency transformers than. had 
previously been practicable. 

Still a further important point 
in high-frequency transformer de- 
sign concerns- the question. of a 

AN HOUR WITH RE'. TRANSFORMERS-(Contd.) 

coupling between primary and 
secondary is very tight it does not 
matter much whether tire primary 
or the secondary is-tuned. In either 
case we have the effect of a tuned 
circuit in the plate lead as well as 
one in the grid lead of the previous 
valve. Readers know that wTien 
the plate and grkl circuits are in 
tune the inter-electrode capacity 
of the v1ve and stray couplings 
are ieifflcient to feed back enough 
enerj maintain a state of 
oecillaion. When the cbupling ' - - 
between the primary ami secondary 
winding ja weak there may be 
insufficient feed-back to maintain 
a state- of oscillation, but much 

- depends on the valve used, both 
in regard to its inter-electrode 
capacity and its amplification factor. 

Limiting Interaction - 

'Before the neutralised and --- 
-.-,--' -- 

balanced circuits came into vogue, . -, - . - 
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- Metal screening bqxes for H.F. coils. 

\ 
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of the valve, the fact remains that but in practice is Mr. J. Il. Reyner, B.Sc., is wc'l 
the field from the ccii may spread slightly different known to readers of this journal. 
ut and interact with other windings from this, due to a - Here the transformers are of tl.c 

and fields and ccmpletely upset all variety of causes. 
. 

single layer type, being sui- 
our adjustments. The early H.F. Mag,etic cup- rounded by cylindrical metallic 
transformers by reason of their li n g be t w ce n shields which effectively prevent 

£3 

/a46. 

2WCC/E 

available circuits, we have neu- 
tralised the.inter-electrode capacity 

Practical Toroidal coils. 

compactness, liad a relatively re- stages may also be reduced by 
stricted field, hut the larger single arranging the coils at other angle', 
layer windings proved a grcat depending of courseupon their pori- 
nuisance in this regard. Prof. tions in the receiver. There are 
Hazeltine worked out an arrange- also two other important ways cf 
ment by which se eral radio f re- avoiding this interaction-one by 
quency transformers were arranged designing the high-frequency trans- 
with parallel axes, all being placed formers to have a very restricted 
at a common angle to the line of field and the other by utilising 
centres. This angie was worked shielding. In shielded high-fre- 
out mathematically to be quency transformers the work cf 

AN HOUR WITH H.F. TRANSFORMERS-(Contd.) 

field surrounding the windings. As- 
suming that the windings have 
been correctly proportioned to suit 
the wavelength range de3ircd and 
the valve with which the trans- 
former is to work, and also assuming 
that by means of one of several 

ILA 

- 

i 
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the preading óf the field and con- 
sequent interaction wits other parts 
of the receiver. Certain losses are 
inevitable with such shields, but 
the efficieny of these transformers 
is such that in the shields they hsve 
a much lower H.F. resistance 
than the other types without any 
shields. 

Toroidal and Binocular Coils 

receiver-the Grebe "Synchro- 
phase '-in which the high-fre- 
quency transformers had what were 
called binocular" coils. These 
were a kind of compromise between 
the single layer coils with spreading 
field and the toroidals with their 
very restricted field. In practice 
these coils were shown to be of 
sufficiently restricted field to avoid 
many of the undesirable inter- 

introduce no appreciable - distor- 
tion, but "ultra-selectivity" may 
prrne. a great nuisance by cutting 
off the" side bands." In telephony 
we have to deal ant with one 
.frequency (that, of the " carrier 
wave "), but with a band of 

I. ii". 1 1' 

OD1N VIRL'S MARCH, 1927f 
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cutting off of sida bands is very 
The H.F.transformer used in the author's ' Special Five." (Continued on page 320) 
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For several years past experi- action effects which had preyiously 
meats have been persistently made been experienced, and on'my réturn 
to produce high efficiency coils to England I described them in 
with very restricted fields. For detail. They are now becoming 
example, if we take a ifexible increasingly popular in this country, 
single layer whaling and bend, it being marketed by several manu- 
round so as to bring the two ends facturers, and while their high- 
together we get what is known as frequency resistance is slightly 
a "Toroidal" coil having a very higher than a well-desigùed single 
restricted field. Broadly speaking, layer coil it can be so made suffi- 
we may say the field of this coil ciently low to be of very practical 
is nò greater than a single turn of use in high-frequency transformer 
wire of the same radius. The design. - 

trouble with such coils, however, - 

is that their high-frequency re- A Cause of Distortion sistance ss appreciably greater than 
that of the single layer type, Another point not generally 
due largely to the fact that con- realised is that in a high-frequency 
siderably more wire is needed to amplifier it is quite possible to have 
obtain a given inductance. While your circuits too sharply tuned. 
in America in 1925 my interest was A certain degree of sharpness of 
aroused by a particular commercial tuning- may be very 'effective and 

s 

a 

1J 

L1 

r:__E. - 

oJr 
lIlJ1 IIQIII 

Showing primary and 
secondary windings of a 
modern six-pin HF. trans. 

- former. 

frequencies on each side of the 
carrier wave, so that if our tuning 
is too sharp, which can easily 
happen in modern receivers, some 
of the frequencies may be cut off 
or their amplification so reduced 
as to give very noticeable dis- 
tortion. - 

Preventing Over-sharp 
- - 

' Tuning 
Some manufacturers of American 

receivers are actually introducing 
a certain amount of damping in 
their multi-stage receivers to pre. 
vent this. distortion due to over- 
sharp tuning. incidentallY, this 
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I.. 

I. 

I) Too much stodginess and too little entertainment is the complaint against 
- the present B.B,C. programmes. Is red tape to blame? 

By THE EDITOR. O 

DEBATE on the either of the speakers becoming "You must vote," he said to his 
quastion of the controversial I cannot tell you." aulience, "against the Govern- - 

A "Menace Of The Mr. Shaw went on to say that ment at the next Election. Some 
- Leisured Woman" probably the Postmaster General of you may reply that that would 

'was broadcast a was listening-in. "Ile is realising b no remedy for you, because 
few weeks ag. that I- am speakin. His horror you already intend to vote against 

MARCIL, 1927 M O D E R N. W IR E L E S S 

- LLÌS . 

1fD TAPt bIOADCÁSTINGi 

nothing of a controversial nature 
must be spoken from the plat- 
form or anywhere else except 
by niembers of the Government. 
How any animated, possibly em- 

t bittered, controversy is to be 
- carried on this evening without 

but it occurs to me that the Post- 
master-General may call out tlse 
Guard." 

Constitutional Remedy 
Mr. Shaw suggested that the 

remedy was a constitutjonal one. 

215 

Lrown. 
It would be a joyous thing indeed 

if the wireless amateurs and 
listeners in tisis country to the 
nu.nber of some hundreds of thou- 
sands suddenly sent their criticisms 
and complaints direct to the Post- 

- from the Kings- is probably growing with every the Government. Well, you have. 
way Hall, London. The debate sçntence that flows from my lips, one more remedy. I believe it 
was hotween Mr. G. K. Chesterton How am I to be stopped ? How to be a strictly constitutional one. 
and tile Viscountess Rhondda, and are the speakers of the evening I suggest to you that you should 
in the chair was Mr. G. Bernard all write to the Postmaster-General 
noaw. sill. noaw uau a iew anU1s 
to say about broadcastirg which 
again brings into prominence an 
important question concerning the 
limitations of broadcasting as at 
present enforced by His Majesty's 
Postmaster-General. 

"Be Careful" 
Mr. Shaw was in a very happy 

mood that night and he asked his 
audience to be very specially on 
their good behaviour because, as be 

- pointed out, it was not only Mr. 
Bernard Shaw addressing a crowded 
and prematurely enthusiastic 
audience, but it was London calling 
the British Isles and the Universe 
in general. "If," be said, "any 
of you allow yourselves to be 
carried away by shouting out 
anything in a moment of en- 

f 1I h.. i,,.....,1 h,, 5o'a+ 

lCiiifl mm wuat you LUII1K ut 

leim. You will he strictly within 
the letter of the law, for you will 
contribute an enormous sum in 
stamps to the revenue, and you 
will make it absolutely certain 
that ño Postmaster-General in 
Engiand will ever attempt to 
interfere with freedom of speech 
in England again." 

Write to the P.M.G. 
Mr. Shaw's suggistion, if not 

original, is at least a good one. 
For there is no earthly reason 
why listeners, amateurs, and all . 

interested in wireless, who are 
dissatisfied with the conditions 
under which broadcasting is con- - - . - 

tlucted in this ccuntry, hould . 

not address a personal letter to - - 

Sir William Mitcbell-Tiiomsòn, the 

million people. Among those 
i 

Mr. -George Bernard Shaw, Postmaster-General, strongly ex- 

people may be your wife or your Playwright-and Broadcaster! 
i 

pressing their views. There is 

husband. Be careful. Now the ......... 
. 

1O law in this country to prevent 
condition on which broadcasting is to be stopped from becoming anybdy addressing a personal 

conducted in this country is that controversial ? \Vell, I don't know, criticism to a Ivhnister of the 
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deprived from hearing one of the result has been an increasing quite such heavy doses of highbrow 
greatest literary celebrities of our stodginess of orogrammes which has culture, which, although excellent 
time because of some footling red caused another outburst of adverse in its way, is not going to increase 
tape rule which by its very im- criticism, and the appointment the popularity of broadcasting. 

216 

other hand it is only when a a representative number o.f letters 
speaker becomes spontaneously con- from listeners in this country. 
troversiâl that listeners can really The may receìve thousands a 
enjçy a good argumeht. week, or thousands a day, but 

For example, a few months ago that is nothing compared to the 
Mr. George Bernard Shaw was in- fgct that there are over two or 
'ited to broadcast on a certain sub- three million listeners in the 

ject, but the Postmaster-General country and the B.B.C.'s post- 
vetoed the speech-he saw it in bag is small compareçi to the nom- 
proof form-in the programme ou ber of their clients. 
the grounds that it was cun- Sine the Broadcasting Cor- 
troversial. And thus listeners were poration came into power, the 

in Miss Hilda Matheson beins 
responsible for the talks" broad. 
cast by the B.B.C. 

Pep and Punch" 
However, we have had a promise 

from the B.B.C. that they will put 
more "pep and punch " into their 
programmes. We can only hope 
that this will be put into practice at 
once and that a really big effort 
will be made to lighten the pro- 
grammes and to give the public s 

little more entertainment and not 

master-General would be instructed programmes. It is quite obvious 
on if only amateurs would, in hat the B.B.C. do not receive 
their hundreds of thousands, ad- .................................................... 

dress their grievances direct to him, 
would be in connection with the SI r G e ra t d d u 
very point raised by Mr. Shaw, Maurier before the 
viz., the restriction imposed upon ¡microphone at 2L0. 
the broadcasting of controversial 

}-.. 

matter. Mr. Shaw is undoub 1v 
right when lie doubts wsether 
speakers can be stopped from 
becoming controversial, but on'the 

p 

Mr. Geo!ge Grosamith tunes 
committee - which constitute the 
"Big Seven" are really qualified 
for the important task of deciding 
what the public wants. 

Few of them are qualified to 
judge the psychology of the public 
as regards entertainment. Possibly 
the only exception is Mr. George 
Grossmith, who, as a connoisseur 
of light entertainment, has an 
experience which should prove 
valuable provided lie is not re- 
stricted in his suggestions being put 
into practice. 

The most peculiar-and the most 
inexplicable appointment is that of 
Miss Hilda Matheson, who seems to 
have the important qualification of 
once being secretary to Lady Astor. 
As Lady Astor is a Memoer of 
Parliament and consequently bas to 
do a considerable amount of public 
speaking, there is probably sonic 
subtle reason which has resulted 

which such a method would bring 
home very strongly to the Post- 
master-General, viz., the resent- 
ment throughout the country re- 
garding the retention of some 
thousands of pounds of licence 
money paid by listeners last year, 
and which was withheld from the 
old B.B.C. by the Postmaster- 
General and which, it is alleged, 
has been used to meet a deficit 
caused by the inadequacy of the 
Rugby high-power station 

The other point which the Post- 

municating with tnose responsible 
for these stupid rules which are 
hindering broadcasting, the full 
force of Mr. Shaw's suggestion will 
never be felt. 

Unrepresentative Corre- 
spondence 

We understand that the B.B.C. 
recei e many thousands of letters 
a week, an-1 from these letters they, 
by. an analytical process; decirle 
upon the types of programmes 
most suited to the broadcasting 

master-General We venture position, suggests that the British of what is known as. the ' Big 
to think that the Postmaster- public cannot be trusted to listen to Seven," or Programme Board, is 
General would very soon realise such a strong argument. indiCative of this stodginess. The 
that there is a great deal of dis- Mr. Bernard Shaw's idea of ad- Programme Board at the moment 
satisfaction in this country at dressing personal letters to the consists of : Mr. R. H. Eckerslev 
the moment concerning the con- Postmaster-General will probably (chairman), Mr, George Grossmith, 
duct of broadcasting. never be carried into effect to such Mr. R. E. Jeffrey, Mr. B. E. Nicholls, 

an extent that it will really carry Mr. Percy Pitt Mr. J. C. Stobart 
G.B.S. and the P.M.G. . any weight, for unless 'soiebody and Mies Hilda Matheson. 

There are, perhaps, two points organises a direct campaign for corn- None of the members of this 
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amateur's spare time. Many American and Continental of Reinartz circuit is utilised a 
One lias to consider, when con- stations are even now operating split, tuned grid coil has the semi- 

structing new apparatus, the possi- on the higher frequencies, and a aperiodic aerial coil directly and 
bility of future changes in the set capable of pealing efficiently magnetically coupred to it, whilst 
policy of the various Broadcasting with both the short waves and the the reaction coil is directly con- - 

Companies. Owing to the recent present B.B.C. wavelengths would nected to the grid coil and statically 
developments in short - wave ensure that no fear need be enter- coupled to thè plate bi the valve. 
transmissions, and as tremendous tamed by the fortunate possessor The use of the split type of grid 

Q 

11 : 

Ii: 

FART 

nizI wa-'-' 

FIT#2 

/IT - 

L,T* 

LT- 

B. -2 

I 

Many American and Continental stations are now operating on the higher 
frequencies, and a set capable of dealing efficiently with both short waves 
and the present B.B.C. wavelengths should prove useful to many 
readers. The set described below is both easy and inexpensive to make. 

I !'\ longer hours of 

I(floR 
some time now 

J darkness have been 
uith us, and thu 

I F work of overhaul- 

[ ing and building of 
- .wireless sets has, 

no doubt, been occupying many an 

distances can now be covered by 
comparatively low-powered stations 
on the short waves, it would seem 
to be only natural that in the near 
future many stattons may he 
suitably equipped for this wons. 

Split Grid Coil 

of drastic alterations in the future. 
The instrument described does 

deal with both wave-bands in an - 
efficient manner, although origin- 
ally constructed as a short-wave 
set, without interchangeable coils. 

If the circuit diagram is consulted 
it will be seen that a modified type 

jfl 

iL 

A useful broadcast 
and, short wave 
receiver designed 
and constructed by 
F.H.NEWRICK 
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holders. 
One coifholder for b0ard- 

Y mounting (Payne and Hornsby). 
:: One 3-1 ratio L.F. trans- 

former (Croix). 
One 3h-1 ratio L.F. trans- 

, 
former (Gecophone). 

Eight yards 16 S.W.G. tinned 
copper wire. 

Solder, flux, screws, nuts, etc. : 

finished condition on the right. 

The short-wave coil former need 
not be elaborate, the one used con- 
sisting of a piece of plank with 
si-in, wire nails-without heads- 
driven into it in the positions 
shown. The procedure of the coil 
winding is as follows - 

Commencing at the pin numbered 

218 

one turn has been made; proceed 
in like manner until seven complete 
turns have been wound on, when 
a loop about three inches long 
should be twisted in the wire-for 
severance after the coil is coni- 
pleted-and the winding carried 
straight on until 'a further eight 

'' One guaranteed ebonite 1er- 

? minal strip, 3 in. by l in. by 
.c. 

lo 4 B.A. terminals, W.O. 
y type. 

Two 4 B.A. terminals, tee- 'Ç' 

phone type. 
'f Two angle brackets. 

One sheet panel marking y 
transfers. 

One 0005 friction control 
% variable condenser (Ormond.) 
'f One -00025 ordinary variable '' 
'f condenser (Ormond). 
'f One "Utility" D.P.D.T. '' 

switch (Wilkins and Wright). 
'Ç' Three carbon compression 
'f rheostats (Lissen). - 

'f One 3O2 fixed mica con- 
? denser (Dubilier. 'C' 

'f One 0002 fixed mica con- 'C' 
denser (Dubilier). 

One variable grid leak 
(Selected-Lissen). 

Three anti - capacity valve- 
On the left in seen the short wave Coil, while inthecentre 
is the honeycomb winder for the broadcast coil, seen in 

: 
LISTOF 

: 
COMPONENTS. 
One cabinet, 18 in. by 7 in. by 

7 in. internal size. 
One wood baseboard, 18 in. 

.by7in.by3; in. 
One guaranteed ebonite ane1, 

18in.by7in.by3; in. 
One guaranteed ebonite 

terminal strip, 9 in. by 23; in. by 
}in. 

near the dimensions given. 
For the short-wave coil a stranded 

wire consisting of four strands of 
z6 S.\V.G. DCC. wire twisted 
together is used, 30 feet being 
necessary; the writer fastened 
four 32-feet lengths of the wire 
to a staple in a wall, and having 
pulled them out evenly, tight and 
straight, simply stuck a pencil 
through the ends farthest from the 
staple and twisted it round in a 
clockwise direction until the wire 
laid together like a fine rope. 

i oz. 2 S.W.G. S.S.C. copper 
aire. 

One ebonite coil plug and 
piece of broom shank 43; in. 
long. 

one, take the wire over pin number 
three and from there to five and 
seven, as shown in the short-wave 
coil former diagram, always winding 
over alternate pins ; each time 
the wire passes pin number one 
after a complete circuit of the puis 

coil has the effect of giving a very 
slight step up in the voltage 
applied to the grid of the valve 
via the grid, condenser (which for 
the short waves might well have 
been variable, but ,as the set is 
intended only for household use 
several undoubted improvements 
have been subjected to compro- 
mises for the sake of simplicity 
of operation); it also, in combination 
with the other features, enhances 
the selectivity of the set, which is 
good on the B.B.C. band and very 
efficient on the short waves. 

The reaction control is delight- 
fully smooth in use, 'and this, 
together with the use of a good 
quality silent variable grid leak, 

does not leave much to be desired 
in the degree of sensitivity which, 
can be obtained. 

Special coils of low high-frequency 
resistance and low self-capacity are 
essential, and a great. measure of 
the success obtained will be due 
to their efficiency, so that a little 
extra ¿are bestowed on their making 
will be trouble well expended. 

Winding the Coils 
The formers for bath coils are 

clearly shown in the diagrams and 
are simple to construct and one of 
the many proprietary honeycomb- 
coil formers now on the market 
may be used in lieu of the one 
shown for the Broadcast coils, 
if desired, and provided that it is 

FOR THE SPECIAL COILS, 
MOUNTiNGS, HOLDER and .. 

H.F. CHOKE. 

Three ebonite strips, 3r fl .'. 

¿. 
by2in.byin. 

One ebonite strip, 2 in. 
. by in. by in. 

One ebonite. rod, in. dia., ,. 
by 2 in. long. 

i, Six valve sockets with washer, , 
nut and sodering tag. 

Twelve valve pins with washer 
and nut. 

Four 4 B.A. by in. 0.5. head 
screws. 

k lb. 26 S.W.G. D.C.C. copper 
wire. 

4 lb. 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. copper 
,.,, wire. 
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PANEL DRILLING DIAGRAM. 
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Commencing end "i "; other piece of cardboard tube r in. 22 S.W.G., DCC. wire being used. 
end of same wire at the point in external diameter and in. wide Coils may be made to suit wave- 
severed after winding-use flash- slipped on, as shown, to carry the lengths between 30 and 700 metres - 
lamp battery and phones for con- coil for stitching purposes after the by adjusting the number of turns 
tinuity test if in dodbt-" a"; pins have been removed, j -the short-wave former being 
remaining' end of severed ioop The coil 'is wound in filé ùsual used for those up to too metres. 

- ía- 

f 

,.-'.-'---' -.- ...... ... 
- - 

± 

_ T _ 24- .---24' 
- - _-3Y. 

... 

24 

loQps used as tapping points .and 
the wire so exposed, well cleaned 
and tinned for connoetion to the 
coil moimt. - 

Coil Connections 

Thè various loose endi and 
tappings must be very carefully 
traced out and numbered according 
to the theoretical diagram-which 
is numbered in conjunction with 
the details of the coil mountings 
and the wiring diagram-and -are 
as follows 

II1IU' ® ® L1 
PLAN OFHOLDER 

4 6 5 2 3 ¡ AIL MOLES 4* ecs 
Y/MD &4SEÔOASO CUT fl'AY Ç«53I ,iIETi'L COU/VTEESUA'I( IT INDICATED. 

"3"; tapping poiiit after first way, the turns for the coils being 
eight turns ""; tapping point as follows :- 
after second eight turns " 5 "; Aerial coil s-z, so turns. 
finishing end of winding "6." Reaction coil 3-4, 20 turns. 

For the broadcast coil the honey: Grid coil '-5, 35 turns. 
comb coil former should have a Grid coil l-6, turns. 

turns save been completed, at 
which point a very small loop 
should be made in the wire for a 
tapping point and the winding 
again carried on for a further 
eight turns and another tapping 
point taken as before, after which 
continue for another seven com- 
plete turns, which finishes tise coil. 

The coil must then be stitchei 
together with fine silk yarn before 
being removed from the former. 
After this operation the first large 
loop in the windings may be un- 
twisted and the wirè severed in 
the centre, and the insulation must 
be removed from the two small s VE 

's 

,ä,I_________ 

4 5 3 

1 

PLAN OF MOUNT 

b -I 
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A REINARTZ THREE VALVER-(ontínued,) 

The method of mounting the -- 

coils as plug-in units will be readily --t. 
ascertained from the dimensioned j 
drawings, and care must be exer- / 
cised to clearly mark both coil- J 
holder and mount in such a manner 

-- that the coil will always be in- 
serted in its holder correctly. - 

The High-Frequency Choke 
Separate chokes are required for .rr 

the two wave-bands, that for the - 

33.B.C. band being an ordinary . 

250 plug-in coil of any good make, ' 

and for the shorf waves a former '- . 

s in diameter and in long 
mounted on an ordinari- square 

- 

1\iODERN WIRELESS MARÇH,1927 

iÑDOR.4.. 

jj J j I 

W/RINC DIAGRAM 

- 220. 

ebonite coil plug, as illustrated, Well spaced wiring is an essential feature of this 
end wound with 140 1urns of 32 receiver if satisfactory results are tobe obtained. 

o'».i 
j. I j Ñ4CTION 

CONDENSER CONDENSER 
I 

f 

ffST ;9a.ffiEDGEOj 

II! 

-II PI""- 
IhK ' 

' Na.J' I-I 
:..' 

___ - 'U 

:II: 
J. .- ,i. 
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I 
experiment, and in the opinion of 

221 

 

- 

1.2ß.30.3a.2.4.6.J 
_!_ I I I S 

C,'IBo,'R 'M9 CENTRE 7T 
TO C,IRRY CO/I - j' CENTRE f 

- 
' 

.aws OF PINS 

OPEìE'ATIONS 2 

PL4A/ 

FORMER FOR BROADCAST CO/LS. 

Operating the Receiver 
Good spacing of the various wires 

is necessary and the wiring dia- 
gram must be closely followed in 
conjunction with the photographs 
and list of point-to-point connec- 
tions, which are given in the order 
in which they should be carried out. 

In the actual receiver excellent 
results were obtained and it was 
found that any of the standard 
British-made valves will admirably 
fill the bill. 

The correct valueof HT, supply 
must be a matter for individual 

- 
- 

c- , 
% j 

I, I I \ 'N 
t. %C> 

O) 

6" 81 LI 

ELEK4T/O/\/ 

throughout 'and the soldering'tags 
used on the coilholders and mounts 
should be actually soldered to the 
valve sockets, etc., to which they 
are attached, else " atmospherics 
may develop to an alarmingextent 
through oxidised contacts. 

A good quality noncorrosive 
flux must be used, and as each 
soldered joint is completed it 
should be rubbed bright and clean 
with a rag containing a trace of 
tallow. 

\'t1 /s%. 
t.).' I. / 
çjt) I .- 
'I 

I , / ,,/ 
- / : 

t,0 

- - 

IL.-N-.J ct'. 

EBOiV/TE fi 
CO/LÍt1OIJNT 

HJCHOKE. 
(ir pi) 

to the diàgrams and instructións 
to obtain good results, although 
any good quality components of 
reliable make may be substituted 
for those specified. 

Soldered joints must be adopted 

A RELNARTZ THREE VALVER-(Continued) 

S.W.G. SSC. wire in 7 sections of 
20 turns each -is required, or any 
low capaity coil of similar in- 
ductance value may be useth 

Cáñthsctiòn 

Having proceeded thus far the 
Constructor will now lay out the 
ebonite panel and wood baseboard 
in ccorclance with the dimensions 
given, having first removed the 
outer skin from the ebonite panel 
on both sides if guaranteed ebonite 
baa not been- procured.. 

The holes -for the brackets and. 
switch are to be actually icilbed 

on the panel from these coin- 
ponents themselves. 

All wood-work must be cut away 
from the ihetal work on the HF. 
side of the circuit, in. holes beink 
drijied in the baseboard to accom- 
.modate the nuts projccting from 
the underside of the coil-holders. 
etc. 

All components may be fixed in 
position befoce wiring is com- 
menced, as they are easily accessible 
for soldering. 

Wiring-Up - 

- It is desirable to adhere closely 

IH _ 
, 

Q_ 
L&j 3L4 

k. 
- 

L 
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the writer an accumulator is the and care should be taken to keep Continental transmissions ôf 
only really satisfactory source of the set wellaway from the oscilla- telephony, both amateur and pro- 
filament current. tion point. fessional, can generally be picked 

With the reaction condenser near - - R suits up as well as American and Con- 
zero setting carefully search on the -On the short-wave coIls K.D.K.A tinental morse signals. . - 

slow motion tuning condenser until has come in retfy óonsisthntly On the Broidcast coils the 

........ 

Continental stations are easy prey 
,. , ,., osi most nights, together with nany 

- - British stations, -the local-iz miles 
away---comfortably working the 
loud-speaker on two valves. 

- ::.:- 

Il 
i: '- -WIRING 

- 
+ INSTRUCTIONS. 

- 

Connect rheostat i to filament '' - 
- 

socket of valve 3, to filament "e" 
- . 

- f socket of valve 2. to ET.-and 

MODERN iWJgLs: N ARC!!, 197 

A REINARTZ THREE VALYER-(Concluded) 

- 

I 

: 
:: 

PORMER FOR SHORT WAVE COJ a ¿ 

.22 - 

A baQk-of panel view of the Reinartz two-valver. The 
airangement of the terminal strips is clearly shown. 

signals are heard, when they may b of late, sometimes at remarkable 
gradually increased in strength by strength, although atmospheric 
the judicious use of the reaction conditions have rendered listening 
condenser. Control is rather critical, ether than a pleasure at times. 

NOTE: THE I'/1J/-ÎBER5 ON THIS D/A6.Q4A'f APE IN M2 
4Y COMNECTED WiTh' THOSE 01v' T//E0'ETIC4L D/A6Á?.4l 

____ - 

ST/PF PINS 
FOR W/MO/NGS 

' I' I -- - . - '-I .- 
EEl ' 'i - '- \/ 

- i - i / , 
ECEOP PLA 

/LrT3roF//NoIAnsJ 

TtoL.T.+; 
- Pole 3 of "Utility " silch Y 

to earth terminal, to LT.- 'i' 
to G.B.+, to Rheostat 2, to Y 

f filament socket of valve 1, to Y. 
No. 4 socket of coil mount, to ' - 

moving pates f tuning con- 

O. 

denser and to No. 2 socket 
01 coil mount; 

Pole 5 ol "Utility " switch 
to rheostat 3 ; other end of 
rheostat 3 to remaining filament , 
socket of valve 3 ; - 

Other end of rheostat 2 ti. 
remaining filament socket of 
valve 2; Y Other end of rheostat i to ,,' remaining filament socket of 
valve i OS. of Ti to grid of - 

vave 2; 
Plate of valve 2 to pole 4 of 

O 
btility " switch ; ' - 

O.P. of Ti to one end of HF. 
choke holder : othec end of HF. - 

choke bolder to plate of valve i ¿ 
and to moving plates of reaction 
condenser ; f 

Fixed plates of reaction con- 
denser to socket 3 of coil 

mount; 
- 

Socket 5 of coilmount to fixed 

O. 
plates of tuning condenser; 

IS. of Ti to G.B.-2; 
Bottom phone terminal to 

H.T.+2, and to OP. of T2; 
O. 

I.P. of Tif to pole 6 of 

O. 
"Utiity" switch, top phone 
terminal to plate of valve 3 and 
to pole 2 of "Utiity " switch; 

IP. of Ti to H.T.+i 
0.8. of T2 to grid of valve 3 

IS, of T2-to G.B.-3; 
Grid of valve i to grid -leak ,. - 

and condenser; 
Other end of grid leak and 

condenser to socket 6 of coil - 
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peculiar to eacb individual valve. uniform that with a giveu._ lixed poslibl. danger of damaging, the 
Very rarely did one lind two filament voltage valves of the same filaments. , 

223 - 

----- 

4-volt accumulator without a Suit- 
able fesistance in series with the 
filament, the valve would not 
suffer, but iI,on the other hand,we 
were to connect a modern .06-3v: 
type of valve in the above fashion 
the valve would be injured to some 
appreciable extent. 

Varying Characteristics 
\\rlereas modern valves are con- 

stant iii their requirements, the 
oId bright-emitter valves were 
nmstiv nossested of charaderistics 

One advantageof Fixed Resistors is that, unlike the old- 
fashioned Rheostat, they can be neatly disposed on the 

baseboard. 

with practically the same results withotit foundation,for should dcv 
in all cases. Whereas with bright- cells be used instead of accumula- 
enitter valves the emission from tors as the low tension supply, it 
the filament was adjusted to the is possible that the dry cells 
required standard by means of in- during their resting period may 
creasing or reducing the filament recover sufficiently to afford a 
voltage by means of the filament higher voltage than required at the 
rheostat, modern valves, are so time of switching on, with the 

L"iiiJ able filament 
resistances whereas to-day almost 
every set is fitted with fixed 
resistances, or resistors, as they are 
called. Beyond a reduction in 
fI'ament current consumption, 
valves to all appearances to-day 
are the same as they were a s-ear 
ago. \Vhy then, has the chauge 
been made? 

Apart from the fact that in the 
old days the filament rheostats 
webs used to some extent for pur- 
poses of controlling the perform- 
ance of the receiver, the valve 
filaments were made in such a way 
that there was practically no (langer 
of over-running them. For ex- 
ample, if a 3.0 volt valve were 
connected across the terminals of a 

valves of the old days was respon- believing that the sudden flow 
sible for the popularity of the of current through the filaments 
filament resistance, but so greatly when a switch is closed-an opera- 
bas the manufacture 'of' valves tion which is general when fixed 
advanced that so long as the type resistors are used--is liable to 
is retained valves of to-day damage the filaments. 
be substituted one after the other, This belief is not altogether 

\ '\ 

s 
RE5/g1CRs 

By STANLEY RA TTEE, M.LR.E. 
Variable Filament Resistances first found favour when bright=emitter 
valves were in vogue. They are now giving place to Fixed Resistors, 
but our contributor points out that the Rheostat still has the advantage, 

in certain circuits. 

ago practically béat results at exactly the same emission, making therefore the 
every receiver, filament voltage. filament rheostat unnecessary. 

WE LVE mouths similar type valves which gave the type will generally give the same 

- including super- . There are, however, a nuniber 
htcrodynes, was Absence of Untformity of people who still prefer to use 
fitted with vari- This absence of uniformity in the variable filament resistance, 

¡ OBSOLT. 
r:- ------- r 

- MODE.RNT WJIi'EL1SSy 

AREFIL:.I Ni RHEOSATS 
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ase of fixed resistors is not only 
safer from the point of view of the 
working life of the modem valve 
but in a inulti-valve set reduces 
to a great extent the number 
of variables' ; an eight-valve 
super-heterodyne, for instance,would 
be somewhat awesome if fitted with 
filament rheostats, for apart from 
the fact that there are eight knobs 
to turn, the difficulty of turning each 
one just the required amount and no 
more is no small one. 

old set; and 
u sing thens How the use of 
without too the number of c 
much regard as - 

to current 
passing, he had ............................. 

so over-run hiv .o6 valves that 
when connected in circuit with the 
correct value of resistance in series 
for an o6 fi'ame.it they would not 
work properly. 

The over-running of dull-emitter 
valves is unhappily encouraged by 

Filament Rheostats adds to 
ontr.ols is well shown by this 
illustration. 

easier operation, the fixed resistor 
holds the day; but for experimental 
work, where valves of all types 
have to he changed quickly and 
often, the filament rheostat is still 
the most popular and useful of 
the two. - 

A typical Filament Re- 
sistance of the type 
discussed in this article.. 

changed for one of lesser value 
In order that the valves may be 
worked at their correct current 
consumption. - 

The logical conclusion to derive 
from this is, in the case of valves 
with dry cells as the low tension 
supply, variable filament resist- 
ances are probably more satis- 
factory than resistors. 

There are, of course, certain 
types of circuit in which filament 
rheostats give a Certain amount 
of control over the whole perform- 
ance of the receiver, and since in 
these cases the receiver bas been 
designed with variable filament 
control in mind, for a reader to use 
resistors instead of rheostats would 
quite possibly be courting trouble, 
in that instability may result. 

An Awesome Array 
Generally speaking, however, the 

tbe design incorporating fixed re- 
sistors. The wiring was checked 
over and over again, but nothing 
could be received except the local 
station and .............................. 
that somewhat - 

indifferently. " 
Upon learn- 

ing that lic 
had been using 
the "Anglo- f American Six" . - 
with .o6 valves 
and that the 
same valves 
were being 
used in the 
new set, it was 
suggested that 
new .o6 valves 
be trled,wbcrc- 
upon the new 
set worked 
perfectly. The 
fact that he 
had been using 
variable fila- I ment re- 
sistances in his 

Summing Up 
To sum up For simplicity in 

receiver design, for safety and 

r J 

A Case in Point 
A very good example of the 

danger of over-runr'ing valves was 
brought to light by a non-technical 
home-constructOr who favours the 
use of .o6 valves. This enthusiast 
had been using the . " Anglo- 
American Six," which incorporates 
variable filament control, that 
was the custom at the time of 
publication; desiring to build 
another receiver, a six-valve set of 
very well-known design was chosen, 

valve. 
The tendency in modern design 

would seem to favour the fixed 
resistor of interchangeable type. - 

In big sets where, except ist 
special cases, at least two circuits 
have to be tuned, the addition of 
several filament rheQstats may 
quite possibly put the operator 

off his stroke," in that one may 
be turned a little too far, another a 
little too sparingly, all of which 
tend to make a receiver very much 
harder to work. 

If, on the other hand one ajitici- 
pates this danger and uses a 
sufficiently high value of resistor 
to eliminate the risk, then after a 
short period of working the voltage 
of the dry cells will drop a little 
and the resistor required to be 

There were probably more valves 
over-run twelve months ago than 
were burnt out, merely becadse 
filament rheostats were so popular. 
The number of dull-emitters in 
use then was smaller than to-day, 
and it is fairly safe to assume 
that most of those valves ended 
their working days as a result of 
too heavy a current being passed 
through them. 

the fact that the results improve 
momentarily as the filament current 
is increased. If, for example, one 
is endeavouring to receive a weak 
signal and the valve filament is 
increased slightly in brightness 
or glow, as the case may be, it is 
possible that signals will be a little 
louder. This increase in volume, 
however, is obtained at the ex- 

pense of the working life of the 
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ARE FILAMENT RHEOSTATS OBSOLETE ?-(Concluded) 
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One of Britain's earLiest short-wave workers, Mr. Cyril Goyder, operatIng the Mt1 

HIl School traflsmitter 

225 

to listen to the tests and other 200 thiles or so! Practically all the Iicened-150-2oo metres-and de- 
work done by the amateurs" this work was of the nature of experi- cided impossible as it might seem, 
shoct account of their work has been ments in modulation and the trans- to attempt to get their receivers 
dr: w1 up. mission of the maximum number and transmitters to oscillate at this 

- - 

- - 

the effect that tue all the work then being done was 
amateur transmitters, whose tests on 440 metres, although some 
in pre-broadcàsting days used to stations were still occupying the 
provide practically the only tele- 1000-metre band that had been 
phony that was to be heard, have used for so long. Three or four 
ncw apparently disappeared. amateur stations in particular used 

Perhaps this is true in a way, but to provide quite professional con- 
they have oniy disappeared to other certs, and came to be looked upon 
-and shorter-wavelengtbs, and as regular institutions. The ranges 
are working now in larger numbers obtained in those days were cer- 
than ever. tainly not great, and an amateur. 

Early Days with a pcwcr of 50 watts would 
consider himself quite lucky if he 

For the benefit of those who used managed to make his signals cover 

to refrain, from transmitting during 
thebroadcastimsg of aprogramme. In - 

f:ct, aLO was so incredibly strong in 
comparison with anything else that 
had ever been heard in those days 
that they had little hope of making 
themselves heard at all, for selec- 
tivity then was not all that it might 
have been! 

A ' Surprising Discovery 
After a while the leading high of 

the day began to look at the other 
wave-band for which they were 

''T 

By L. ITL THOMAS . 

H 

HE writer has It was probably in mid-summer, of gramophone records in a given 
recently heard 1922, the year in which organised time 1 In the late autumn, hcwever, 
quite a number of broadcasting commenced, that the B.B.C. opened its first stations. 

IÇ complaints from amateur transmission was at its and the. . amateur transmitters 
radio enthusiasts high-water mark, so far as outside seemed to take it as a matter of 
of long standing to interest was concerned. Practically course that they would be expected 

.7 
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Mr. Gerald Marcuse, of Caterham, at his amateur short-wave station (G2NM), where 
many world's recorda have beenbroken. 

S 

¿ 

cri. Towards the end 'tf 1922 vinced that much useful work could temporarily forgotten, except by the 
the R.S.G.B. erected a special be done on these short waves. A few who remained " up above." 

___ 
-_ = 

r .2AR ') 't 

4 .5, 
ia: 

't' 

f,, 
\ri,J,. 

î 

broadcasting stations, and, after a 
few weeks at it, the surprising 
discovery was made that even 
greater ranges could be covered on 
this wavelength. Transmitters in 
London found that with powers as 
low as io watts they could make 
themselves heard in most parts of 
the country, and often in France 
and Holland as well. Theie were 
no transmitters in Belgium at this 
time, and a station working in Bonn, 
Germany, operated by some French 
soldiers, was regarded as le dernier 

on this wavelength. 

First Transatlantic 'Tests 
As yet, however, no two-way 

communication liad been carried 
out with the States. This was not 
successfully eftablished until the 
autumn of 1923, when M. Leon 
Deloy, of Nice, operating the 
famous French station 8AB, suc- 
ceeded in doing so. He had been 
patiently experimenting with 
waves of the order of ioo metres 
since the spring, and liad been con- 

Radio Relay League station, xMO, 
at Hartford, Connecticut. 

A little more than a week after 
this, Mr. Partridge, 2KF. won for 
himself.the name of the first British 
station to effect two-way work with 
the United States. 

Down to loo Metres 
Naturally, after this, tise amateurs 

flocked down to ioo metres in large 
numbers to see what they could dol 
All the good workhad been carried 
out in Morse, so that telephony.was 

SHORT WAVES & AMATEUR TRANSMISSIONS-(Contd.) 

bsurdly short wave length. It was station, WS, at \Vandsworth, and long series of tests were carried 
found to be nite a straightforward with it succeeded in obtaining a out between M. Deloy and Mr. 
matter by some, while others, less report on their signals and full veri- Simmonds, 20D, finally resulting in 
acientificaÌly minded, took several fication from the united States. One the determination to make an 
weeks to get their sets down to the or two amateur-operated stations attempt to" get across." Successful 
new wavelength. Here, it was follnwed suit, and quite a large work in both directions vas carried 
found, work could he carried out number of experimenters succeeded out at almost the first attempt 
without much interference from the in hearing the United States stations between M. Deloy and the American 
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A famous French amateur statithi atNice, belonging 
to M. Leon Deloy. The counterpoise esrth-wires can be 
seen to the right of the lower leaves of thepalm trees. 

Short-Wavé Broadcasting 
Pratcally all the wo'rk is canied 

out in Morse code, of course, 
although quite a number pl British 
amathurs use telephony, and there- 
are a Itw distant broadcasting 
statioi'ts tO be' heard. Those who 
are not aquaìnted with the Morse 
code would be well advised to' (earn 
it beforé attempting any seriom 
expetithents on the shorter wave- 
lengths, otherwise they will experi- 

- absurdly small then !) they could fell to the lot of the British amateur 
work trith France, Belgium, Italy, -communication with Australia 
Sweden, and in fact, all the and New Zealand was established in 

counthes that boasted an October, 1924. Though te enor- 
amateur enthusiastic enough to set mous significance of this was obvious 
to work on the short waves. in some ways it was almost regret- 

The success of short-wave " table, since it imposed a limit upon 
work by then was quite assured. the possibilities of " DX " work. 

- 

hear the American amateur stations 
in this country before about 10.30 
o j j pm. , so that the shorter wave 
of metres suddenly came into 
prominence when it was found that 
the U.s.A. stations who had, of - 

course, been using this wavelength 
for some time, could he heard well 
on good evenmgs as ely as 6.30 
or p.m.l It ws probably this 
more than anything else that ______ ________ 

J 
directed the experimenters' eyes 

¡ 
tcwards this wavelength. lt is now, 

j 
. ' 

of course, common kilowl edge that 
- .J , . 

45 metres is an extremely useful 
wavelength; not oniy can extremely 
long distances be covered when 
"medium pcver" is used, but 

I , 
\ distancesup to 600 or 800 miles can - 

he covered comfortably in daylihL 
't, ', T lis was by no means the case on 

i' the 100-metre band; the limiting 

JI. 
distance of reliable daylight corn- 

' 
munication being about 550-180 

i . miles. 
It is, in fact, the writer's opinion 

t that metres is, on the whole, a 
t " . more reliable wave-band thah' the 

old 115-I30 metre band, and also 
much better than ço metres. The 
fact remains that about go per cent. - 

4 of the active British amateur trans- 
- mitting stations ncw work on the 

' 45-metre wave. Hardly ever is one 
heard on 90 metres-all those who 

- . are not engaged on "DX" work 
4 

. i 
on the shorter wave seem to be 

- . - 
. carrying dut telephony experiments 

' -. ' on the still higher 150-zoo metre 
- . #, baud, which- was at one time 

4 F thought to be too short a wavelength 
- ' . 

. ; 

to be practicable for transmission! 
f . In. conclusion, a few words as to 

- 

S what may be heard, and when to 
.. ' listen for it, on the 45-metre band 

be , t 
n 

will probably not out of place. 
, - . - 

SHORT WAVES & AMATEUR TRANSMISSIONS-(Contd.) 

Almost simultaneously, the high- One or. two conceivqd the idea of If. anyone wishes to cover greater 
pcwer stations succeeded in in- going still lower, while others were distances than these, be will haveto 
creasing their range from the content to see how they could find a station in the moon or one 
Atlantic to the Pacific side of improve the position on the loo- of the planets to carry out his tests 
America, and the low-power stations metre band by using loosely coupled with 1 - 

discovered that this soo-metre band circuits and trying out different 
was a veritable paradise, since with forms of aerials. It was not long On 45 Metres 
pcwers as low as 5 watts(it seemed before another great achievement At that time it was unusual to 
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may be heard innumerable Amen- 
canamateursaswellasasmattening 

I 
I 

/f2x - - 
- ofCanadians, and also several of 

22S 

Using a perfectly straight" 
valve receiver the writer cf n hear 
2XAF some thirty feet from the 
loud-speaker on a good night. On 
frerk nights signals comparble 
with those of 2L0, six mités distrnt, 
lisve been received. 

An literesting Wave - band 

Another "land-mark" on this 
w.we-band of 30-50 metres is ti-e 
Canadian station, WIZ, at Ncw 
Brunswick, who works On 43oì 
metres. He may be heard regularly 
every night calling" ABC de \VIZ" 
ad infinitum, staï'ting at g p.m., or 
even earlier. 

In between these two static'ns 

and it certainly is not necessary to or plaster of paris. 'A.B.C." 

I6 VÛ a CAP SNo1,',',y C0N74C7:5 701w/Ich' 
/2EX ,. 

/ 
CAP OP 

L4MP 
FILLED 
/V/TH 

PITCH 

- An interior view of M. Leon Deloy's station at Nice. 
The receiver to the right is a homa-madp superS 

hetercdyne. 

this t'nd loo metres. XAF, how- 
ever, is by far the most easy to find, 
and may generally be counted upon 
to provide quite a good programme. 
He is usually audible by about 
9.30 p.m. at this time of year, and 
in the summer about ja p.m. 

mornings, commencing at about 
4 am., in addition to the stations 
mentioned above, the Australians 
and New Zealanders may usually 
be heard. Their signals are sur- 
prisir gly strong--sometimes more 
so than those of the Americans, 

than two valves seems to be ideal, 
and once one has got the knck," 
as in so many other branches of 
radio, there is nothing to fear. 

A USEFUL ADAPTOR 

I have made a numbar of adaplors 
by removing tha gtass, etc., fr m 
burnt-out electric lamps and solder- - 
ing lengths of flex to the cntacts 
at the bases of the caps. The caps 
can then be 1illd with pitch, wx 

 and other wavelengths between 
I 

interesting of any. In the early 

- 1' 

- f 

L1 

:' 

countries boasting a transni'itter 
may be heard in the late afternoon 
and early evening, and also most of 
them in the morning, and even at 
mid-day. More than once the 
writer has carried out tests with a 
Swedish station in bright sunlight 
at noon. 

."Stráiht" Circuit Ideal 

It will be seen from this that there 
is even more te be heard nowadays 
than there wts in the " good old 
days," if only one goes the' right 
way about it. It is outside the 
scope of this article to attempt to 
give hints on the construction of a 
short-w.ive receiver, but m'ny 
excellent designs have appeared in 
MODERN WIRELESS from time. 
to time, and the reader cannot do 
better than copy one of these. A 
straight circuit employing not more 

SHORT WAVES & AMATEUR TRANS MISSIONS-(Concluded) 

ence considerable difficulty ir' I the South American countries, are possess a "super-receiver" tohear 
finding out exactly where they are! represented. All these may be 

j 

them: 
WGY, the famous broadcasting heard practically continuously be- 

I D.X. Bright Sunlight station at Schenectady, has a 
I 

tween the hours of so p.m. and 
"short-wave department" vorkng 

I 
6 a.m. This waveband (between During the daytime this lower 

Or' 32.79 metres, with the cali-sigii 
I 

32.79 and 43.02 metres) is without 
I waveband is a little quieter; .iuost 

aXAF, and also has other subs;d- 
I 

a doubt the most thickly populated 
I of the work being carried out on the 

iarv stations working on 20 metres-I and at the same time the most I 45-47metreband. Allthe European 
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Four Paxolin tubes,4) in. long by 3 in. diameter. Ebonite tube, i in, diameter by 3 in. long. 
One dual variable coùdenser .0003 m.f.d. One dozen terminals. 
One Indigraph vernier dial. No. 22 S.W.G. bare tinned copper, for winding spaced 

- One filament rheostat, 6 ohms, inductances. 
One grid miUiammeter, 0-1.5 milliamperes (Weston). No. 28 S.W.G. cotton covered wire. 
One Zenite resistance rod, 10,000 ohms. Ebonite for shelf and terminal strip, connecting wire, .. 
One valve holder. braeiets, etc. Screws. 

- 
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 - which possesses these desirable ,. . . The plate choke R consists of 
features and will tune from so to 25 yards of enamelled No. 36 

oo metres with suitable plug-in - s.w.g. Eureka Wire wound on an 
coils. This photograph shows how ebonite former 3 in. byi in. diam., 

The essential feature of this tne coils are wound, and and can be seen at the left-hand 
circuit is that the grid and plate how the connections are sirle of the instrument (from back). 
coils (Lp and Lg) are wound on madebymeansofvalve-pin The grid leak is a Zenite resist. 
the same former, both coils being ance rod of io,000 ohms resistance, +' 

. COMPONENTS REQUIRED. - 

One ebonite Iront panel, 12 in. by 7 in. - Twenty-five yards No. 36 S.W.G. enamelled Eureka 'f 
- One wooden.baseboard, 8 in. by 7 in. wire. 

surements, anU in 
most of these measurements some 
form of val'ie generator or power 
oscillator is required capable of 
giving readings over a wide range 
of frequencies. 

This instrument may be used for 
the measurement of fundamental 
and harmonic frequencies of coils, 
aerials and circuits, Containìng 
various combinati6ns of inductance 
and capacity-to indicate only a 
few of the many applications. 

Reliable Circuit 
It is of primary importance that 

he circuit chosen for the geherator 
«should be one giving persistent and 
stable operation throughoUt the 
entire range, with eàse of control 
and absence of critical adjustments.. 

The theoretical diagram Fig. i 
indicates a circuit arrangement 

cardboard, and in the smaller 
sizes of coils, which are, of Course, 

condenser 
The Inductance Units 

The inductance units, of which 
four are required, are each fitted 
with four valve legs, which have 
the same spacing as the four - 

terminals fitted to the ebonite 
shelf at the top of instrument. 
This arrangement facilitates quick 
changes of the variou iiductance 
units, and ensures that the electri-' 
cal contact shall be a reliable one.' 

The grid and plate inductances' 
are both wound in the same direc- 
tion, and the formers should be 
clearly marked with ' G" and 
"P" (grid and plate), so that 
they may always be inserted in 
the terminals in the correct position. 
If this precaution is not adopted, 
and the coils are reversed, the 
calibration will be changed, and 
the readings become unreliable. 

The instrument described below has a range of 
from 10 to 500 metres and can be used as a 
powerful valve generator, as well as for wavez 

meter work. 

REQU ENTLY the simultaneously tuned by tise dual used for the higher radio frequencies, 

E 
success of radio condenser C2. in order that the the turns should be spaced one 
experimental prac- losses in the inductinces may be as diameter. Care should also be 
tice depends on low as possible, they should he taken to connect the outside high 
accurate r ad io wound on paxolin t'ubes in prefer- potential ends of the coils to the 

i 
frequency m e a - ence to ebonite or impregnated fixed insulated plates of the dual 

A HETERODYNE - 

WAVE-METER E. J. SIMMONDS, fl 

MIRE.,, F.RSA. : 
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measurement, the grid meter defiec- facilitate the observation of the 
tion will gradually decrease, until minimum readings. 
a very sharply defined minimum Tue variable condenser C is of 
reading on the meter is observed. thedual type capacity of .0003 mfd. 

This mmmiusn reading accurately in each section, and should be of 
determines the resonant frequency square law type with insulated 
of the colI, and the wavelength is fixed plates. 'and moving plates 

bta-inèd by taking the condenser grounded to the end plates. As 
reading of the generator, and the ability of the completed instru- 
referring to the calibration, curve, ment to hold to the original cali- 

.................................. bration depends 
-largely upon 
this variable 
condenser, one 

i shoulh be chosen 
of robust con- 
structinn with 

This back óf 
panel view 

a shows the 
\ grid and pLate 

'chokes' and 
illustrates 

- 
, the terminal 

t- strip which 
i holds the 

coif-u.nit. 

The valve holder should be of the 
low loss type wit minimum of 
insulating material . between the 
valve legs. 

Concerning Construction 
Fig. 3 indicates the wiring scheme, 

and sliews the back of panel and 
bageboard laid out flat, actually 
the front panel is supported by 
metal bracket forming an angle 
of go" with the wooden baseboard. 

Twa inches from top of front 
panel will he seen the shelf (also 
carried by small brackets at ends), 
upon wuicb are mounted the four 
terminals to receive the valve legs 

TEL EØHONESIF HZ L7 + 
- -USED, OTHERWISE' - 

SHORTED F/c.!. L.O64 

the resonant point cah he detected 
j 
u n c t i o n 

with an error of less than one per 
I with a 0003 

cent. As an example of this, 
I y a r i a b e 

suppose it is desired to measure 
I conden s e r, the frequency of a given coil. The 
I cover t h e coil to be measured slìou.ld be sus- 

pended fairly closeto the inductance 
I 

wave le t h 

coil of the valve generator and the 
I 

r a n g e S 
wavelength of the valve generator S h ow n b y 
slowly varied, over a wide range, this calibra. 
carefully observing the grid meter tien chart. 
during the process. 

I 

As the valve generator approaches 
the frequency of the coil under 

uriuiu.uiuu 
WA LEÑ57H 

and is placed on the right, imine- A milliammeter giving a full scale bearings of ample surface to resist 
diately behind the grid meter. deflection for about 1.5 to 2 mdli- wear, and the electrical connection 

The grid milliammeter A is for amperes should be used, and it is to the moving plates should be 
indicating resonance when the necessary that the selected instru- made through a positive soldered 
generator is coupled to another ment should be deadbeat," to pigtail connection. 
tuned or resonant circuit, and is a -. ....................... - ....... , ....................................................... 

very' valuable. addition. . CALI9EA nON VALVE IN)LICTANCE UNITS 

Resonance Indications 
CENERATON ANO NIANo2 

h,eT,eR00T,'uf WAI'EMETER. - 

This method of indicating ruson- The first a,n d ,Oe 
i 
rni 4nirnss sescso N'2 12ru,qNsspscEs' 

ance is a very simple one, and ii seco n cl cod 5I 
TEE ,1Et5RS rwo.E/,4ME1Us 

care is exercised in the operation units,in con- I i. 
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\Vhecì howver the instrument is 
tised as a powar oscillator, as is 
necessary in many high-frequency 
measurements, an LS.5 valve, 
used with the components as speci- 
lied, and with anode voltages up 
to 300, will provide an ample 
margin of power. 

A complete set of calibration 
curves are here reproduced for use 
with this instrument. As indicated 

I. I 
L - 

B B 3 

I - FRONT' 
- PANEL 

V .-' 

Fic.2. 
- L.46S. 

- 
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2' 

\VCS likely to change the cali- 
bration of the instrument 

The turns should be tightly 
w )und on the paxolin formers, 
aid varnished with a varnish made 
by dissolving scrap celluloid in 
cqual parts of amy! acetate and 
acetone. 

Final Details 

If it is intended to use this instru- 
ment only as a wavemeter, an 
ordinary receiving valve may be 
uscd, and in this case the grid 
resistance should be increased to 
iùo,0000hms. A suitable resistance 
for this purpose is the Dubilier 
vre wound anode resistance, which 
can then be substituted for the 
znite rod. An anode voltage of 
6o will be sufficient for operation. 

JI 

t! 

A:- VALVE PINS 

8:- TERMINALS - WIT/l"TMPOIC4 
(E 

EBONITE SHELF 
,, SUPPORTED BY 

METAL 8RACKE7 
END 

1 

i 

fitted to the inductances. The 
fixed mica condenser .005 mfd. 
should be fixed under the shelf, 
and as close to the two centre 
terminals as possible. Care should 
be taken to make the wiring stiff 
and firm, and wherever possible 
the wiring should be secured by 
small celluloid strips to the wooden 
haee or ebonite panel. - 

Tse object of these precautions 
is to avoid any change in the posi- 
tion of the various connecting 

on the charts, DE.5 valve with 
ôo y. anode potential and a grid- 
leak resistance of ioo,000, was 
used to obtain the calibrations, 
wliicls were taken from N.P.L. 
standard quartz crystal oscillators 
in use at the writer's laboratory. 

Calibrating 

It must be remembered, of 
course, that the charts given with 
this article cannot be taken as 
direct calibrations for use wih the 

particular. vavemeter constructed 
by any one reader. They are only 
provided as rough guides so that 
constructors can Osee what sort of 
chart they have to make out in 
order to make their own wave- 
meters ready for use. It is im- 
possible to build two instrumentg 
so exactly alike that they will be 
accurately covered by one set of 
charts. The slightest deviation in 
wiring up, in the positions of the 
wres. let alone in coil winding, is 

CALIBRATION INDUCTANCE UNIT 
N3 VALVE GENERA TOR ANO 

HETERODYNE WAVEMETER. 

90 
ill i, 

80 

q50 
1 

20 

IO 

_________________________________________ 
60 70 90 90 oo ¡lo ¡20 /30 /40 150 160 /70 ,8OMETRES. 

- WA VE 1.ENGTN 

r. UIUWU______ auiiu iiiiui 

CAL/ORATION OF INDUCTANCE UNIT N'4 
VALVE GENERATOR ANO HETERODYNE 

WA VEMETER. 

90 

ri50 

200 250 300350 400 450 500MLTAj 

.......u...... uiuuuuau 
*-'. I au R 

,.U......RRI.R. 
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71'j' sufficient to 
EBONITE SHELF 

- throw the cali- 
FOR TERMIA/A LS i bration rig h t 

: 

out, and then, 

11 
is the valve to 

ITi, 4] J take into con- 

_______ ________ 'sideration. 
: 

When a suit- 
I FIXED i able valve has 

I 
I COND i been chosen it 

charts may. be prepai-ed by utii- 
ising the various broadcasting 
stations and calibrating -the wave- 
meter by means of the silent 
point of the heterodvne between 
the waveineter and an ordinary 
receiver tuned to the particular 
Station required. On the low wave- 
lengths use can he made of the 
various standard wavelength signais 
sent out by the various stations, 

MODERN: WjRELESS M:RcH, 127 
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photograph of the panel face showFng' 
the various controls. 

4 

232 

- 

9íi(ØST.4 

PLATE 
CHOKE 

I -, 

J t 

H.7+ LT' 

L.O6. 

should be left in but the borrowing of a standard 
position in the w3vemeter from some laboratory - 

wavemeter, for would be most preferable for the 
any change of average constructor. 

I 
valve will impair The Writer believes that for a fee 

i 
the accuracy of of a few guineas Faraday House 

12 the calibrations or the NJ'.L. will 'calibrate any 
and a new set of wavemeter, the fee varying with the 
charts Will have ranges over which the calibrations 
to be made. . are required. 

f/rE Calibration is Details of Coils. 

'T PANEL I ' best made by 10-32 metres, sçaced turñs of 

/ I means.of a itan- 22 S.W.G. bare wire; 25-81) meters, 
I dard wavemeter IS turns of same wire; 6o-x8o 

or an osoilatng meters, 30 turns-of samwire.; sôo- 
crystal,butquite oo meters, 8S turns of 28 D.C.C. 
useful rough close wzund. 

. 

1J 
C RID 

RESISTANCFI 

-u-t] 

WOODEN 8 
F RASEROS ROI 

J 

_ESONITE I 

s-_J TERMINAL STRIP -. 

Ña.3. SCHEME OF WIRING - 

OF VALVE GENERATOR. 
- RACK 'OF PANEL AND , 

BASEBOARD LA/O OUT PLAT -' 

1= 

Fig. 3.-Shows how -the backof-panel 
connection; are made. To the right is a 
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Liner than No. i8 S.W.G. 

Care in Connecting Up 
Practical experience of receivers 

constructr d in accordance with 
publishcd designs has convinced 
the writer that a great many set 
builders do not pay nearly enough 
attention to. tise arrangement of 
tite wiring of their sets. They 
lay out the components as in the 
design and take great care to get 
every part in its exact position. 
But the wiring is often put in 
almost anyhotv, so that the finished 
set is far from tidy in appearance, 

Fairly complicated wiring neatly carried out with 
No. 24 S.W.G. square section wire. 

and tite lay-out of the set had been fixed in position, and in more than 
carefully followed. . It was not one case wires which were at 
completely out of action, but it different HF. potentials ran parallel 
would bring in only one or two to each other and unnecessarily 
stations on tite loud-speaker, when close together. One result of 
it should have been possible to this was that although suitable 
hear dozens. The owner of the valves and neutralising condènsers 
set was rather inclined to blame were in use, it was impossible with 
the designer for making claims one of the HF. stages to get a 
for the set which it could not fulfil, low enough capacity on the neu- 
though he was prepared t6 admit tralising condenser to - neutralise 
that with the number of valves in the valve properly. This was 

undesired points between the wires, 
they were protected withnsulating 
sleeving, slipped on as the wire 
w is prepared for use. Then the 
more advanced designers of re- 
cc'ivers advocated the use of bare 
w:re throughout for the utmost 
efficiency, arguing that the insula- 
ting sleeving was likely to intro- 
duce unnecessary losses cwing to 
the poor dielectric between the 
various wires. 

Square Section Wire 

This method of wiring led to 
the adoption of heavier gauge 
%vire, nothing much üner than 
NoS 20 S.W.G. being rigid enough 
for the purpose. Square section 
wre nade its appearance, and 
has proved very popular with 
onstructors owing to the ease 

with which it can be bent and set 
to accurate right angles. The 
modern tendency iii wiring is to 
use either bare wire or wire with 
a permanent insulating covering, 
but at any rate to use notiiiiig 

cently called in as "doctor" to outS wherever this precaution was 
diagnose the fault or faults in a of importance. In the receiver 
multi-valve set with two stages of under examination the wires gave 
high-frequency amplification. The one the impression of "wander- 
receiver had been constructed to a mg" from point to point. The 
published design, the components lengths of wire had not been 
recommended had been obtained straightened out before they were 

/ 

-. . il 

ASHIONS in 
receiver wiring 
have undergone 
quite startling 
changes in the 

. 
O)-' last kw years. 

Not long ago 
the accepted practice was to 
sise fairly thin bare vïre, about 
No. 24 S.W.G. being a usual 
gauge. To avoid contacts at 

and, in addition, its performance is 
not infrequently adversely affected. 

A Practical Example 
The vexed question of whether 

or not to solder the joints does not 
arise here it is rather the dis- 
position of the wiring with which 
wi are concerned at the moment. 
A practical example may be illu- 
minating. The writer was re- 

use its performance was far below. 
the average. 

The first . glance over the re- 
ceiver showed where the trouble 
was quite likely to be found. In 
the original set the wiring had 
been carried out with considerable 
care, so that the wiring of the 
high-frequency stages should be 
as nearly as possible symmetrical, 
the wires being also well spac&l 
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wiring of their sets. This makes 
for neat .appearance, but it usually 
means that at some points it is 
difficult to avoid running wires 
parallel which would be better 
kept apart. A combinaton of the 
right-angled and the "direct" 
methods of wiring is usually the 
most likely to be satisfactory, both 
for tidy appearance and efficiency. 
Wherever it is important to keep 
the wires short, as in the H.F. 
portions of the circuit, the wires 
may best be taken by the most 

Flexible wire seems to exert a 
curious fascination 'over those who 
do not care for soldered con- 
nections in their sets, because of 
the ease with which it can be 
connected to terminals. It cannot, 
however, be considered gòod prac- 
tice to use flex for wiring up even 
experimental hook-ups.' The 
positions of the various flex leads 
relative to each other are altogether 
too much a matter of chance, so 
that a set which works well in the 

hook-up" stage may fail abso- 

for which to use ordinary un- 
sheathed wire. It would, for in- 
stance, be undesirable to use the 
sheathed wire for every connection 
in a set employing high-frequency 
stages, owing to the considerable 
capacities which would be intro- 
duced between the H.F. portions 
of the circuit and earth. With 
careful proportioning of the values 
of the components used, to allow 
for the additional capacities intro- 
duced by the wiring, this metal- 
sheathed wire should be distinctly 
useful as su aid to the elìmirsation 
of a powerful local station. 

no doubt where the trouble lay. hoard or panel. It is, in fact, 
There is really not much to preferable to keep them away. 

choose between the different n a set built in the "American" 
methods of wiring which are avail- style, with a baseboard and a 

- able. 
- Whatever type of vire vertical panel, there is almost 

- you use, it is most important to always a good deal of "waste" 
- arrange the wiring-carefully. Some space above the rear part of the 
people prefer to have nothing baseboard, which can well be 
bist right-angled bends in the 

- 

occupied by widely-spaced wires. 

I 
Although the 

- - -- question of in. 

' - 

. - 

' 

teraction is not 
- , ,\ .,, , 

¡ 
so vital on the 

- 

f 
L.F. side of a 

- 
- 

\ - receiver, great 
- Y, " cara inust be 

't f, 
- 

taken when 
___;-,,__ - using bare wire 

- 

"tokeapalI Iads 
W i B 4 well separated 
- 

- -Jmî..--- inordertoav3id 
- 

'r - , ! short circuits, 

flex for external leads to the set, 
except in special cases, such-as in 
the operation óf sets on the very 
short waves. 

Met si-sheathed Wiring 

There is one interesting kind of 
wire which has not so far been 

- 
mentioned, - and that is wire which 
is insulated and also sheathed in a 
metal covering. 'Tire of this 
typa is, of course, in regular use 
for house electric light wiring, - - 

but it is only recently that it has 
been brought out in a form suitable 
for w&reless sets. In electric 
supply systems the purpose of the 
outer metal covering is merely to 
protect the insulation and the 
conductor from damage. 

In wireless sets it finds its special. 
application in sets which are de- 

signed for high selectivity, and 
particularly for obviating direct 
pick-up- of the transmission from 
the local station. The wiring of 
the set is carried out in the ordinary 
way with the conducting wire, and, 
in addition, the metal sheathing is 
connected to earth. Care must be 
taken in wiring a set with this wire 
that the outer covering does not 
come into contact with the inner 
conductor, except where the con- 
ductor is itself connected to earth. 

Avoiding H.F. Losses - 

Some discrimination, too, bas to 
be employed in deciding which 
wìres to treat in this way, and 

que .coougl fo upset the working 
Of tise set, since it made the controls 
very unstable, 'and the least trace 
of reaction made the set practica!ly 
uncontrollable. '. - - 

Right-Angle or Direct ? 

In the instance quoted a cure 
was effected by spacing out the 
offending wires, so that'there was 

direct route' between their points 
of contact, provided that in so 
doing they do not become too 
much crowded together. \TjreS 
such as battery connections to 
components on the panel may be 
conveniently arranged to run right 
round the edge of the baseboard 
to the, terminals at the back. 
There is never any need to keep 
all the wires close to the base- 

lutely when it is made up in mère 
permanent form with rigid wiring. 

I t is sometimes convenient to use 
flex for some connections in a 
receiver, hut hi suds cases it 
should be anchored to the panel 
or to the baseboard as far, as 
possible, to obviate any possibility 
of its straying from its proper 
position. Teiere is, of course, no 
nossible objection to the use of 
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in your spare time ? " - - crouched over the set, looking like Committee chuck ' Mrs. Parker' 
Ambo gave one last hideous the maned African lion about to Neow! it carried on, after blasting 

I 
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 . Ambo was sitting on 
the table playing a one- 

string fiddle. 

Ambo sitting on the table playing 
a one-string fiddle. Twipe was 
tberó, smoking a meerschaum carved 
to represent the Durbar of 1897. 
He Liad his 'phones, too, and all his 
«hiskers were present and correct. 

Ex-cuse me," I coughed, " is 
this tbe Annual Smoker of the 
AO. of Gnus, or do you cure bacon 

what more one could do to improve 
it. My wireless paper says that a 
crystal set is the ne plus ultra of a 
multuni in parvo. But-T say 
haven't the B.B.C.. been broad- 
casting a lot of bird talks lately 
I got old Skinnem, the naturalist, 
to come over, and he says he 
identified six distinct types of the 
Patagonian cuckoo, a Lesser Spot- 
ted Gasbil snd a Chinse Chee-Pee- 
F00 Bird, Are they on now, Pa?" 

The Twipe scrubbed the slider 
briskly up and clown the coil and 

tered Ambo. "Shecking case. 
Mrs. Parker,' too. A fine speci- 

men like that. Dirty dcg." 

An Argument against Valves! 
"All v,e can do is to ellucate 

them," I replied. " Give them a 
little of the right sort of brain-er 
-fertilizer, you know." 

"That's another argunsent 
against valves, isn't it? " asked 
Ambo, looking wistfully at the map 
of the sorld. 

Not at all," I said. ' Dici the 

Ambo, full of plans to reduce him 
from a bloated tuber expert to a 
humble amateur with all the holes 
in his panel bored a tenth of an 
-inch too big. 

Introducing Guddle 
As I entered the den a massed 

moke -screen came out-mostly 
shag. I stumbled in, and saw 

cheap substitute for bottled fruit. 
Well," I said, " Ilive in hopes 

of weaning Ambo .:from his low 
passion for the subculent root. We 
begin to-night, don't we, Ambo? 

Rather, old cha We've-had 
glorious timés since you put the 
crystal set O.K. What do you 
say, Pa? " - 

The Twipe stopped-fumigating his 
face-vines, took his pipe out of the 
matted branches with a sharp tug, 
agd shouted something through th 
foliage. 

Birds of the Ether 
He says lie doesn't want you 

to interfere with the crystal set 
because it. is perfectly jing. 
Smatterfact, old hoy, I don't see 

out of the ivy. I knew what birds 
he was listening to, Yes, it was 
a hcwlers night. Captain Eckers- 
ley was away on his holidays, and 
tue whole body of licnsees had got 
out of hand. I explained all this 
to Ambo, realising that I had under- 
takn a task bigger than a megohm. 

Well, all I can say is that 
the Associatcd Potato Fancirs 
wouldn't stand that sort of thing 
for a moment," said Guddle, gras'ey 
shaking his head. " Why, I know 
a man, out Wallingford way, a Big 
Grower, who had his membership 
card starred, just becaue he recom- 
mended the wrong fertilizer to the 
Sub-Committee for the Improve- 
ment of ' Mrs. Parker.' 

By Gum, so they did," mut- 

-c 

name of Twipe (ye' gods!). 'On 
the other hand, or I should say on 
the Twipe face, was enough moss 
to stuff a /ouffe. That, then, was 
the situation when Ambo penned a 
postcard as follows : "Should he 
delighted to see YOU" 3rd prox., 
seven p.m." 

"Prox." I The businehs touch, 
I prsufne: Did he take me for a 
potato-planter, I thought-or a 
seller of super-bet. kits ? Pali 
Anyway, prox. came, and ,after 

'counting three, I called on Mr. 

pipe of artistic (?) design. If 
Handel had seen it he would have 
wanted to play a minuet on it. 
It is a moot point whether men 
who effect cherrywood pipes should 
be admif ted to a radio club or even 
be granted a licence. 

I beamed on Guddle, and asked 
him if he was keen on radio. He 
repudiated the notion stoutly, and 
said that he was entirely given 
over to potatoes, and that his 
hobby was the crossing of them with 
currants in the hope of producing a 

IwaitedwhileTwipe 
torethe set out of the 

ivy, 

DESCRIBED, 
làst mouth, how 
I imbued a potato 

'I merchant with a 
sense of shame, a 
feat of which I 
am very proud. 

There, on the one hand, was a 
gerfectly good fellow called Ambo, 
handicapped by being in the spud 
trade, and cursed with a pa-in-law 
(resident on the pfemises) by the 

screech-h on his fiddle and fell upon 
me in welcome. 

'Welcome, brother," he cried. 
We are all waiting for you. 

Take off your coat. Sit down. 
Mind the cat. Have a cheroot. 
Have you brought the valves 
This is Guddle, my partner." - 

Ambo's "Low Passion" 
Heavens More spud sellers 

Cuddle was smoking a cherrywood 

absorb a small gazelle. Presently 
strangled sounds were heard trying 
to pierce the undergrowth. 

"He says he thinks they are 
whistling tl:e overture to Loliengrin 
in the cockatoo cage at the Zoo. 
Isn't this wireless a marvel ? Have 
a listen. Ccme on, Pa, hand 'ein 
over," said Ambo. 

I felt very sad as I waited while 
the Twipe tore the crystal-set 
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-whò must be mowed before the 
winter storms begin-and pretend 
to be satisfied with this child's 
fal-lal? Has it never occurred 
to you that with a real set you can 
listen to Talks on Tnbers from 
America, the home of spuds, the 
ancestral land of old Lady Parker? 
Has. i,t-" 

Here Guddle sat up, and Ambo 
was obviously impressed. 

ally till deafened, and then 'de-tune 
till the Uncle sounds like a waiter 
calling down the service lift. That's 
the rule," 

He then crept along the coil with 
the slider, looking for all the world 
like a biologist tracking a new 
kind of flea. 

"Bless my soul, man, 'I sneered. 
"Look at the cat's whisker! 
it was pointing to the ceiling. 

"Ah!" cried he, "Of course," 

shut. Regular thnnooses', he was, 
as the saying is. Give Thim a 
isandful ol sile, and hed ram bis 
nose into it and then p'raps he'd 
say, 'Yer I ain't 'ad no tarp- 
dressun this three-four year. Turbio 
bad! Bin 'a grawmblin' un 'j 
.thik thera narsty muck corne 
Outen 

Suddenly a sqoeak broke 
through the Twipe's chevaux de frise 

(Concluded on tage 332.) 

L 
- I he Associated 

Potato Fanciers wouldn't 

- 
stand that sort of thing 

for a moment. 

you can't rely on it to work 
properly fqr two boors together. 
Look at it, Ambo! Gaze, Guddle! 
I'll bet you a couple of bottles of 
Asia it won't work now. Are you 
on ?" 

Ambo took the set in one hand, 
and looked at me as much as to say, 
"Where's the catch?" "Go on, 
Julian," said Guddle. "It's a 
sporting oiler." So Ambo hooked 
up to his aerial and did the scrub- 
'bing business with tise slider. 

"No, no," I remonstrated, "si 
won's wash. clothes. Tune in gradu- 

work." 
The Twipe needed no second 

invitation, but seized the set and 
retired with it to bis corner, whére 
he began to wear out the slider and 
coil as usual, after 'tmsting the 
oflephones roughly .jsiz the thickset 
hedge like-a tramp.conealing a-pair 
of stolen boots. 

Nearly a rragedy! 

"When T was studying Roots, 
Lewes way," began Guddle, "there 
was a top-dresser, name of Martin, 
who could tell sile with his eves 

I might find myself .converted to 
potatoes. Ambo closed Asia gently 
and sat dawn. I took the crstal 
set its my hand and began to 
expound. 

"Look here; Ambo! Last time 
I was here you professed a desire 
to get into the radio game, and 
quit being an ornery piker or 
goldinged rubberneck. (Thai's 
American, Mr. Guddle; an ndventi- 
Ieious root of English.) Thasso? 
Well, then, why do you new sit 
down with that dear old lad Twipe 

squinted ón to the plants from 
airships. That's what Y' Here I 
paused, while I surreptitiously 
rubbed the crystal with a bit Of 
candle I had noticed amongst the 
clji-tter -on the workbench. 

A Sporting Offer 
Both Ambo and Guddle nat 

entranced, so I teok hpañ and 
proceeded. 

"You think this twopennv souv- 
enir is the last word in radio-the 
snake's spats, so to speak. Why, 

. . The Taupe wrestled 
with the set again. 

saying that the-coil looked too much 
like a wire-worm for Honest 
Grower to play with. 

Then enter the Twipe, with his 
meerschaum dangling from his 
furze-bush; it reminded me of an 
old stove-pipe chucked .into a tree. 

"Ha, the very man," shouted 
Ambo. "II Pa can't do it no-one 
can. Here you are, Pa! 1lake it 

iesources 

"On the Wrong Wavelet" 
"Ah-h," sighed Guddle, laying 

down his glass and filling up his 
pipe. "That's most stimulating. 
Goes bang to the tips of one's ad- 
'sentitious roots, ha, ha! That's 
a technical term we Growers sise; 
I thought it only right to give you 
one, as you've been telling us all 
about this here ossivation on the 
wrong wavelet." 

"Ye-es 1 thanks awíully," I mur- 
mured, thinking that if I çlidn't 
begin to preach radio in earnest 

his eagle eye detects -che first signs 
of .Phviophthora infesttins amongst 
his finest roots? You do not Do 
you imagine for one moment 
that this baby's pretty-pretty will 
help you toiitt more cwts. pee acre 
unless it can inform you what the 
Potato Princes of iVliddIe West 
spray the Potato Fly with? I tell 
you-you have got to think big. 
You have got to get out into the 
great open spaces where men are 
Big Growers, where sandy loam and 
porous sub-soil stretch foi' countless 
miles and Bordeaux Mixture is 
brought up in pipe-lines and 

airily, lighting a cigarette.." Call - - 
up Mr. Twpe, if you like, and let 
it nest in his Hanging Gardens, the 
ninth wonder of the world." 

"You try, Guddle," said Ambo in 
a dead voice, But'Guddle declined, 

the hopes and happiness of the 
¡ 

"Has it never struck yu.that i "Of course," I edhoed. "That's 
Big Grower by starring Ids little tise American Grower may have an 

I 
the beauty of a crystal set like 

card." eariW to say to his cousin on .this yours. Full of little p1yfu1 
Ai this point the Twipe had to 

i 
side of the water? Let me ask you 

I 
tricks!" 

gd and have his Doxo and biscuit, 
I 

in all solemnity, What have you 
I 

"Sounds sort of dead like," he 
and with one accord we faced the I done for the Potato? Have you 

I 
gloomed, as he gouged ahout in 

map of the world, intent on Asia. 
I 

informed-yourself as to the method 
J 

the candle grease. 
Ambo pressed his finger on iong- 

I 

of treating Scab in Tennessee? 
I 

. Enter the Twipe kong and Asia s'ung outwards on 
I 

Not by a jugful ! Do you kuow 
I 

a hinge, revealing its vast liquid I what President Coolidge does when I "Make it a dozen bottles," I said 
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Left: The Mar. Right: A popu. 
/ "sv 

( - \ 

c o n i D. E. 4 
Power Amp. 

lar valve for 
resistance 

. / 
--lifier. coupling and 

/ 

( I HF. amplifìca- 
i 

\ M tion :the D.E.5B I - - 

/ This illustration 
- 

j 
shows the Edi.- - 

\.. swan P.V.5, ari i 

t- excellentpower The Osram 4 - 
- --' valve for use electrode dull Ii 

- 

- 

with 6-volt. LT. 
battery. 

emitter - t h e - 

D.E.7. 
:fl1f IlL 

two in each of the 4 and 6 volt 
classes and one amongst tise 
2 volters. 

I refer, of course, to the special 
resistance capacity Cossor valve 
in each class, and to tise intro- 
duction of the Stentor 4 and 
Stentor 6. I',lullards have brought 
out tise PMb, a special resistance 
capacity valve, which has an 
impedance of something like 
74,000 and amplification fa,ctor of 

in this month's issue, precedence 
must, of course, be given to the 
Combine 5, the full constructional 
details of which are contained in 
the booklet given away with every 
copy of MODERN WIRELESS. 

The valve question as it concerns 
this receiver is very fully discussed 
by the authors of the various sec- 
tions of the descriptive matter, but 
I should like to emphasise their 
remarks concerning the importance 

curve. 
Therefore, in this position a valve 

of tise class including the DE5, 
PM6, ST6z should be used, while 
in the last stage a super-power 
valve will be essential if pure results 
are to be obtained. 

As I said before, the various 
experts in charge of the sections of 
that receiver enumerate the valves - 
they consider best, and so I need 
go no further into the matter. 

valves, approximately trie same 
in operation as some just removed, 
but differing as a rule in a -few 
essential theoretical Leatures, be- 
sides the bringing out of totally 
fresh valves by the various makers, 
makes the task exceedingly 
difficult 

For instance, since the last issue 
of MODERN WIRELESS the Cossor 
valve list has been revised, and the 
names of several slightly altered, 
while five completely new types 
have been placed on the market, 

while ST's have introduced the 
STÔrA with a of 40. 

Then there is a complete break 
away from normal practice by 
Marconi's and Osrams in the pro- 
duction of their KLx series; valves 
which operate direct from the. 
mains, the whole of the 'energy 
being obtained from the electric 
lighting system. 

"MW." Sets 
\Vith regard to the sets described 

pointed out by Mr. Allinson that 
moderately high valves should 
be employed in the HF. stages, 
while one of the type of the SP5513, 
or PM5b, will operate best in the 
Det, position. 

The L.F. valves require just as 
careful consideration, for it must 
not be forgotten that even the 
first L.F. valve will have quite a 
considerable variation in grid volts 
to deal with, and must, therefore, 
have a moderately long portion to 
the straight on its characteristic 

II S time goes on it 
is becoming an in- 
creasingly difficult 
problem for the 
average construc- 

the host available 
tor to choose from 

the valves for any particular set. 
Constant changing of nomen- 

clature, suppression of various 
types and the introduction of new 

Otcing tu the repidity wtth cyhich 
cre .c.eking their uppegrenge On 

the .ccrkct und the potgcequent groceth 
of the cumbee from chick the con- 
structor muy meke hit choice, the 
picking eut of cuiteble vLcee for ooy 

¡e tuotencecytcek. In 
thic article sense of the cese talco, 
ese diceuceed und gecerel odeice is 
gicen concerning the t&ltou b:5t suited 
foc use cc eh e recttert deceibed in 
this issue- 

By KEITH D. ROGERS. 

of using suitable valves for this set1 

if any hope of efficient results i 
to be entertained. 

Without in any way decrying the 
capabilities of the z and volt 
valves-they are certainly little 
wonders in their own classes-I 
would very strongly urge all con- 
structors of the Combine 5 to stick 
to the ô volt types when choosing 
their valves. It lias already been 

V V 

M:cH,-1927 V 
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V 
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Vulve Problem 
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Skyscraper Amplifier. of reproduction, and you mut tion with the Kone loudspeaker, 
Màny constructors have written unless the valves are very caref ally choose your valve with this. point 

giving results they have obtained chosen, owing to this instniments in mind-either use a moderately 
with the Skyscraper described j sensitivity to the output empedance. high impedance valve for the 
last month's MODERN WIRELESS Io this amplifier 'we have, as a 

and severa.I have asked for detaiTs- study of the theoretical ciicuit will p 
"TN of an L.F, amplifier suitable for show, the output from the detector ,e' 

addition to that set and capable of the Skyscraperresistance coupled f 
of providing loud-seaker repro- lo the first L.E. valve, which ampli- 

fies via an L.F. transformer to the 
outputvalve. AstbefirstL.F.valve ', 

- 

. 

will havequitea considerablevoltage 
variation to deal with, it must be 
Capable of handling this without -. 

distortion, and so I will suggest 
the use of a valve of the DE5 class - 

stich as the PM6, ST&z, and B4, 
where loud signals are being- dealt 
with; though louder results on 

r 
I distant transmissions would be 

s . obtainable by using a DE5B, 
ST6iB, or similar valves. These, 

. 

of course, might be overloaded when 
receiving a close station. Two new valves-the Cosmos 

fl - 

It would be advisablealso, in view 
of the fact that a high resistance 

D. E.5Ogeneral purpose; and the 
new \larconi K.L,l valve tor 
operation dliict3 fror?1 A.C. 

j, fl - 

. 

IffI# J 

will be in its plate circuit when 
the amplifier is in use, to tise a .......................... 

n .......... 

MODERN WIRELES.S MARCH, 1927. 

THAT VALVE PROBLEM-(Coniinued). 

A copIe of good pow3r valves 
for L.F. amplification; the 
Cosmos 6-volt. S.P.55R wíth 
impedance of 3,500 ohms, and 
the Osram 2-volt. O.F:.6 with an 

medanceof 10,000ohms. 

might cause distortion when phons 
were being employed in the plate 
circuit of the detector. 

There you have an instance 
of one of the many problems that 
beget th searchèr fol' maximum 
signal strength together with purity 

238 

the edge of oscillation when phones 
only are employed, this method 
giving maximum results with 
amplifier attached. Better still, 
the valve can be chánged accordin 
to the rèqujr'eçl results: 

- (Cofihi,iued do psIè '8 

Two two.volters. The Ed,swan 
resistance-capacity L.F. valve 
and the Cosmos S.P.18G of 

average-impeaance and mu. 

duction to the maximum purity 
6f tone. So a further article 
giving details of a suitable amplifier 
is-published in this issue, but while 
i-can recommend this amplifier if 

- properly constructed and fitted 
with suitable vàlves to the majority 
of constructors without hesitation, 
I do not advise its uie in conjunc- 

high valve for the det. position, detector and lower your output 
- such valves as the PM5b, ST6xA, when the amplifier is attached, 

SP55B, Cossor RC, and Ediswan this being perfectly safe when 
RC being suitable, though I remem- phones only are used; or else use 

'JI - - - , 

.- 

L-L t-i.4® 

F---- 
- Ed ' 

5PCIALW-DQWN ?455 - 

o 
- iVA'4!77C,4L 

- 
Y - - 

5770 -, 

Thetheoretical circuit of the receiver wired upfor use with 
the K.L.T valve8 now on te8t in the " Modern Wireless" 

laboràtory. (See page 328.) - 

ber I stated in last month's article' a valve of really high amplification 
that too high an amplification factor factor, and risk slightdistortioii n 
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the tube at right-angles to the I superheterodyne - '- ----j 
radial path of the electrons. The circuit. 
consequence is that the electrons I M. Levy de- I BARLOW.Ç IYflEeL j 
no longer travel direct from fila- I scribes h is 

- .239,. - .. 
- 

For instance, in the so-called 
magnetron type of valve, shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. s, a 
central filmanent F, heated by a 
battery A, is surrcunded by a 
cylindrical plate P which, is main- 
tained at a high positive potential 
by means of a battery B. An out- 
side winding W, carrying current 
from a battery C, provides a control 
means in place of the grid. 

An, Outside Control 

Nsrmally the electrons emitted 
by the heated filament will strike 
straight across to the charged plate 
in radial lines, as shown at the 
right-hand side of the figure. 

If, however, the outside control 
windings are energised, theresultant 
magnetic field passes axially along 

considered as a conducting element 
situated In a magnetic field H. It. 

or any similar de ice, the tubs therefore experiences a torque tend. 
resistance can bs varied within ing to thrust it sideways according 
wide limits, and in this way the 
arrangament can je made to func- 

........................................................................... 

to the well-known Flemings' left- 
sand rule for motor. 

tiOrias a relay 
or amplifying 
device 

' , , - 
The 

/ P rotary 
. 

/ 
b'. / 

an ingenious - 

''I . '- 

'-' dueto thel- 
known French 
inventor, 

-- ' i I, - 

Levy, R' c - 

'' -. 
nection uitli the 

. 

 

r1IIII-_wwtw- p 
/ 

:Flr' 
il.4,vìc'o,, TYPE ar 

magnet. The magnet has been 
omitted for the sake of clearness, 
but its field is indicated by the A 

arrows H. 
If a battery C is connected to 

two brushes, one P on the peri- 
phery of the disc and the other F 
on the axle, so that the current 
passes in the direction of the dotted 
line arrows, the disc will rotate - 

continuously in a counter-clockwise 
sense. 

This is due to tise fact that the 
path of the current flowing from 
the axle to the brush P1 may be 

4j three-elecLrde 
Jj tle electron 

dJ4j stream flowing 
between filament 
and plate is con- 
trolled by the 

enctric field from a comparatively 
minute chaga applied to the grid. 

Instead of using an electrcstati- 
cally-charged grid, it is possible to 
control the plate-filament current 
by a magtietic field applied from a 
solenoid winding surrcunding the 
cutside of the tube. 

torced into a curved path 
which is the resultant of the static 
attraction of the plate and the 
magnetic influence of tise axial field. 

\Vhen the latter reaches a certain 
strergih the plate-filament current 
is entirely cut off. Tise electrons 
are swirled round and round the 
filament in a spiral path, and so fail 
to reach the plate. 

At this stage the internal resist- 
ance of the tube is infinitely high. 
By altering the strength of the con- 
tro1 field by means of a rheostat 

rotary valve as being similar in 
action to the well-known "Barlow's 
wheel." Before proceeding further 
it may therefore be as well to, 
recall this interesting piece of 
apparatus. 

Barlow's Wheel 

Barlow's wheel, or Faraday's disc, 
as it is sometimes called, consists 
ofa thin metal disc, Fig. 2, mounted 
on an axle between the poles of a 

- S L. 

- , 

'3 i 
f ' r 

r5 '- - 

'JcoThffl S3QWn : 

S -. 

(1 
j 

an ordi ary mnt to plate, but aro 
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VAL e. I 

quency work, (b) for converting 
alternating into direct current, and IWPUT 

(CENTA'Az CA 7710D) I 
vice versa, and (c) for generating 
high-frequency bscillations. R. s. 

240 

H HF1 

___________r 

L/RC1íLAR 

141V0D 

Owing to the annular shape of 
I the tube, the path of the normal 
I electron flow between filament and- 

i 
plate is everywhere at right-angles 

I to the magnetic flux passing 
between the poles of the electro- 

SI 

- 

magnet. 

- 

t I No Speed Limit - 

- 

I As a result. the whole of the 

- 

-. 
I electron stream is subjected to a 

J 
I steady force which tends to urge it 

laterally round and round the cir- 
I I 

cular orbit of the tube. As the 

CAT/100E 
(C) 

electrons have no inertia there is 
I 

I 
practically no limit to the speed 

I which can ha attained by the 
I I 

whirling stream. 
M. Levy states that he has con- - 

I 

structed rotary-stream tubes of this 

5TREA I 
type capable of being used (a) as 
relays both for high and low fre- 

stream (if a heated cathode is used) . 

or the ionic stream from an un- 

heated cathode, will flow radially of rotation, to balance the voltaga 
cutwards from the central electrode of the anode battery B: 
to the ring-shaped anode, which 
carries a high positive potential. 

A varying voltage applied to the 
magnet winding alters the value of 

The transverse field from the the applied magnetic flux, which in 
magnet poles acts, however to turn varies the effective resistance 
divert each electron from a straight of the anode-cathode path, and so 
into a curved path, as shown at gives rise to amplified variations in 
the right-hand side of Fig. 3. Owing the output coil. 

A 
ctir,r. 

of the whirling stream "principle. 
1-lere the e'acuated tuba is made in 
the form of a cylindrical annulus or 
ring, and is set in a circular recess 
batween the poles of an electro- 
magnet M, the windings of which 
are shown at W. 

The filament F is a continuou3 
ring which is heated by a battery 
B. The plate P is similarly ring- 
shaped and carries a positive 
potential from the high-tension 
battery. The arrangement of the 
valve and electrodes are shown in 
cross section in Fig. 4A. 

Gas set into Rotation 
As shown in Fig. 

, 
an evacuated 

tube A, fitted with an outer circular 
anode P and a central cathode C, 
is constructed in the shape of a 
flattened cylinder. This is placed 
endways between, the two pole- 
pieces of an electromagnet M so 
that the magnetic flux passes 
through the end faces of the 
cylindrical tube. 

Owing to the flat disc-like shape 
of the tube, the normal electron 

.(frp (jkf 

iKNJ KM T 

Yï;}+ F H 
p f/a4iA p 

43,' .e .$awui i* L O A/lNecAR,ßE 
#v/r/? .'TD /PA.s4T 

In other words the arrangement 
constitutes an electric motor, in 
which the armature windings are 
replaced by a continuous succession 
of conducting paths formed across 
the rotating metal disc. 

In the Levy valve the metal disc 
of Barlow's wheel is replaced by a 
rotating stream of electrons or ions, 
which in effect form a series of 
conducting elements. 

to the effect of friction batween the 
free ions and the molecules of the 
rarefied gas, the whole of the low- 
pressure gas inside the tube is thus 
set into rotation. 

As in the case of an ordinary 
motor, a back electromotive force is 
created across the anode and 
cathode which tends, at the limit 

For high-frequency working the 
tube A may contain mercury vapour 
or rarefied argon or neon gases. 
According to the inventor the 
whirling ionic stream inside the pipe 
will rapidly acquire a high speed, 
owing to the extremely law inertia 
of the moving fluid: 

Fig. 4shows a further application 
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in his voice that he coula do nothing 
at all owing to the prevalence of 
atmospheric interference of the 
most violent kind. I use my own 
set for D .X. work on two or three 
nights each week, and though I had 
certainly noticed atmospherics-at 

i - 
.._;. ,--. 

- terminals, and the ends of the 
Faulty grid bias battteries, lo3se lead connecting stnp, if this rs 

transformer connections or of the detachable type. The 

faulty transformers are frequent simplest way of cleaning 

causes of "home-made" atmós- terminals is to make use of 

pherics. 
the handy little device shown 
in Fig. 2. 

2U 

resembling those caused by atmo- 
apherics may be produced in a score 
of different ways within the set 
itself, and I am quite sure that 
much of the persistent atmospheric 
interference complained of is due 
really to what I call "atmospherics 
that aren't." 

A case in point occurred tome in 
the early part of the autumn. A - 
friend whose house is quite close 
to mine is a very keen long-dista.nce 
worker, Every time that I met 
him in September and October, he 
told me with somethine like a sob 

factions are perfectly tight; in 
fact, I have known a considerj 
able number of cases in which 
this has occurred. If either 
the lead strip or the terminals - 

become corroded through. the 
action of acid fumes from the 
battery there may be very poor 
connections with consequent - 

noisiness. When, therefore, 
atmospherics" are prevalent 

and your neighbours do not 
complain of them, one of the 
first steps that should be taken 
is to clean thoroughly all the 

p__________ 

.J 1 
a'.'ac 

C$EE 

it at that. Now noises closely 

we found the cause, but eventually 
we ran it to earth in a component, 
which is quite the last that most 
people would suspect of causing 
noisiness, though my own experi- 
ence shows that it is not at all an 

uncommon cul- 
prit. This is the 

lator. The cause 
of thetroublecan 

filament accumu- 

he understood 
- easily by a 

feference 
to Fig. i. 

\The 
screv 

ihread of 
testudding 

4 CLEANER 

-, . 

C7 . 5ECCOT//,RD OYA3EL 

of the valves. Since the tern-. 
perature of these was not constant 
tile emission varied and noises 
occurred. 

An accumulator can become 
noisy even though all the con- 

By R. W. HALLOW.S. 

H E N E V E R w e times, they had seldom been so seri- of one of the terminals holding the 
flhear grinding, grat- ous as to make reception of distant connecting strap between the two 
i n g or t e a r i n g stations impossible. Certainly I cells (it was a 4-volt accumulator) 

i. noises coming never found them anything like so had become stripped, and it was, 
regularly or- at bad as did my friend, wlao.was using therefore, impossible to tighten tise 
intervals from tise a set very similar to my own, nut hard down. The result was 
tele p hone re - It was fairly clear, then, that tise that a very " chancy" contact 

ceivers, we are prone to exclaim, noises which were so worrying him between the two cells was occurring, 
"Oh, there are those wretched were not due to genuine atmo- with consequent fluctuations in the 
atmospherics again," and to leave spherics. \Ve spent a very long current delivered to the filaments 

time over his receiving gear before ........ 

I i - 

t' 1*1 ti I 

iïi TL ZJ 
,, - , 

How many of the peculiar noises-apart from 
signals-that are frequently heard emanating from 
the loudspeaker or telephones of a wireless set can - really be set aside as X's? As our contributor points 

,.....I' out, probably most of them are curable and have 
their origin In the receiver itself. 
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ftO4/5/NES3 AY DEVEZOP IN A 
6i..s.s-fpû Accu'.lez.4ro.ç 

iament battery to the set may also 
become corroded. If they show 
any signs of this freshen them up 
cithér with emery cloth or by 
scraping with an old knife. 

An Accumulator Fault 
- Glass-cased accumulators are 

bcoming very popular novadays 
b:cause they do not possess the 
Vce of frothing, which seems to be 
inherent in most celluloid-cased 
sccondary batteries. A cell of a 
much used kind is shown in Fig. 3: 
T1ie top of the case is sealed off with 

. pitch or bitumen, and through this 
covering pass tise lugs which are 

-- connected to the two sets of plates. 
They are held in position by the 

. sealing, and frequently they have 
no other means of support. If the 
accumulator is lifted by its termin- 
ais, it is only a matter of time for 
one or both of the lugs to become- 
loosened so that they can be moved 
up and down besides dcveloping a 

hausted almost every other poe.,. probable, cause of noisiness. 
bility. To-day matters are ratlw. 
different. Excellent high tension The" Stethoscoping" Method 
batteries of both the dry and the It has often been said that there 
accumulatur type are now available, is no means of telling whether the 
and my experience is that they are high tension battery is noisy or not 
comparatively seldom to blame. e%cept by means of the substitution, 

A striking 
photograph of 
the real thing- 
a d)splay of 
nature's forces 
that will give 
rise to atmos- 
pherics in wire- 
less receivers 
over a wde- 

spread area. 

---P.. 

(i 

t' - 

-(r 
¿ 

- $ 

it backwards and forwards two 
or three timeq, This will make 
the seating bright in a matter 
o seconda. The underside of the 
milled nut and the surface of 
the connecting strip should be 
cieaned by rubbing them on a piece 
of old emery cloth. Do not forget 
that the ends of the leads from the 

,l,- 4-, f1-, ,-r'f Ç 
spiterics. When noisins manifests 
itself a\vays make sure, if you are 
using a glass-cased accumulator, 
that there is no play in the logs. 
If there is, you may feel pretty 
confident that you have tracked 
dcw- the main source of the 
trouble. 

The Flih-tension Battery 
It has often been said by expert 

writers that when noisiness is 
noticed in the receiving set the 
first component that should be 
c,,'n-,p,-f,'d (ni-nl ,,siinll,, th. lnsf unS 
is) ris tli high-tension battery. - 
\Vhen it was first made, some years noisiness unless some of their-cells 
ago, that staenìent was probably have been "killed" by over- 
quite correct. High tension bat- charging, and the best dry batteries 
teries in the early days of wireless of to-day can be run down to less 
were exceedingly unreliable, though than one volt per cell, and yet re- 
the average wireless man was in- main perfectly quiet. I would say, 
dined to take them for granted, and therefore, that if your high tension 
not to regard them as a likely seat battery is a good one, you may re- 
of the trouble until he had ex- gard it as a possible, though not 

It consists of nothing more thin 
an empty cotton-reel with discs of 
emery cloth seccotined on to 
either end, holes in them being 
pierced to correspond with that 

-wiich runs through the reel. To 
use the cleaner, remove the milled 

* mit from the terminal and pass the 
reel on to the shank. 

Press it hard down and turn 

certain amount of lateral play. 
Any jarring will now cause the 
plates to move slightly, and this 
seems to give rise to noises. 

The degree of noisiness for which 
a battery wtìose plates have become 
loosened in this way may be 
responsible has to be heard to be 
believed. I can assure the reader 
that it is quite as bad as that which 

Naturally, ii a small battery is 
used forworking a nsulti-valv set, 
so that the drain on its tiny cells is 
more than they can stand, or if the 
batteryisof some nameless make, it 
is more than likely that sooner or 
later (probably sooner!) it will 
become noisy. Accumulator high 
tension batter es seldom develop 

J, 
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high resistance condTucng path is 
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testeciTafter it has been under load 
in tJ 'receiing set for half an 
hour oi so; for then its weaknesses 
will ê. most âpparent. f it is. 'all 
that it should beno souiid.whatever 
will tie icid iii the telephones, but 
if it'sóii'tjut is fluctuatfn.g small 
noises riiaybè.heard. The sounda 
will dèver be very loud, and. the 
slightd'stmuithds or çraclde should. 
be regarded as a siñ that. the 
battéfy is in bad ,conìtióm 

Itis 'essential that th, rsistance- 
used. shöùld be df the .wirwound 
type, fr - cònìpositioii reils±ances 
may tliemfclve be fertile causes of 
noisiñess In most of thém the 

However sim-. 
pie a receiver 
may be any 
pencil lines 
on the panel 
should be 
carefully . re- 
moved before 
teêting the 

set. 

- __ 
ñcí 

1620 

to a reasonable figure-if a ioo-volt 
battery is being tested a 50,000 ohm 
resistance will allow something 
under 2 milliamperes of current to 
pass and a ioo,000 ohm resistance 
i milliampere. 

Anode Resistances 
The transformer should be prefer- 

ably of a type with a big step-up 
betweèn primary and secondary 
so -that any voltage fluctuations in 
the output of the battery may be 
amplifièd a far as possible beforé 
the' tranßf erred to th tele- 
phones. The battery should - -he 

converted into choke-capacity, and 
the set will continue to function. 
If noisiness - continues then the 
anode resistance is guiltless, and the 

atmospherics that aren't" are 
being produced in some other part 
of the set. The grid-leak should 
also be tested by substitution. 
Should the noises no longer be 
heard when, either of these changes 
has been made, the grid-leak or 
anode resistance, as the case may 
be, is undoubtedly at fault. 

Valve-holders can be a very 
fruitful source of unwanted noises. 
Holders of the type seen in Fig. 5, 
either bought or home-made, are 
frequently used, and these are per- 
fectly satisfactory, unless one of 
t-he legs happens to come loose in its 
seating in the ebonite. When this 

fault. It may show merely that the 
valve pins require splaying with 
the blade of an old pocket-knife,. 
or that one or more of them have 
become loosened in the cap. Loose 
pins can often be set again with a 
little Chattertons compound. 

A cause of noisiness which is not 
uncommoñ is to be found in a break- 
down in the windings of a low- 
frequency choke, or in the primary 
of a low-frequency transformer. 
For a long time it was not under- 
stood how " burn-outs" could 
possibly occur since the load pass- 
ing through windings is never 
more than a fraction of what wire 
of the gauge should be able to 
withstand indefinitely. When a 
broken-down transformer is taken 
to pieces, it is nearly always 

primary of a transformer an ex- 
cessive amount of current would be 
passed with evil results to the 
battery and possibly also to the 
transformer. The resistance cuts 
down the amount of current taken 

/1 TIIELIVSARE ¿005E IN 
- mEIR .i1,7NGS NOISiNESS MA Y 

OCCUR 

I_________________ 

noisiness. Should an anode resist- 
ance be suspected of causing noisi- 
ness in a set which employs 
resistance-capacity coupling the 
most satisfactory method of finding 
out whether it is or is not to blame 
is that of substitution. 

Substitution Tests 

It frequently happens, however, 
that when the trouble occurs one 
has not available another resistance 
to substitute for the first. In such 
cases the resistance should be 
removed from its holder, and the 
secondary of a low-frequency trans- 
former connected by vires to its 
terminals. The coupling is thus 

Vibratory valve-holders also 
occasionally give trouble of the same 
kind through the breaking of one 
of the spring connections between 
the terminals and the legs. For- 
tunately, it is an easy matter, as 
a rule, to ascertain whether valve- 
kolders are responsible for noisiness. 
Place a finger on the top of each 
valve in turn and rock it a little, 
first backwards and forwards, and 
then sideways. Should there be 
any defect in the holder loud noises, 
and possibly a complete momentary 
cessatioa of signa1,-will occur when 
this is being,doe.- - 

This test, Jìowever, does not 
always mean thattlg hçlder is pt 

- method. This, again, is not strictly 
accurate, for the stethoscoping" 
method which is shown diagram-. 
matically in Fig. 4 will generally 
serve to show up a battery that is 
really bad. To test out a battery 
in this way it is necessary to use 
a zvi'e-wound resistance of 50,000 
to ioo,000 ohms. If the battery 
\vere connected directly across the 

made by minute particles of carbon 
or some similar substance embedded 
in plaster of Paris. When they are 
new the path is fairly continuous, 
but as time goes on slight inter- 
ruptions may occur in it. When 
this happens arcs of microscopic 
dimensions are formed between 
adjacent particles, the resistance 
varies, and there is an outbreak of 

occurs the holder may not grip all 
the valve pins properly, a" chancy" 
contact resulting from one or more 
of them. In such cases noisiness 
manifests itself, particularly when 
the room is shaken by the passing 
of heavy traffic or by the footsteps 
of anyone crossing the floor. 

Transformer "Breakdowns" 
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high and low-tension busbars, and display involving several valves. may still be heard owing to direct 
- lhen to go to tise bigh-frcquency There are many other possible pick-up effects. 
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. 

discovering just which of the 
many wires within the cabinet 
requires attention. Switch on the 
set; and with a pencil or wooden 
ic war work over all the leads, 
touching each lightly and moving 
i a little to and fro. Even in a big 
set which may contain a large 
number of wires a loose connection 
can be found by tisis method in a 
matter of a few minutes. It is 
rdvisable, hcwever, to conduct 
the search methodically. 

The best way is to begin with the 

of a prolific crop of noises. 

Due to Dust 
Noises exactly like atmospherics 

are frequently caused by the 
accumulation of 'dust between the 
vanes of variable condensers, for 
some of the little particles are fairly 
good conductors so that small short- 
circuits take place. Besides caus- 
ing noisiness an accumulation of 
dust between the vanes of a neu- 
tralising condenser may also lead 
to a somewhat expensive firework 

six inches at a time between the 
hands, moving it about and twisting 
it slightly. If there is a break 
you will soon locate it in this way, 
for when you reach the length in 
which it has occurred movements of 
the wires will cause an outbreak o 
very violent noises. 

By the way, tise old test of 
disconnecting the aerial and earth 
in order to discover whether the 
noises heard are due to atmo- 
spherics or not is not completely 
reliable, for powerful atmospherIcs 

Loose Leads 
Loose leads can cause the most. 

violent kind of "atmospherics that 
aren't." When jarring increases 
the amount of unwanted noise 
coming from the set test out the 
valves and their holders first of all, 
as recommend':d above. Should 
these be found to be above sus- 
picion one may feel practically 
certain that a lead is not properly 
connected to its terminal. Here is 
a simple and very effective way of 

Nothing is more irritating than to find, on trying to tune 
In a prpgramme, that one of the variable condensers s 

faulty and either making bad contact or shorting. 

one cell whose E.M.F. has dropped 
to one volt or less. The grid batteries 
should certaiìly be tested every 
three months, and twelve months 
should be regarded as about their 
maximum useful working life. A 
faulty grid battery can be the cause 

a lroken or partially broken lead to 
your 'phones or loud-speaker. 

Not at all Reliable 
To see whether the fault is here, 

switch on and go carefullyover the 
leads by taking a length of about 

covering, and may make- its way to ever since dry cells deteriorate in to buy cheap stuff of unknown 
the wire within. Here it sets up time even when on - open Circuit, origin you may be bothered by 
Corrosion and eventually the wire is It is a safe rule to throw away any noisiness. Lastly, do not forget 
eaten through. Winders are now grid battery which contains even that the trouble may be Caused by 
provided with special silk gloves 
or other devices, and since this 
precaution has been adopted break- - :1 

downs have been far less frequent. - 

The general symptoms of a choke 
or transformer break-dewn are that 
noisiness is as a rule comparatively " - 

slight when it first manifests itself. - ' tJ ". 
It becomes steadily worse and worse . - - , 

' ar.d is at length succeeded by - 

complete silence, neither signals nor - - 

noises being heard owing to the i , 
.1 

break dow. The only real test for \ - 

a partial break-down in the 
J 

- windings is that of substitution; J 

a complete break-dewn may be ¶' 
I 

found by the ordinary teat for " 
continuity. 

2 . - 

- - - 

found that there are obvious signs 
of corrosion in the neighbourhood 
of the break. After a good deal of 
research the cause has now been 
found and preventive measures 
have been taken. 

Tne Only Real Test- 
In order to wind the, fine wire 

evenly andtight1y on to the former 
tise operator must feed it on through 
hand. Now the human skin is 
never perfectly dry. If the wire 
passes through the bare hands a 
small amount of perspiration is 
absorbed by the silk or cotton 

end of the set. Test all the leads 
in the grid, plate and filament cir- 
cuits of each valve in turn. Be 
particularly careful to try con- 
nections soldered to jacks, where 
these are used. The tags of some 
jacks are nickelled, and if soldering 
has been done without renioving 
the nickel covering a dry joint is 
very likely to occur. 

Grid Batteries 

Do not forget to renew your grid 
batteries periodically. Though the 
current load on them is almost in- 

finitely small they do not last for 

causes of noisiness,, though space 
prevents me from doing more than 
mention just a few of them. 1f tise 
marking out of ais ebonite panel 
which is in contact with "live" 
portions of components at con 
siderable potential differences 
has been done with a lead pencil, 

atmospherics " are more than 
likely to occur, since tise pencil 
deposits on the ebonite graphite, 
which is a fairly good conductor. 
Marking out should always be done, 
therefore, with a scriber. Good 
ebonite of known nsake can be relied 
upon, but if you are foolish enough 
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it is now possible to construct 
receivers employing many stages 
of high-frequency amplification 
with the certainty that the corn 
pleted set will be stable and easy 
to hasidic. 

Queer Practice 
It seems queer when one looks 

back and - remembers that such 
methods as detuning and applying 
positive bias ivere used in order 
to control oscillation. It seems 

It is curious to note that the era 
of low loss instruments coincided 
almost exactly with the intro- 
duction of neutralising circuits for 
high-frequency work, and is fairly 
obvious that without these latter 
low loss coils and condensers 
would have done us but little 
good. 

One of the first neutralised cir- 
cuits which was published in Eng- 
land was the Hazeltine neutrodyne 
circuit. Practical details were at 

benefit of those who may be inter - 

ested in the question, but do not 
quite recollect the arrangement, it 
is shown in Fig. 4. The aerial is 
shown auto-coupled to an indue- 
tance L1, tuned by a variable 
condenser C1. which forms the grid 
circuit of the HF. valve. The 
tuned anode coil L2 (tuned by C2) 
has coupled to ita coil L3 which is 
connected between grid and filament 
through a neutralising condenser 
C3 as shown. The next valve is 

were little used and generally lated in spite of thèmselves, and to America. 
mistrusted by the unexperienced. cap it, we used potentiometers as The next circuit that became 

Thanks to the efforts of a number a means of stopping these (corn- popular ws the tuned anode - 

of independent research workers, -paratively) feeble oscillations. - neutralised circuit, and for the 

( ¡if,' 

C3 L2 
C2 - 

Fig.!. 

I! 

- 

- 

Ç2 LIL Jft1 o 

1 
cl 

T 
Fig. 2. 

HEN one reviews 
the progress that 
lias been made in 

4 J the science of wire- 
less during the last 
year, one out- 

t! - ' standing feature 
appeârs to be the extraordinary 
progress -made in high-frequency 
amplification. 

A year ago the neutralised cir- 
cuits *hich were available were 
ffrequently as trckyto handle as 
the unneutralised ones, and they 

much queerer, however, when one 
notices how even to-day one sees 
similar methods still practised. 
As an actual fact, I saw a set 
quite recently in which a stage of 
tuned anode -H.F. waa used, and 
the method of controlling oscillation 
was by dimming the filament by 
means of the filament rheostat, 
a practice that is absolutely 
inexcusable in these enlightened 
days. 
- in the bad old days we had 
inefficient components that oscil- 

first difficult .to get, but in. clue 
course they became available. In 
common with many other experi- 
menters I made up a z HF. set 
using this scheme and found, as 
the others did, that it was stable 
without he use of the neutralising 
capacities. . 

Tuned Anode Neutralisation 
This was due to the totally diff- 

erent characteristics of the valves 
which were in use over here as 
.conspared with those current in 

i 

A review of the j 

practical progréss - By 
made in dealing -5 .3. C. P. ALLINSON 

with 
I A.M.I.R.E. 

H.F. problems. 
. 
a a..- -. 

O 
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above (Fig. 4.) is the tuned anode neutralised 
- c:rcuit---one of first of its kind to become 

- 
- popular in England. To the right is a field- - less coil showing how the halves 'cancel 

[j 

Early in 1926 11e split anode 
and grid coil method of neutralisa- 
ticn were first used over here to 
any extent, and these circuits 
ushered in a new era in high- 
frequency amplification. Naturally 
enough certain difficulties were at 
first encountered, but the circuits 
es then employed are practically 
the same as we are now using. We 
have merely found out certain 
things tisat either must be done 
or must not be done. 

T'ke, for instance, the neutralised 
stege of H.F. shown in Fig. z. 
This employs the split anode coil 
neutralising scheme.. The grid coil 
L1 (tuned by C1) is connected be- 

as C2. By substituting a capacity 
as shown by its theoretical symbol 
for the grid to plate capacity and 
redrawing, we get the diagram 
shown in Fig. 3 "a" and by re- 
arranging it slightly, we get 
Fig. 3 "b." 

It will be seen that this gives us 
a capacity potential divider for 
H.F. currents. L1 C1 is the input 
circuit and L2 C2 the ouput, while 
Cg-p is the grid-to-plate capacity, 
and N.C. the neutralising capacity. 
It is merely necessary, therefore, 
to get tise proportions of N.C. to 
Cg-p equal to AB to BC for a 
balance to be obtained, so that tise 
energy fed back througls the inter- 

Referring back to Fig. z the 
conditions required by this circuit 
are, firstly, that the sense of L2 
be correct with regard to L, i.e., 
the coupling must be in the right 
direction, and, secondly (an equally 
importent point), the coupling be- 
tween the two coils must be tight 
enough. If one of these conditions 
is not obrerved, it may not be 
found possible to obtain a balance 
at all frequencies, if at all. 

One of the most successful cir- 
cuits of this type that I have used 
is one .that I originally described 
as the result of some research 
work that I carried out en H.F, 
amplification in which I found that. 

I! &6S8 
i 

hcwn functioning as a detector, tween grid and filament of the electrode capacity will be equal 
but it may, if desired, be a further HF. valve. In te plate and opposite in phase to that led 
stage of HF. amplification, circuit of this valve is a coil L, back through the rieutralising 

This arrangement was found to which is coupled to the grid circuit capacity. Since, however, a 
be considerably more satisfactory of the detector valve (or maybe a capacity has a higher impedance 
than waiting for the set to stop further stage of HF.) byL3. Instead at a lower frequency, and vice 
oscillating, and it could be used up of the high tension being connected versa for an inductance, it is 
to three stages of high-frequency at to the end of the anode coil oppo- neceCsary thattbe point B be as 
a pinch, though it was frequently site to the anode, it is taken to the near as possible at the centre of the 
found to be uncertain in action. centre point, the far end being con- inductance L2. 

The Split Coil Method 
nected back on to the grid through 
a small neutralising capacity shown 

. 

The Grad Return 

MC 
ñc 

-n--- i 

L, I ...L 'Icz ß 
Cg-p1 

C, I J 
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rectly neutralised as regards their J this, and valves of this type are (Continued on page 330) 

247 

lcmr as 6o metres on occasion 
without any real difficulty. 

This circuit, it will be seen, 
lends itself very well to reflex 
work, for the L.F. impulses are fed 
into the HF. circuits at the nodal 
point of the grid coil, so that any 
stray coupling between stages 
owing to the self capacity of the 
L.F. transformer is reduced to a 
negligible quantity. The result is 
that it is a simple matter to use 
two fully reflexed stages of HF., 
arid provided that they are cor- 

The design of modern multi-valve receivers,wIth their 
tuned radio-frequency stages, calls forgreat care in the 

spacing ofthe different Circuits 

transformer coupled LF. without 
any trouble as regards L.F. oscilla- 
tion occurring. The only trouble 
I did have was on the local station, 
and this was due to overloading of 
the dual valves forcing them into 
oscillation. By using valves of 
the D.E.5a type, it was found to 
be a fairly simple matter to stop 

neutralised high-frequency circuits. 
The question of fieldiess coils may 
prove of interest here, and as. I 
designed one of the makes now on 
the market, I can give some idea 
as to the chief requirements, of 
fteld.less coils. 

The point that attracted my 
attention to fleidless coils was the 

Fig. 5. 
at tOe most two stages. More than 

-=_L £ 
J 

this number, it was found, gave rise "" to parasitic oscillations with the - 

L .... result that the set went dead. This 
this circuit for three stages of HF I have made up a receiver ex- trouble was also experienced to a 
amplification without any.difficulty perimentally with this circuit, iO certain extent with the Fig. 

Tne circuit of a receiver employ- which two H.F. stages ivere re- circuit if more than two stages 
I' ing this scheme is shown in Fig. 5, flexed, the first resistance-capacity were used, and it is the generation 

and it will be seen that tThe inclusion and the second transformer, follow- of these paiasitic oscillations that 
of HF. chokes in the grid returns ing up with a f urther stage cf is one of the bugbears of multi-stage 
largely help to eliminate, or prevent 
the formation of, parasitic oscilla- V 

tions , 

Suitable for Reflex - V - 

V 

The use of these chokes lias, V 

however, certain disadvantages on ' -, 

the long waves, and in such cases V 

the use of resistances is to be 
V 

preferred. A suitable value for -. V 

these is in the neighbourhood of 
V 

100,000 ohms, but the circuit is 
V 

not then quite so suitable for short , 
' V V - ' V 

wave work, though I have been as 
V -. - - __.. V 

correct number of turns to work 
with certain valves, the correcc 
degree of coupIiasgand so on. 

Getting the correct coupling j-is 
byno meansan unimportant matter, 
since, if the coupling is too loose, 
correct neutralisation may not he 
obtained, while il it is too tight, 
selectivity will be lost. 

Development of Fieldiess 
Coils 

The adaptation of this Circuit to 
thetunccl anode method of high- 
frequency Coupling is -shown in 
Fig. s, and this was found to be 
an extremely successful circuit as 
long as st was confined to oae, or 

by leaving the gnd of the HF. HF. functions they are also neu- usually to be recommended where -. 
valve free, I could get a higher tralised for L.F. work. This means, a two-stage reflex receiver is used 
degree of amplification, of course, that low-frequency chain for local work. 

This increase, I found, could be reaction does not occur, and it is Improvements in. this circuit 
'retained either by using a HF. p6ssible to make the dêtector have largely been :made in the 
- choke or a high resistance in series valve oscillate in the convêntional method of winding the anode coil 

with the grid return. . manner by the use of reaction splitting it into two portions wound 
- The first practical receiver in without those devastating howls one over the Other-one for the 
w'aich I used this circuit was in and groans which are so often anode coil -and one for neutralisa- 
conjunctien with fleidless coils, and experienced in the old types of tion, for example, ascertaining the 
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product of twice the number of i; 

- .248 

volt-no series resistance will be 
necessary. 

Recently T have altered my set (de- 
tector and two-note magnifier type, by 
adding an HF. valve using tuned anode 
coupling. Originally the set oscillated 
smoothly, but since the addition, despite 
a reversal of leads and the trial of a 
larger reaction coil, I cannot obtain 
oscillation. Where shall I look for the 
fault? - 

Probably you have omitted to 
alter your grid leak connections. 
The parallel connection will 
function well with the detector 
arrangement, but when a tuned 
anode coupled valve is added one 
end of the leak-namely, that not 
connected to the grid of the 
detector-must be taken to L.T. +. 
If this is not effected considerable 
positive bias from the H.T. battery 
is impressed on the detector grid 
and unusual stability with loss of 
reaction effects will result. 

How can one tell at a glance the 
nominal voltage of an accumulator 
battery? 

The nominal voltage of a single 
cell of an ordinary type accumula- 
tor battery is two volts, so that the 
working voltage is given by the 

The Trans- 
atlantic 
Telephone 

Service. 
Some of 
the control 
panels at 
the new 
Hou Iton- 
Maine stat 
tion, which 
works in 
COnj unc- 
tion with 
Britain 's 
giant G.P.O. 
station at 

Rugby. 

spacing turns counted P 

No; zigzag spacing turns have 
negligible Inductance, and may be 
neglected when counting the turns 
of the coils mentioned. 

I am employing a votmeter of 
moving coil type to measure the 
voltage of my H.T. battery, but am 
informed that I should place a resistance 
in shunt with the metèr to obtain a 
correct rèading. Can you tell me what 
resistance I should use P 

None. A resistance across you 
voltmeter will increase the current 
taken from your battery. To de- 
crease the current a resistance 
could be employed in series with 
your instrument. If a series re- 
sistance of equivalent resistance to 
the resistance of the meter were 
used the reading on the latter 
would have to be doubled to give 
the voltage of the battery. If your 
meter is of high resistance-e.g., 
of the order of 6o to zoo ohms per 

single compartment in which a 
given amount of electrolyte and a 
given number of plates are confined. 

A single teat-tube cell with only 
two plates (e.g., of an H.T. battery) 
gives a voltage of the order f two 
just as much as does a large cell 
with several plates used for fila- 
ment lighting. The number and 
size of the plates in a single cell 
determines only the current which 
the cell will give and does not 
affect the voltage. To determine 
the approximate voltage which 
can be obtained one is, therefore, 
only concerned with number of 
cells. 

To obviate frequent battery charging 
I wish to employ dull emitter valves in 
my set which I made for bright emitters. 
I am told, however, that my variable 
resistances will have to be changed for 
30 ohm types. Is this correct? 

A change is necessary only Ii you 

figure thus ¿ltined by the nrmal 
filament current In amperes of the 
valve or valves. 

What is meant by a "burn-out" o! 
an L.I', transformer winding? 

A breakdown in, or discontinuity 
of a winding Is often erroneously 
referred to as a "burn out," this 
latter being a misnomer. The 
gauges of wires employed for trans- 
former windings are sufficiently 
generous to preclude of any actual 
fusing duc to inability to carry the 
currents present in practice. A 
generally accepted explanation of 
such failures is that fluctuating 
currents in the primary windings 
give rise to correspondingly 
fluctuating magnetic fields, and 
these react upon the turns of the 
windings themselves, setting up 
actual mechanical vibrations which 
may give rise to stresses, finally 
resulting in fracture of the wire., 

"ÌHAVE- EE 
ASKED 1 

A selection of readers' queries, answered by a 
.- member of the "M.W." Technical Queries Staff. .. 

When winding lattice coiis, are the cells. By a single cell is meant 

accumulator- or a 4fvolt dr- cell 
30 ohm rheostats are required. 
Your resistances are probably of 
5 or 6 ohms type, and should be 
quite satisfactory to control the 
filament current of either 6- or 
2-volt valves run respectively from 
a 6- or 2-volt supply. 

The minimum resistance required 
may be obtained by subtracting 
the working filament voltage of the 
valve or valves from the voltage of 
the LT. suoolv and dividinc the 

MODERN WIRELESS O MARCH, 1927 

wish to use .o6 ampere valves. With 
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ow many articles have been - help the readerto visualise why th average rheostat fàlts 
written on the controversial subject to provide S.LR. (Straight Line Rheostat) Control. 

249 -- 

li -.- Y 

- L- 
. 30 25 20 15 /0 S O 

RIHEOSTA T RESISTANCE IN OHMS±J 
- I with a 5 ohm rheostat. 

I ........................................... 

development. In the radio world 
ever component and every acces- 

I - - 

sory that goes to make an up-to- 
date receiver has been hauled on to 
the research bench asid peered at fLOw 
with microscopes. Little bits have 

[CJRRENT 
WHOLE CIRCUIT DIRECTLY 

been chipped off condenser vanes ,N PROPORT/0v P4TH 
ES,574NC5 OF WHOLE 

and variables passed on to sales CIRCUIT. 

manaers labelled "New ultra- 
low loss, super straight line," trans- RES/STRMcE 
formers ticketed "Curve now -. 

.4(RQ5S REHE] 
VAR#ES EQLsQLLY WI-rn 
140 VE(1EAJT straightened" ajid so cn. 

: - 

OF RHEOSTAT 
I 
\ 

A Controversial Subject 
- 

- - But should l have said çvcrt - "" 
? What about, the . 1AE0LI0'8E srnNCE1 

ament heostat, that faithful 
article só long tke so iuch for IRE5' 

granted and now rutlilely pushed IACROSS hERE1 

aside to give light and air for those 4 cows TFr-IT 
clever little barretei-s and thos 
awl-ivard little resistor's (which are 
never just the value they should be - 

This "photographic diagram." 
when we want to usethemfortlscse - -consulted in conjunction, with 
ñcw valves !). - the accompanying text, should 

FIG.!. (1H iIi.,, 
» r- 6 vc,z- FIL4MENT 

- BATTERY 
// 

- - 

ÑESISTAA/CEOF 
- VALVE55OHMS 

The c u r ve 
shown on the, 

I left indicates 

IL 
- O95 jraphicallythe 

___ current sap. 
"i 

---O9 
plycontroIaO 

II t 
ohmrheotat 

- O8 has over an 
- 
- 

- 

O7 

average 6 volt 
1 amp. valve. / 

- - - 
- 

FI.1A ------- 

uui.uwamus.ui 
iiir.iu.iuuiu UUS!4UUUUU usriiusuuu muuuuuuau 
..i.ai..ii.... uuuuuuuuiu - 

Above is shown the 'steepen- - 

ing" curve relative to a 
2 volt 25 amp. valve used 

 By G. y: DOWDING, Grad.I.EE. ( 

HESE are days of of whether or not the rheostat 
s û p e r- efficiency, should be regarded as obsolete, but 
and Wa appear to the fact remains that in some cases 

- h a y e s a i i e d a rheostat is essential. For in- 
through tle era stance, there is no method of ad- 

- of startling inven- justing an. anode bend rectifier 
tion and to be equal to that of using a 

forging along the road of steady filament rheostat - in fact, .for 

Technical Editr,)., 

such a purpose it -is almost 
essential. - 

Many modern sets demand anode 
bend rectificaon, but so far they 

I 
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lengths of windings. A 30-Ohm It would be better to regard a ¡t will be notccd that the curve 
rleostat, half in,' will give 15 rheostat purely as a filament current becomes much steeper tcwards tise 

- 2O 

ÑMEOSTAT RES/$T'J,N OMMS 
Fi.3. ¿.OßJ. 

A terrible Steepness results 
when a 30 ohm rheostat is 
used with atwo-volter. But 
even this steepness, whiTh 
will cause no surprise, does 
not give an indication of the 

true state of affairs. 

sistance simply because the re- 

sistances of most of their windings 
are directly proportional with their 

able condenser tuning. 
In America a rheostat has been 

introduced which is styled a 
straight line " rheostat. The 

description is misleading, for it 
merely provides a straight ibie re- 
sistance variation as do most other 
types. However, it does provide a 
very fine or vernier" control, 
but still not what I would call a 
logical control. 

A filament rh,eostat controls 
resistance, but this resistance varia- 
tion is merely a means to an end. 

A rheostat modified to true 
S.L. requirements. Even this 
Component is not, however, by 
any means graduated with 
sufficient "balancing steep- 

ness." 

that the rheostat resistance-fila- 
ment current Curve is as shown in 

Fig. i. And remember that the 
.divisions of resistance shown (o, 5, 
Io, etc.) represent equa! movements 
of the rheostat knob 'nd ointer. 

low-loss coil or, for that matter, 
a low-loss variable condenser. 

Most filament rheostats give 
straight line " variations of re- 

Uil.... 
ilUlli1 

iiiUUiII.: 
uurna__ 
s....,.___ 

Fic.4. ¿.084 

A ten ohm rheostat is fre- 
quently used with a 6 volt 
'25 amp. valve, Above is 

the result. 

factors with which its own property 
is to be intimately linked. Not so 
the rheostat; this article has, and 
a wiys has been, asked to give 
nothing but straight line resistance 
variations up to various maxi- 
mums. 

"Logical Control" 

Smobth control" has been the 
cry of countless filament rheostat 
m'nufacturers, but what one has 
quietly and triumphantly come 
foiward with ' logical control 
And n filament rheostat, to my 
knowledge, takes into account 
factors external to it and provides 
a control equivalent to S.L.F. vari- 

therefore this valve has a resistance 

of or 5 ohms. Now if we 

place this valve in series with a 30- 
ohm rheostat and a 6-volt accumula- 
tor, as per Fig. e (such a combma- 
tion is frequently advised in the case 
of anode bend rectificatic n) w. ñd 

i. 

U 

What Is Wanted 
Of course, filament rheostats 

have progressed" a little. What 
- amateur nowadays would use one 

of those pre-broadcasting atro- 
cities? Certainly the little milled- 
l:nob turns more or less smoothly 
r nd the moving contact of the 
present-day rheostat no longer 

- makes and breaks the circuit as it 
passes over the resistance wire; but apart from these purely 
mechanical improvements, little 
else has been done to it. 

In my opinion a truly "Straight 
Jine" rheostat would be of far 
more value than, say, a so-called 

---- 
IO 6 4 2 0 
Rs'EosrAr RES/STf! IN OHMS 

"j 

j, 

wasteful. The resistance of the - 

valve is the primary consideration, 
as this directly limits the valve's 
current consumption. 

Controlling Current 
Consumption 

- Now let us see exactly how an 
average rheostat, by introducing 
additional and controllable resist- 
ance, plays its part in controlling 

this current consumption. 
Take as an example a valve rated 

at 55-6 volts .i amp. An actual 
valve of this type I have tested 
takes exactly this s amp. at 5.5 
volts. Now per Ohm's Law, volts 
divided by the amperes gives ohms, 

WHY NOT .L.R. CONTROL ?-(Continued) 

have' not appeared to have de- ohms, "quarter in" 7. ohms, and or filament temperature or, bes-t-of 
m'nded scientifically designed fila- so on. all, as a filament electron-enlission 
ment rheostats to enable this to be But then the old semi-circularly control. 
carried out in a really efficient van d variable condenser gave It must n9t be forgotten that the 
n,rnner. And there are still many " straight-line capacity" varia- resistance of the filament rheostat 
other circuits that are very popular tions. The modern variable con- forms but a part of the resistance 
in which one or more filament denser is designed so that it takas n the filament circuit and is, in a 
rheostats are essential, into consideration those external sanse, the least important and most 
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t 

O 

I 

(ßfris.is,r TEMPERATURE.. 

L"5 L.O85 

The same sort of curve illus- 
trates both the Fil. Ams.-Fil. 
Temperature and Fit. Tempera- 
ture-Fil. Emission Ónaracer- 
isti.s referred to in the text. 
The above curve is not, however, 

true of any special valva. 

As Fig. z indicates, the resistance- 
current curve rises with nasty 
steepness frein about -z anaps. wzen 
compared with the section between 
just above .16 and -z, which repre- 
sents an area that matters very 
little. 

Alarmingly' Steep 

Should we use a 30-ohiO rbeçstat 
with this little two-volter, then the 
R-C. curve becomes absolutely 
alarmingly steep towards the upper 

'ránge, as Fig. 3 shows. But tñén 
this is only to be expected 

Filament rheostats having maxi- 
mum values of io ohms are, how- 
ever, frequently -used with 6-volt 
valves taking .25 amp. Fig. 4 

.indicates how steep the R.-C. curve 
tends. to become even in this 
instance. 

I hope my readers will appreciate 
-the importance of these curves. 

the square of the filament current. Tnerefore,if you look at Figs. r, ...- ...... - -. - 
- 2, 3 or 4, and mentally steepen the 

top parts of any one of them to 
anything you think would look 
really magñiñcent and quite im- 

- ' - 

' (Concluded on page 335. 

 valve takng .25 amp at e.8 volts. 
And this is a common end quite a 
sensible practice, remenibermg that 
a freshly charged accumulator 
cell may give quite 22 volts. 

.................. 

f4IP/LAf1EfVT CURÑEA'7. 

effective total of 8 ohms, Turning 
' 

Tisere are many considerations in- 
it to a halfway point, 5 ohms would 

i 

be in circuit, and so on, , .... 
Furthèr Consideratlòns x 

Now for a two-fifths of its move- (Ai ment (from co to 6 ohms) the control 
is moderatelygradual,but this covers 

L6 
filament current variations wlen 
these seldom matter-in this case (B) 

betwuen .184 and .ec amp. Ob- 
L O6 

viously it is just above and just S.iowing two methods of 
belcw .25 amp (the working pomt designing 'logical control 
of the valve) that the céntrol should 

f - 
. rhéostats, 

be gradual and not, comparatively 
speaking, such that it can be ac- I 

cused of " steepness" voLved which I cannot enter into 
But the case against the average here, but at is a fact that the 

rheostat has not yet been presented 
, 

steepest path on Mount Everest is 

at its worst. The heat of the fila- a billiard table to the steepness of 

ment will rise more or less as with the curve of filament current- 

HY NO f S.L.R. CON FROL ?-(Continued). 

top-just wsen it should be less five equal movements of a rheostat The curve involved wuld resemble 
steep. The dotted line is drawn having a maxinium value of ro Fig. 5. Bat, further, the electron 
in merely to mak this point clear, ohms. When the knob is turned emissios from the filament also 

But a 6-volt valve is not always one-fifth of its total movement increases rapidly with increases of 
used with a 30 ohm rheostat (or from the Off" or maximum posi- temperature giving a somewhat 
should I reverse tlii.s !). So let us tion, the resistance of the compo- similar curve, so thàt filament cur- 
see what happens wen a 5-ohm nent in circuit falls by exactly mie- rent increases cause very considr- 
rheostat is ised with a i.8-z volt fifth, i.e., 2 ohms, or dcw to an ?bly greater emission increases. 
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that is quite a new application of pcorly conductible, or, again, if No man ever cured a long-stand- 
this dauntless commodity! inefficient contact exists between ing digestive trouble or any other 

Now, it is very easily possible the iron plate and the surrounding (Continued on page 330) 

I 

22 - 

ordinary washing soda, powdered 
up, the remainder comprising 
slaked lime-and dirt! Soda is a 
pretty ubiquitous and versatile sort 
rif substance. It forms the basis 
of a host of preparations, such as 
bath salts and other water-softening 
campositions, baking powders, 
photographic chemicals, medicinal 
preparations, and a multitude of 
other products of modern civilisa- 
'ion. But soda in its very latest 
role, that of a radio earth connec- 
t ion reviver or improver-well, 

The New Air Service tolndia. - 

Wireless operators for the giant airplanes tlat fly from 
Egpt to India are here shown in their training school. 

ground, and then pass a current the soil is impregnated with a 
into the plate, tite current will leak . solution of a conductible salt. - 

out freely (more or less) into the . - 
surrounding earth, always provided, A Better Method 
of ceurse, that tise earth or soil is The thing, therefore, is not to 
reascnably conductible, as is any seek a panacea for earth connection 
average mass of soil to tite currents troubles in dopes of this nathre, 
which the radio set deals with. although for temporary . purposes 
But if the soil is dry, or if it is their use can be recommended. 

t 

 earth connection, and, therefore, 
to increase the all-rornid efficiency 
of the set itself. 

That such materials do exert 
some beneficial influence upon the 
earth connection of a receiving set 
is, in some cases, true. But it may 
be added that this is only the case 

- - in those instances in which the 
earth connection is a poor and 
inefficienf dne. The reasoii' for 
this we shall see more clearly'la-ter. 

Common Soda 
A few weeks ago I had occasion 

to analyse a sample of a dirty 
greyr 

powder which was being 
sold' as 'a material for improving 
the efficiency of an earth connection, 
This material you simply dissolved 
in a bucket or two of water, and 
then poured the resulting solution 
gently but firmly, so to speak, 'over 
the surface of the ground in which 
the outside earth connection of the 
radio set was situated. 

To cut a long tale slsort, this 
wonderful preparation turned out 
to be a conccction of soda and lime 

' about 8o per cent. of it being 

sort of treatment, -then something others of a similar nature, the 
is very wrong with that earth aerial currents will not pass 
connection. - - freely enough into the earth 

Thus a bad earth connection is 
- For Poor Soil - 

- set up, and such a connection 
And the reason for this is simple. will show signs of improve- 

If you bury an iron plate in the ment in electrical efficiency ;1ien 

pROBABLY 
the above title that preparations of this type 

will require some expiana- really carry out everything which 
tion. An "earth dope" is, is claimed for them, and thus that 

I take it, a recently coined expres- they do effect an improvement in 
sion for denoting a chemical sub- the earth connection of a set. 
stance which, if dissolved in water Nevertheless, the fact remains that, 
and poured over the ground in the unless the earth connection happens 
vicinity of the earth-plate of a to be s.ituated lis very unfavourably 
receiving installation, is supposed disposed ground, if an earth connec- 
to improve the efficiency of the tion is radically improved by this 

happens with a badly constructed 
e:rth connection to a set. The 
deeper layers of the soil, where the 
earth plate or plates should be, are 
'ery seldom dry enough to render : 

electrical coñnection impossible, 
but if tise earth plate or eartlsing 
system of wires is badly connected, 
if it is not placed at a sufficient 
depth in the ground, or if its area 
is not extensive enough, then, under 
those circumstances, and under 
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soil, it will necessitate an ectra 
canductible soil to enable the. 
currents o pass out from the iron 
plate is freelt as they would do 
under ordinary circumstances. If, 

J, however, under such conditions, 
you impregnato the, soil with a 
solution of a metallic salt, you 
thereby render it very coñddctihle, 
and thus losses cccurihg in other 
directions are made up for.. 

Bad Connections 

- I 'T1ia is the sort of thing which 
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are in conflict with the views of a 
few Post Office offirials, then the 
B.B.C. cannot afford to desert the 

mpire. 
- The tecent B.B.C. statement 
cautiously added that as soon as 
experiments have concluded and as 
soon as the funds were available 
the Empire short-wave transmitter 
would be installed. Most experi- 
nenters will agrée that this promise 
does not err on the side of rashness. 
There is now no doubt as to the 

arranged through co-operation with 
the Beam system. The subject is 
to be raised in Parliament. 

The Sports Narratives 
The sports narratives introduced 

by the B.B.C. at the beginning of 
the year under the new arrange- 
ment with the Press, have been as 
conspicuously and consistently suc- 
cessful as any other of the more 
popular series of novelties ever put 

Edinburgh, March 19th; Granel 
National (aLO, 5XX), March 25th: 
University Boat Race (aLO, 5XX), 
April 2nd. 

Running commentaries on not 
able social occasions, motor-races, 
etc., are being arranged. Altogether 
this side of broadcasting promises 
to become its mainstay in the public 
regard. Licence statistics alresv 
reveal the growth of the broad-. 
casting constituency 

Connection with attempts to com- 
municate with the dead; but these 
are not likely to be made for a 
year or two. 

An Imperial Development 
Tise announcement that. the 

B.B.C. are anxious to establish 
a short-wave transmitter to reach 
the Dominions and Dependencies 
has been enthusiastically received 
throughòut'the Empire. The B.B.C. 
state that this has always been 
part of their policy, and that plans 
tç this end had been framed as long 
as è.ighteen months ago.. Tnis 
being so, what a pity it was thet 
they kept the thing so secret. 
The policy of reticence on imperial 
broadcasting has induced many 
people to believe that Little 
England" was firmly entrenched 
gt Savoy Hill. Such, however, 
is not now the case. Perhaps the 
former reticence was due to con- 
sideration for the Post Office 
engineers' views. Such restraint 
should not be necessary any longer. 
When the interests of thé Empire 

and is of opinion that it should be England y. Scotland at Rugger at 

r-' - 

Broadcasting - 

S ort. 
The white. 
clothed con. 
ductOr control- 
ling community 
singing at a 

broadcast foot- - 

ball match. 

- 

. headquarters. 

I Psychic Experiments efficiency and consistency of short- on the air in this country. It is 
wave transmission for distance understood that they have become 

FOLLOWING 
the experrinent wark: the. cost of the. apparatus 

in mass télepathy by broad- would not be greater than r,00- 
cast on February ióth, it is sureli' not out of proportion either 

probable that further and more to the present revenue of the 
ç ambitious experinients wIll be B.B.C. or to the magnitude of the 

undertaken by the B.B.C. acting' cause being served. Csptain Ian 
in co-operation with the Society for Fraser, MP., C.B .... the popular 
Psychical Research. It is hoped .blind parliamentarian, has made a 
ultimately to use the microphone in close study of Enpire broadcasting, 

so popular with the public that 
already there is - something 
approaching a small-sized boom - t 

in the sale of wireless apparates - 

This ws very welcome indeed. 
to the trade, and it is hoped that 
the pendulum will swing still 
farther. Prospective sports broad- 
casts include (from aLO and 5XXI 

tiro aücasîittg î 
-iJ-j 

Under this heading month by month our Broad 
casting Correspondent will record the news of the 
progress of the British Broadcasting Corporation, 
and will comment on the policies in force at B.B.C. 

MARCH, 1927 MODERN WIRELESS1 
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way. Sir Gerald had been by no position, but as lie was against the' I Ql Britain's bear and 
means keen on broadcasting. Ap-' 

I 
"quota1' proposal as a remedy he I 

brightest radio jiwrnal. 
pa'rently the occasions on which he I 

soon found hirnseLf out of sympathy 
I 

had listened to the performances of 
I 

with most of those engaged in the Every Th'rsday-Price 3d. 
some of his eminent stage col- 

I 
British film indus'b-v. The idealism I ,. 

leagues were -unfortunate, and he and enterprise at Savoy Hill datur 
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Rugby's "Opposite Numbar." 
A view of the power supply board at the Houlton-Maine 
station, where British telaphony is received and relayed 

to the American telephone subscriber. 

future any service may be relayed Charles Lapworth at Savoy 
from that Clusrclj. Catholics are 

Hill - very anxious to arrange soon for 
the broadcasting of High Mass. Charles Lapworth, well known 

Sir Gerald du Maurler erstwhile as a film impresario 
and producer, bas thrown iO his lot 

Sir Gerald du Maurier's decision with the B.B.C. This is an in- 
tò appear at the microphone in a terestixg appointment in several 
ipecial dramatic production late in ways. Mr. Lapworth fought a long 
the spring is yet another indication campaign for his ideas to establish 
of how old prejudices. are giving the British film in its rightful 

try will be working iii November 
for certain, and possibly in October. 
Its programme character has not 
yet been determined. Throughout 
next year the instalments of the new 
system of high-power regional dis- 
tribution should follow on with 
fairly close regularity.' - 

B . 

ED 

Popular W/jreless. e 
ED 

Keep abreast of radid ED 

progress by reading 
'i Popular Wireless "- ED 

Mr. George .Grossmith has sug- 
Catholics and 'the B.B.C... gestad th broadcasting of a game of 
Ronan Cath.olics generally are' Bridge' played by four eminent 

taking very keen interest in the people. The idea has been accepted 
B.B.C. It is now announced that and the search for the eminent 
the Brompton Oratory has lifted players is now in progress. The 
the ban hitherto in operation game will be put out from London 
against the microphone. For the in March. 

L.-' 

t. 

advent of alternative progra.mmne 
facilities as the dsws of the broad-, 
casting millennium, M which there 
can be no grousing and even no 
Press attacks on dull programmes. 
For a while most critics have been 
prepaaed to take this at its face 
value. But now that .alternatives 
are getting closer, and the days of 
the present system of distribution 
are numbered, people are naturally 
trying to work out the basis of 
reasonable alternatives. . Some 
would say generical.lr, highbrow 
versus lowbrow, but the snag here 
is that there are hardly any two 
people who would be in complete 
agreement as to the dividing line. 
This sort of division will never do. 
A better general division as a 
starting-point is to separate tise' 
general entertainments from the 
specialist and purely informative 
items. It should be noted that 
general entertainment certainly in-. 
eludes a good deal of material which 
normally is more of the highbrow 
than of the lowbrow variety. 'Sub- 
ject to a simple distinction such as 
this, the programme builders would 
be wise not to deviate radically from 
the present constitution of pro- 
grammes. Any euggestion of 
regimentalising items will be most 
unpopular. By the way, the first 
alternative programme from Daven-. 

MY BROAJ 

The Aldershot attoo 
There have been few single pro: 

gramme items more popular than 
the Aldershot Military. Tattoo ex- 
Cgrpts taken on previous years. 
TLis year the broadcast will be 
rendered much more vital by the 
addition of a descriptive narrative. 

)CASTING . DIAH 

did not entertain any high regard 
for the possibilities of clear re- 
ception. Now, however, it is under- 
stood that these doubts have 
been cleared away to the great 
prospective enrichment of the 
microphone. 

Bridge by Wiréless 

Y-(Concluded) 

ally attracted Lapworth. His in- 

fluence should soon be felt in the 
B.B.C. 

The Problem of Alternatives 
A markd public reaction against 

the idea of clear-cut alternative 
programmes has set in. The B.B.C. 
have got into the habit of haIling the 
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Containing-ease (to measurements). One 9-volt grid battery (Ever Ready GB4). ', Two .0003 ml. variable condensers (Bowyer-Lowe Two or more Paxolin tubes, 3 in. long, 3 in. diameter by tl 

' square law). -- in. (Messrs. Micanite & Insulators Co., Ltd., % 
' Two Igranie-Pacent vernier dia1s. Blaekhorse Lane, E.17). 

One Neutrovernier condenser (Gambrell). No. 30 and 36 d.s.c. wire for coi!s. Li 

'L Four valve-holders (Benjamin). 
'L One rheostat, 7 ohms. - - 

Seven valve-sockets. 
Four or more valve-pins. 

One rheostat, 30 ohms (Lissen or similar compact type). Two Clix sockets, with red and black bush. 
'L Two Varley wire-wound anode resistances, 250,000 ohms. Glazite wire. 
'L Two Dubilier 610-type fixed condensers, .006 inI. Piece of 22 gauge soft copper sheet, 6 by 10in., for ri 

'L One Dubilier 610-type fixed condenser, .0005 ml. screen. 'L 
'L One Dubilier 610-type fixed condenser, .0001 ml. Brass screws, , and - in. (No. 3). 
a, Two grid leaks, 2 megs. Four rubber buffer feet. u 

speaker ccm,pleted the outfit. I 
I I 

PANEL LAYOUT. 
lL.OPi then gave my friend a table showing 

I 

the settings of the transformer 
I 

tuner for seventy European stations Bournemoútli and London), about consists of one really. effjcient. stage 
and left him to it. - 

twenty at comfortable strength and i of radio amplification coupled by 
the rest weakly but with sufficient split primary transformer to au 

- What the Set Will Do strength to be tuned in with the anode bend detector valve. 
A few days later I received his loud-speaker on a table several yards 

. The L.F. Stages report, which was distinctly grati- 
I 

away. The house is in the open 
fying. On the loud-speaker he hal country, and apart from the large 

I 
This is followed by two resistance. 

tuned in nearly all the seventy elm there is little serious screening, capacity stages of audio magnifica 
! 5u5r IiIi Ur!IIui. lui. usuiUeCruuuuuuIris!rIeu.uIl.u.uuu.uurgUlulr Il uI591 

COMPONENTS REQUIRED' 

The best aerial I could manage 
consisted of a forty-foot length of 
flex. The free end was hitched to 
a string, and a hammer supplied 
the projectile. A range_of garden 
frames rather cramped my style, 
but the third shot took the pro- 
jectile well and truly over the 
spreading elm selected for the sup- 
port. The home end was merely 
taken in through a window, and the 
hot-water radiator supplied a fairly 
good earth. A small izo-volt 
H.T. accumulator, and z-volt Exide 
D.F.G. and an Ellipticon loud- 

By DON44LD STRAKER 
¡ "' " a recent Sunday stations ori my list and had found consequently the conditions were 

I 
I took this re- four more which I had missed similar to those usually experienced 
ceiver to cheer up Twelve stations came in at a when using a receiver under picnic 

-' a damaged friend, volume which necessitated the use conditions. This incident is re- - 
He was propped of the volume control (Stuttgart, cqrded because it gives a'verv good 

ciII up on a couch and Hamburg, Rome, Munster, Ant- idea of the capabilities of the 
could use one werp, Hilversum, Frankfurt, Co- Elfin Four. 

bandgçd hand, and his thirst was logne, Daventry, Radio-Paris, The circuit, which is quite simple, 
great, for he had been divorced 
from radio for three weary months, 
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However, in the test aiready I varnished. The inside should re-! condensers are only indicated by 

- 

: - 

4- 1 

2MEII - 

LT 

A point in the design is that 
standard six-pin transformers can 
he used if desired. Perhaps one 
must sacrifice a certain amount of 
efficiency by employing the plug- 
in system, particularly when the 
pins are rather crowded together, 
but the Dasentry and other long- 
wave transmissions are so exceed- 
ingly useful in outdoor reception 
that the sacrifice is worth making. 

Home - made Transformers 

of the ordinary - in. stuff. The 
parts arc all fixed together by a 
number of fine brass screws, in. 
and in. (No. 3) and the holes 
for these should all be drilled to 
avoid splitting the three-ply. The 
lid is not hinged but is merely 
positioned by the battens at each 
end and by the top projection of 
the front and back of the case. 
When complete the outside should 
be well rubbed down with glass 
cloth and either painted or 

be squeezed over the other when 
in position. A touch of solder will 
then ensure good electrical contact, 
while the hook takes care of the 
mechanical part of the job. The 
Dubiier grid leaks on the third 
and fourth valves are held by the 
clips which are supplied by thé 
makers. 

The clips ois the third valve 
should be bent up slightly to keep 
the leak clear of the Varley resist,- 
ance alongside. To avoid complica- 
tion the two .00fi mf. coupling 

the panel it is not intended to be The containing case is made of 
used as a reaction control, but since three-ply wood for strength and 
a receiver of this kind is used with lightness, and its dimensions are 
aerials having very widely different shown in the drawings. The 
.characteristics slight readjustment bottoip and two ends are in. in 
is useful. thickness, while the other parts are 

- .-.-. 

This illustra- 
tion of the 
compete set 

- shows it to 
1 - be-very neat 

'. and compact, 
- with all con- 

- trois acces- 
p .- sible. 

-r - - - ,- 

should be very carefully followed, 
as there is little room to spare. Any 
good tuning condensers can be used 
provided they are fairly compact, 
but in any case it is athisable to 
mount the panel components and 
try the panel in position, to make 
sure that everything clears. The 
copper screen should be left until 
the last, as it is much easier to run 
the wiring before it is fitted. The 
soldering tags on the va1ve-holder 
are only used for th filament wire.s 
so the grid and plate tags should 
be bent up out of the way of the 
neighbouring filament tags. 

A Useful Tip 
plain soldered joint is often a 

weakness in a portable receiver, and 
it is much better to bend the end 
of one wire into a hook which can 

THE ELFIN FOUR-(Contjnued) 

ton. The first valve is neutrodyned mentioned home-made transformers ceive a coat of spirit varnish to keep 
and. fitted with a volume control were used, and as these give an the wood from absorbing damp. 
rheostat which gives the necessary appreciable increase in volume over The front and back should then 
reduction of volume on the nearer the commercial article their con- be unscrewed for the fitting of 
stations without adversely effecting struction is described in detail in a the components. Although th,e 
the quality of reproduction. Al- separate article in this issue: radio frequency end is well spsced tbouli the handle of the neutro- 

The Containing Case 
out the audio frequency part is 

dyn.eb condenser projects through tightly packed, and the drawings 
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the hole through which the con- - 

necting wire passes to the first Looking down òvèr theack of the case. 
grid should be large enough to give The arrangement of the screen and baseboard lay.out will be - 
a slight air spacing all round the clear from thisand the following photographs. 

237 

across anode and filament of the 
detector valve must be fitted before 
the paflel is finally screwed on as 

- otherwiac it is difficult to get at. 
The best way to wire underneath 
the transformer base Is to fit ap- 
proximate lengths of wire with nuts 

- and washers to each socket, before 
the base is mounted. Then keep 
on trying the base in place, shaping 
the wires little by little until the 
whole assemblage Is ready to be 

f 
screwed down permanently. 

The Aerial Coil 

¡ 
Note that the grid return leads 

j: to both detector and third valves 
are taken to filament negative, as 
the particular valves used in these 
positions require no other bias. 

r 

The copper screen Is, of course, 
t. connected to earth as shown, and 

pedance of about 25,000 ohms some loud transmission coming..in, - - 

(S-T21, P.M.s, etc.). Resistance- turn out the first valve and then 

r' I-- 

- case and the sockets have red and 
black bushes to indicate their 
polarity. The by-pass condenser 

LOW WA VE. #' 557p, 
II - 
¡f " N3O D.S.C. 

.-'V\ SPA CEO 
40 PER INCH. 

PAX0Li7Tf 
TUBE Iii 3DIAM. 

J - DAVEV. 
llt O Hl jt'& 

I llE 
- ANOB U 

THE JtVDING ===L. 
.3 

- FRO»1 THE 
EARTH ENO. 

AERIAL CO/LS. 
L O96. 

the spaced winding can be done 
very easily bjjt it is aIse quite 
possible to wind the coil by hand 
if a spacing thread be wound on 
simultaneously with the wire. 

The tappings are made by passing 
a loop of the wire through small 
holes in the former and soldering 
the loops to tags under the ter- 
minals. Each end of the winding is 
anchored by passing it through 
small holes in the usual way. A 
few very narrqw bands of shellac 
varnish will keep the turns in 
position. The Daventry coil is 
wound on a similar former, but the 
No.36 d.s.c. wire used is close wound 
for a space of 2 in. and the 
tappings are taken off at in. and 

in. up from the earthed end of the 
winding. 

Power Valve Essential 
Battery leads made up from flex 

are permanently fitted to the 
tcrninal strip with appropriately 
marked spade tags and wander 
plugs. 

For tbe first holder use one of the 
modern HF. valves with an im- 

. 4'4 
./,EBOH!TE /j. 

k 
J-, 3_ V 

V 
V 

-"»S-1 AERiAL COIL BASE 

volts positive, while a full 120 îolts 
should be used on the last three 
iaives. The power valve will prob- 
ably require a grid bias of g volts 
negative. This receiver is very 
modest in its H.T. requirements, 
the total load for the four valves 
being very low. 

V 
Stabilizing the Set 

Stabilising is very simple. \Vith 

symbols 'on the edring diagram. 
They are placed edgewise between 
and about in. above the valve- 
holders, and are held in position 
with their own connecting wires, 
which should be of stout wire for 
this purpose. 

The Clix sockets for the loud- 
speaker are fitted directly in the 
wood of the end piece. The holes 
are well countersunk outside the 

wire in addition to its Glazite in- 
sulation. 

Any good aerial coil of low-loss 
type can be used in this receiver 
for aerial tuning, but the coil 
illustrated gives exceedingly good- 
volume. The former is made of 
Paxolin tube of the size shown, and 
two valve pins are fitted to it to 
suit the holder illustrated. If a 
screwcutting lathe is available, 

capacity type valves with a high 
amplification factor must be used 
in the second and third positions. 
(Cosmos Blue Spot are particularly 
suitable here.) Owing to the large 
voltage swing which the last valve 
has to handle a small power valve is 
essential in the last holder (DEP- 
2T5, S-T-23, etc.). The anode of 
the first valve should receive 8e-go 
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over-run. - 

" than the other as a detector. SCREEN OF N522c4UCE 
I 

- 

- 

The Volume Control 
When using very small aerials COPPER SHEET. i.O97i 

better signals will jobahly be ob- 
I find the following a uséful tamed by connecting the aerial to 

dodge WTith the volume control the. CAT. terminal for wavés Connect a piece of flex, about 20 
full" on "tuneinsometransmission between 350 and 550 metres. The or 30 ft. long, to the terminal P 
of average strength. Then reduce tappings on the coil can be used for and throw the free end down on the 
the niain rheostat until signals are the lower waves. On Daventry a floor, keeping the end as far away 
not quite on the verge of reduction, very small aerial will give better from the reeiver as the room will 
\Vith the high resistances in the signals when connected to terminal allow. No earth connection should 
anode circuits the electron emission P. The aerial coil is proportioned be used. If the batteries and loud. 

1r 

- =----- - 

The methodoT I '- . 
. ' grid battery,and ¶.: 

I the positions of 0 
,,. - 

the coil ba3es - 

cr, I 

6' will be seen in 
this photo 

- a' 
e 

- 

L',, f, .. graph, which 
.. 

- 

also'shows how ' 

the anode re- 

l 

: .,-. 

ti 
' '.- 

-_._ 

'--J '. sistances and ' . 

grid leaks are :,.'j4 

. .. 

_.. -__---.-,. . . . 

spaced, ' ''" . . 

I" 9.z: 

when the neutrodyne condenser 

- 

TI/3/4 sI 

Ilk4 

o.1oj 
EBONITE. 

BRACKET POP 
NEUTRODYNE CONaENSER. 

L094 

was about one full turn in. from 
its "all out" position. To pre- 
serve the good quality of repro- 
duction the filaments should not be 

required is very small and there is 
little to gain and much to be lost 
by running the filaments at a 
higher temperature than is really 
necessary. On all really loud trans- 
missions the volume control must 
be used freely. 

Aerial Connections 
As the Blue Spot type of valve 

is inclined to be microphonic, the 
loud-speaker sliopld be directed 
away from the receiver and should 
not be placed too near1 to it. in-, 
dividual valves vary much in this' 
respect, and it is always advisable 
to change over the valves 'in the 
second and third holders, as one of 
them will probabW'be föund b'tt»ér 

CUT TO CLE.4P 
ANEOSTAT 

adjust the neutrodync condenser j. - 
-. J so that this is possible. In situa 

until signals disappear. Then turn j 3 >1 I tions where it is impossible to hang 
upthefirstval.veandtuneinaweak 

0 
4/E8ornrE I 

up any kind of aerial at all, 

transmission 
somewhere about the I / I Daventrv and some of the more 

middle ot the range. The neutro- I 

dyne condenser can then be screwed 
. 

j I powerful low-wave stations can be 
received at moderate volume in the 

in a fraction until vQlume is at its 
I HOLES TAPPED4ß.A. I 

following manner. 
best without iJeing actually on the &DELPLV COUNTERSUNI( 
verge of oscillation. With the ____________________________________ 

li original set: tue - pojnt was found TERMINAL STRIP 
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CASE.SJ. 
¿.098. 

own H. F. transformers to fit into The dimen- 
sions of the 

standard coil-bases, a special article case are given 
dealing with this subject has been above, and to 
written, which appears on another the right is a 
page of this issue of MODERN WIRE- j sketch that 
LESS. The differènt steps in the will enable the -, 
coil-making can be treated at fafl 

i 

constructor to 
length in a separate atic1e of thiS make his own 

H. F. T r ans. 
kind, and as the writer has found 

J former base. ¿0.93. 

N.E TRANSFORMER 
BASE 

 This ready-for-action view shows thé rnterlorwith the made when making the containing 
case. Provided such modifications coils and valveè ¡n position, 

J 

are carried out carefully, there 
is no reason why the set should not 

can be usefully applied by adjusting I previous attempt of the kind, no 
I 

work just as well as the original 
the neutrodyne condenser. diculty should be experieiiced,as I 

Elfin Four, which has proved 
For the benefit of those con- I the illustrations will be found to itself to be an extremely efficient 

structors who desire to make their showIth wholè prdcess quite clearly, receiver. 

,:q4z' 
'O3 

41 i 

T H E E L F I N F O U R-(Concluded) 
speaker can be placed on some these HF. transformers to be of Finally, it may be advisable to 
support as high above the receiver exceptionally high efficiency, the emphasise one rather important 
as possible, their leads will collect constructor is advised to try his feature of the Elfin Four, namely, 
an appreciable amount of energy. hand at making his own coupling the fact that the set was designed 
Under these circumstances reaction units. Even if he has made no to economfse space, so care must 

be taken in choosing component&of 
- the right siz Otherwise difficulty 

will be experienced in fsting the 

- 'I 

) 

various parts into the cass, and for 
this reason the list of coniponents - 

on page 255 contains manufacturers' 
naines, to enable readersto dupli- 

- 

-* - I 

- i J 
' 

i 

- - 

, r 

cate the actual apparatus used by 
the writer. 

It is not, of course, necessary - 

that the set should be duplicated' 
in every detail in order to get good 
results. No doubt the more 'expe- 

- 

- rienced set-builder will desire to 
- - ,. , - -' make modifications here and there 

- especially as regards size and lay- 
out, 

'-I If, for instance, he already has 
components on hand which would 

-' - be too large by comparison with 
those named, allowance can be 
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N describing the ing, being in. diameter by 3 in. 

L "Elfin Four" in long. The smaller tube for the 
this issue of. primary and neutralising windings 

j ., MODERN WiRE- iS 2 in. diameter by vin, long. 
i.sss, the writer The walls ol these tubas ai-e 1/16 in. 
mention ed the only in thickness and they can b 
H.F. transformers obtained fröm Messrs. Micanite and 

uu hieb are illustrated here. By . Insulators Co. Ltd., of Biackhorse 
suitable design it has been found Lane, E. '7. A strip of in. 
quite easy to make a transformer 
which gives a good deal more 
volume than any of tise commercial 
articles which the writer has '". 

tested, chiefly owing to the fact 
that compactness entered so largily 
into the design of the latter. 
Bui the transformers illustrated 
here arc much too large to fit into . 

the standard screen, so their use 
is not recommended in any receiver I 

which includes more than one H.F. i 

stage as the magnetic field is con- 
siderable and may lead to instability 
(even with one stage) unless the 
components are well spaced out 

Il 

turning it backwardi and forwards 
as it goes in to enable it to cut its 
own thread. 

W'hen all four screws are fitted 
file a nick to,serve-as a replacement 
mark and take the ebonite out 
again in order to fit the five valve 
pins. Hold it in the vice with the 
nick upwards. The holes for the 
valve pins ought to be tapped 
5BA, but if no tap is available 
drill the Isoles 7 32 in., put the 
valve pin in the drill holder and 
screw it in. Drill a /i6 in. hole 
beside each pin to bring the con 
fleeting wires through, placing 
them as shown in Fig. 2. After 
re-fitting the ebonite in its tube 
drill the two pairs of little holes 
(E and G, Fig. a) in the wall of the 
tube. In relation to the pins 
they should be placed as shown in 

I Fig. I. The distance between the 
pairs is x in. This completes the 
secondary former. 

r 
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or a capacity screen is used between 
the tuned circuits with their tuning 
condensers. 

Each transformer requires. two 
Paxolin tubes, the larger, which 
carries the tuned secondary wind- 

Showing a complete aerial 
coil ready for use. 

ebanite, e in. wide, five valve pins 
and a small qu.intity of wire arc 
also required, so that the cost of 
each transformer is about three 
shillings. 

The Low Wave Unit 

We will first tackle the low wave 
unit. egin by placing the 3 ifl. 

tube centrally over the ebonite 
strip and mark round the inside 
curve of the tube on the ebonite 
with a scriber. Then with saw and 
file reduce the ebenite to the scribed 
line until it will just fit comfort- 
ably into the end of the tube. 
'With the ebonite in place hold it 
gently in the vice and fit the four 

in. (No. 3) brass screws which 
secure it. Use a 7/64 in. drill 
and allow it to pass through the 
Paxolin and into the ebonite about 

in. Deepen the hole to a full 
? in. with a 5/64 fl. drill and 
countersink the Paxolin to allow 
the screw to sink in flush with the 
outside. Drive the screw gently. 

Preparing the Primary 
To prepare the smaller tube cut 

a long strip of brown paper in. 
wide and seccotine it round and 
round each end of the tube until 
a flange is formed which will just 
push into the interior of the 3 in. 
tube. When the seccotine is dry 
drill four pairs of very small holes 
(a broken neçdle makes a good drill 
for this) in the positions shown in 
Fig. 3. The tw central pairs have a 

F,c.2. SMC/NC £ NUMBER/NC 
OF coNTACTs ro SL/IT 
STANA4 RD S/A' POINT 8ASE, 
SEEN FROM PIN END - 
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moments this will become tacky 
and the spacing cotton can be care- 
fully removed. Six inches of wire 
should be left at each end of the 
winding for conn'etthig to the valve 
pLus. 

No. 40 d.s.c. wire is used for 

it is simple enough. The wire 
from the main reel which began at 
P is anchored at +2 and that froni 
the spare reel, which began at 
-f-s, is anchored at NC. Then with 
a slip of wood cut to a chisel 
edge go over tue turns and separate 
any that may be touchiig and 

262 - 

it to its proper pin, No. I, as in 
Fig. 

. 
The numbers on the pins 

correspond with the numbets on 
the standard six-point bases. E 
gnes to No. 2, N.C. to No. 3, P 
to No. , and the twisted ends 
from i and +2 are both con' 

-J 

narrow bands of shellac varnish 
across the winding. In a few 

Low WAYE PRIMARY TUBE 
SHOWING ANCHORAGE 
HOLES ANO DIRECT/ON 

OF WI/VOINGS 

Another view of the complete 
aerial coil. 

on fiftéen turns of. the twin wire, 
slowly sliding the fairlead to the 
right to space the turns. It will, 
of course, he impossible to space 
quite regularly, hut the esseñtial 
idea is to secure sorne spacing 
while keeping the wires side by 
side and preventing them from 
crossing over each other as they 
run on. 

Spacing the Turns 
This may sound difficult, but 

in practice, with a little care, 

PAPER FLANCE 
iTrSMALL 

UBE: 

P,o.S. CoNNEcTIoNs LOOM/NC - 

DOWN INTO THE OPEN TOP 

Z4 END OF TRANSFORMER. 

into a block of wood will bold the - 

spool of wire and a reel of stout The Connecting Pins 
cotton for spacing. 'Jhe wooden 

. The end of the secondary at G 
fairlead shown in Fig. 7 is useful. i" 

. should be pulled up and turned over 
It is held in the left hand, tension outside the tube to keep it from 
being regulated by pressure 

? - : 

being trapped. Take great care to 
the thumb while the windmg IS - _. avoid touching the thin wire with 
fed on. The end of both wire and - the top eriges of the larger tube 
cotton is anchored by passing as it slides in. It should be pushed 
them through the holes G.. Then 

. down until it just touches the 
mount the tube in the winder anchored wire at E, and the relative 
with G to the left and turn the positions of the connections should 
crank clockwise until 68 turns have ha as in Fig. 

, 
which is as they 

been wound with the spacing appear when looking down into 
cotton lying between each turn. . -. the open top of the larger tubo. 
Cut the wire, anchor it at E, aia! 

the former from the 
The smaller tube should be put 

remove winder, in with the end NC. nearest intim 
keeping the end of the cotton in - . ccntact pins. Fold back the end G 
place with finger pressure. Then ihide the smaller tube and carry 
with a small brush paint six very 

the experimenter is strongly advised 
to set up a winder such as that 
shown in Fig. 4. It willave a great 
(leal of time in this and most other 
winding jobs. The frame can 
made up with Meccano strip and a 
wood turner will make the discs 
with flanges to carry various 
sizes of tube. 

The secbndary is wound with 
No. 30 d.s.c. wire, spaced 40 turns 
per inch. Two stout nails driven 

Anchor the 
end of tise 
main reel at P 
and the end 
of the spare 

/L W1NDIR. reel at +1, 
and mount Yi 

the tube in the winder with the i generally improve ahd even out 
anchored wires to the left. If the 

I 
the spacing as much as possible. 

fairlead is employed three pins 
I 

Gently twist the ends + and +2 
should be used atits end so that the I together so that they form a single 
two wires feed on with the thickness I connection and push t1íe smaller 
of the central pin separating them. tuba bodi'y ntd the top ¿nd of the 
Turn the winder clockwise and lay I lárger tubt. 

CONSTRUCTING H.F. COUPLING UNITS-(Continued) 

clear space of an inch between the primary FLANCED WOOD otocs 
them, the pair P. is about 1/16 in. and neutralis- / nearer the flange than +i and the ing windings 
pairNC is x/x6 in. nearer the bottom and 12 ft. of the 
flange than +. The former is wire should be "" 
then ready for the winding. If . cut off a n d 

i 

a screw-cutting lathe is available wound on a - 

the job is simple, but in its absence spare reel. 

H' ' 
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atmospheric influences by Its use. I Twist of old it will as1 for more." 

- 

263 

THE following preparation, 
which can be easily and 
quite inexpensively prepared 

at home, will render all types of 
leather articles, such as accumulator 
straps, permanently Immune from 
the bad effects of acid vapour and 
splashes. 

It is also of the greatest use for 
the purpose of maintaining leather 
cabinet or box hinges in a supple 
condition. Carrying straps of 
portable set and other radio appara- 
tus are also rendered waterproof 
and immune from deteriorating 

readily.- (Thcorpraiing " Wireless") @ 
When the above mixture is 

cold it will be found to assume the 
form of a paste. In order to use Circulation Jar in excess of that of 

it, it should be warmed by allowing any other weelly Wireless Journal. 
it to stand in a pan of hot water. . 
A little of the fluid mixture is 
then poured on to the surface of 'P.W." was the first5 iou'r r the leatherwork to be treated, ® mais 

and then vigorously rubbed in. ioiue5it has maintained its premier ) 

There is no need to be too sparing ® 
- olor of nil, the weekly wireless 

about the application of the mixture e°P"- 

to the leatherwork. The leather - , 

will absorb the mixture readily, 
On Sale every Thursday. Pf ice 3d. and, in many cases, like Oliver 

j. batween the anchorages Is filled. I A view clearly showing the I transmissions come in on an indoor 
The exact number to a few turns I construátion of one of the HF. I aerial with a single stage of thne4 

I is not material. Hand winding units. . high frequency. 

Here is the recipe 
I 

In any case if an overdose of the 
I 

Pure castor oil 2 ozs. mixture is pplied to the leather- 
A LEATHER Paraffin wax .... oz. I work, jt can always be rubbed off 

I Cut tise wax into very fine with a soft rag, and j0 tins event 

\VORK shreds, and then place it, together any slight stickiness of the leather- 
I - 

with the castor oil into a con- 
I 

work will entirely disappear within - 

I 
REVIVER I venient-sized bottle. Immerse 

I 
the èourse of a day or two. 

the bottle in a pan of hot water, 

. 

. 

and shake the bottle repeatedly 

'Popular 
until the wax dissolves in the oil, 

Wireless' - . which it will be found to do fairly 

tleDaventry unit is similar to that 
used for the low wave except that 
the anchorage holes are placed 
nearer to the ends, leaving a clear 
2 in. between for the winding. 
This is of No. 36 d.s.c.c.losewound, 

75 
TL/RNS 

- - N-'4Oasc 
75 

J TURNS 

IJJI]I 
I i 'i IIItII]iil 

No5/ (JN04 LN03 
ÑG.6. PR/MARY FOR DAYENTRY 

TRANSFORMER. THE TURN.S'ARE 
zs WOUND CLOSE WITHOUT SPACING. 

and as this wire normally lies about 
zoo turns per inch there will be 
about 225 turns If the space 

40 d.s.c. at the point P, and wind 
on 75 turns clockwise with the turns 
close, and then pass a ioop of the 
wire through the right-hand + 
hole, out again through the left- 
hand hole and back again into 
the right-hand hole. Then continue 
the winding for another 75 turns, 
finishing ofi at NC. Push the 
smaller tube into the largar, allow- 

Meunster, but - for experimental 
work it is interesting to make a 
special unit to tune down much 
lower. For this the secondary 
may have 50 turns and the primary 

FINE P/NE 

4-K ,M 
- t7'- Ñc.7. 

FA/ALEAD 
COTTON FOR SPACING 

and neutralising windings twelve 
turns each. This unit will include 
the lowest of the Stockholm relays, 
Karlskrona, and it is interesting 
to note how well these short wave 

nected to No. . Do not try to will be found tedious, but on the 
make these connections by laying winder it only takes a few minutes. 
the wires under the shoulders o! - 

the valve pins. The fine wire Is . Securing the Wire 
eisily broken in that way, and 
soldpr should be used. For this unit the primary and 

neutralising windings are close 
The Daventry Unit wound, and the former should 

have anchorage holes as in Fie. 6 
The' former for the secondary of First anchor the end of the No. 

ing the end N.C. to enter first 
as before. Make the connections 
as Fig. 5, and the Daventry Uit 

is complete. 

For the Lower Waves 
The low wave unit will tune 

from, Meunster to Vienna with a 
.0003 tuning condenser. At present 
there aré few programmes b:low 
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from interference and reduce body price. This little crystal is contained in 
capacity effects to a minimum. The standardising of transmitting a metal case and is included in an 
They do not break, split or warp, wavelengths is à mattér of inter- oscillating circuit using only a 
whilst as regards their appearance, national importance, and the ether five-watt valve, the output being, 
they are capable Of_being produced is now becoming so congested that of course successively amplified 
in a great variety of linishes to many stations are separated by until the main transmitters are 
harmonise with all the most popular almost the minimum wavelength controlled. 

264 

wnere necessary. 

Bronze Panels 

The particular panels referred to 
above are made by the Crowe 
Nameplate and Manufacturing Com- 
pany, 1749, Grace Street, Chicago; 
and are made in brass and bronze. 
The manufacturers claim that on 
actual laboratory tests by leading 
radio engineers these metal panels 
have given the highest rating for 
general all-round satisfactory per- 
formance. They shield the set 

The Austrian express trains are being fitted with wiréless 
telephones for the use of passengers. The aerial, as can 

be seen, is run along the roof of one of the coaches. 

of controlling the wavelength o 
transmitting stations, but progress 
has been so rapid, and the method 
has proved such a practical and 
valuable one, that it is not sur-' 
prising to find that quartz crystals, 
suitable for the purpose in question, 
can now be purchased in a com- 
mercial way at quite a reasonable 

depend entirely upon a quartz 
crystal - oscillator for controlling 
the wavelength output. An 
example of such a station is WGY 
(belonging to the General Electric 
Company of America), where a tiny 
piece of quartz, only about an inch 
square and In. In thickness, con- 
trols the wavelength, 

the ebonite oi other form of iìsu- It is not very long ago that the made to oscillate down to a wave- 
latingpanel, and although there are first announcements were made length of about 50 metres quite 
manyexcellenttypesofliard-rubber of the use of quartz crystals in easily, and transmitting stations 
panels there is a good deal to be oscillating circuits for the purpose have recently been arranged to 
saidfor the metal panel, not ...................................................................................................... 
merely on the ground of its beauti- l__ 
ful appearance, but also because of 
its electrostatic shielding proper- 
ties - 

In this subject, as in many others, 
ideas have undergone considerable 
changes. At one time you had - 

to have an insulating panel, 
simply because the various corn- - 

ponents mounted on the panel - - 

required to be insulated from one e 

another. --- --- 
f The next idea was to provide - - - - -. 

shielding for the internal parts of --- - - -. r.- -- 
the set by pasting tinfoil upon the - - '.-- -.. 

-- interior of the cabinet and also - -- - - - 

upon the back of the panel. ft is -' 
- 

- i 

therefore a fairly obvious step to - - 

make the panel entirely of sheet - 

metal, introducing insulating buhes - -------- -- --- - - - - - - - 

L 

FEW dys ago 
i was looking 
through a maga- 
zine published in 
one of the Western 
States and I 
noticed that one 

of the well-known manufacturers 
was specialising in metal panels. 
In this country we seem to keep to 

styles of cabinet work. In some 
cases the metal panels are elabor- 
ately etched. 

Of course, mel.al panels are by 
no means unknown in this country, 
but it seems likely that in the near 
future they will come into much 
greater favour. . - 

Regulating Wavelengths 

difference. It is obviously becom. 
ing increasingl,r important that 
every transmitting station should 
keep to its assigned - wavelength, 
otherwise hopeless confusion would 
arise. The quartz crystal oscil- 
lator, therefore, particularly since 
it bas proved such a practical pro- 
position, has assumed great import- 
ance. These crstals have bean 
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twenty years later the original 
factory was taken up by the L. M. 
Ericsson Company. Mr. Ericsson, 
although he did not actually invent 
the telephone, has been described 
as tle Father of the Telephone 
Industry." 

Safety First Radio 
The United States Lighthouse 

Servite has lately been carrying out 

recently perfected a remarkable 
loud-spesker which depends upon 
a principle somewhat novel as 
applied to loud-speakers. The sound 
radiator is a rubber sheet diaphragm, 
and this is placed in very close 
proximity with a metal dia- 
phragm. The interior surface of 
the rubber diaphragm is coated 
with very small carbon grannle, 
which are secured to the robber 

265 

rating the plates is slightly resilient, 
and through the centre of the con- 
denser is a small screw by means of 
which the plates can be tightened 
together, thus increasing the capa- 
city. All you have to do is to take 
a condenser the range 9f which 
includes tl.ie values you most 
probably want (these condensers 
are made with different ranges of 
adjustment); fit it in circuit and 

type In some cases the 
covering is made of. 
glass, but more usually. 
it is a bent sheet of. 
celluloid or some other 
similar transparent corn- 
position. 

Father of Telephone Industry 
Mr. L. M. Ericsson, who was 

well known in the telephone and 
wireless industries, died recently 
at Stockholm, aged 80. He founded 
his first company in 1876, and 

Those about to go in 
Heaving up the submarine oscillator - for experimental cir- 
which is used in conjunction with the cuits, particularly tuned 
wireless beacon for direction finding at radio - frequency and 

sea. heterodynes, will appre- 
ciate the convenience of 
a fixed condenser which 

is not really fixed but adjustable. 
I see the X.L. Radio Laboratories 
of 2426, Lincoln Avenue, N. Chicago. 
Ill., have put a condenser of this 
type on the market. It is to all 
appearances like an ordinary fixed 
condenser, but the insulation sepa- 

effective at distances up to ro to 
20 miles, and according to the tests 
was found to be entirely satisfactory 

A German Loud-Speaker 
Herr Eugene Reisz, the well- 

known German engineer, has 

circuits, besides being excellent signals are, of course, received on rubber is made to vibrate in accord- 
for frequency standards. The crys- the ship's reociver and the bearing ance with the speech currents and 
tais may be obtained ground to of the lighthouse is obtained by gives out a reproduction which is 
any frequency between 40 aoci means of a simple direction-finding said to be extremely faith«il to 
io,000 kiiocvcles at a price of about apparatus. The arrangement is the original. Laboratory investi- 
Io. Experimenters in- gation of the amplifica- 

terested' in the subject 
"'' ............................................................. tion range of the Reisz 

should write to the " --- loud-speaker shows that 
Scientific Radio Service quite a good uniformity 
mentioned above for full is obtained between 
particulars. about 200 cycles and 

8,000 cycles per second. 
Dustless V which, of course, includes 

Condensers the speech and musical 
Most English manuiac- range. One of the 

turersof wireless variable r advantages claimed for 
condensers make the this loud-speaker is that, 
open type without any like the cone speaker, it 
covering. So much stress radiates over its entire 

V 

is laid upon the impor- SurfaCe and consequently 
tance of keeping out V objectionable direc- 
dust from condensers - tional effect sometimes 
that it is, rather Sur- so noticeable with horn 
prising that the closed'in speakers is avoided. 

V 

or covered condensers The uniformity of the 
V have not become more amplification over a con- 

popular I notice' in siderable range gives it 
certain of the Continental also another important 

V pspers, - particularly a advantage. 
German journal, that the 
¿losed condensers are 

V 

Tuned Radio 
uçerseding tise V open Frequency V 

Quartz Crystal to Ordet tests with some new devices made by means of an electrically con- 
The Scientific Radio Service, by the Federal Telegraph Company ducting adhesive. In this way. 

Box 86, Mount Rainier, Maryland, of California, for the purpose of although the rubber is an insulator. 
U.S.A., advertise these quartz preventing collisions at sea during its inner surface is made conducting. 
crysta's, ground to a guaranteed fogs. The new instrument is really The two conducting plates-the 
accuracy of less than i-roth of a short-range transmitter which is metal plate and the carbon surface 
one per cent. The crystals are so automatically operated and sends of the rubber-are then used as the 
ground as to produce their maxi- out wireless-signals corresponding plates of a condenser and the 
mum vibrations, thereby making to the charactsritic light signals speech current is delivered to these 
them suitable for use in power sent out from a lighthouíe. The two plates. Consequently, the 
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'1f all conditions were constant So successful have the tests been I 
I THE LEADING RADIO WEEKLY 

we would thus have a permanent at Schenectady that the Radio 
I 

i 'dead spot' of recepon such as Corporation of America has decided I i PRICE 3d. EVERY THURS] 
is sometimes observed. Variations to build a chain of short-wave I I_________________________________ 
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50 metre station twists so much so that "eli- 
in its plane of polarisa.. Trie two switchboards for controlling tha minator testers" have 
tion about 20 to 30 submarine oscillator shown in the photo- appeared on the market, 
degrees in so miles graph on the previous page designed to enable the 
From this we conclude .............................. dealer tO adjust the 

st wonici acquire a 
twist of i8o degrees In .6o to 
80 miles. It is therefore reason- 
able to assume that a space 
wave emitted from a broadcast 
station would acquire a twist of 
s8o degrees in loo miles. The earth 
bound wa'.'e, on the other hand, 
proceeding from the same station, 
will maintain its vertical plane or 
polarisation due to the proximity 
and guidance of the earth. The 
earth wave and the space wave 
may thus arrive 180 degrees 
out of phase and cancel each 
other. 

Multiple Broadcast Wave- 
lengths 

It is believed by some experts 
that when we understand more 
about these horizontally polarised 
waes, broadcasting stations will 
not use a single aerial or even a 
single wavelength, but will adjust 
their transmitters to send out 
Certain wavelengths for certain 
hours in order to cope with the 
varying conditions caused by day- 
light and darkness. 

A Chain of Stations 

eliminator to tu e 
customer's requirements before 
selling it. The test consists of 
a suitable milijammeter con- 
ncted in series with an adjust. 
able load, and a volt-meter so 
arranged that it shows the voltagd 
available at the eliminator terminala 
under actual operating conditious.. 
This eliminator, tester hàs beer 
produced by the. Jewehl Electrical 
Instrument Company, s6o, Walnut 
Street, Chicago. 

'POPULAR WIRELESS" 

I wonder how many readers have wave has been so largely absorbed 
any idea what a one farad plate that it is of a lower order of 
condenser would look like? A magnitude than the space wave 
well-known foreign Journal gives and therefore cannot produce full 
some interesting figures which show interference. Much will undoub- 
that if the variable condenser were tedly become known in the next 
made as high as the Woolworth few years which will enable us to 
building in New York (about 800 pre-determine more readily the 
feet) and the plates were i-ath phenomena of shifting wave polari- 
inch thick and were spaced I-25 - sation and fading." 
inch apart, there would 
be about 117,000 plates 
required, the area of ,: 

each plate being equal ' . ' . 
... . - 

to the ground area of . .--: 
,, - 

the \Voolworth building ' , .. 

Twisted Radio - '' ' 

Some little time ago - - 

considerable interest was ', 
D 

aroused by the announce- . 
,, 

ment of the discovery by .. . , . 

7 

Dr. E. F. W. Alexander- 
son of the fact that - 'I 

polarised electric waves . 

suffered a twisting effect - 

during transmission. In 
his description of the ' -' " ' - ' .- - 
effect Dr. Alexanderson , - . 

says:- . 

- 

r 

"We have found that s 

the space wave from a Ji --. . 

A German Portable 
I see an interesting type of 

receiver is gainIng favour in Ger- 
_many which utilises the metal horn 
of the loud-speaker as an aerial. 
The set is. of course, of the portable 
variety and includes two high- 
frequency stages such as would 
be used with a small frame aerial. 

Instead of a frame aerial, 
however, thé loud- 
speaker horn is mounted 

-' from . the cabinet by 
means of an insulating 

ii support and is used as 
a collector of electro- 
magnetic energy. This 
new arrangement lias 
been developed by the 

I Carl Lindstrom Aktien- 
gesellschaft. 

' American Practice 
Thebatterycliminators 

and direct - from - the - 

mains devices which are 
- now becoming popular 

in this country have 
become quite an esta- 

J bushed' practice abroad, 
particularly in the States, 

then adjust it afterwards by mean of the conditions which control stations to link the islands of the 
of a small screwdriver. It is in polarisation will, however, cause Pacific with the mainlahd. The 
this way equivient to a series of tise signal to fade intermittently, experimental station built near 
fixed condensers and has the great From this - reasoning it might be Schenectady by the General Elec- 
merit that you can adjust it Whilst expected that these phenomena trie Company for the purpose of 
it is - actually in circuit without would repeat themselves at a exploring polaried and short-waves 
having to pull it out and substitute distance of 300 miles from the is capable of operating with seven 
another. - - station where the plane has twisted transmitters simultaneously on 

another 360 degrees. At that different aerials and on different "High" Capacity distanc; however, the earth bound types of aerial. 
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ói view takn of tli phenomenon Or we can pasf a current through Negative Resistance it does not really explain things. the coil of wire and suddenly break One way of looking at such a The whole process is due to the the current, a method of exciting circuit with a valve reaction attach- 
fac± that valves do not behave the used extensively in connection with ment is to temporarily forget the - same for strong as for weak signals. a buzzer in wavemeters. Owing to valve and Imagine we have a circuit 
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Dí'oOscJ,.LAT,ow 

fl2. 
L. 

.Y/ME7/JHfD CCu/7}Z/ 

It is quite obvious that if we 
R e s is t a n C e supply energy to this coil and 
losses in a . condenser circuit in the right way 
circuit cause from a valve, we can prolong the 
oscillations to oscillations until finally, if we supply 

enough energy, the oscillations wdl die away, as 
: go on at the same amplitude for 

shown here. ever. Incidentally, the lower the 
losses in the original circuit the 
less the energy we shall have to 
supply. In. Fig. 3 is a simple valve 
reacting circuit wuich I am cón- 
sideri.ng in all my discussions. 

farther apart they get the stronger 
one's signals. 

;' Driven into Synchronism" 
In the reception of telephony 

this results in the curious pheno- 
mencn that, although the set is nor- 
mally oscillating quite strongly, the 
Minute one gets in tune with a 
station that station is received 
quite clearly with no trace of 
heterodyne note. 

We sometimes hear the explana- 
tion that the receiver is driven 
into synchronism " with the trans- 
mitter, but although this may be 

a piece of wire. It is not necessary 
for every wire manufacturer to 
publish " characteristic curves" of 
their wires; the law is sosimple that 
just a number is sufficient to give 
the facts. 

Let us examine what happens ma 
tuned circuit such as we use for 
reception. 

A tunid circuit consisting of a 
cóil of wire shunted by a condenser 
(Fig. e) can be made to oscillate 
electrically in several ways, - such 
as by the old spark way of charging 
up the condenser and letting it dis- 
charge across a gap in the circuit. 

condenser circuit in the right phaseto 
keep up the oscillations. This opera- 
tion is now usually called reaction. 

1.1: 

L. 
LL 

those with ex- 
perience of single 
reacting. valve re- 
ception; either for 
C.W. purposes or 
fòr telephony, 

_________- have noted th 
effect that between two adjust- 
ments of the tuning condenser no 
heterodyne note is produced, and 
that these two positions get nearer 
and nearer together the stiónger 
becomes one's reaction, and the 

Currents through an ordinary w'iie 
follow changes of voltage applied 
very nearly proportionally, but 
currents through valves are by no 
means proportional to the voltages. 

Brief Description of - 

"Reaction" 
This is the reason why character- 

istics of valves are necessary; be- 

cause we cannot express the vaine 
'of currents at different voltages in 
a simple way like we can do with 

resistance losses in the coil and 
condenser, any oscillations thus 
excited will die away quite rapidly 
(Fig. 2). 

By means of tke valve we have 
learned how to keep these oscilla- 
tions from dying away, for by 
allowing the potential of the oscilla- 
tiens to act on the grid of the valve 
we can control the current flow in the 
plate circuit of the latter, and from 
the pláte circuit we can throw suffi- 
dent enargy back into the coil and 

I', Zro gear 1 

ec:îon 
This Interesting article throws light upon the mystery of silent-point 

reception, a condition which has, at one time or another, puzzled every 
ènthusiast. 

By Captain H. J. ROUND 
(Chief of the Research Department, Marconi Co.) 

I - 

- t--r 
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w3ak, say, when the grid voltage is 
varying from X to Y, then the 
current change is a certain amount. 
But if w. change from X' to Y', 
which represents, say, four times 
the grid change in the first case, a 
little measurement w11 show that 

apparent resistance of a ohm for They turned out to be of small use, 
weak signals and we now applied because the signals one was trying 
an alternating voltage of a volt to separate by means of the circuit 
to the arrangement. If our circuit got tangled up with one another, 
were a real copper one we should an I was forced to use real low 

268 

wiat happens with a higher re- r --- 
sistance 'circuit brought to a kw 
resistance with a reacting valve 
arrangement. 

Apparent Resistance Major Arm- 
st r o ng, w h o 

When the signal makes a current developed the 
in the circuit, the resulting voltage 
on the condenser acts on the id super- hetero- 

, * 

of the valve and varies the current dyne,, and has 
flowng through the small choke m a d e e x - 
coil in the plate circuit. t e n s ive r e- 

Referring now to Fig. 4, suppose searches into 
we are arbitrarily set at a grid 

Z e r o B e a t voltage and plata current repre- 
sèùter.l by the point A, and then Reception. 
examine what happens if we put 
an alternating current on the grid. '-' 

When the alternating force i .. .. 

LT 
/4Ç)ZW (2xw,r Ak 3 

- 8.758 

Suppose we take a real low- 
resistance circuit nd induce a 
signal into it of a certain strength, 
the result will be a current of, say. 
a certain value. Twice the 
strength of signal vll result in 
exactly twice the strength of 
current, and so on. But consider 

apparent resistance of the circuit 
wauld increase with increase of 
signals. . 

A Curious Effect 
Such a state of affaiis is liable to 

lead to curious complications, as, 
for instance, in the simple case of a 
strong impulse applied to the 
circuit. 

At first the oscillation will die 
away quckly, then more and more 
slcwy. the law being obviously 
very complex and quite unlik a 
real low-resists nce circuit. 

Suppose w. had by means of 
reaction reduced a circuit to an 

the other were morse, then the 
morse of the second signal would 
sary the current of the first 
signal. Obviously a bad thing to 
happen, b.cause we are giving to 
the first signal a varying character 
which it does not really possess. 

I met with this effect some years 
ago w'icn trying to use reactioc 
circuits to get very sharp ti ning 

p 

Wherein does the difference lie coil to send back sufficient energy 
to prolong any oscillation a certain 
amount, or in the other way of 
looking at it, reduce the resistance 
of the circuit to a certain figure. 

But if our initial oscillation were 
four times as strOng, it would oniy 
produce twice as much change in 
the plate current. Only twice as 
much enrgy vuld be sent back, 
w:th tlsezsult that proportionately 
the oscilation w3uld not be main- 
tained so long-or again, In other 
wrds, the circuit would now be of 
higher resistance. In fact, the 

Let us see what happens when 
two sets of signals at once are 
induced. In the real low-resist'nce 
circuit the two sets of signals will 
arrive at current values for each, 
just the same as though the other 
signal were not there. But in the 
reaction circuit if each alone arrive 
at, say, s ampere, then the two 
together may only come . to s 

amperes. . 

Selectivity and Reaction 

In practice this will mean that if 
one signal were a steady dash and 

ZERO BEAT RECEPT!ON-(Continued) 

of lower resistance than its actual 
resistance, this resistance being 
lower and lc,wr the more the-re- 
action we apply.. But though such 
a circuit will superficially act as if 
its resistance were lcwer, a detailed 
examination will show that the 
effect is not quite the same as a 
circuit of really lowr resistance. 

w have nothing like the pro- 
portionatevhange of plate current. 

w w re to plot another curve 
betw3en the change of plate current 
and the change of grid volts Wa 
should get a curve 1ik Fig. 5. 
What is the result in our reaction 
circuit 

We have adjusted our reaction 

expect, and get, a final current of 
i ampere; but with our fictitiously 
low - resistance reaction circuit, 
although for the weak signals its 
resistance may seem to be i ohm, 
by the time the current has reached 

ampere the resistance may be 2 

ohms, and so the current will stop 
there and nt increase to a ampere. 
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must now have a positive resistance, for an out-of-tune 
A zero resistance current does not, signal increases 
therefore, exist in practice, And ,vitlì the diver- 
although the cirCuit is a self- gence - from the 
oscillating one, we can sy that tune value (the 
wheñ a signal in tune is induced resistance term 
the whole of the resulting current in the impedance 
is controlled by the signal,' but of is rather mdcli- 
course not proportionally. - nite), so that 

So far I have only considered a the induced signal 
signal being induced which is will steadily de- 
absolutely in tune with the circuit crease as we go 
beipg used. Suppose we induce a, out of tune, and 
voltage slightly out of tune with a thue will 
the' circuit, the resulting current, comewhen there- 
of course, is controlledno longer-by suiting amplitude 

nl :- - 

'L--1'fl. '. ', 

D/6TAQE ' 

- ',. 

'" CNAN 65/Íxr5. - i 

there is a valve there. 
Ohms law says tliat the current is 

voltage 
equal to the resistance and as the 

current'is a definite value and the 
inCuced- voltage zoro, we can say 
that for that strength of current 
that particular circuit must be 
zero resistance, because to make 
the equation 

current ris,since true the -.re- 

sistance musi be o also. 
Now, if we do induce a signal of 

the same, frequency as the circuit, 
the current will rise a little, and now 
we have a flinte Current equal to 
a small voltage 

resistance so that the circuit 

Dr. Lee de Forest, who made other waves out of tune with this 
reaction possible by inserting carrier. 

a control electrode into the I 
Our receiving valve is self-os- 

cillating and we tune up to the 
carrier. At once the current in the 

because of the. bent va 
i 

circuit can be considered as due to 
In fact, the induced oscillation the carrier, and no amount of 
crowds out the self-oscillation, strengthening of reaction will take 

If the impedance of the circuit this control away-in other words 
to the out-of-tune signal is low (Continued on page 334.) 

enoughto per. ........................................................................ 
mit of a current I 

approximately 
. 

equal to the pm. 
f - 

vious sc1f-oscillat- 
ing then 

k. 

Ti 
current, 

theself-oscillation . ,, . - 

will be s-topped. , 

I The impedance j . . 

to setting ourselves in the ne place 
in the characteristic, but we can 
arrange that the apparent resist, 
ance falls instead of rising with 
the amplitude. But whatever we 
do we can never imitate exactiy the 
true low-resistance coil. 

All this is leading up to the 
limiting condition when we are just 
going to oscillate or actually 
oscillating. 

Controlled by the Signal 
Suppose we set our reaction coil 

so that we are actually oscillating, 
then in our tuned circuit will be 
flowing a certain value of current. 

But here we are with, a circuit 
with a current flowing in it, but we 
are not inducing a signal into it. 

Remember, when I say this I am 
hiding my eyes to the fact, that 

to keep itself oscillating will be 00w 
proportionately less than before 

This effect will happen on both 
sides of the tune position, and the 
squealing points will be wider and 
wider apart the stronger the signal. 

A very simple piece of reasoning 
will show that strengthening our' 
reactiòn will bring the squeal' 
points nearer together, because by 
itself the circuit would obviously 
oscillate to-à greater amplitude. 

It certainly seerfis, however, as 
though it is quité impossible to' 
bring . these squeal points closes 
than a finite amount, for in the end 
at tise point Of tune th signal takes 
complete control. 

Reception öf Telephony 
Let us see' vhat happens when 

we are receiving a modulated C.W. 
(telephony) liicb can be con- 
sidered fia à pure. G.W. carrier plus 

ZERO BEAT RECEPTION-(Continuèd) 

resistance coils instead: I could 
write indefinitely about the effects 
one obtains with variations of this 
simple reaction device. 

Thus many valves in parallel 
show the effect much less than one 
valve.. Big power valves are 
better than small valves. 

Then, again, we are not confined 

the resistance, büt by the im- 
pedance, and as the circuit is of 
low resistance this impedance is 
chiefly due to the condenser and 
coil. 

The resulting condenser voltage 
forces itself upon the valve gridasid 
changes the plate current, and any 
current the valve wants to change 

is less than the nathral oscillating 
current, and then we shall get 
oscillating current which will squeal 
with the induced signal. Or, of 
course, weakening the signal will 
start the squealing at any value of 
signal frequency. 

The "Squealing Points" 
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 for this is to bore a hole in the glass 
with a corkscrew and let some fresh 
air in. When next turned on the 
valves will burn for about two 
aeconds and then go out. When 

A nine.valve super-het forms part of the "dash" of this 
wireless-equipped car. The speedometer, clock, oil- 
gauge and switchboard have been placed to the right 

of the steering column, to make room for the set. 

270 

sulphide. We shall be glad to hear 
the results; they should be inter- 
esting. 

* * * 

BEGINNER, Prittlewell, has just 
completed a nineteen valve super- 
heterodyne, as he understands this 
type of set is particularly suitable 
for use by the unskilled. He en- 
closes the circuit, which was taken 
from an American comic paper, and 
says he gets no signals at all. 
What is wrong? 

The circuit you send is somewhat 
complicated and is far too difficult 
for us to decipher; anyhow, we're 
busy; try next door. 

' -' NIPPY, Lyons, has constructed 
n three-valve set in a dumb waiter, 
but when she switches it on she 
hears nothing but a kind of ringing, 
tinkling sound. It would appear, 
Nippy, that your valves have 
become Lioniseci. The only cure 

t: 

I 

4 

-.0 

L.F., Norwich, finds that when 
the second stage of resistance 
capacity amplification is switched 
on, a regular ticking noise is heard 
in the loud-speaker, these ticks or 
clicks being separated by exactly 
s 23-37ths seconds. Your set, 
L.F., appears to be suffering from 
a bad attsck of Death Watch 
Beetle. It should first be soaked 
in paraffin, and then both sides of. 
the panel and all the components 
should be sprayed with arsenious 

PUZZLED, Droitwich, is just 
installing a set and wishes to know 
the best type of aerial, earth, etc., 
to use. 

Your aerial should preferably be 
as high as possible, not more than 
6 feet from the ground. It should 
be kept parallel to itself and under 
no conditions should it be longer 
than a piece of stick. Your earth 
connection may be taken to a win- 
dow box, failing this try the coal 
scuttle. For valves any good steam 

of hours while we did a new 
drawing. We note that you have 
burnt out four valves owing to this 
error. 

N. PARKER, \Vhitechapel. In 
answer to your 'question we would 
say that we are in no way finan- 
cially interested in any valve manu-j 
facturing firm. 

OPTIMUS, Golders Green, finds 
(Continued on page .322.) 

that spoils recep- 
tion. The trouble is, of course, 
obviously due to the transmission; 
if it weren't there, it could not be 
spoilt. We therefore recommend 
Vorried t disconnect his aerial and 

turn out the detector valve. Failing 
this, the addition of a third stage 
of transformer coupled L.F. will 
rio doubt eliminate the whistle 
entirely while the resulting screech 
will successfully cover up the 
transmission. 

bathing with him. The set is, 
however, extremely prone to emit 
howls and squeals. 

We are of the opinion froni the 
other symptoms that Dipper des- 
cribes that the receiver has had 
its little toe nipped by a crab 
while its back of panel diagram has 
been stung by a jelly fish. The 
best ve can suggest is that he 
apply grease to tise affected parts 
twice daily till all signs of in- 
flammation have disappeared. 

matters 

PATRONISING, Tooting Bec, 
informs us that the circuit diagram 
shown in No. x of vol. aa on page 
28943, is incorrectly drawn. 

Thank you, Patronising, we 
noticed the mistake exactly eleven 
minutes before going to press, but 
as we did not wish to depriveyou of 
the pleasure of being able to point it 
out we did not think it worth 
while to incur the heavy expenses 
of holding the issue up for a couple. 

 OUR MISINFORMATION DEPARTMENT 
By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E. 

complains that his These will entirely - cure your suitable typés, the best, of cOurse,' 
f 

ORRIED, 

NW. 4, this occurs buy some new ones, chandler will supply you with 

two - stage L,F, trouble. - : being the Pool and Bitter type: 
amplifier produces * * * For further details we suggest that 

[ - 'f 
a ' faint high DIPPER, Margate, has a port- Puzzled write to one of the wireless 

- . -I pitched whistle able receiver thal he takes sea papers which give advice on these 
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2752 NOTT1NGKAI. (SNG. Re'ay station. . 300 Kosies" . - 
277.8 Trollh5ttan (SMXQ) - . I - 

Those stätiosas relaying Hamburg cn be rígiised by a gong being sóhnded between the various items and th 
one stroke on the gong before each item. Most of these stations are easily audible on two valves in this country and come 
througb exceedingly well. Coils of 25.50 turns for the aerial (parallel or series tuning) and 35-50 for a secondary or 
tuned anode are suitable. Hanover announces by tise cali "Hier Norddeutsche Sender. Hanover," and the intervals are- 
denoted by gong strokes so arranged as to denote minute intervals. ThçMrse sign H R ( .......... - . ) is also sent out 
when not relaying Hamburg. Dresden announces D R in Morse ( 

- . . 
-.). 

. r r 

- - 

27J. 

252.1 Saffie (SMTS) ....... Relays Stcckholm. 
252,1 Stettin Relays Berlin. 
252.1 Montpellier .. Every eveding after 

- 543 p.m. 
252.1 Kalmar (SMSN) Relays Stockholm. - 

252.1 BEAIJFORD (S) ., Relays station. 
234.2 Kiel ........ Relays Hamburg. 
260.9 Malmö (SASC) Most evenings, Sud- 

- ., days, 11 am. 
' 263.5 Antwerp Relays Brerises. 

270.9 Posen .. 
272.5 Casse! .. .. Relays Frankfurt. 
272.7. Klagenfurt ... - 
272.7 Daneig .. Daily. 10 am, on- 

- wards Relays Koe- 
nigsberg. 

272.7 SHEFFIELD (6FL) ., Relay station. 
2752. Angers .(Iadio-Anjou) - 
273.2 NorrköpngS4VV)' - -.--.-- -- - 

277.8 LEEDS (2LS) .. Relay station. 
-283 Dortmund . - .. Relays Muenster.. 
288.1, EDINBURGH (2ER) Relay station. 
291.3 Lyous (Radio-Lyons) From 7.15 p.m. on- 

wards. 
294.1 Uddevalla .:' .. Relays Stockholm. 
294.1 SWANSEA (5SX) .. 
294.1 STOKE (69F) .. t 
294.1. DUNDEE (2DE) ' 

e ay s ions. 

294.1 HULL (6KB) .. J 
294.1 Dresden . Relays Leipzig. 
297 Agen Tues. is Fri., 8.30-pin, 

onwards. 
297 Jyvaskyla - .. Relays Helsingfors. 
297 Varborg .. Relays Stockholm. 
297 Hanover .'. Relays Hamburg. 
297 LIVERPOOL (6LV) . Relay station. 
300 Radio-\iths .. .. Sun., Wed., Fri., 9p.m 

- onwards. 

221 Karlstadt Do. do. 243.9 Trondjhen ... .. - 
222.2 Strasbourg .. Tues. & Thurs:, from 245.9 Toulouse C Radio - 

9 p.m. Toulouse ') 
225.6 Belgrade .. Irregular. 250 Gleiwitz ... .. Relays Breslau. 
229 Umea ....... Relays Stockholm. 250 Eskitstuna .. .. Relays Stockholm. 
229 Helsingborg Do. do. 

The majority of these stations are low-powered relays. Plug-in coils of between 25 and 40 turns with either parallel 
or series aerial tuning will be required. Many of these stations can be heard every evening, and especially on Sunday even- 
usgs, on a Det, and L.F. straight circuit. Istuenster is easily recognised by the gong signal between items, and the MOTsO 
sign - - . . . at intervals of 5 seconds. . . 

- STATIONS BETWEEN 250 AND 300 METRES. 

Wave- Name of Station. Remarks. Wave- . of Station. Remarks. length. . length. 

STATIONS BETWEEN 180 AND 250 METRES. - 

Wave- Name of Station. Remarks.. Wave- Name of Station. Remarks. length. length. 

180 Beziers .. .. - . 230 Juanlespins Every evening. 9 pal. 
196 Karlskrona (SMSM) .. Relays Stcckbolm. onwards. 
201.3 . Jönküping (SMZD Do. do. 233 Uleaborg Relays Helsinglors 

Ø2.7 Kristinehann (SMTY) Do. do. 238.1 Bordeaux .. Relays Paris (PTT). 
204.1 GavI (SMXF) Do. do. 240 Helsingfors .. Mon., Wed., Fri., 
211.9 Kiev ..- .. Most evenings. 

. 
. ô-8 poi. 

- 218 Orebro Relays Stockholm. . 241.9 Muenster (MS) .. Every evening. . 

Iòr th@ UX Lis en@r j - . 

Y e 

A list of all the 
European broad- 

casting stations 

4 
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valve tuning note, followed by "Pronto" repeated several times, announces "Radio Roma " between items. Stockhohn - 

has an interval signal of a rapidly ringing bell, Oslo opens with "Hall000 Oslo." Langenberg has the same gong signal 
as Muenster. Berlin occasionally climes tse hour. Zqrichhas a gong interval signal. (To ke conciudcd. 

272 ' - . - 

- . 

419.5 Bordeaux (Lafayette) J p.m.; Sun., Tues., 
420 Moscow .. .. - Thurs. and Sat. Re- 
428.6 Frankfurt-on-Maine .. 7.15 ònwards lays EcoleSupericur. 
436 Bilbao (EAJ9) (to be Most evenings. 480 Riga Daily, 6-8 p.m. 

400) ...... 483.9 Berlin (Witzleben).. Every evening. 
440 . Reval - .. Irregular. , 491.8 BOIJRNEMOUTH Daily. 
441.2 Brunn .. .. Daily. 6.30 p.m. (6BM) 
443 Rjukan .. .. Irregular. . . 494 Zurich .. Daily, 2 p.m., except 
449 Romp (1RO) .. .. 8.30 p.m. onwards; Tues.; Sun., 7 p.m. 

Sun., 8 p.m. 500 ABERDEEN (2BD) Daily. 
450 Moscow .. .. Trades Union station. 500 . Linkäping .. Relays Stockholm. 
44.5 Stockholm (SASA) .. 8.15 p.m. onwards. 500 Helsiitgfors .. Daily. 

Among these stations the following can be easily recognised -Berne; opening signal a post-horn or tuning 
note, each item preceded by two strokes and closed with one stroke on a gong. Bilbao has an abbreviated call between 
each item. Frankfurt opens with three strokes on a gong, interval signal F in Morse ( . . - . ). Rome has an oscillating 

Leipzig has a metronome ticker for an interval signal. Madrid.(EAJ7) bugle call or chords on piano, Madrid (EAJ4) 
has a prolonged tuning note. Stuttgart has a preliminary signal of C D G ( - . - . -. - - . ). Hamburg has a 
gong in intervals indicating minutes, and H A in Morse ( ........ - ). 

STATIONS BETWEEN 400 AND 00 METRES. 

Wave- Name of Station. Remar1s. 
length. 

GLASGOW (SSC) . Daily. 
411 Berne' 7p.m. onwards; Sun., 

6.30 p.m. 
416.7 Göteborg (SASB) .. EveryThurs.,8.15p.m. 

- Relays foreign sta- 
- tions. 

418 Bilbao (EAJ11) (to be') 
294.1) .. .. - Most evenings. 

Wave- 
length. Name of Station. Remarks. 

458 Ecole Superieure Daily, from 9 p.m. 
(FPTT) 

460 Barcelona (EAJI3) (to Most evenings. 
be 500) 

461.5 Oslo .. '.. .. Daily, 7 p.m. 
468.8 Langenburg .. .. German 25kw. station. 

Every evening. 
476.2 Lyons (La Doua) .. Mon., Wed., Fri., 8.45 

337 Copenhagen .. .. Do. 
340 San Sebastian (EAJ8) 2.30 to 10 p.m. 

(to be 434.8) 
340.9 Petit Parisien .. Sun, Tues., Thiirs., 

Sat., 9 pm, 
343.9 Sèsille (EAJ17) (to be - 

277.81 

400 Salamanca (EAJ22). Daily. 9.30 p.m. on- 
wards. 

400 PLYMOUTh (5PY) .. Relay station. 
403 Mont de Marsan .. 8.30 p.m. onwards. 
400 Falun (SMZI) 
400 Bremen .. .. Re1as Hamburg. 
400 Bratishaven . . . . . - 

It will be noted by the above that the Spanish stations have not yet taken up their allotted wavelengths; the 
present wavelengths are shown In the columns, and the wavelengths to be taken in brackets with the names of the stations. 
Larger coils will be necessary for these stations, Nos. 35, 50 and 75 proving best for the average set, according to whether 
series or parallel tuning is employed. Always use a coil as large as is possible with the minimum of codeOser. Barcelona 
calls in Spaúish, the name being clearly emphasised. Very often a woman announcer is to be heard. Copenhagen announces 
in Danish, and closes down with the Danish for " Don 't forget to earth your aerial." San Sebastian has a lady announcer, - 

bids "Good night" in English and other languages. Petit Parisien frequently announces in English. Seville (EAJS) 
often has lady announcer. Prague announces "Radio Praha" between items, and closes down with short Morse signal. 

319.1 
322.6 

325 

325 

325 

326.1 
329.7 
333.3 
333.3 
335 

DUBLIN (2RN) .. Daily from 7.30 p.m wards. 
Breslau . .. From 7.25 p.m., Sun- 368 Tammafors Relays Helsingfors. 

day, 10 am. 370.4 Bergen Most evenings. 
Saragossa (EAJ 23) (to - - 373 Madrid (EAJ7) (to be Daily, 2.30 p.m. on- 

be changed to 566) - 375) wards; Sun., 7:30 
Barcelona (EAJ1) (to Daily, 6 p.m. onwards p m. 

344.3) 375 Madrid (EAJ4) (to be - 
Malaga (EAJ25 (to be - 275.2) 

changedto 254.2) 379.7 Stuttgart . Daily, 7 p.m.; Sun., 
BIRMINGHAM (MT) Daily 10.30 am. 
Nureinburg .. .. Relays Munich. 384.6 MANCHESTER (2ZY) Daily. 
Reykjavik .. .. - 389.6 Toulouse (Rsdio du Daily, 12.40 p.ni. on- 
Naples (INA).. .. 8 p.m. onwards. Midi) wards. 
Cartagena (EAJ16 (to 8.30 p.m. onwards. 394.7 Hamburg (HA in Daily, 7 p.m. onwards. 

be 277.8 Morse) 

Wave- 
length. Name of Station. Remarks. %ave- 

length. 
Name of Station. Remarks. - 

303 Koenigsberg .. .. Daily. 7.10 p.m. on-. 348.9 Prague . Daily, from 7 p.m. 
wards. 350 Paris (Radio LL) .. Mon., Peed. and Fri. 

303 Madrid (to be changed Every evening, evenings, 10 p.m. 
to 500 metres) 353 CARDIFF (5WA) .. Daily. 
(EAJI2) - 357 Seville (EAJ5) (to be - 

306.1 BELFAST (2BE) Every slay. 400) 
309 Marseilles From 9 p.m. onwards. 357.1 Graz . .. .. Relays Vienna. 
310 Zagreb From 7 p.m. onwards. 360 Cadiz (EAJ3) (to be Daily, 7-9 p.m. Often 
312.5 NEWCASTLE (5N0) Daily. 297) tests at 12 midnight. 
315 
315Ñ 

Upsala 
Milan (IMfl - 

Relays Stockholm. 
Ñ isim nnw,rd 

361.4 
355 R 

LONDON (2L0) -.. 

lpil)eie . - - - 

Daily. 
fluilv 7 3(1 nm on. 

MOD1RN WIRILESS 1927 
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- COMPONENTS REQUIRED. 
panel, loin, by in., by 3-16 in, Four tei-mina!s (two of telephone type). 

One baseboard, 10 in. by 5& in. 
One .0005 S.LF. variable condenser. One 4-in, plain dial for condenser. X 
One No. i Dinsic eoil and one 25-turn Unimic coil One loading COji socket for base mounting. 

with bases. 
- 

. 

One mutiple-fixed condenser. 
.. One Permatector." 

One glass-enclosed cristal detector, seith galena Fourteen Clix sockets and four Clix pugs. 
crystal. Wire, 'screws, etc. 

within range of the coastal spark 
stations or shipping, their content- 
ment .is probably qualified! 

There afe even sorne who have 
long been enthusiasts in the building 
of wireless sets and who would 
never dream of going back" 
to a crystal set. Such a step would 
be to thens as though they were 
entering their second childhood. 

Admitteolly the crystal set has 
its limitations, as compared with 
a good mcdern valve recéiver 

since we are concerned mainly with 
the reception of the local station. 
It may be argued that in this case 
good selectivity is no advantage. 
The interference from Morse stations 
experienced round our coasts is a 
sufficient answer to this, while the 
possibility of the establishment 
of alternative programme broad- 
casting stations in the future must 
not be overlooked. 

Now if we design a tuned circuit, 
consisting of a coil and variable 
condenser, for example, to have a 

much lowsr than that offered by the 
tuned circuit at any given fre- 
quency, the result being what is 
commonly called the "damping" 
effect of the crystal on the circuit, 
flat tuning and poor selectivity. 

Since there is only a limited 
amount of energy available for 
the operation of a crystal set, 
namely, that which is picked up by 
the aerial 'system, we must maki 
the best use we can of this energy 
in order to obtain the best results. 

grammes, and this is all that they 
expect or desire. If they live 

t1G.l. 

number of experiments, though 
the construction of it is not at all 
complicated. The principal advan- 
tage of the crystal set, that it 
entails no ruiming expenses, need 
not be stressed here. Against this 
must be set its faiLings, the chief 
of which is the flat tuning asso- 
ciated with the average crystal 
receiver. 

Reducing Crystal Damping 
We can leave out of account 

here the fact that a crystal set of 
the ordinary type does not amplify. 

impedance offered by the crystal 
detector to HF. currents will bs 

Fie, 2. 

4 

the eyes of a 
good many people 

IW a crystal set-is a 
U crystal set, and 

that is all there is 
"to it." Such people 
are mostly to be 

found in the ranks of the contented 
listeners, who are happy in the 
possession of a crystal set which 
gives them their local station pro- 

By A. V. D. ..HORT., B.A. 

with the enormous benefits con- 
ferred by reaction. It need not, 
however, be regarded as in any 
sense a back number, and ex- 
perinsonts with a suitably designed 
crystal set will show that a few 
departures from the conventional 
type of circuit will work wonders. 

The crystal set described and 
illustrated on these pages will 
furnish the means of making a 

reasonably low 11F. resistance, we 
can expect that under suitable 
conditions it will provide us with 
sharp tuning when included in a 
receiver. 

If, however, we shunt across it 
a resistance of rather low value, 
when we build it into the receiver 
we shall find that the tuning is 
flattened. This is what happens 
in the ordinary crystal set. The 

- 'CXpQrimQntat 
Cçysteil Qt 

a 

The Crystal Set described in this article is 
easy to make, but at the Same time affords the 

amateur ample scope for experimenting. 

Mnll,l92 MODE fir WfREI4Es 
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I wire connections. The wires going to 
/ /N6' F the base of the Dimic coil must be 

i L Ï - - taken well out from the base 
J COIL before turniñg towards their fixing 

J - - points, to avoid fouling -the coil 
1 - -.-. .. _- when it is put in. 
I We next come to the tapping o 
J , the Dimic coil, and this operation 
i 

FIG, 3. The TheoreticaI while not difficult, requires a certain 
Diagram of Connections. amount of care. The tapping 

L - 
- ,4'20 

connegtions are lengths of at 
- - . -_-- . s.w.g. D.C.C. wire, and eight pieces 

2 /::20 g 

/ :'° 
/ . t - 

'. : 
/2 '2 

. 4ii2___4/3 

1 H .7 

mounting the base of the lJnimic 
coil was to tap two "blind" holes 
from the back of the panel (see Fig. 
5). inserting 4 B.A. bolts to hold 
it in position. An alternative 
method is to drill clearance holes 
through the panel, put in bolts 
with countersunk heads and secure 
the coil base with nuts. Be sure 
that the panel you obtain is free 
from surface defects. A guaranteed 
panel is recommended. 

The dimensions given should he 
carefully followed, since these pro- 
vide for bringing the two coils 
co-axial when the panel and base- 
board are screwed together. For 
the mounting of the variable con- 
denser a template is supplied by 
the makers, Messrs. Beard and 
Fitch, three 4 B.A. clearance holes - 

being needed. 

Tapping the Coil 
When the panel is drilled, fix it - 

to the baseboard with wood-scrcws 
in the holes along the lower edge. 
The components on panel and base- - 

board should then be mounted, refer- 
ence being made to the photcgraps 
for guidance. Then put in the rigid 

use, so that a number of tapping included in the design. The coil L1, 
points should be provided, and The which is untuned, permits of the 
best position found by experiment testing of loose- aerial coupling 
on signals. 

- as an aid to selectivity. A series 
- 

- 

Use of Auto-Coupling condenser may also be inserted 
in the aerial lead, when the aerial 

We can now turn to the circiiit connected to L2. Furthermore, 
of the set described, which is given since constancy of the detector 
in Fig. 3. It will be seen that the setting is required when making 
tapping points are provided on .the comparative tests, a permanent 
tuning ccii L2, the whole of this detector is fitted. Any doubts 
coil being tuned by the variable about the efficiency of the per- 
condenser C2 The aerial, too, may manent detector may be settled 

-. 
- Construction 

The first operation to perform 
in the construction of the set is 
the marking and drilling of the 
panel in accordance with the 
drilling diagram. . The dimensions 
given apply, of course, to the par- 
ticular coils and condensers used. 
The Dimic and Unimic coils 
shown are vers' convenient for the 
set, since they ate of " low-loss 
design, and the former coil is quite 
simple to tap. The method of 

The damping effect of the crystal 
detector, which has the greatest 
effect when the crystal is shunted 
across the whole of the tuning coil, 
as in Fig. 2, can bg consider1y 
reduced by shunting the detector 
across part only of the coil, as 
shown in Fig. i. The actual point 
at which to tap the crystal on the 
coil will depend on the detector in 

be connected at any suitable tapping 
point on the coil, thus making 
use of "auto-coupling," and de- 
creasing the damping due to the 
aerial in a manner similar to that 
already described. 

An Easy Change-Over 
For the purpose of comparative 

experiments other refinements are 

by direct comparisoñ with tise 
results given with a catswhisker 
detector of conventional pattern, 
to which an easy change-over can 
be effected. 

A standard coil socket is wired 
in series with L, to hold a loading 
coil for reception on th longer 
wavelengths. This is normally 
short-circuited with a metal plug. 

MODERN WIRELESS MARCH, 1927 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL CRYSTAL SET-(Continued) 

each of about in. long will be "Lace" of the coil, the actual points removed from these turns, and the 
needed, thé insulation being re- being at 5, tO, 15 and zo turns best tool with which to do this is 
moved for in. at each end.. The from each end of the coil. About a sharp-pointed penknife With 
tappings are ali taken on one J, in. of the insulation has to be the keife very gently scrape away 

- 

14 J i V 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL CRYSTAL SET-'Continûed) 

In addition to the three longer 
leads, do not forget to make up one 
3 or inches long with a Clix 
plug at each end. This is for 
connecting either of the crystal 
detectors to the tappings on the 
coil. 

The series condenser shown is . 

of the multiple-fixed CAy, type, 
from which the required capacity' 
may be selected by means of the 
spring clip. No cabinet is in- 
cluded in the list of components, 
since experiments with the set 
would be somewhat hampered if it 
were enclosed. 

Testing 

A preliminary test should be 
carried out to see that the wiring 
and detectors are in order, Attach 
aerial, earth and telephones awl 
put the aerial and crystal pIega 
in socket , the other end of the 
crystal plug going to the per- 
manent detector. The series coil- 
denser plug is left disconnected. 

MODERN WIRELESS MARCH 1927 

both the wires and the turns have - - - - - 

been tinned. Any superfluous The method of taking the coil tappings will be clear from 
ux should be removed from the this illustration. 

276 

Most of the point to point wiring is shown in this back.of- 
panel view. The socket for the loading coil will be seen 

in the foreground. 

the insulating covering, till the 
bare wire shows; there is no need 
to strip off the insulation right 
round the wire, so long as it is 
removed from tise top. As little 
pressure as possible should 'be 
exerted, as otherwise the turr.s 
will be forced downwards, maki 
it more difficult to solder the 
connections, and, incidentally, to 
loosen the whole winding of the 
coil. 

The Final Connections 
Now tin both ends of the lengths 

of 28 gauge wire, and solder them 
to the Clix sockets numbered 
6, 7, 8, 9, IO, Ii, 22, 23 and 24 

in Fig. 4. Apply a very little 
flux (powdered resin will do) to 
the bared points on the coil and 
tin each of them with a touch of 
a hot iron. The iron should not 
be applied to the turns for more 
than a moment when tinning the 
turns or when soldering the con- 
nections, or the insulation of tI e 
neighbouring turns may ha 
damaged. Before fixing the con- 
nections to the coil, place the 
latter on its base. The connections 
can then be easily attached, since 

coil with a small stiff brush 
The wiring of the receiver is then 
complete, with the exception of 
the flex leads, the arrangement of 
which will be clear from Fig. 

. 

Search for the local station, 
rotating the variable condenser till 
signals are picked up. If no signals 
are heard, or if they are 0:217 
audible at the lower end of the 
scale, with no very definite tuning 
point, move the aerial and crystal 
plugs further down the coil. It 
will probably be found that the 
tuning is quite flat, that is to s2'v, 

II- 

:7\ 
- r 

I 
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L 

. 

000i mid, to start.with. Plug the there is not much to choose end of the coil, London was plainly I 

aerial into socket s and the series between it and the series con- audible over the whole scale of 
condenser plug into socket 5. denser circuit, so long as the the tuning condenser. A slight 
Make adjustments as before to get coupling between L1 and L2 is the improvement was effected by mov 

4ER/4L 

,u-/' - 
!/I) i" 

2" 

- 

. 

4/#/4 

(èS 

4 

7' 6 

4- 

scale of the tuning condenser, try 
the effect of altering the crystal 
tapping. In the set described the 
best position for the permanent 
detector was found to be at the 
centre of the coil, socket jo; the 
other detector being better suited 

-in socket ii. A very noticeable 
improvement in signal strength was 
effected in this way, as compared 
with the results obtained with the 
crystal tap in socket 5. 

Next bring the series condenser 
into circuit, trying a value of 

found at which selectivity is 
greatly improved, while there is no 
noticeable decrease in signal. 
strength. 

Effect of Loose Coupling 
It is interesting to compare the 

series condenser circuit- with the 
loose-coupled aerial circuit. For 
this latter leave the series con- 
denser plug disconnected, put the 
aerial plug in socket z, and start 
with the crystal plug in socket 5. 
Tests of this circuit indicated that 

London station, to the north of it. 
In this situation it is of course 
normally difficult to cut out 
London ; it is in fact possible to 
hear the programme transmitted 
with the help of a single valve, 
no tuning coil and' no high-tension, 
the circuit being otherwise con- 
ventional! - - - 

Cutting out the. Local Station 
- Undzr these conditionswith the 
first circuit, with direct coupled 
aerial and the crystal at the top 

that the signals are audible over the best signal strength, With this closest allcwed for in the design ol 
quite a wide variation of the arrangement it will be found that the set. By swinging L2 away from 
condenser. Before proceeding, test the tuning of the set will be con- L1 tuning could be still further 
the catswhisker detector as well siderably sharpened, especially sharpened, while signal strength 
as the other. when the crystal tap is situated was very little weaker. 

well, down the coil. For extreme The tests of the set by the writer 
Improving Selectivity selectivity the crystal tap may were carried out on an aerial 

Having ascertained the aerial be put so far down that signal about 90 feet long and io to a . 

tapping which will bring in the strength is somewhat reduced. feet high at a distance of little 
local station fairly,lcw down the Normally, however, a point will be over a mile from the aerial of the 
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socket 10. Ulix plug. - 

Other en& ot Unimic coil base to Clix socket 2. Taps on loading-coil end nl Diinic coil to Clix sockets 
Top .teephone terminal to top ends o! both crystal - 14, 13, 12 and U in this order. Taps on other end o! 

detectors. - Dimic coil to sockets 6,. 7, 8 and 9 in this order. 

Z7 

made are concerned with the re- 
lative inteiThity o! sounds heard 
with various circuits. In con- 
clusion, it may be mentioned that 
the title of An Expermntal 
Crystal Set" is not intended to 

Although metal catswhiskers are 
generally used in conjunction with 
the galena-type of crystal, excellent 
results are obtainable with graphite, 

of contact should be very finely 
adjustable. Such a detector I! 

extremely sensitive, but is liable 
to be upset by strong signals, and 
is altogether too critical in adjust 
ment for general adoption. 

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS. 
Earth terminal to one end of Unisnic coil base and Lower ends of permanent and catswhisker detector 

to moving vanes of variable condenser. - Moviñg to Clix sockets 3 and 4 respectively. 
vanes of variabe condenser a so to one side of loading Fex lead from aerial terminal through hole in panel, 
coil plug and to lower te.ephone terminal. 

I with Cii plug on the end. 
Other side of loading coil plug to one end of Dimic Flex lead from (liii socket 1, terminating in spring ' x coil baSe. I 

1 Other end of Dimic coil base to fixed vanes of variable clip on multiple-fixed condenser. . 

X condenser and to C ix socket 5. I 

Flex lead from terminal "000" of mutip!e fixed 
,, Both centre terminai of Dimie coil base to OSi condenser, through hole in panel, terminatmg in a 

this, the tuning was made slightly 
sharper, but signal strength was 
considerably weakened. 

Enough has been said to in- 

dicate the possibilities of circuits 
of this kind. The inclusion of 
several circuits in one set has 
advantages which will be obvious 
to the experimenter, one of which 
is that it is possible with' such a 
set to make rapid comparisons of 
different arrangements, a Jovision 
which is very necessary when 
many of the comparisons to be 

Another general view of the wiring of panel and base.. 
board, showing the flexible lead and clip for Cl. 

........,. ............................................................... 

vestigated the possibilities of the 
i 

the galena class, experimeñters may 
circuits available may reasonably be glad to know that probably the 
claim thereafter to be something 

i 

most sensitive crystal contact of all 
of an expert on crystal sets. 

I 
is that formed by a coarse-grained 

I galena crystal, with a piece of 
graphite very lightly touching its 

Notes on Crystal I surface. 

Contacts. I 
The graphite may be taken from 

I agoodsoftleadpencil(ofthe B.B.B. 
(From a Corresprmdent.) i 

type) and its pressure at the pomi 

Ing the crystal tap down, both in bonvey the idea that any special silicon, or with another piece of 
sharper tuning and better signal skill is required to construct and galena.. 
strength. - . operate the set, but rather that As the majority of the. popular 

The inclusion of the '000r mid. anyone wh has thoroughly in- crystals now on the market are of 
.series condenser and lsdjustment 
ot the crystal tapping made the 
.reniarkable difference of narrowing 
the band over which LOndon could 

.be he4rd to 2 degrees. n either 
side of the exact, tulaing. point, 
whi1 signal strength -was every 
bit as good as previously. In-. 
correct adjilstment of the crystal 
tap flattennLthè tuning, so that 
London could be made audible 
over about 20 dègrees of the 
condenser. 

Many Possibilities 

- . \Vith the closest position of the 
loose-coupled aerial coil, the 
"audibility band" wgs 4 degrees, 
as above. By turning the Unimic 

. coil upwards till its upper edge 
was about ' in. above the upper 
edge of the Dimic coil, this band 
was further reduced to 2 degrees, 
that is to say, r degree on each 
side of the tuning point. If the 
coupling w.ss loosened more than 
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Losdon in parts wlere reception 
of 2L0 is ãecidedly poor unless 
a valve set is used. 

The aerial which was taken as 
being suitable for opening the 
experiment WJs a single wire 
arrangement, free of buildings, 
trees, and other obstacles. The 
horizontal length at the top was 
approximately 30 feet, and the 

A high aerial of the single 
L " type erected in a Sou th 

London garden. 

The second aerial which was tried 
ws the same height and length 
as the first, but two wires were used, 
separated from each other by means 

279 

case of these two aerials was a little 
lnvr than with the previous 
ariangements, z8 micro-amps bei:g 
obfained with the single wire anJ 
29 micro-amps with the double 
wre. . 

An aerial with a horizontal top 
of o feet and a height of fib feet 
wig next erected, thereby using 
the full coo feet of wire available 

dividual circumstances and judging 
- from the thany varieties of aerials 

viich one sees when looking along 
an average street of houses, opinion 
upon the subject is not lacking 
in diversity. 

Some Practical Tests 
Though all the gardens are 

approximately the same length, 
though all the houses are roughly 
the same height, though the 
conditions of screening are 
similar in most cases, some 
aerials are longer than others, 
some higher, some made with a. 
single wire, others double, some 
slope downwards at the far end, 
others upwards, and some en- 
thusiasts utilise only half or less 
of their available length. 

\\Tllat can it all mean, and do all 
these aerials give exactly the same 
results ? 

To determine whether or not 
tuLle was any appreciable difference 
in the results given by single and 
double vire aerials of various 
lengths and heights it was decided 
to carry out certain experiments 
in the Crystal Palace district of 

a micro-ammeter for actually mea- the maximum rectified current 
suring the rectified current, and obtained was 32 micro-amps, a 
after finding the most sensitive slight ?ncrease on the . previous 
spot on the crystal, and after measuren-eit hut not enough to 
tuning-in, the maximum current make any audible difference in the 
obtained was 30 micro-amps. So phones. An interesting fact which 
much for experiment No. s. came to light in comparing the 

results of these two arrangements 
__________________________________ w' s that whereas in neither case 

w.is tuning very sharp, tuning was, 
nevertheless,' much more critical 

Ii 
with the single wire aerial than 

i with the double, indicating that the 
single wire was the more selective 
wthout any appreciable difference 
in signal strength.. 

I Height and Selectivity 
. It was next decided to reverse 

the arrangement of these aerials, 
that is to say, to make the bon- 
z)fltal top 50 feet and the height 
3) feet, but the results indicated 
poor selectivity in both cases in 
that morse interference from ships 
wking on 600 metres at Grävesend 
was experienced even when the 
set was tuned at aLO; the double 
wire aerial being particularly poor 

i 

from this point of vitw. The ' rectified current obtained in the 

ing experiments and measurements with 
q 

different types of- aerials are detailed. 
i _ 

By G.R. STANLEY - 

l many occasions 
listeners have de- 

J 

bated within 
Lthemselves as to 
the type of aersal 

I 

which would best I' 
suit their in- 

height from the ground was o feet. 
With a vi w to obtaining some 
dfi ute information as to signal 
strength this arrangement was con 
nected to a good commercially- 
mad crystal receiver. In series 
with the telephones was connected 

of six-foot spreaders. The receivin f 

I apparatus was in this and in alL 
other cases referred to, exactly the. 
aime as that used for the first. 

I 
experiment, the same earth and 

I 
so on also being used. : 

I [n the case of the second aerial 

I 1 
- I- U i- - ¡ - - _J 

'5_ - I 

i ' - 

I ,L1' (1 S 

V " 

- - - U ' - 
' 

in this article the important 
question of aerial, design is - 

discussed and the results of some inteiest- 
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So far, the best results in so far 
6o as signal strength and selectivity 
ôc, together are concerned, are show.i 

by a single wre aerial 6o feet high 70 

25 , 36 - 
20 ,, 4.,,,, 32 - 
20 ,, .1 Single , 3i 

47 - 
280' - 

each arm that reception was free 
from interference. The various 
readings for the different lengths 
of horizontal top ware as follows :- 

5 feet = 45 micro-amps; 30 feet 
= 39 micro-amps; 25 feet == 36 
micro-amps; so feet = 32 micro- 
amps. - 

One of these two wires was next 
taken dews, leaving therefore a 
single wre aerial 6o feet high with 
a 20 feet horizontal top, which 
arrangement permitted a rectified 
current of 35 micro-amps to be 

F obtained. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 
. Rectified 

Aerial. 
- Current General 

Height. Length. Type. 
- in Micro- Observation. 

i amps. 
50 feet 1 30 feet ..' Single Wire I 30 - 
50 . 30 .. Double 32 Non-selective. 
30 . . 50 . . Single ,,, cf Ncïi-selective. 
30 . 50 , .. Double ........ 29 - Very non-sel-c- 
6o .. 40 .. Single ,, 38 - - - [tive. 

- 

. 40 . Double 
- 43 Non-selectve. 

6o .. 35 4! Non-s&ecfive. 
6o 

. . 

30 ................. 3 Non-selective. 

The problem of erecting an efficient aerial in soma of the 
suburbs of large towns is well illustrated ¡n thi3 photo. 
graph. Most of the aerials shown are far t90 long and would 

give better results if considarably shortened. 

of micro-amps was obtained, it wis decided to retain a single 
hut the selective properties of -the wire arrangement ai being the more 
single wire arrangement has gone, selective, but to increase its height 
morse interference being distinctly to 70 feet, at the same time reducing 
audible. I the horizontal top to 30 feet, and 

The Best Aerial 
I the arrangement gave a measured 

Tise horizontal top of the double 
reading of 47 micro-amps, still 
retaining its selective properties. 

aerial was reduced five feet at a Increasing the length of the time until the interference was horizontal top vis next tried, and 
eliminated, and it was not until 

- 

though the selective properties 
20 feet had been cut asay from 

comparative efficiency of the differ- 
ent types. 

The results were obtained with 
good local conditions so far as the 
immediate neighbourhcod was con- 
cerned, and though in individual 
cases the results may prove to he 
some,w1at different on account of 
neighbouring buildings and so on, 
it would appear to be fairly safe 
to assume from these results that a 
single wire aerial with as much 
yertical Iseight as possible and a 
relatively short horizontal top is - 

superior as to results than a 
double aerial of the same dimen- 
sions, or to a single \%'ire with a 
long horizontal top. 

Tue Importance of Height 
In order to show these different 

results in a form in which they can 
be visualised as a whole, and com- 
pared with one another, a table 
has been prepared showing the 
various readings. This is repro- 
duced below, and it shows very 
clearly that the shape and type of 
aerial has an enormous effect upon 
the strength of the received signal. 

The worst aerial of aIl-30 feet 
in height and having a 50 ft. top- 
gave only a little more than half 
the current obtained with the best 
aerial. Even although the reader 
may be unable .to erect an aerial 
similar to the last one shown in the 
table, they will be able to judge the 

in a single wire aerial. The rectified 
current rose to 38 micro-amps and 
tuning was relatively sharp for a 
direct coupled crystal receiver, of 
the type used for all the tests. 

A double wire of these dimensions 
ws next erected, the two wires 
again being separated by six-foot 
spreaders, when a rectified current 

wili a 40 f-jot horizontal top, the were quickly lost, no appreciable 
current bsing 38 micro-amps. On increase in the rectified current 
the other hand, a doubI wire was obtained. It may be gathered 
aerial of these same dimensions from this that by increasing the 
gave a reading of micro-amps; height of the aerial, either by itself, 
an increase in signal strength, but or in conjunction with the hori- 
with a decrease in selectivity. . zontal top, l:rger rectified currents 

an endeavour to bring about may have been obtained, but unfor- 
a compromise of these two results tunately it was not possible to erect 

an aerial higher than 70 feet and tise 
- experiments ware then concluded. 
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output from the receiver is screw. I be incorporated. 

281. 

From conversations with owners 
of cone loud-speakers, and from 
correspondence received, I bave 
come to the conclusion that many 
purchasers are not by any means 
getting the best possible results. 

The Standard of Strength 
Tise reasons for this are In all 

probability due: First, to the fact 
that the average "cone" Is a 
somewhat fragile piece of apparatus 
and is, In consequence, easily 
damaged by inconsiderate handling. 

Secondly, that the instruments 
are employed in cases where the 

adopted by a number of makers, a 
few words regarding the operation 
will not be out of place. 

A large permanent magnet has 
balanced between its pole pieces a 
light armature, which is placed so 
that there is no constant pull due 
to the permanent magnet. 

To one side of the armature is 
attached a short stiff rod, the other 
end of which is rigidly fixed to a 
flexible metal strip. A little way 
along this strip is soldered a straight 
rod which passes through the cone 
at its apex and is held tightly with 
the aid of a collar and thumb 

must be present In the output 
circuit of the receiver. 

Tise first step, then, is to make 
quite sure that rour recei'ing 
apparatus Is delivering undistorted 
signal energy. 

H.P. Distortion 
If the set employs some form of 

high-frequency amplification, dis- 
tortion may be produced by 
excessive reaction, and by Inherent 
Instability. Assuming the receiving 
apparatus to be of modern type, it 
Is probable that one of the many 
forms of neutralised coupling will 
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Ta obtain a proof of its increasing 
popularity one has only to examine 
the advertisements in any technical 
joual when generally an an- 
nouncement introducing yet another 
type of "cone" will be noticed. In 
addition to this, numerous broad- 
casting stations in Europe and in 
tise United States of America 
employ " cones " in their control 
rooms In order to check quality. 

main st1ation, the standard of 
strength being taken as that ade- 
quate for a room 55 feet square; In 
other words, full-room strength. 

Responding to the Low Notes 
My investigations have mostly 

been conducted with two "cones," 
each employing the popular balanced 
armature movement. 

Since this principle has been 

The signal impulses in the output 
circuit cause the armature to 
vibrate. These vibrations are 
imparted via the short rod and 
flexible strip to the "driving rod" 
and then to the cone itself. 

Now, a "cone" has one great 
advantage, and tht is it is capable 
of responding to the lower musical 
frequencies ; but If these frequencies 
are actually to be reproduced they 

 By A. JOHNSON:RANDALL. 

H E p o p u I a r totally unsuitable for the repro- 
Jj "cne" type of duction of the wide band of fre- ¡..' loud-speaker pro- quencies with which a well-designed 
tJ perly handled is "cone" is able to deal. 

IZJ Z'III one of the best For sorno months past I have - 

aids to faithful re- been trying various circuit arrange- 
production that ments and adjustments with a view 

the up-to-date broadcast listener to obtaining the most pleasing ànd 
can possess. . natural reproduction from the local 

-' 
The operation is quite simple. 
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ment utilising some form of 
reaction. 

I like to keep the value of the 
grid condenser as low as possible, 
say in the neighbourhood of .000x, 
and I use a leak of about .25 meg- 
ohm. The bottom end of this 
resistance I prefer to connect to a 
beparate tapped grid battery or to 

uniform amplification of all fre- would prefer the : s ratio. 
quencies becomes an exceedingly' A resistance of about .. megohm 
difficult problem, and one that can across the secondary will tend to 
only be tackled successfully by improve quality, but at the expense 
experts. I always advise home of amplification. If the ' cone 
constructora who desire the very has a low-resistance winding, and it 
best reproduction to employ a is desired to use it in conjunction 
combination of resistance-capacity with valves of various impedance 
and transformer coupling, or alter- values in the last stage, an output 

232 

two alternative methods are pos- 
sible. The first makes use of a grid 
condenser and leak. The other is 
known as anode bend rectification. 
Tisis latter method is shown in 
Figs. s and z, and of the two gives 
the purer. reproduction. In a re- 
action circuit, however, oscillation 

- 
- control becomes rather "tricky." 
so I personally prefer the grid 
condenser and leak in any arrange- 

as ioo,000 ohms. Tserefore, in order valve. A tapped grid batter' 
to obtain good quality, it is essential giving values of 1.5-3 and .5 volts 

to use a low-impedance valve. For should be joined, as shown in th 
this reasoni prefer to sssc a resist- first grid circuit. 
ance in series with the anode of the The pther valves may be as 
detector valve, utilising a trans- marked. V2 can be a power valve of 
former-coupled stage later. from 6,000-8,000 ohms impedance, 

and the low-frequency transformer 
The Best Form of Coupling may have a high-ratio provided it 

When more than one stage of is of good make. With a valve of the 
transformer coupling is used, the 8,000 ohm impedance type, I 

ISO VOLTS (1- 

MEC. 5Mzc. :x T 
HFCH VALVES 

2 MFD. 
- 3VOLT.S 

POWER SOCOIL 
VI V h VALVE 2Pn. 

000s 2 2MECI COIL 
Z3; MEC. 

- i 

Fi2. 

tion control, whether it be magnetic 
or capacitative. should be kept as 
near the minimum setting as 
pçssible. A set which requires a 
large amount of reaction in order 
to obtain sufficient signal strength 
is not suitable for loud-speaker 
work. Trie remedy is to add 
another stable high - frequency 
'ralve. ' - 

Turning now to the detector, 

leak, with the bottóm eñd of thè 
leak taken to sorne positive v:alùe, 
a high-impedance typè ol valve, 
will give excellent qúality, within 
the limits of this method of rectifi 
cation, providéd, the transformer 
primary has an inductance in the 
neighbourhood of o henries. 

If anode bend rectiflcatin is 
emplhyed, the impedance of a valve 
of this type may become as high 

of the 'cone" will not be realised. 

Two Excellent Circuits 

There are two circuits which I 
have found o give rac3llent results. 
These' are shown in Figs. i and 
Fig. i shows a combination of 
transformer and resistance coupling. 
V1 is an anode rectifier, ad anode 
resistance of .5 meg., being con- 
nected in the anode circuit of this 

For good reproduction it is abso- the sliding contact of a potentio- natively st r a i g h t resistnce- 
lutely essential that the neutrali- meter. By taking negative tap- capacity amplification throughout. 
cation shall be complete, otherwise pings one can obtain the purity of These remarks apply to every type 
there will be a tendency towards self- the anode bend method, of loud-speaker. 
oscillation. Such a tendency is, of If, however, an anode bend retifler With the "cone" type in par. 
course, equivalent to an excessive is used in shries with the primafy ticular it is essential to use a method 
reaction effect. . . of a tran&formercoupled low-f re- of low - frequency mâgnification 

-- . quency stage great care must be which ensures that the lower musical Anode Bend Reification tken In thè choice of a detector frequencies are being rproduced, 
In the sante way the' actual reac- valvé. With a grid cçndensr and otherwise the special advantages 
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Rexpt 
- th valve which serves you longest 

- .1. C. Cossor. Ltd. Highbury Grove. London, N 5. 
. 283 Gi!be,t Ad. 796 

reproduced with the living none is missing. 
naturalness of the concert 
hall or the studio. There 
are no more 'lost' chords. 

But this methOd of ampli- 
fication demands á valve 
specially designed for the 
purpose-the wonderful 
new Cossor 2-volt RC. 

If your Receiving Set 
utilises the choke or resis- 
tance coupling method, use 
this superb new Cossor 
R.C. Valve at once-and 
hear Radio with a charm- 
ing freshness and vitality 
which must amaze you.. 

The new Cossor 2-volt RC. 
Consomingi amp at 18 colts Impedence 14 70,000 ohms. Amplicarion factor 40 

Other Cossor Valves 
For 2-volt Accumulators 
210H.F. (Red Bond) HF. use 14f. 
210D Black Band) Detector 14,- 
215P (Stentor Two) Power Valve 18/6 

For 4-volt Accumulators 
41OHD (Red Bond) for HF. or Detector 14f- 
410RC (Blue Band For Resistance or 

Choke Coupling 14/- 
410F (Stentor Four) Power Valve 18/6 

For b-volt Accumulators 

MARCH. 1927 MOrRN WIRELESS 
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No more " lost " Chords \ ' 
r 
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Cossor Valves - with the wondeîfui ¡ \ 
I 

new Kalnisec1 Filament-hung you the. 
suprb technique ej the living A'rtiste f - 

YEAR by year the bar- This new valve has an . 

riers to perfect Radio exceptionally high âmpli- 
. . 

reproduction are fication factor of 40- . 

being broken down. No higherthananyothervalve , 
longer can it be said that o± similar type. Due to 

. . Broadcasting suffers from the prolific emission from 
- mechanical limitations. its' Kalenised filament it . 

' - With the vast improve- will give a richness of tone 
ment in the design of Loud such as you have never . 

' ' Speakers and the develop- heard before. From the . - . 

' ment ofchoke or resistance deep fascinating rhythm of ' . '' . j 

capacity amplification, the lower octaves of the . 

Radio enters upon a new organ to the surprisingly 
' ' 

phase. Every note in the sweet high notes of the, , 

harmonic scale can now be violin. Every note is there, . , , . , ' ' 
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good plan to insert a milliammeter the whole movement by removing paper cone, due to atmospheric 
in the anode circuit of the last valve, the-four large securing screws. The changes. Shrinkage of paper may 
if such an instrument is available. two rods can then be examined, and quite conceivably strain the driving 
Fig. 3 shows how tIse meter may be' if necessary straightened. rod. The remedy is to release the 
loined in circuit. Now replace t)se unit, carefully locking screws occasionally. 
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How the Cone" works. 

balanced armature movement. 
Both of these rods must be quite 
straight. It is a simple matterto 
examine the movement. 

The rear portion of most" cones" 
incorporates a round inspection 
cover which is held in position by 
means of five or six screws. Upon 
detacfling this cover, four large 
screws which secure the movement 
to the frame will be observed. 
Release the locking screw, the 
apex of the cone" itself, so as to 
free the needle, and then withdraw 

ing a thin rubber tube over the 
driving rod. 

The Cure for "Dithering" 
If the needle presses against the 

side of the metal collar at the apex 
the balanced armature may be 
pushed nearer to one magnet pole 
and a "dither" may result on loud 
signals. 

This should not occur with the 
driving rod correctly centred. 
Ajiother point to bear in mind is the 
expansion and contraction of the 

capacity coupled circuit. The 
volume obtained is slightly less than 
wiTh the Fig. z arrangement; but 
of the two I prefer the second 
circuit. In practice it is almost 
possible to overload a "cone" 
loud-speaker with this circuit at a 
distance of 55 miles from aLO, using 
a good outdoor aerial. For greater 
distances a stable high frequency 
stage can be added. 

The following valves have been 
tried and found satisfactory in 
both these arrangements :- 

V1.-Cosmos Blue Spot, D.E.5b, 
S.T.6s, Burndept H.512, DEA.4. 
V2 in Fig. x.-Any good small 

power valve (not super-power valve). 
V5 in Fig. a-Cosmos Blue Spot, 

D.E.5b, S.T.6x, 11.552, DEA.4, or 
any equivalent type. 

Before passing the energy output. 
from the set as being O.K., it is a 

The connectIons for a milliammeter, to show whether 
grid-choking or 'blasting" occurs. 

the right, distortion' is liable to Switch on the set and adjust 
occur thrugh " blasting," i:e., the position of the movement 
over-running the strsiiht. portion until (with the locking screw 
of the 'valve - characteristic, and at the apex unscrewed) only a 
coming on the bends. Increasing or "dither" is obtained on speech 
decreasing the grid bias may be or music. 
necessary, or, alternatively, cutting This is the test which indicates 
down the input by means of a when the driving rod is correctly 
volume control or detuning the HF. centred. 
circuit. The object should be to keep The movement can then be secured 
the needle absolutely steady. into position, and the locking screw 

Adjusting the Cone 
tigI5 

paper cone type of loud- 
If, after taking all the necessary speaker, many of the annoying 

precautions in the amplifier circuit, "ditbers" and "rattle" are pro- 
the results are still unsatisfactory, duced simply by the fact that a 
it is probable that the "cone" washer or nut on the cone frame is 
itself is not correctly adjusted. slightly loose, 

As already explained, there are I improved one of my own cones 
two thin rods in the case of a on certain musical notes by stretch- 

obtained excellent results with a 
- vlvc of the Cosmos 55fR type, 

which has an impedance of approxi- 
matply 3,500 ohms, and with one or 
twoof the super power valves. 

Reducing Anode Current 
With super power valves, how 

ever, I usually keep the anode 
voltage down to about ioo volts, 
and ici addition use a high value of 
negative bias in order to reduce 
anode current. 

Eig. 2 shows a straight resistance 

'TT 
i /è3i - ; 

transformer is desirable. For the 
Western Electric" Kone " a trans- 
former with an output impedance 

f a,000 ohmsshould be employed. 
If it is preferred to place the loud- 

speaker winding directly in series 
with the, valve, then a really low- 
impedance valve should be chosen 
-5,000--6,000 ohms is the maximum 
allowáble value. I have personally 

A mihiammeter will indicate two 
sources of distortion, due to the 
valve. If the needle "kicks back" 
in the case of a resistance amplifier, 
grid choking is occurring, and the 
remedy is to increase thegrid bias 
until these" back swings" stop. If 
the needle gives sharp kicks over to 

slipping the driving rod through the 
metal sleeve at the apex of the 
"cone," to prevent straining. Place 
the" cone" in aposition with the 
apex downwards, in order to keep 
the weight of the unit ofi the 
driving rod until the screws are 
tightened up. 

JA - 
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S - 

: Some Useful 

Instructions 

:: for :: 

Constructors i 

U 
- loudspeaker exten- 

sion leads run to at 
least five rooms - 

f rom one central point where the 
receiver itself is situated, it is very e - 
useful tohave some form of control - 

switchboard. If this is carefully . 

designed it can be sufficiently 
simple to allow anyone to operate 
it. The one we are going to 
describe in this short article is 
simple in general design, easy to J) 
make and perfectly straightforward - - - 

in Operation. 
The original model is mounted - S S 

MARCH, 1927 :MODERN WIRELESS 

A LOUD-SPEAKER SWITC BOARD 

L 

HE/h_ 
PANEL LAYour - 

- 285 

on the wall of the wirless "den" ' - 

close to the set. This latter is pro- ' The complete Loudspeaker Switch- 
vided with a simple On-oil" board, ready for mounting upon the 
switch so that when any members wall. The device controls five loudspeaker extension leads 4 
of the household require music any one or more of which can be switched in or out of circuit. 

o'o 0O'O 
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you can do ¡t with the appeopriate ....... 
LISSENACON a" typ9. L.? O i 

¿ 

- 
- 286 

SOLD IN THREE 
MODELS; 

I Lissenstat 
t Major ... 7,6 

Lissenstat 
Minor ... 3/6 
Uiiiversal... 10/6 

j 
.A LISSENSTAT 

I 

. LISSE N, Ltd. J 

20-24, Friars Lane, I 

ManaUng Director- 
t THOMAS N. COLE. 

210 8/9 5/6 
300 9/2.6/9 

ULTRA SELECTIVITY. 

y- 

S- 

T1 

- & LISSENAGON 
S u.wsu e "COILS. 

- IT No. Old.Néw. 
S I 50x61-67- 

60 s 6/a 674 - 75x6/46/4 
260 e 9/9 9/9 

Ther are also LISSENAGON " X" 
Coils-a series introduced where very 
fine tuning is desired. When stations 
three metres apart have to be svparated- 

Big and powerful, with 14 in. flare 
only. The LISSENOLA Loud Speaking 
Unit, -with thIs sew uplght horn and 
new stand, is 'the only- ritish made 
Loud Speaker of FULL POWER SIZE 
AND ACTUAL FULL. POWER PER- 
FORIIANCE of high-grade manufac- 
ture selling -to-day, complete for 34/-. 
Price of LISSENOLA Upright Horn, 
14 in. flare, 17/6. 

LISSENOLA STA-NO 
For those who have already made. 
an-upright horn themselves from the 
full-size patterns and olear instruc- 
lions enclosed with each LIS- 
SENOLA Unit,- or who, having he 
LISSENOLA Unit, desire to huy 
the LISSENOLA Upright Horn. 
Price 3/-. 

BUiLD WITH ALL 
LISSEN PARTS-I 
and your receiver will yield clearer 
and louder igñsls than ever 'you 
can got with parts of assorted make, 
because every LISSEN part seil! 

pull strongly with the other. 

i %.Il 

With LISSENSTAT control your valve 
'4 is made sensitive to a touch-responsive 

to every tractional turn of a knob. 
Electronic emission-that vital lerce 
n the correct working o! a valve- 

is accurately eontrolled. You open the 
way to fine deection-slgnale from 
farther away are brought in stronger, 

jsharper than ever before-THROUGH 
A BACKGROUND OF DEAD 

SILENCE. -. 

I. 

Put a micro-ammeter in series wIth the . - 

telephnnes.of a crystal set-test your 
usual coils one by one-watch the deli- 
cate needle flickering as each coil passed 

- Price 

ou-thon noto the greater ddflection el 
dho needle when you put on LIS- 
SENAGON goils, indicating greater - 
signal strength and PRONOUNCED 
SUITARILITY FOR SENSITIVE 
'WORK. - 

LISSENAGON Coils are the Coils which 
- y intensify tuning. 

They are interchangeable with other . - 

coils of the 'same number-but THEY 
ARE MUCH MORE SENSITIVE THAN e 

ANY. - 
- 

, p 

- I- I\ 
The I, 

I LISSENOLA 

- 

Loud 
' Speaking 

J 

I Unit (13/6 

y' Pils 
" ' 

- LISSENOLA 
Stand. 

- ' Or you 'can buy the three -component 
LISSENAGON . 

COILS. - - 
. 

No. Old.New. II - 1 j . 

parts for it as and when you wish. 
Here are the Horn and Stald. - 

- - 
, 

25444)4/103/3 1 
°' 

- .4), -''LISSENOLA 
ii UPRIGHT HORN I 

THAN GOOD PARTS-IT EANS LISSEN PARTS 
By using the right parts you can take care o! the energypicked up by your aerial-you cannot 
allord to lose any o! this minute energy-guard it against loss at every point of the path along 
which it travels-only too easily will it leak away-4he thrill of distance means more than 
good parts-IT MEANS LISSEN PARTS. 

LISSENSTAT T 
MAKE YOUR TUNING C0fl5 THAT CATCH SLS his is he complote 

¡ 

R A 7AQ UADP 
- LISSENOLA 

itt1IUl% iThhLIJU. sen:mve work your coils must pk up LOUD-SPEAKER 
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I, 

WHEREVER RADIO PARTS ARE WANTED-USE LISSEN 

NO 

matter what may be mentioned or used in any circuit of any booklet or periodical you may be 
building from, remember that the best parts have not necessarily been used. There are many 
advertising manufacturers-all expect a share in the use and mention of their products, and they 

. usually get it. LISSEN gets a share, too, but obviously it is not possibe for the periodical to use all one 
- maker's parts, although they may be known to be the best. Remind yourself of that when building-re- 

member, too, that the best parts are LISSEN, and that if you build with them you-will use all the energy 
i available, and get louder, clearer signals from near and far in consequence. 

: FACTS 0F IMPORTA NCE ABOUT LISSEN PARTS- 
LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS. I 

Fixed condensers should be leak-proof, and if they are 
LISSEN Which DELIVER ALL THEIR STORED-UP. 
ENERGY ALL THE TIME, nothing is lost. Note the caso 
in the LISSEN condenser, how it can be clipped into the 
LISSEN COMBINATOR in resistanoe circuils, how it can 
easily be used upright or flat. Then the price of LISSER 
FIXED CONDENSERS is halt what it was a year ago. The 
plates are properly laid in a LISSEN-they aro homogeneous 
with each ether, and cannot move or come apart. 

Capacities 0001.to .001, 1/- each (much reduced). 
Capacities .002 to .006,1/6 each (much reduced).. 

DEMAND LISSER FIXED CONDENSERS. 

Lissen Valve Holder. 
1À j' - 

Has both low losses and also low 
capacity, twin virtues found in 
few valve holders. Sent out 

f ready for baseboard mounting, 

mounting by bending springs 
Issrs Patented, previously 1/8, NOW 

1/- each. 

HOW TO MAKE HT. BATTERIES 
LAST LONGER. 

Every ordinary ÚT. battery can be 
made to yield more energy if a 
LISSEN 2 mId. (or j mId., but the --.- larger capacity is thé bettor) is put 

as ' acrees it. It will absb all the 
noises when the battery gets old. 
Your dealer will be pleased to show fj\ you how to connect i t easily. 

TE 1'ial LISSEN (Mansbridge type) Condenser ,/ 2 mId. 4/8; 1 mId. 3/10. 
.01 2/4 .11 ... 2/6 

MRdll,.1927 S! MODERN WIRELESS 
s7 ? 

USE ANY CIRCUIT BUT ONLY LISEN PARTS, NO MATTER WHAT ELSE MAY BE NAMED and you 
will gai, in volume and eliminate dis:ortio,t. LISSENPAR1S-WELL THOUGHT OUT, THEN WELL MADE. 

LISSEN LIMITED, 20.24, FRIARS JANE, RICHMOND, SURREY. 
Me&agin: Djreøto: THOMAS N.'COLE. - L. 259. 

,1 

.,',. 
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"I 

lj,!uIu'.lIIi; L I S S E N 
S56 

. s W I T C H' E S 
There is one for every s witching 
need in radio. Designed for radio 
work where currents are small- 
they will noi waste current. They 
fit easily--take up little room. 

L. 
LISSEN ONE ROLE FIXING, 
OF COURSE. 

Pro- 
I 

viously. NOW. 
¿ LISSEN 2-way ...... 2/8 1/6 

LISSEN Series-parallel 3/9 2 '6 
LISSEN Doubts Polo 

Double Throw ... 4/- 2/6 
LISSEN Key Switch .-. 2/6 1/6 2-way switch. 

LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS. 

They do not alter-they are perfectly silent. You can put 
a LISSEN half-megohm leak in circuit direct on to a 220 voit 
supply and leave it on indetlnitely-it will not alter. lt can 
thon be put straight into a critical radio circuit-it will be 
absolutely silent. LISSEN grid leal:s bave been further 
tested by exposure to rain and sun on the roof of the LISSEN 
tactory. They never altered, never varied. Patented. 

All resistances-Previously 1/8, 50W 1/- each. 

° 
. .025 ... 2/4 .25 .-. 3/ u 

.os .. 2/4 .5 ... 3/4 
' - '. Specially moulded case makes it 

- lmposstbte for the condenser to 
. short circuit on to case'a feature 

- - - exclusive to LISSEN. 

SASEBOARD RHEOSTATS Reduced from 2/6 to 1(6 
o popularise baseboard mounting resistors, LISSEN has now 

usI reduced the price. Baseboard type are without knob, dial 
nd pointer, which are not needed for baseboard. 

Previously. From Jan 24. 
'rices 7 Ohms .,. ....... 2/6 1/6 
16 ohms , .., .. 2/6 1/6 
00 POtentiometer ,, ... .. 2/6 1/6 

Quality Rheostats 
i -. or Panel Mo0nt;00 

/ previously 4/. 

! = O 
f TiOusly. NOW 

- . LISSEN 7 ohms, - 

- ' . 

!LJ 
patented 4/ 2/6 

LISSEN 35 ohms, 
( . ' . patented 4i 2/6 

j j lASSEN DUAL,. 
r . 

'. -1 patented 6/ 4/6 
II. 1! i j i LISSEN Potentio- 

' [ / meter, patented 
- , j 4/62/6 

- 7 / ' lASSEN ONE HOLE f, Fl(lNG,OF COURSE. 

4 
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five against the even remote possi- 
bility of future elaborations. 

In addition, one pair of 
"output" terminals can serve for 

The very simple-nature of the connections s clearly 
shqwn by this back-of-panel photograph. 

288 

- ( 

I - -- 
of leads are in 
use, for were 

ance with the panel drilling diagram 
that is supplied, or the layout can 

- . \ ----------- L. t h e y all i n be varied to suit individual re- 
g parallel, a qutrements. 

t I 
short in one The wiring is simplicityitself as 
would cause . the wiring diagram and the under- 
the whole lot panel photograph clearly show. 
to be shorted (Conc!udad on paga 29)). 

- permanently connected. In addi- 
tion, each room has a remote control - 

switch and a loudspeaker shorting 
switch, and although the poasi- 
bilities of such a combination are 
obviously immense we fear.. that 
few amateurs would take the trouble 
to insta! such a system. In any 
case, where so many wires are in- 
volved it is as well to have them 
"built" into the walls by the 
builders when decorations are 
carried out, 

Controlling the Extensions 
However, a simple extension 

control switch can be made 'and 
installed by anyone who has two or 
more pairs of extension leads in use. - 

The switch we are going to describe is - 

capable of dealing with five pairs of 
leads which can serve five rooms. - . 

In the one specific instance these . 

are - drawing-room, duìLng-room, 
kitchen (ground floor), bedroom, - 

and study, and the panel is lettered 
accordingly. But even although it - - 

is thought that at most only two or 
- three extensions will be required, st -. - 

is advisable to provide for at least - 

m LS TERMINALS - - - 

OF SET 
-( 

1 I 

- 
I N94Lj 

or a trans- series with those two to which are 
former is a connected the loudspeaker leads 
necessity when running from the set itself. Five 
long extension push-pull switches are employed, 
leadsare used), one directly across each of the five 
so that placing extension lead terminals. Those 
all the loud- leads which it is not desired to use 
speakers in are merely "shorted out" by 
series is quite pulling out the appropriate switches. 
an efficient 
practice. It i 

, - 

Simple WTsrsng 

more tban this Twelve ordinary terminals, five 
from a prac- push-pull switches and a sinai! 
tical point of ebonite panel, measuring in. by 
vie w w h e n 6 in.' are all that is required. The 
several oairs Dane! should be drilled in accord- 

-. A OUDSPEAKER-SWITCHBOARD-(Continued) 

they mere'y switch on the set and t1ephone receiving on those out of action. With the series 
press in the switch knobs on the occasions when it is desired to make system any defective pair can be 
small switchboard, correspondtug adjustmentsby thismearis. Another shorted without affecting any 
with thç rooms in which they pair can be used to connect up ex- of the others. 
require to hear the transmission. peiimental loudspeakers, and so on. The system is simplicityitseif, as 
Each room has its own loudspeaker A choke-condenser bypass will the first and theoretical diagram 

be used in the shvs. As vill be seen, all five 
receiver (this pairs of " output ' terminals are in 

MODERN WIRELESS MARCH, 1927 
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j______________________ Works: Elstow Road, BEDFORD. 
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- _________ 

i'- '' \ - 

SGRANIC - 

n 
E 

"E" Type 

L OW 

- - 

YOU WILL RECEIVE A DESCRIPTIVE 

I I 
- IGRANIC CATALOGUE IF YOU WRITE, 

Frequency GIVING REFERENCE "DEVICES." TO- 
o Transformers 

IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co, Ltd. 
Î 

- 

Ratio 1:5 
1 3 

... 16/- 
.. 149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON. 

: 

IGRANIO 

FIXED CONDENSERS 
and 

FIXED GRID LEAKS 
Fixed Condensers. 

.000lto,002 ... 1/6 ea. 

.00j to .006 ... 2/- ea, 
5ixed Grid Leaks 2/3 ea. 

Ï 

IGRANIC 

: 
Variable Condensers 

- Low Loss Sq. Law. 

2 .00015 nid ....... 17/- 
.0003 ......... 18/6 

E .0.005 ,, 21/6 
.001 - ...... 25/- 

SET 
you rnúst useS 

GOOD 
COMPONENTS 

- 
. 1GIVIi4 

IGRANIC 

lodigraph" 

Vernier Knob 

, 

d Dial. 

Price 7/6 

each, 

i 

s.. 

________________________________________________ 

i 
1 To u' 

CONDENSERS 
Fitted balancing with special 
devices for equalising the 

RECEIVING 

Prices from 7/- each. 
I 

\ 
pfßjk 

,IQRANIC 

PRESET 
RESISTOR 

(Fixed'varlable.) 

Maximum resistances n! 6 
10 20 30 and 50 otsms, 
Variable over whole range. - 

Price i/S each. 

IGRANIC 
Trj1e Honeycomb 

COILS 

- are made in 17 
nlzes and oover all 
wavetèngtho from 
loo to 25,000 
metres. 

The prices are very low, the 
smallest sizes are only 2/9 

-J 

s 

¡iII 

Igranic NONMIC «« 
(Antl-rnlci'phonIoj Igranic rac ont COILS 

Valve Holders Porcelain Rheostats 
Specially suitable for Neu- 

- 3/- each. 5, 55, & 01101s, 2/6 
rodynecrc5its. Fi-ç-e sizes 

as, 3o 55 tssl. 3,350 metres. 
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denser or variable condenser of wood could be fitted and the device what kappens to the extension leads 
- known capacity. The vaipes of con- stood on the table. In any case, it when they_L9 shorted out of 

densrs of larger capacity (e.g., .005 is really quite a simple "one- circuit. - .... 
290 - . - 

with the capacity of the condenser, 
but if nothing at all is heard, even 
with a 000i condenser, the con- 
denser is imperfect. 

Checking Capacity 
Small condensers may be roughly 

tested as regards capacity, if there 
is any reason' for doubting their 
marking, by inserting them in 
parallel or in series with the tuned 
circuit, noting the difference made 
in the reading of the variable, con- 
denser (or variometer) in the circuit, 
and comparing this with the differ- 
ence made by another fixed con- 

vided with- eerew terminals, while 
Belling-Lee "sub-connectors" can 
be used for the terminals. These 
little devices, which cost but a few 
pence a dozen, fit on to the screws 
of the terminals and securely hold 
the wires in position. They can be 
seen in the back-of-panel photo- 
graph. Two one-inch strips of 
ebonitewere screwed to the panelof 
the original model, and to these 
wall angle brackets were fixed. 
The device was securely mounted 
on the wall by means of ordinary 
screws and "Rawl-plugs." 

If desired, "feet" of ebonite or 

In some cases perhaps it might 
not be convenient to have all the 
terminals situated at the top of the 
panel; it might be handier to have 
them along the bottom with an 

input " pair at one side or at the 
top, but such variations in design 
are of no consequence whatever - 
providing that the wiring remains 
essentially the same. 

It is not essential that loud- 
speakers be permanently connected 
to the ends of each pair of leads. 
One or two loudspeakers can still 
be moved about from room to 
room, for it doesn't matter at all 

it and let it stand for a few moments 
then apply the ends of a pair of 
phones to the terminals of the con- 
denser two or three times in succes- 
sion. The ends of the phones should 
not be held in the fingers when the 
test is made, and the terminals of 
the condenser should not be touched 
by the hand. If the condenser is 
perfect, a distinct click will be heard 
when the phones are first connected 
across the condenser, and nothing 
will be heard thereafter. The loud- 
ness of the click will vary, of course, 

This simple device, described above, is a safety-fue 
for filaments. 

A'. LOUDSPEAKER SWITCHBOARD ', 

(Concluded from page 288). . 

s*%n** 8*is$ *****8 8**-8*8*'5*** d$*8-í*** 
Glazite or ordinary bell wire can be evening" sort of task, and only a 
used, and soldering is not essefitial. few tools are necessary to complete 
The push-pull switches will be' pro- it. - 

manufacture, too, defects may be 
caused by careless handling in 
transit, or in the shop. 

For this reason it is a goodplan 
to test all fixed condensers before 
they are built into a set, particu- 
larly those which may cause serious 
trouble if their shortcomings are 
not detected. A leaky grid con- 
denser in the grid circuit, for 
example, will make all the difference 
between good reception and bad 
reception, and a faulty condenser 
across the High Tension Battery 
may prove very expensive. 

An Insulation Indicator 
A simple test will suffice to prove 

that the insulation of a condenser 
is good. Put the condenses- across the 
HT. battery for a second, remove 

or .or) niay he estimated, if one round the barrel of the device and 
has a fairly accurate ear, by placing a short length of rubber tube slipped 
them across the loud-speaker over it in order to provide against 
and noting the effect upon tone. "shocks" and "shorts." 

IVA.5HR 

LEG. 

- -i .AfL5 i- I 

- ¿AMI' 

- 75 

Protector 
ii: 

Test ing Fixed - " THIS useful component can be 
cheaply made from a MES. lamp. 

Condensers. . 
bolder and valve leg, and may save 

A LTHOUGH the cheaper the "life" of many a valve. 
- ffixed condensers on 

- 

Remove the stand and screw 
sale to-day are infi- - . 

from holder; then screw a valve leg 
nitely more reliable than those into the hole and screw nut up 
on the market a year or two 

' j 

to washer tightly, connect the H.T. 
ago, poor specimens are not . neg. lead to side screw and insert 
altogether unknown. Even -' -- - ordinary flash lamp bulb. 
with condensers of reliable - Insulating tape can be wound 

f- 

'MODERN WIRELESS 

'T 
I tJ I iD or jite 
!TC'' ---- 
%.-j1 k3 I _)j I J1i .4, 

MARCH, 1927 

These methods, rough and ready 
as they are, may sometimes be 
found useful in testing out home, 
made condensers. 

An Easily-made Valve 
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"COMBINE FYE" 
- 291 - 

King's Cross London, NJ. f" 
DUST COVER THRUST BALL 

) ROTOR TERMINM. Telephone - Clerkenwell 
Telegrams - Ormondengi, Kincross" - ApJUSTIF'to Nui -" °' )'''- Ajusri.' 

FACTORIES: Whi&,in Street and -. 
Hat-do-irk Street, Clerkeriwell, EC. i. - 

- PATENT APPLIED FOR 
Co'r'iaeetaJ .lgeacr: 

Me,s. P,tL«,ea &Me,,irrrrr,,Ltd., Pr,o,Iirrwe - - - - - 

2 arid (, IJr,c*ri.,Il Street, Nr'w OxJerd Street, T1't. - 
- 

tiey s ecif ed 

Ormond for 

radio-frequlncy dielectric and eddy- .-- . 

current losses have been reduced to 
the minimum. Thirdly, because they 
are robust and unequalled in finish. . 

Fourthly, because the prices are 
.- 

a. 

within the reach of all. Finally, 
because every convenience is e,:- 

°. 

- "k4llhIIitHi;nnth*Ñ. 

bodied-anti-capacity shield, one-hole . 

fixing, tags and terminals, and so on. 
l 

Li i 

Follow MODERT WIRELESS'S advice 
- 

IISND CAPACITI 

SWIELD and Jul ORSIOND -. 
_:.. _ .._ -_ 

extraordinarily low pnces 
I 

and Anti-capacity Shield - - 
. tI_ - 

0005 mfd - - - 20/ 

:O.0O325 

With Dual Indicator Dial whjh 
'- [}I 

- 

I SELF CENTEPING 

RACE 

acts as an Anti -capacity Shield 
_j 

. - - -.,,. 
.-.. UALlTY 

.0005 mrd - - - .21/6 

.00035 mfd - - - - 21!. 

...6ì______2> 
-- - . 

.... EBOI4ITE DUSFIES 

.000?5 mid - - - 20/6 
(iIiThsst 'SAm Motiass 7/- less respect ively). 

- 

. - g,. FRICTION Cu I '- - 

FRCTION Discs 

- wanted the best- 
\y7IrY SHOULD ORMOND CondensTrs - - - 

be specified? Firstly, because NOB AND DIAL - 

they are S.L.F. and the ball-bearing FIXED WITH GRUB SCREWS 14,PdOB & 4" DIAl. 

slow rneition drive with the ideal - 
- BEAUTIFULLY4 

ratio of 55 to i makes precise tuning - 
FINISHED 

adjustmentssimple. Secondly, because - - 

1Ludll, 1927 MODERN vvll(ELESS 
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£ oscillations, the 

: 

- Z current flow so 
I 

- long as it is 
L_____________________ borne in minci 

........................... that the pressure 
suces which are entirely ignored E and the current I are R.M.S. 
by tLe ordinary" heavy' electrical (Root Mean Square) values, such as 
engineer become important to the would be measured by suitable alter- 
wireless engineer because of the nating voltmeters and ammeters. 
enormously greater frequencies. Suppose we now introduce into 

ior example, the effect of a this current an inductance L and 
capacity of one micro-micro-farad a condenser C, what modificatsons 

is given by the expression _. 
where 27Tf0 

fthe frequency of the alter- 
nations in cycles per sec. 

cthe capacity of the condenser 
in Fcu-ads. 

sT=3.14 559 ( approimately '7 
Again, the impedance of the in 

ductance is rsrfl. where is and f 
bave the same meanmg as above 
and L is the inductance of the coil 
in Henries. 

should be cultivated. 
\Vhen we come to analyse the 

principles of wireless we constantly 
meet with the fact that since the 
advent of thermionic valves much 
of the previous tedious calculation 
wrk is sinplified because we can 
apply the ordinary laws of alternat- 
ing currents. The only difference 
to bear in mind, of course, is that 
the minute capacities and induct- 

battery is connected across the 
extremities a certain flGm of current 
will take place. It ahold be fairly 
obvious that this current ri aiiiereS 
vil1 be the result of dividing the 
total voltage of the battery in ichs 
by the total resistance in olnus. 
Expressing this fact symbolically 
we have the expression 

E 

iiid is the case 
shown in Fig. a. 

If the battery 

-Th 1 

-'-1. 
J 

..50i&OE OPALE 4r/NG/ES51.iOL 

in the case of the former we have 
in mind the effect of a leak or in 
the case of the latter the actual 
resistance of the wire employed in 
manufacturing the coil. 

Concerning Impedance 
To simplify matters in the pro 

b:em under review, we are going to 
imagine that both the condenser 
and inductance are " perfect," and 
then we say the condenser has a 
certain impedance, and the induct. 
ance has a certain impedance, to 
the flow of the alternating current. 
The impedance of the condenser 

\_' S 

ÌEJ 
article is to indi- 

purpose of this 

I - I 
chte to readers 

I 
hcw simple it is to 

j employ a particu- 

[ j lar mathematics! 
principle w hic h 

will enabe them to make calcula- 
tiens dealing with certain portions 
of alternatmg current and wireless 
circuits which otherwise would 
appear somewhat difficult. Too 
oiten we meet people who endea- 
vour to discuss these problems 
without an elementary notion of 
the basic laws, so to be conversant 
with them is a condition which 

(i F) may be quite perceptible, 
especially on short-wave work. It 
is the capacity in air between two 
sixpenrmy piecas spaced about 3/32 
ins, apart. Now, at a frequency of 
50 cycies per second it would require 
over three million volts (3,200,000) 
to drive a mille-ampere through this 
capacity. At 30,000 kilo-cycles, 
however (Io metres), the same 
current would flow by the applica- 
tion of about 5.3 volts. 

Now to get to the fundamental 
laws of alternating current and see 
how they may be spplied in wireless 
work. If we have a number of 
resistances in series and an ordinary 

are brought about ? In the first 
place it can he shown quite easily 
that these two quantities offer a 
definite resistance to the flow of the 
alternating or fluctuating current. 
We do not, however, speak of the 
resistance of a condenser or the 
resistance of an inductance unless 

I2 LC 

I M O D E R N W I R E 1;E S S MARCH, 192D 

' 'ì14 ILI YLWW 

To the average constructor the mathematical side of 
wireless theory often appears a formidable subject. 
That this need not be so is proved by our contributor in 

this interesting and informative article. 
By H.. J. BARTON-CHAPPLE, 

Wh.Sch.,B.Sc.(HOnS.),A.C.G.L, D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. 
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act it fiad? A-C and 1-3 

23 

Pools Advertising Service Ltd, 

Fig. 4.-A, far Fig. 3; bet appliod te tgo ' tunad 
- anode" Cell, I" btloee4 oeptity DIano Coisa,. 

Fig. 5.-Change overfrom one range to another, 
using f'jl barrel-type 54.F. transformers. 

NOTE-When the Knob ù pushed " conlacl 
io bade A-Ii and I-2. 

When the Knob is pii//ed " con- 

Others will follow in subsequent announcements. 
The normal self-cleaning" switch telies. only on the normal travel 
of corrtac-ts for cleaning-the cf Switch not only. does this, but, in ad- 
dition, a rotatory movement can be given ensuring absolute cleanliness. 

6 Point "Push-Pull." - 3 Point " Push-Pu .1" Price 4/6 each. Price 3/6 each. 
Demand of your dealer (4) Components. 

BRITISH, BEST AND CHEAFEST IN -THE LONG RUN. 

Telephone JMJ° Tergeame: 
SLOUGH . . Radiethee 
441.442. 

ManuFacturerp oF WlreIes and Scientiflc Apparatus 
Slough 

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH. BUCKS, - 

- Irish Agents-B.N.B. Wireless, Ltd., DUBLIN MiD BELFAiT. 

Pig. 3.-Gjv, of io Ao-,o1 Teing 
COiS, pon,.ittieg qSCi ohoog, frog, 

çf i 

ítch Effícíençy 
Hitherin exerimanters have (ntt withosg good reasos', 
perhaps) been reluctant to inelüde snore switches than 
are absolutely necessary in tbetr receivers. 
The Advent of 

THE NEW MULTIPLE SWITCH 
(SELF-CLEANING CONTACTS 

has brought about a great change. There need be no hesitation 
now. Special constructional features make i1 possible for the spring, 
contacts to be much stronger than is usual, thus exerting a great 
pressure on the contact surfaces, and ensuring a good connection. 
When in normai use the switch keeps itself clean. 
It has a'large variety of uses, fige of which are shown on this page: 

AFEW EXAMPLES 
of their manI (bld tses 

Fig. i.-Euabjcs tl'g Tuning Coñdense, t, le 
used in series or parallel with Aerial Tuninj 

Inductance. 

r 

Fig. 2.-LT, and HT. "on" and "oli" 
gives the additional safeguard obtained, by 
switching oíl H,T. and also aroithng leahag,. 

\AdLçl 
ÇI$RQ 

ii 

t*\g 

': ì±.' 

.4 

6 Point 

Regd. Desigs 
No. 725557, 

.:1 

&n,192V .(QDERN.WiRILhESS 
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The full pressure is not produced Now there are three ways whereby and w has the same meaning as 
across the condenser, however, this problem may.be tackled, viz. : above. Now the magic symbql 
un 'cil it is completely charged. We a. The Aval heal Met/ted-This "j" has a mathematical signiñ- 
thus have exactly the ppposite in'olves a knowledge of differential cauce, being actually the square 

294 L 

one man can be just half a step 
halsind the other This will corre- 
spDnd to the g0 phase difference 
hetwen pressure and current, the 
pressure always leading on tise 

- current, or, what is exactly the 
same, the current always lagging on 
the pressure for inductances. 

having got this point clear in our 
minds, let us turn Q.isr attention 
to, tise condenser. If we switch on 
a pressure across a condenser the 
cur:ent immediately starts to flow 
int the condenser to charge it. 

indicated in Fig. 2, but if tise reader 
is now clear on the subject of phase 
difference tise time will have beeis 
vell spent, for it is particularly 

important. 

Tackling the Problem 
Because of these factors, then, it is 

not possible to obta;n the correct 
answer by adding together arith- 
metically the value of tise resistance 
in ohms to the impedances of tIse 
inductance and condenser. 

how to employ this without giving 
a lengthy proof as to why we do 
certain operations. 

Instead of writing airfL, or, 

better still, wi,, where w represents 
217f, for the impedance of the in- 
ductance, we substitute jwL in 
vector algebra working, and for the 
impedance o the condenser we 

write -i-- or since both 
wC ywC, 

the expressions re really identical, 

of the individual impedances of R, for many phenomena in wireless 
A Magic Symbol - - L and C. This, unfortunately, is Circuits, which to the uninitiated I 

not the case, owing to the fact that apiear puzzling. In a resistance, of 3. The Vedar Algebra Method.- 
the current and pressure in L and C course, both current and pressure 

I 
This is really a - method whereby 

are not in " phase," i.e., do not are in phase all tise time. the ultimate results of r and a can 
increase and decrease in value We seem to have deviated some- I be achieved by a simple algebraical 
together. what from our original problem, as I process, and ¡ now propose to show 

Current Lag . 

This is an extremely important ' - 

point, so let us examine it a litile 
more closely. Taking first of all 
the inductance, if we apply a 
pressure suddenly to a coil it will An example 
be found that the current does not ' o f a 
rise immediately to its full value, r e c e i y e r 
owing to the influence of the coil's where grid - magnetic field. Hence the current lak and "lags" behind the pressure rise. - 
Again, if the pressure is suddenly 1 

conde n ser 
switched off from an inductance, the r e c t i fi c a. 
current will take an appreciable tion is em. 
time to die down, i.e., the current ployed. The 
still lags behind the pressure. ¡, a e if e c t o f 

Now, an alternating pressure, as 
. a parallel 

we all know, varies conlinuously, rea ist a n c e 
and hence this fluctuating pressure and capa. 
will cause the current to fluctuate in c i ty ca n 
a similar manner and yet exhibit 
the lagging properties just men- ' be calculat. 
tinned. Another way of impressing ed by t h e 
this fact on one's mird is to corn- ,-- -. m e t h o d - 

pare the pressure and current - desc r i b e d 
variations with two men WalkLng 

J - 
'- in the 

together. , - article. 
They can take the same number 

- of steps per second, this corre- - 

spormding to the frequency, but -, - 

instead of being exactly in step, - 

These expressions are expanded effect to an inductance, and follow- equations and hence will not be 
by any text-book on alter- ing out a somewhat similar reason- discussed here. 
nating current; so we will not ing to that for the inductance, it 2. The Veciorial MeThod.-Her, 
trouble to prove them here. Now, should be immediately apparent we must employ drawing instru-: 
referring to Fig. 2, which shows that the current leads on the pres- ments so as to be able to draw the 
R, L and C in series, it would sure, or, put in other words, the vectors or lines at their correct 
appear at first sight that the pressure. lags on the current, for angles to one anothei, and also 
current flowing in the circuit will condensers. with their proper lengths, so at 
be the outcome of dividing the These two effects being exactly present we will not worry ovér 
pressure E by the arithmetical sum opposite to one another will account method a,- 
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S.S. 13.-DE., 6 s-olts, s amp.. 
High impedance Resistance 
Capacity Coupling Valve ... 14/.- 

Descriptive leaflet S.S. 9126, 
giving fall particulars of the 
complete Six-Sixty range of 
2, 4 and 6-volt Valves, free 
on application. 

approacn tnem. 
The unique Six-Sixty filament with itr special Duo-Triangular 

Suspension ensures increased electronic emission, consistently perfect 
reception, longer life and lower running costs. 

GLOILESS VALVES 
TIE Eject,,,, Co., Ltd., House, x8j, Reest Steed, Loste,, IV.5 

29 . 

NEW VALVES JUST ADDED TO THE 
SIX-SIXTY RANGE. 

S.S. TA-n.E., 4 '.olts, .t amp., 
Super Power Vaire ... 22/8 

S.S. liA-DE., 6 ,otts, j amp., 
Super Po,mr \'alee .. 22/8 

S.S. 12.-DE., 6 rotto, .t amp., 
Generai Purpose \'aive .. 14/-. 

J. 

EVERY 

month marks an increase in the number of Wireless 
Set Manufacturers who have come to the concluaion, after 
exhaustive and exacting tests, that Six-Sixty Valves yield ... - 

by 
far the best results in their Receivers. 

We reproduce a letter of appreciation from Messrs. A. J. Stevens 
and Co., (1914), Ltd., which shows that they are of the same opinioa . - 

as to the excellence of our valves as the General Radio Company and 
many others, from whom similar testimonials. have been received. 
All these manufacturers have standardised Six-Sixty Valves in their 
Receivers as they realise that for real purity of tone nothing can 
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Now collect all the terms without j 
and add them together as another 
expréscion, taking care in both 
cases to see whether the preceding 
sign for each set of symbols is 
positive or negative and retaining 
it in the ultimate expressions. Now 
forget all about J and square both 
the expressions with and without J, 
add them together, and put a square 
root sign over the whole lot and 
this will he the desired answer. It 
takes much longer to read how to 
do this than it does tp perform the 
actual operation. 

- Applications 
Case i. 

For example, coming back to 
Fig. 2, what is the total impedance 

- 
Vectóriahly it is R +jwL - 

A two - valve 
receiver em- "c ' ' i' 
piong 

- 

i\'Ç;) 
which is fuIy .,, 

\ discussed by - 

, 

t 
i - 

the author, of 
: 

the accompany. 
-. ,', 

. ,,, 

. 

- 

i. 
ing article. / - - 

; 11e 
T 

. . - 

I.WAvMki%&_I Ee 
- 

t h a t t h e s e 
cal eu la tions 
are only 

I /1J(5 
strictly accu- 
rate when the A 

_j alternations of 
pressure or 
current follow 
a true sine law. 

Having written dewn your vec- Case a. tonal expression, which may be For the circuit of Fig. 3, which is complicated or otherwise, collect all really that of a leaky condenser, in the terms present with j as the first order to find the resultant impe- letter, or in the numerator where dance between the points A and B fractions are present, and adA these we must apply the ordinary law for together to form one expression. 

In the case illusated in Fig. 4 
we have an inductance with its own - 

resistance which is shunted by a 
non - inductive resistance. Once 
more the parallel law must be used. 

Ri+iwL+ 
R2+R1+jwL 
R2(R+jwL) 

Therefore 
R2R1-J-jwLR3 
(R2+R)-f.jwt 

(Continued on page 333.) 

or "" I expression and wondered how it 
R +jwL + pvC 

was derived? 

and this is called the vectorial 
I The current flowing iii the circuit 

impedance. Tisis expression is still is now readily seen to be 

not jis a form suitable for ordinary E 
'calculations, so we make use of one r - 

or two simple rules which shöuld 
. 

VR2+(thL _-_' 
be committed to memory for future 
use, and it serves to show how the simple 

S 

5S555 SSSSS'SSSSS5555555 .. Ohm's Law 
needs to be 
modified in 

I order to be 

J 

applicable to 
i wiréless or 

IA 

alternating 
currents. It 

I] I i 

should he 
borne in mind 

Therefore 
-jR jR 

wC 

-±R J_.R 
wC wC 

Hence the useful quantity we 
require becomes 

R 

- T' R 

= w'C2+R' 
i +w2C'R' 

by the application of the previously 
mentioned rules. 

Case 
. 

root of minus one (VT, butsince The working expression theol parallel impedances; -,Calling tlìia 

the square root of a minus quantity follows in this manner :- resultant impedance Z wo have :- 
- - is imaginary, do not let us worry 

I 

about it. Only think of it as a 
I Terms sith j j (wL - + 

means to an end. I 

Under these circumstances the I 

Terms without j R wC 

+R total impedance for the circuit of 
I Hence = + (aL - -k) 

- 

Fig. a is written dówn simply as impedance 

R+jwL- -i-- . 

jR 
I How many times have we seen this I - 
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5 
J _fl,/ / , .", 

The popular "Dragon" shape-at once 
. graceful and efficient - with wooden 

flare of Jacobean oak finish. Improved 
appearance-pleasing mellow tone. 
A full size, well designed, well balanced 

with Oak Flare,TypeALG5O and exceedingly efficient Loud Speaker, 
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(z) Write their letters as clearly 
and shortly as possible, setting out 
defi-sitely on what particular points 
they desire to be advised. 

(3) Preferably bave their letters 
type,written, though this is not 
absolutely necessary. 

() State whether the invention 
is patented or protected, and also 
whether they are agreeable to it 
being published in this section of 
MODERN WIRELESS. It is very 
important that this question be 
answered quite definitely. 

() State whether they are willing 
for their names and addresses to 

whre the inventor specifically 

AD7U5 TING 
/Va- '' iP,4CRS 

______ DIJ / 

(j1 (iI 

:iïi- 
Li_1 

CON4 N5tA' 

I- k,vs 

vanes. The invention is illustrated 
in Figs. e and z. In these draw- 
ings only the movable set of vanes 
is shown for the sake of simplicity, 
but, of course, the same principle 
applies to the fixed set of vanes. 
In Fig. e the vanes are shown 
mounted upon the central spindle 
and spaced by rubber washers 
instead of by the usual solid metal 
distance pieces. A nut is provided 
at one end of the shaft, and by 
means of this nut the vanes can be 
pressed closer together, the rubber 
washers yielding under the pressure. 
In Fig. z, instead qf the rubber 

another. 
I have chosen a number of 

inventions submitted, with the 
consent of the authors, and have 
discussed these in a way which I 
hope will prove useful to the 
majority of my readers as an 
indication of the general con- 
ski rations arising. 

Ii order to facilitate the working 
of this Inventors' Department, I 
should be very much obliged if my 
correspondents wduld: 

(i) Give name and address quite 
clearly. . 

If inventions submitted are to 
be published in this Journal it is 
necessary that the inventor gives 
his written consent. At the same 
time, if the inventor gives his 
written consent to tile invention 
being published, it must be under- 
stood that the responsibility rests 
entirely with himself and neither 
this Journal nor the present writer 
can uedertake any responsibility 
whatsoever in respect of com- 
munications with regard to patent 
matters. As far as possible, all 
communications (other than those 

/G2 

5PR/NG 

//aJv,rnNa 

are far more inventors than I the patent must be made before 
thought and that they welcome the the publication, as prior publica- 
opportunity of having asiistance tion may. be held to invalidate a 
with their difficulties. - patent. 

Some of the questions relate to If application for patent has 
purely technical points, but by far been made, there is usually little 
the majority are concerned with objection to publication, although 
the commercial possibilities of the in certain special cases, details of 
invention and the best means of which I cannot very well go into 
realising the same. at the moment, it may be, and 

The subjects dealt with are in often is, desirable to avoid any 
great variety, many of them, as public disclosur 
might be expected, being associated 
with the valve in one form or Acceptance of Responsibility 

sibility. It is to be undersiood 
that in making ue of this" Advice 
to Inventors " service the inventor 
accepts the above-mentioned con- 
ditions. 

No. ai. The invention sub- 
mitted in this' case is a variable - 
condenser the maximum capacity 
of which can be adjusted by 
varying the spacings between the 

Readers sending in inventions under this Departirent should state clearly whether they are willing for their inventions to be 
published abd discussed in this Journal. Otherwise so far as is possible, communications will be treated in confidence, but at 
the same time it must be clearly understood thatno responsibilty whatsoever is, or can be accepted either by this Journat or bytso Author in connection with any patents or suggestions submitted, or in connection with any matters arising out of 
the same and all persons making use of this Department Or communicating with it in any way are to bo deemed thereby 
to h ave accepted the foregoing conditions.-EDITOR. 

1 

flhave had from With regard to the question of treated in confidence, but, as stated 

the number of be published in connection with the states that he is wi1lig for the 
communications I invention. . invention to be published) will be 

I 
readers, not only publication of the invention, it above, no responsibility whatsoever 
in this country must be borne in mind that if it can be taken by thit Journal or the 

f 
but abroad, it is desired to obtain a patent for present writer, and the inventor 
seems that there an invèntion, an application for himself must accept all respon- 

- MO1JERN WIRELESS 

ADVICE FOR INVE TORS 
A special section which should 
prove of the utmost interest to 

Conductedby 
- Dr. 

- J. H. T. ROBERTS, ! - F .1 nst.P. 
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Cornponcnis. f 
2)9 

and spring pa/ve holder. 

- N 
e 

(z) lt is not hable to be broken. 
() lt has permanent resistance values. 
() lt allows for simplified wiring. 
() lt is economical in LT. curreilt (S.F. Bine Spot Valves 

consume o.oç) amps). 
(6) It is economical in HT. Battery consumption (less 

than 1/20 normal). - 

Aisd lastly its use results in purity of reproduction without 
loss ils volume. 

Type "O" the Unit isne .. .. 4. 
Type "V," th Unit inesepsyating sprisg enlee holder (g, jiiast,,t,d iOj'5. 
St'itable calces for esso pith this speit or, "Cosessos" SJ'. 18/B osd 

"Cosenos" 51°. 55jB, 

Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd., 
(Proprietors: Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.) 

METRO-VICK HOUSE, 
155, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 

 The " Cuantos" Feritcon. 

r. 

Tite " Cosinus "Conpizng Unii 

being light in weight, of guaranteed accurate capacity, and 
having the lowest possible losses. 
The dielectric is mica, and each condenser is tested at 500 
volts during inspection. Nickel-plated cases give them a 
particularly neat appearance. 
.0001 ,nfd ........... 1/6 .M fd. . i/S 
.0002 ,, - .. 1/6 - - .002 ,, .. I/lt 
.0005 ......... 1/6 .005 , .. 218 
.e003 (eithclipsfergridleek)l/8 01 .. 3/9 

The "Cosmos" Resistance Coupling Unit. Real purity of repro- 
duction can only be obtained with resistance capacity 
coupling. The "Cosmos" Coupling Unit with a suitable 
valve is as effective as an ordinary transformer-coupled 
stage. It avoids all distortion and effects considerable 
economies in first and operating costs. Designed primarily 
for use with the "Cosmos" S.P. Blue Spot Valves, it can 
be used successfully with any valve having an amplifIcation 
factor of 30 or more. Special attention is directed to the 
following advantages of the "Cosmos' Coupling Unit 

(i) It takes up little space in a set. 

Tite " Cosmos" Rheoslal. 

(T 

Cosmos " lilament Rheostat are its sturdy constraction 
and reliable, smooth movement. The contact arm 
cannot easily be damaged, having its movement on the 
inner side of a porcelain bobbin which carries, the wìndmgs. 
Other pleasing features of this Precision Rheostat are the 
handsonie knob and dial, ONE HOLE fixing, and the small 
space it occupies. 

Made in four types, two of which are double-wound 
for DULL or BRIGHT Valves and one a Potentiometer. 

- Deteriptise Oh,o, Corrent Price 

Single Ws5nd [".o 1.0 amp. 4. 6,1. 
DogUe ,, 20 .4 ,, 5,. Od. 

34 .2 ,, 5,. Od. 
Potentiometer 300 - 6,. Od. 

The . "Cosmos" Permacon is an ideal fixed condenser, 

rn 
RADIO COMPONENTS 

ensure reliable sets. 
Constructors who desire smooth workin and cfi- 
cient sets use "Cosmos" Precision components. 
The "Cosmos" Pheostat. The principal features of the 
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the capacity may he varied by 
varying the spacing between the 
plates. 

Unfortunately, however, the 
method l)y which it is proposed to 
provide for the adjustment is one 
which, in my opinion, is mechanic- 
ally unsound. 

flare of the loudspeaker trumpet is 
made use of to carry the frame 
aerial. Apparently this is the prin- 
ciple of the invention, but in a 
particular case, as illustrated n 
Fig. 3, a channel is provided around 
the rim of the loudspeaker in which 
to wind the frame aerial. 

300. 

type which, as wa remarked a 
moment ago, are very much in the 
minority. - 

No. 34. This invention relate 
to an extension cable for connecting 
the loudspeakrr to the set an 
enabling the loudspeaker to b 
used in a different room from the set. 

A.772 

I am of opinion that a variable 
c.ontlenser for wireless purposes, the 
maximum capacity of which could 
readily be varied in some quite 
convenient way, would uij4pultedly 
have considerable commercial value. 

Ingenious but not Practical 

The present invention is cer- 
tainly ingenious, and of course is 
based upon a perfectly correct 
scientific principle, namely, that 

wasted in 

together 
/EADS#EATHO1QSEAL p e ces of /,_ 

flexissaved (COYfRED/NS1/IAr/ON) 

by the use 
othsneat 

real. ñEX' Z,48iL 

No. 23. In the invention No. 23, then it would only be applicable 
which is illustrated in Fig. 3, the to sets of the frame aerial portable, 

Fi;,3, 

manufacture, is one which, in my 
opinion, would fail owing to the 
fact that it would throw too much 
upon the skill and patience of the 
user-a feature which is always 
very bad. 

For reasons such as those set 
out above, I should say that the 
invention was one which would not 
be a commercial success.. 

some time ago. I cannot give 
references to this, but I seem to 
recollect having seen illustrations of 
it. 

An Extension Cable 
The idea of the kind illustfatecl 

in Fig. 3 might possibly be useful 
to manufacturers of complete sets 
including loudspeakers, but even 

8773 
The time. 

. faG.1 - 

reason that, unlike so many 
inventions, it is one where there 
would be good commercial possi- 
bilities, but where the real difficulty 
is of a technical nature. Usually 
in inventions the technical 
difficulties can be surmounted fairly 
easily, but there are little or no 
commercial possibilities. In the 
present invention it is tise other 
way round. 

>1 

parallel to one another, and I am 
afraid that on tightening up the 
adjusting nut it would be found 
that the parallelism of the plates 
would be cotnpletely destroyed. In 
other words, the rubber spacers 
would not be compressed equally 
and uniformly. 

A Bad Feature 
The spring washer is a better 

mechanical job, but here again 
similar considerations apply, and it 
is very doubtful whether the 
parallelism would- not be even 
more difficult to secure with the 
spring washers than with tise 
rubber spacers. - 

This invention, although in- 

geniously conceived and quite 
adaptable to ordinary methods of 

pick-up for wireless waves would be 
reduced. Secondly, comparatively 
ftw sets employ frame aerials 
and the loudspeaker manufacturers 
would not be interested to provide 
the channel on the edge of the loud- 
speaker for carrying the windings 
of the aerial. Thirdly, a loud- 
speaker provided with this extra 
feature would bave little or no 
enhanced value as a saleable article. 
Fourthly, the arrangement would 
only appeal to the experimenter, 
and any experimenter could per- 
fectly easily wind his frame aerial 
in some such way as that illustrated - 

without buying a loudspeaker 
especially so equipped. 

Moreover, I believe that some- 
thing of this kind, but arranged in 
a more convenient way, was 
invented and placed on the market 

'J 

ADVICE FOR INVENTORS-(Continued). 

w'shers, spring washers are used, - Taking the nibber spacers-it is This is an invention which would 
which are intended to have the almost always undesirable to use not have many possibilities for the 
same effect. nsbber in a mechanical device if it following reasons -In tise first 

I have been asked whether it is can possibly be avoided. Secondly, place, the metal of the loudspeaker 
worth while to proceed with a owing to the very small clearance would tend to absorb tise energy 
patent in this invention. This is between tise plates of the average which is intended to be received by 
an interesting invention for dis- variable condenser, it is essential the frame aerial and consequently 
cussion in these columns for the that the plates be accurately the sensitivity af the device as a 
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Components. 

BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3. 

AGENTS EVERYWHERE. 

f 

JÇJ? 

- 

- 

to a tapping on GB. 2. 

G.B.2-A tap foe valse V.4 is not required, as this sabe is biased by its 
own 7 ohm resistor. G.B.a should he used to bias salse V.5 only, and for 
'20 s'ntts HT. shoold hace a salise of b soIls. 
Ideal Transformer-Instead of 4 : ratio a-e recommend 2.7 :2, is sshith 
rase Connect the plate of V.2 to the IP. terminal (inolcadni OP. as usually 

tii ?P 

S7 A. L V I S 
p 

- 

a cl 

HT4-Irs fib alt 
7d 

gg lIb HT t em 1 3 

Flanged Holden, Cat. No. ............ 2/8 
q, Resistor Holders, Cat. No. 711f, Carton conteining two 2/- 

Reoistors,aiI"aloes .............. ... 1/8 
,, ohm Rheostat, Cat. No. 77. ........... 5fr 

Your Local Burndept Dealer Stocks these 

- - 
. - n - flurndept Resistor Screw Holder, Cat: No. ya8. 

- 

Into these holders insert Burndept Fised 

1,°7Thmrristor, which wilt gire 
t,C automatically a bias ot - a soit, on each of 

- - - the first tu-o calce grids, and theretore ou 
- . - - - - bias batteries nerd be inserted at the points 

marked X. 
- 

- For Vater V.3 a 7 ohm resistor. 
- - - - - 

- A Vals-e V. 4nseazo ohm retislor and for 
- - - - .. Valve V.y,o 3Ohm resistor. 

- - 
- i - - R.4-In clean of the 7 ohm resistor in 

I - -: 
- the argotise leg of vals-e V.3, we suggest 

- - R.4, should be a Burnilept i ohm rIcen- 

- 
olaf, Cat. No. 757. 

r - G..1-.This battery might n-eli be corrccicd bnfween the 
I - - - . bottom nl the roil and C-7 and the LT. negative baa Lar, instead ut 

- 

belog placed schere shown an the dmgram 
anode resistance. 

I 

RB-IS ?Kest Lek lib tim dd 

tToshtt 
l,t,ho tO 

. -\ 

e' aoO' tV 
V 

. 

ow 
- V V 

\ ::::::;: 
so g0 : 

0 - __________________ V 

9.nT 
- tot O wtw t° 

tteO -. 

. O 
. 

V. - - 

w°°' 
.. RECOMMENDATIONS 

" ° 
' 

w \ , - 

sw?0- . 

, 

to V V 

- .\- V-I, V.2,V.3, V.4-Bumdept H. 512 val,es (with which we 
suggest the new Borodept Anti-Fhooic Vahe Holders 

t tt' o0. - 

t'O° gtO - 

' 

t Cat. No. 405). 

- \ V.5-BuendeptLL.525(withBsrndrptotaedardflaoged 
holder, Cat. No, 9,1) 

tXa e 
to t0 çO 

gOO 
i.°°0 tse)' 

salve 404). 

Ri, R.2, R.3-Drop the tapped resistor and roo the 
. . 

LT. plus cofre theough the switch direct to valves 
t)'0 0gl.'J stSa'ltS - 

- go tVJ ( 
V 

V 

Vt, V.2, V.4 and V.5, and io the case of "atve V. 
' 

n roo this wire to the moving restart of R.4.- Then - 

%, t0 go0 
.L. insert in the negative leg of each salse, between 

- the valve and the com,000 LT, negative wire, a 
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- - - - ----- -- jndttor. Outside the cathode 
- A Wave Machine. is a cvhndrical grid and outside 

This machine, installed at the Marconi Wireless College,- that ag-din is a cylindrical anode in 
Chelmsford, enables students to see how waves are the usual way. - 

made up, and how they can be modulated. (Continued on page 318.) 

302 . 

These are.of slightly different sizes article, and in the method of its 
for different purposes. \Vln it is applijation. Moreover, I am not 
desired to join together the ends of sure that something of the kind 
two pieces of flex, these ends are has not already been used. I do 
introduced into the lead sheath not think the article would have . 

through the open slot and the very large sale amongst wireless 
sheath is then compressed together users, although it might have 
with a special hand tool (similar to important applications in electrical 

j 
",-lì± I 

7 

-----,' iI 

L. _________ 

8774 

that it would be necessary for the 
purchaser to buy the hand tool for 
closing the connectors. 

A Novel Valve 
No. 63. This is a very interest- 

ing invention relating to a wireless 
valve. Many attempts have been 
made-some successfully--to pro- 
duce a wireless valve capable of 
operating directly from the alter- 
nating current electric-light mains 
or, alternatively, of operating from 
the AC. current from a small 
step-down transformer. Usually 
these valves have been based upon 
the principle of a beater operated 
from the electric light mains, and 
communicating its heat, by radia- 
tion or othewise, to the cathode 
(which takes the place of tise 
filament in an ordinary 3-electrode 
valve). 

In the present invention, how- 
ever, instead of a heater an electro- 
magnet "inductor" is used, having 
an iron core, and the cathode (that 
is the electron-emitter) surrounds 
this inductor, the combination of 
the inductor and the cylindrical or 
ring cathode being equivalent to 
a step-down transformer. The 
cylindrical or ring cathode is heated 
by the currents induced in it from 

words, there is, in my opiñion, very made is already insulated on the 
little room to make, ni.uch iseoney outside, and in a further modifica' 
out of a patent cable of this cind tion of the invCntion the sheath 
for the purpose mentioned. consists entirely of a tough io- 

-.sulatin 
A Patent Connector- 

material which serves to 
form a mechanical joint and at the 

No-58. This invention, which is same time to insulate the joint aftel 
illustrátèd in Fig. 4, relates to a it has been made. With this latter 
simple meani of connecting fieezibl -form, however, it is necessary to 
or other wires together. Every ensure that the two bared ends of 
expernuenter or electrician knows - the flex are brought into proper 
that, a good deal of time is spent electrical contact with one another 
in twisting .togeher the bared ends before the sheath is applied.. 
of flè,xible' wire arid taping over This invention strikes me as 
with insulating tape. According being one which might have some 
to the present invention,-a number commercial possibilities, altiiopgh 
of split tead shéatbs are provided . I think it would be necessary to 
(about the size of "rawiplugs "e. make certain improvements in the 

individual connectors is extremely 
small, if the invention proved 
sùccessful there 'might be a very 
large fiél,d - 9f application, and, 
furtherniore, it cOuld be so arranged 

- ___ ___ 
6',Q/O - 

- IÇAT ., - 

ADVICE FOR INVENTO RS-(Continued) 

I do not think that this invention the tool used fo pressing lead seals and telephone engineering. I should 
would be of much commercial ou Post Office mail bags), thus say it would be well worth an 
interest, as the article itself is quite forming a tight mechanical and Application for patent and a certain 
a low-priced one and furthépiré electricaljornt. In a modification amount - of investigation in the 
it lias little advantage over iiçce of the invention the lead,seal may patent files. - 

of ordinary cable used with .áty be coated on its o'uter surface with It has the advantage, from the 
necessary choke or condenser. in a flexible enamel or other nsulating commercial. point of view, that 
well-known manner. In oher material, -so that the joint when, although the actual price of the 

« . . 
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I THE DUBILICON 

4 n eirernety usejut con- - 
denser, containing eight 

The Dubilicon Competition0 
- The result of the highly successful Dubilicon 

Competition can now be announced. 
- Each of the five gentivmen whose portraits 

appear above correctly worked out the number 
- of different' capa-ities obtainable from various 

arrancements of the first five capacities of the 

1LARCH. 1927 

J \\ ---- 

.( 

4) 

"u 
MODERN WIRELESS 

r!í. 

ADVERT. ov ms DtJBILIER CONDENSER Co. (1925), LTD., - 

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTOR, W.3. 
MC. 238. . 

- 

303 - 

separate capamlies from 
-- Dubiìcon Condenser. - . which many hundreds of - 

resultant capacities may The correct number was-475. bi obtained. Indispens- . 

able for experimenters. The prize of £200 has accordingly been divided, .: 

Price 30/. between the five winners, each of whom receives 
a cheque for £40, together with our hearty con- 

- - 

. gratulations. 

R 
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quirements of the average- listener. It is essentially a 

a "simple" set-both in construction and operation, but on test it 
has proved itself well worthy of inclusion in "Modern Wireless." 

- By KEITH D. ROGERS. 

G R E A T many of trimming up to his own panel. After this final trimming by means 
constructors hesi- If he does not buy these two corn- of sandpaper would have to be done 
thte before build- ponents together he will probably before the panel could be said to be 
ing a wireless re- find that either the panel or the finished. This does not sound a 
ceiver because cabinet is slightly out in one very difficult job, but it is a tedious 
they think that direction or another and that one, and should be avoided if 
if they are to probably the panel is not exactly possible. 

r'. 

Î%IODBRNW1:RELESS MARCIL; 1)27 f 

2e 
i, 

f. - . .... 

This set has been specifically designed to suit the re: 

 time. This ensures that the former The Sparrow" Two ready for test. A Daventry tuning will fit into the latter sud obviates unit is shown in position on the left of the panel the necessity for the coostrector 

304 . . 

make a really good job of it it will 
necessarily mean a heavy financial 
layout and entail considerable 
upkeep expenses. This might be 
the case if a really elaborate 
cabinet receiver were required. 
But in order to get good results 
-even loud-speaker results--from 
the local station and the high 
power stations there is no necessity 
to build an expensive or elaborate 
receiver. 

Extremely Simple 
The set described hereunder was 

designed to suit the requirements 
of the average listener who does 

- not know much about wireless 
construction, and merely wants a 
neat little receiver which will 
give him good loud-speaker results 
from his local station, and, if he 
requires it, bring in some other 
broadcasts on tise telephones. 

As tise photographs show, the 
receiver consists essentially of a 
small wooden cabinet fitted with 
flat panel upon or under which are 
mounted ail the components. Thesa 
latter are as few in number as 
is consistent with good re- 

- ception, and the prices have been 
- kept down to a minimum. Thelist 

cmponents will show how very 

-. 
- cheaply tha set can be made. - 

Prelimitsary Preparations 
It is advisable when purchasing 

tise camponents always to buy the 
panel and case at the same 

square at the corners. - The drilling of the panel is of 
In order to trim -.4iis panel up course carried out by means of ,- 

he would have to employ a set metal working twist drills, and 
square or a similar instrument should be done in accordance with 
for the edges and file them down the front of panel diagram. 
until a proper edge was obtained. Tisis diagram does not, of 

- 

-. 

i' - 

i 
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Wst,,o1nd, 
d Cmb1nd: Da68d Ek» 68 Nota,be1nd 

SotI,d: 
68 UdStet,G6,g 

S1e68. NecatI-on-Tyne. SALONSPAR 
CONCERT 

MARBLOID ( MARBLOID £3 I 5s. "SENIOR" i Os 'JUNIOR" 

¡f you want a Loud Speaker, 
hear the MARBLOID first! 

-1 

a1tiea. phone-like reproductions is at last completely 
wìii oIu: superseded. The problem of dispensing with the 

F. A. HUGHES ' CO.. vibrations which cause the resonant tones in the 
- ¡ ordinary lodd speaker is now solved by the Marbloid Heed OffiCC:204/6. Ct. 

1 
:- Pc»-t1andSt.LondonW.I. Co'ncerl Speaker-the speaker made of imitation. . 

MD r86 marble by a patented process With this unique 
. Wth,. material, entirely immune from vibrations, and 

L Yo a perfectly balanced tone - reflector, you will 
. 

I 
M h t B d enjoy suipnsingly realistic reproductions by using r. - F. A. Roghe, & Ce., Ltd., 

É 

rttm0dt tìheM-BLOID 

r 

> "O ï-=---- - 

NNATU A 

A ymlr Dealer, or ¡BRA I N 
The old-type loud spaker with its" tiny" gramo. 

V 

y 

MARCHI 1927 w -. 
MODERN WIRELESS 

r, 
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transformer. nor is any method. of. . - - - '"'"-.-'- 

306 -. 

- jI must be careful to use clean flux - (fluxite is very good) and tmman s 
________ __________________________________J solder; those very soft solders 

which are often sold "for wireless 
n the reverse side the appearance mountmg shown for tise grid leak purposes" should be avoided like 

Df the panel will not be impaired, and condenser. This is because the the plague, unless it is toierabiy 
rue marking of the panel can be L.F. transformer should be mounted certain that they do not contain 

.ried out by means of a pencil from the underside of the panel, a high percentage of bismuth, 
f desired, though a proper scriber the instrument itself being placed which metal very often causes the 
and centre punch will be more pre- 
:erable. 

The L.F. Transformer- 
If a pencil is gsed all the tnarks - 

ahould ba removed immediately 
after drling and before mounting 
the c''rnponents by well rubbing 
tl:e aanel with thin oil, wiping 

A1 pcafectly clean afterwards with a 
clean rag. The presence f pencil 

- 

narks between components might 
lead to noisy reception and cither 
pe'uliar faults due to the leakage - 

' nich might occur down the-lines: 
It will be noticed that no drilling 

positions are given on the diagrams 
fr the screws holding the L.F. L 

workshop. S Security valve holders .. The dnlling of the panel should 
s. . Bulgin) 

take place from the front surface i . . jso that in the event of the drill Termica s, wire, screws, etc. 

breaking through rather rapidly 

-_ 
¿.7. 

gauge and round .vire will do equally 
as well. 

It is advisable to solder all the 
connections if the constructor feels 
equal to the task. It is not a diffi- 
cult one, but it should be borne n 
mind that a badly soldered wireless 
set is about the worst thing on 
earth as tar as wireless is concerned, 
and is practically bound to cause 
all sorts of trouble. 

If he decides not to solder, the 
constructor should take evesy wire 
to the terminal or screw to which 
metallic connection from that wire 
has to be ma4e, anl he should use 
a wire having a gauge not heavier 
than twenty. . 

Checking the Connections 
If he does decide to solder he 

course, give tue exact oí even i on tlie panel in its cçsrct 'posit ion 
relative sizes of holes that will be 

LIST OF 
I and the two necessary holes drilled 
I required, but merely indicates their through the hole provided in the 

positions. Thç actual sizes will Ç COMPONENTS' - 
I tranformer. 'Afterwards the in- 
I depend upon the components pur- 

'? 
struinent is mounted and held in 

'of chased and will present no difficulty i Panel, 101 by 8 in. by 
I 

position by a couple 
. 

B.A. 
to the constructor. -. 

-- 

- I in. and ease, ft in. deep countersinking bolts and nuts. 
(approx.) The grid leak änd con4enser are 

Drilling the: Panel i Peto-Scott .0005 S.L.F. 4 kept in position, by the iring 
lt should be remembered that a variable condenser alone.. - - -' 

sonìewhat larger '.drill will be ' 

' 

i Mellnwtone coupler (No. 
5) 

.' I wiring Up 
necessary for the holes mounting 
the rheostat and variable condenser, X i Meilowtone coupler ' I 

. The actual wiring of the receiver - 

I 

though if the constructor does not ¿ 
(Daventry) shown in the photograph is carried 

I out by means of só gauge square 
visli to go to the expense of buying 

. 
i Lissen L.?. transformer tinned copper wire but though this 

tise necessary in. drill lie can make 1 Lisien grid condenser '' type of wire cerlainly ma1es for 
a smaller hole and enlarge it by : (.0002), with leak (2 meg.) ? I a neat under-panel appearance there 
means of a reamer, an instrument 

i i Frecision rheostat (C. Ede 
I is no need from an efficiency point 

which should find a place in every & Co.) 
I of view to use cuite such a heavy 

WIRISS! MRCTT,927 
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Ja 

- 
- 

Niicro-Dial 
sa'nd/h parI of asine/i quilo accurately, but o 

io but coo,'oe !hal alone nut of grial value, 
ltg lo 

Price 7/6 t 
:° ', 

- 

"Utility" Condensers 
this making the ,snve,sent wit/i fuerfeci ease, 
from a zoo-point to minus or plus one thou- 

Price. .0005 15/' sand/h Part of an inch. Obviously soc/s a 
.0003 14/- degree of accuracy of control would sever be 
.0/01)25 13/6 required; bat c000paredwilh i/is-te ariose other 
.0002 13/- - ,uakço I repealedly eepeeisnrnled wi/h i/io a 

TV/ice fit/ed with tisis 

TV/sen dia' 

revelation." - 

Insist on "Utility" Guaruntee Components. 

one/er of spindle st 'n N.B. If any tcouble in enperieocent in Oto. 

intended to/lt should be lainiog our goods, please communicate w/th 
- stated, us direct; 

_i WILKINS &WRIGHT 
KENTON ST. BIRMINGHAM - 

-. stand supreme 

Get list A262 from." 
r I dfern's Rubber Works, Limited A 
VA " Hyde, Cheshire '-- 

- 
-' VA 

Stocks carried at 
V4 LONDON-75, Newman St.,W.1. LEEDS-I, Albion St. V4 

V4 BRISTOL-137, Victoria St. GLASGOW-93, Rope St. '4 
PA NEWCASTLE-Matthew BELFAST-2, Sandy Row. P4 
VA O. Heckels, Star Builthngs, P4- 
P4 

- Northumberiand Street. - 

'4 - 

L 

.4 A leCtor reen1ly 
received from a 
keen expsrimenter 
is so packed with -- 
interesting points 
that we give it in 
Cuti below. 

The -- "i rigged up s powerfcl microscope with o 

- : pecoiliar rcflectisg system which esistito sse io. 
- 1011mo o ;sagsified soovesiesi of the rotary 

111 40L(J 

':4 

.For non-metallic. : - - 
VA 

s YA 

dead true 
surface ..: r_4 

brilliantly polished 
blackand : 

mahogany 5 

s 

ebonite - - - . ':4 

(d ) .RE1MEPN r- 

V_4 

S - 

- RADIOPANELS 

Patented The J.B. S.L.F. 

The consistent popularity of this famous con. 
denser is the real index mark of its perfect design, 
efficiency, and finish. The vanes in this model, 
as well as in our slow motion typo-the J.B. True 
Tuning S.L.F.-are specially designed to spread 

: 
The J.B. True Tuning S.L.F. 't 

All the fine points of perfect design and workmanship found in the J.B. 
StO'. are incorporated in this slow motion model The J.B. Truc 
Tuning Str. is fitted with a double reduction friction drive--ratio 

the stations evenly over ene niai, and are sup- 60-l. giving remarkably close tuning. Precision in the design and 
ported at the tips to ensure accurate spacing. 

- construction of the friction surfaces resulto In an absolutely positive 
A noticeable feature is the complete absence drive. The slow motion device is controlled by a 2 in. Bai elite knob, 

of backlash. Side or end play iu the centre while for coarse tuning the instrument io fitted with it beautiful 4 in. 
spindle is impossible. Balselite Dial. 
PRICES complete With 4 in. Bakelite Dial. PRICES, complete with 4 in. Balselito Dial 

ó055 nld. 11/6. 00035m2d. lo 0 0505 mid. 15/6. . 00035 mfd. 15,6 - 

.00025 mM. 10/- . 00025 mfd. 35 - 
For Short-wave Receivers. 00015 mfd. 10/- For Short-wave Receivers 00015 mid. ill- 

MARCI 1927 - MODERN'WIRÉLJSS 
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- 

8 
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/ 

3OEO37A T k- 5' I 

Th_ 
- 

-L_© 
T 1 - T 

(De', , I I' 4. 
7MPhA1e) 

- - 

/O/T OFINEL - 

if he is to obtain the best results. 
The LT. battery will, of course, 
have beer chosen to suit the valve 
or vice verca, while if a 72 volt 
HT, battery and a volt (tapped 
every i) grid bias battery are 
provided the set can be relied upon 
to give full satisfaction. 

The Mellow'tone plug-in tuning 
unit must be chosen to agree with 
the wavelength it is dsired that 
the set shall cover, as this unit 
takes the piece of the more usual 
and,, more bulky plug-in -coils and 
tw6-wa coil holder. 

Series-Parallel Connections 
It may be as well to.explain the 

method of using the two aerial 
terminals so that either series or 
parallel tuning can be obtained. 
The choice as to which method 
of tuning is used will depend on 
the local conditions under which the 
set is to be employed together with 
the wavelength of the station it is 
desired to receive. 

As a general rnlert cmY'be takên 

No discussion has been entered 
into with regard to the circuit em- 
ployed in this receiver, for it will 
save been seen from the theoretical 
diagram thatit is exceedingly simple, 
merely consisting of a detector 

vlve with series paraJJe1 tuning 
followed by a one valve L.F. 
amplifier, both valves being con- 
trolled by the same rheostat and 

'taking the same H.T. These latter 
p:irits make the set exceedingly 

This under-panel photograph will prove invaluable 
when the wiringof the recuiverisbeingundertaken. 

simlè to operate, so that the facilities he 'has fi' supplying those 
veriest tyro need have no quabns valyes with filament current, He 
about the handling of the receivr: will not o voeg, hovever, what- 

Choice of Valves ever type and volyige of valve 
he may miecide npon, as long as he 

The choice of valves must re- remembers that he must have a 
main with the constructor himelf, valve suitablcifor detector purposes 
as it will depend to a large extent in the left-bond position of his set 
unt only on his pocket but upon the and a suitable low-frequency 

-........................................... ampliner in the second position 

THE " SPARROW" T WO-(Continued) 

joint to crystallise and breals away 
from the connecting surface. 

The wiring is clearly- seen in the 
diagram provided where the actual 

- relative positions of the varions - j 

wires are shown as nearly as possible. -. 
The constructor should therefore 
experience no difficulty in following 4 
out the connections, and wheñ he 

as Ilnished and has thoroughly 
cleaned up the receiver, removing I -' 

all traces of flex, and has tested 
- - 

each joint for mgchanical strength -. 

he should be ready to -check 'up 
his connections with those given - - 

: 
in the wiring instructions. 

" J 
- Easy to Operate - - 

'- This latter: process should be -- 

carried out with extreme carq, as - - - 

- it forms an infallible test for wrong -- 
- - - 

' , connectiOns, and iL the wiring passes - 7 
the scrutiny it receives during this - 

- -, checking process the set can- be con- - 

- nected up to the batteries and aerial - 

and earth, the valves put in position 
- and tested out: -- - 

MODERN WIRELESS - MARcH,1927 
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____- 

IMPEDANCE 
LT loo PERIODS 50,000 ORMS. 
AT 500 PERIODS 410,000 OUMS. 

NO BETTER TRANSFORMER IS 
AVAILABLE AT ANY PRICE. 

FERRANTI, LTD., 
ROLLINWOOD, LANCASfflRE. 

FERRANT! ELECTRICLIMITED, FERRANTI, INC., 
TORONTO, CANADA. NEW YORK. 

orOak .. £2500 
' Marconi Licence .. £1 17 6 

Salis rood ad figcerd sains!, 
can be supplied at extra rosi. 
Calslogxe supplied osappliraliox, 

_-J ACTON. LONDON. W.3. 

jWest End Depot 

224, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. 
And at Birmintsam, Belfast, Bristol, Dublin. 

H Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester. Neo'castle-on-Tyne. 

L 

'H- 

AF3 lli AF3 
25/- 

, 
: 2i/- 

ELEGANT 
SIMPLiCITY 

A child can operate this cleverly 
designed receiver supplied complete, 
ready for use, leaving ample roorn 

for spare components. 

It is an enviable possession to 
L 

be 'treasured by the most 
discriminating lovers of music and 

L. good furniture. 
A duplicate tuning system enables 

any two selected stations to be tuned 
in, and either can be reproduced by 
operating the control switch. 

Height, 3l,z. Length, 27 in. 
Width (frosit to back), 20 in. 

RECEIVER COMPLETE, in- 
cluding loud - speaker, 4-volt 
40/80 amp. Accumulator, two 

-I 
60-volt HT. Batteries, three 
Valves, and Plugs for aerial, 
earth and extra Loud-speaker. 

Price, in Mahogany 

- . 

IT is sometimes advised that a transformer should be used 
in the second L.F. stags Ot different type o ratio 
from that empioyed in the first. In regard to type, 
whi st it is conceivab'e that the detects o! t -oi 

inferior transformers might casscl out, there is no reason J 

for any difference of type Nhen good transformers are uee& - 
J i - 

The question of transformer ratio is affected by the tact - 
that the impedance of the transformer primary shoud 
exceed that o the valve as much as possib!e to ensure 
maimum amplification ratio. If the transformer ratio is 
high, the impedance of the primary must necessari y 
be lo;v at low frequencies and the greater step-up 01 the 

U high ratio transformer will be annulled by the reduccd 
amp!iflcatjosi ratio obtained with a high impedance va ve, - . - 

or, if a low impedance vaive be used, by its lower amp ill- /_____ 
cation factor. Moreover, these low impedance varcs are 
power va'ves costing more initially and to maintain. - 

r 
MARCII,.1927 MODERN WIREJ4ESS 

- T- 

Single Radio Transformers 

of the highest impedance 

give the best res tilts. 
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I I 000.1 V Plate socket ot second valve holder 
- to one phone terminal. Other 

phone terminal to H.T. positive. 
L if/N/Nc /AGRAN J 

- 
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instant. - efficiency of providing really good 

© 

Y 

H 
PHONES 

WIRING 
INSTRUCTIONS + 

, Connet aerial paralleL terminal x 
to moving piates 01 variable con- 
denser to one ATJ (grid) socket of . tuner unit hoder and to oñe side of . 

c 
grid condenser and leak. Other side 
o! condenser and leak to grid 
socket ol first valve holder. 

Aerial series terminal io fixed 
plates of variable condenser. 

Earth terminal to other A.T.I 
,. (plate) socket of tuner unit holder. 

to one side of rheostat, to LT. 
c negative, an to ET. negative and 

to G.B. positive. Other side of 
rheostat to one filament socket 
ol each valve holder. Remaining 
filament sockets to LT. positise. 

c Plate sockets of first valve ho *er 
to one reaction (filament) socket of 
tuner unit holder. Other reaction 
socket to LP. terminal of L.F. 
transformer. OP. of L.F. trans- 

c former to H.T. positive. LS. ter- 

c 
minal of L.F. transformer to grid 
socket of second valve holder. 
O S. terminal to GB. negative. 

Tuning is carried out by means 
of the condenser dial on tle right- 
hand side of the panel, while the 
usual reaction effects are obtained 
by, varying the coupling of the 
Meilowtone unit. That is to say, 
the flat disc on top of the unit 
which is connected to a short 
extension handle is moved about 
over the other disc until loudest 
results are obtained, while at the 
same time the variable condenser 
is rotated to keep the signals at 
maximum streneth at any eiven 

A second photograph of the wiring showing the 
relaive positions of the various components. 

The filament control on this set 
is not by any means critical, 
though the valves should be turned 
on só that they are no brighter 
than is necessary for best results. 

About 3 or volts negative grid 
bias will be required if the full 72 
volts H.T. are employed. 

As regards range the set should 
be capable under good conditions 
with aerial and earth of moderate 

loud-speaker strength up to ra 
miles from a main broadcasting 
station and fib miles from 5XX. 
Longer ranges will be obtained ou 
occasion as the figures given are 
on the conservative side', and, of 
courra, far greater distances can be 
covered if telephones are used 
instead of a loud-speaker. :- 

THE "SPARROW" .TWO-(Concluded) 

that the parallel method will - ' 

be uit satisfactory to all stations 
/ f * - _. - 

down to about 400 metres, while ' l' 
below that the constructor should 
test each method, finally using the . r 
one that giyes him the best results. 

The connecting up of the two 
aerial terrnina.Js and the earth r 

terminal is simplicity itself, as will 
readily be seen from the theoretical 
diagram. For parallel tuning the 

f aerial lead in i's connected to the 
top, that is, the AP, terminal, 

) the earth to the teimthaI marked 
E, and this terrninl and the centre 
one are joined together by a small 
piece of wire. For series tuning 
the top terminal is left unconnected, 
the aerial is taken to the centre 
one, which is disconnected from the 
earth terminal, and the earth lead 

taken- to this latter. . - '/- 
Results Obtainable - - - - - - - - 

MO1)LiN WIRELESS 
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 . Weston Ekctrical Ientruesent Co. Lui. 
25, Qt. Saffron HLLI. 

Manufacturers: Lon4o, E.C. i - s 

PETO - SCOTT CO, LTD, 
Head Office & Works t 77, City Road, LONDON, -ESCI. 
Branches: 62. High Holborn, London, W.C.1. WALTHAMSTOW-230, Wood St. 
PLYMOUTH-Bank o England Place. LIVERPOOL-t, Manchester Street. 

P.S. 7928 
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-superior to at! others 
By reason of a special patented feature embodied, Copes "O.C."Coils are br superior 
to all other types of screened coils. For no other soil! give you alt these advantages 

u-Oscillation rendered perfectly under control. 
u.-l-tigher amplilfcatios. 
3.-Coils and transformers that are matched within one metre. Tisis aecurarv 

io obtained by tesI Ing against a Qoarta-Oscillator. 

Type a5nfu5om. 100012000m. 
Split Primary 1-S.F. Transformer ... 15/6 10/S - 

- Split Secondary H.P. Transformer 10/6 14/6 - 

Aerial Coil ......... 6/- 6/- 

S Valves-1 Dial-50 Stations! 
SENO FOR ART BOÒKLET- 

Telling you all about the wonderful Solod ne ReceIver. Fill in ........... 
I youcname and address brIme and mark your envelope "Dept. M." 

kme .............. .. ........................................................................ 
Addcrrs ............................................................................................ 

world over, and since 1888 have been 
unrivalled for scientific precision, uniform - 

accuracy and unvarying reliability. 
Full technical information and gu de 

-. to the operation of these instruments 
- supplied on application. 

WESTON Model 506 Mil-Ammeter. 

- Price 35/- 

WESTON 
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER 

- . Pioneers since 1888 
e- 

Use the "POPULAR" Mode! Screen 
and Base 

In 50cc other will you get the following advantages giver by this Copec "Popular" 
Model:- 

x.-Nvvel arrangement of the terminals schach entirely prevents aiodd.ental 
"shorting" ehen replacing the screen. 

use of only the highest grade of Copper-no other metal can give the 
same high degree of alticleocy. 

.-Screens that are sprung on to the copper bane, and can be revolved on the 
- base, thus giving perfect electrical and self-cleaning coulant. 

Price of the "Po,nilar" Model Screen wIth 
interchangeable 6-pin Base (Pat l'fo. 259,459). 

Copex "O.C." Coils for us with above 

or forwards when signal strength varies 
- - it indicates transformér distortion, over 

saturation of the valve, incorrect grid 
bias, filament temperature or HT. 
Potential, 
lt Is, of course, almost impossible to 
obtain a reading that is absolutely steady, 
but any variation can be reduced to a 
minimum by careful adjustments, and it 
will then be found that rel*oduction is au 
near perfection as science can make it. 
A Weston Mu-Ammeter is the only 
instrument sufficiently accurate to be cf 

- 
any value to you when making readings. 

- Weston Instruments are standard the 

miles at Loud Speaker strength 
using COPEX Screened Coils 

$J'HE toan who gained the highest European award at the 
New York American International Amateur Competition 

used Copex Coils in his winning entry-the All British Six 
Receiver. Here is further remarkable testimony to the per- 
formance of sets which embody these coils. "Apçarently," 
writes a customer about his All-British Six embodying Copex 
Coils and Screens, "all stations within a range of 1,000 %ules 

- come in at full loudspeaker strength." Think of it Every 
European Station on the Loud Speaker! To enjoy really suc- 
cessful results you, too, must use Copex Screened Coils. 

('Jo 

TRXCE DISTORTION 
It requres the accuracy and sensitivity 
óf a Weston Mit-Ammeter to tell you 
exactly at which particular stage in your 
receiver distortion begins. 
Try it in your HT. leads in turn. Should 
the needle kick strongly either backwards 

MARCH, 1927 
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--- 
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cri 

you I 
. 

beat it?': 
L' Every station within 1,000 
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 POPULAR WÍRELESS 
(INCORPORATING WIRELESS). 

THE PROGRESSIVE WEEKLY FOR CONSTRUCTOR, AMATEUR & EXPERIMENTER. 

HE well-known weekly "Wireless" has now been mcorporated with " Popular 
Wireless," and the result is of immense benefit to all radio enthusiasts. In 

"Popular Wireless" you will find, the cream of radio journalism and a value for 
money far beyond that offered by any other weekly wireless periodical. 

All the leading set designers and other experts write regularly for " Popular Wite- 
less" and both broadcasting and technical developments are chronicled in a manner 

MODERN WIll ILESS - MARCIT, 1927 

H 

- 

- Place a regulaY ,ra'er with your newsagent for "Popular Wireless" now. 

312 - 

which will appeal to all classes of radio enthusiasts. 
# Every week constructional articles are published and these are so chosen that it 

can be said that there is a P.W. set for everybody." From the man desirous of 

making his first venture into radio receiver assembly to the advanced experimenter, 
'Popular Wireless "fulfils all requirements. 

On the staff of Popular Wireless" are such well-known technicians as G. V. 

Dowding, Grad. lEE.; G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.; K. D. Rogers, L. H. Thomas, A. 
Johnson Randall, P. R. Bird, G. V. Colle, etc., etc., and this Popular Wockly 

.' has also the services of an unrivalled body of consultants headed by Sir Oliver Lodge, 
F.P.S. The journal is edited by Norman Edwards, M.I.R.E., M.R.S.L., F.R.G.S., 
and Percy W. Harris, MIRE., is a regular contributor. - 

ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY, PRICE 3d. - 
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V. V: 
And it functions eaceilently, too. 

Used in a second stage of L.F. 
amplification it gave evidence of a 
high degree of energy transference 
with very slight wave distortion. 
Personally, we are of the opinion 
that 'with traniformers such as 
these available resistance.capacity 
is as many miles away from being 
a real man-in-the-street" pro- 

primary consideration in the cir- 

cumstances, as it must inevitably 
occupy a fairly prorni.n1t position 
in a room. 

As its name implies, the "Speak- 
abrak" is a loudspeaker bracket. 
It can be suspeilled from a picture 
rail or from a hook driven into the 
wall. It certainly solves the pro- 
blem of placing the speaker in an 
ideal position and it forms a very 

"Junit" Wire 
The Rexo Engineering Co., of 

2, Ravencourt Sqnare, London, 
W.6, recently sent us a supply of 

Junit" wire, a unique material 
which requires no solder. At least 
we should have said no additional 

solder, for it carries its own supply 
of this in grooves. We found that 

casing with its cs?staftine black 
finish to its ample aM acientffically 
arranged \s'isidings with a 5tinîary 
of a high order of inductance, bear 
evidence of careful craftsmanship. 
The produrt of a great firm such as 
the G.E.C. can so easily become 
blatantiy mass prodûction" 
that it is a pleasure to examine 
a component originating from a 
firm of this kind which might 
well be the snrk of n'ne highly 
skilled super-efficient master me- 
chanic. 

Not that this Gecophone trans- 
former has " hand made" 
appearance-it just seems to convey 
that air of individuahty which 
makes it difficult to think of it 
in tlsousancls. - 

The 
Gecophoñe 

4-1 ratio Low 
FrequenCy 

Transformer. 

age to place a aevice auen as tfle 
"Speakäbrak" on the market. We 
should imagine that it :is one of 
those articles which must either 

Showinghowthe "Speakabrak' 
ts used. 

prove vervssiccessfui or fail entirely. 
Everybody will admit of the useful- 
ness of such a device, hut it is a psy- 
cliological problem as to whether or 
not everybody will agree that it is 
ornamental. Añd this is the 

types. It i,s a very well made 
article, is reasonably priced at 
los. 6cl., and deserves tise popularity 
which we trust rt will gain. 

An Antimicrophonic Adaptor 
Probably there are still a numbev 

of sets which ThbO(1y the old- 
fashioned valve socicet or holder 
of a rig-id 'character. Owners 'cal 
seich will be interested t'o learn tlat 
Messrs. Hatlie Bros. 'Of 3.6, Wiitou 
Road, .Dalst'cm Loodon :8, hse 
psedued sa adaptor which, plugged 
intO an ordissary valve '1solder gwes 
it "anti-micropbessic" properties. 
This little compcnt is quite well 
made and is quite efficient in use. 
One of its most aftractive features 
is its price, Is. 3cl. 

Messrs HSr 
lie Bros. anti- 
microphonic .-.' 
valve-holder 

adaptor. 
!JJ Ij 

Gecophone LF Transformer 

E - G.EC. people 
7i]J teten*ly sent as a 

Gecoplione L.F. 
i1I 

transformerhaving 
f, 

a ratio of 4-I. It- 
1 is essentially a -' componentof care- 

ful design end conatni lion. Every 
detail, from its hermetically sealed 

position as ever. In inexpert hands 
"R.C." can produce distortion such 
as even the cheapest "hedgehog" 
transformer was never guilty of. 
That is a Solemn Thougit The 
price of the 4-I Geophone L.. 
transformer is 22S. 6d. 

Useful Loudspeaker 
Accessory 

It muet take a great deal of cour- 

secure support. Nevertheless; mang 
listeners are nowadays turning 
their . attention to speakers of 
rtistic design whose disposal de- 

masids a compromise between 
tet-hnical - efficiency and purely 
esthetic considerations. 

However, it is probable that 
the "Speakabrak" will appeal 
strongly to a large number o 
amateurs 'pôkess the horned 

- MRCÑ, 19ff - MODERN WIRELESS 
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 -. Rheostat 
One of the most common aErnrces 

of trouble in an average filament 
rheostat arises from the general 
design of its moving components. 
In many cases the fixing and ad- 

the above. It takes the form of 
a small-sized variable condenser of 
.00j m.f.d., so made that it can be 
attached to an aerial lead-in tube 
to occupy a Series position in 
the aerial circuit. Thus it provides 

314 -. 

very low and their inter-vane 
resistances extremely high. At the 
price of 53s. (.0005 m.f.d.) and 
xs. od. (.0003 m.f.d.) they re- 
present very full value for money, in 
our opinion. 

. - ....... 

The Imperial All Pur- 
pose Coil. The righthand 
knob controls reaction. 

obtained by various connections to 
three terminals and this renders 
regeneration smooth over the whole 
range. Toe unit can be used for 
anode tuning with or without re- 

action. 
It is very nicely assembled and 

is a "clean job" all through. 
Mechanically the switch and con- 
trols work smoothly, and electrically 
the device is efficient. Its retail 
price is 225. 6d. 

Benjamin Self-contained 

tional vicissitudes. 
The dial is a handsome well- 

finished one and lends an improving 
appearance to a panel. The makers' 
chief claim for this component con- 
cerns it. space-saving properties, 
but, in our opinion, this is by no 
means its most important advant- 
age. Its rigidity and permanently 
mounted contact arm are surely the 
niore important points in its 
favour. 

Those values are obtained with 
6, 15 and 30 ohms at the standard 
price of 2S. 9d. 

P.D. Wavelength Balance 
The Automobile Accessories 

(Bristol),Ltd. ,recently sent us one of 

indeed, and provides a very con- 
sistent and positive series of ad- 
justments. In either capacity it 
operates satisfactorily and is in all 
respects a dependable component. 
Its retail price is 7S. 6d. 

Lamplugh Variable Condenser 
Messrs. S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., of 

King's Road, Tyseey, Birmingham, 
recently sent us two of their S.L.T. 
variable condensers. They are of 
efficient, modern design and in- 

corporate slow motion movements. 
They operate smoothly and posi- 
tively, and their maximum capaci- 
ties very closely approximate their 
rated values. Their minimums are 

hundred to above three thousand 
- metres when used for aerial tuning. 

Three sizes of reaction coil can be 

1 

movement such an article should 
have. There are exceptions, of 
course, and we have one in the new 
Benjamin. 

Here all the moving parts are 
contained in the dial of the com- 
ponent, and nothing projects behind 

Repo,4s concerning the new 
valyes of the month will be found 
in the article entitled " That 
Valve Problem," which appears 

cn another page. 

the panel but the central fixing 
screw and its nut. Thus the 
rheostat retains the mechanical 
adjustment given to it by its manu- 
facturers through most construe- 

t 

- 

The" Duvolcon"-a variable 
i-esistance for volume control. 

t renders neat, strong joints a 
simple matter to obtain. A touch 
of flux, then a hot iron and the task 
almost completes itself... Junit" 
is sold in two sizes, viz., 17 and 
i8 S.W.G. (square section). A coil 
of No. 17. costs is., and z ft. lengths 
of No. i8, 2d. each. 

An Interesting Tuning Unit 
To the Wireless Apparatus and 

Battery Charging Co., of 256, 
- Narborough Road, Leicester, is due 

a very interesting tuning unit. 
It is kñown as the Imperial All 
Purpose Coil. it is quite compact 
and can bemounted on a panel or 
plugged inlo an ordinary coil 
holder, yet it embodies both a tuner 
and a reaction control capable of 
covering a waveband of from two 

justment of these have to he 
attended to every time the com- 
ponent is mounted on or removed 
from a panel. The consequence 
frequently is that constructors find 
it difficult to obtain the satisfactory 

The. Benjamin Self-con- 
tainèd Filament Rheostat. 

an easy meañs of introducing 
CAT.", and it can of course 

be enTployed in conjunction with as 
existing series condenser. It is 
a fairly well made component 
although its adjustment (at least 
in the sample submitted) is a little 
irregular towards a "minimum 
position, but naturally it is not 
intended as a tuning control. Its 
retail price is 55. 

- -. The "Duvolcon" 
Messrs. Dubiliers have recently 

produced the '?Duvolcon," which is 
a variable resistance, similar in all 
respects, excepting in value, to the 
Duvarileak, suitable for use as 
either a reaction or volume con- 
trol. It operates very smoothly 

MODERN WIRELESS- MARCIr, 19?7 
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Condensers (All Types) 
Crystal Holders. 
Dials and Knobs. 
Earth Plates. 
inductance Switches (to'- 

way, etc.). 
insulators (" Everdry," 

Featherweight," Cone 
Lead-in, Window Pane, 

Potentiometers. 
Rheostats, Filament (One- 

hole fixing, etc.). 
"Si)vecvox" Loud-Speakers, 
Testing Buzzers. 
Thansfornters (Alt Types). 

I Valse Holders, Anti-Micro. I 

Verniometers, 
ee. - 

HIGH TENSION PRIMARY 
BAT FIRIES. 
(Dey Cello) 

No. Volt. High. Price. 
1720.15... ín.by ¡in. byo) in. ... 3/S 
1720.30... 6)in. byulin. by3&in,,,, 7/6 
nyoz...5o...to) in. by a) in. by 3* in. .10 

f-.- 1723...60...i2lin. by 2) in. by 3) in. .13/.- 
1724 100.00) in. by 5 in, by 3) izo. .21/- 
The 15-volt Battery forms One unit, but the 
target batteries can be tapped every 45 voila, 
and are provided with lavo wandorb plugs 

THE SILVERTOWN CO., 
106, Cannon SOund, London E.C.4. 

Works ;SilVOrtown,E.18. 
Belfast; Birmingham; BristolS Cardiff; 
Dublin; Glasgoic Leeds; Liverpool: 
London; Manchester; Nesecawile.ejnTyoe; 

Port/mouth; SheBeld. 

Coils and Transformershave a lower H.F. Resistance 
withm their screens than any other coil on the - 
market. 
Usc LEWCOS Screened Coils in your set. Obtain-. 
able from all wireless dealers. Full particulars and 
prices sent on request to: 

THE, 

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE 
COMPANY L SMITHS, LTD. 
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.l. 

Screened Coils 

II 
WIRELESS ACCESSORIES 

Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' 
\. electrical manufacturing experience. 

SIL VER TOWN 
WIRELESS 

ACCESSORIES 
INCLUDE- 

Batteries (High Tension). 

Mr. Emerson writes 
Dear Sirs, 

I have now finished experimenting with an All- 
British Six which r ,nade, and decided to use your 
Split Secondary Transformers, and no doubt 'Oza 

would be pleased to licor tite result. 
Using ST. valves throughout, I am able to get 

Leipzig free from. London on an outdoor aerial 
one mile from London, and using the telephone as a 
capacity aerial, I have bein able to réceive Cardift 
with a slight trace of London in the background. 

The set remained perfectly stable over the entire 
wove-band, and I can honestly say the coils have 
givets every satisfaction. 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) R. WALDO EMERSON. 

Comparative tests prove that LRWCOS Screened 

Perfectly designed and beautifully finished, Lamplugh Condensers 
orease ualled for efficiency sud ease oftuning. hallt of brass With 
ball. and cone bearing shaft. Copper indicator scale. Lampi ugh 
S.L.F. and S.L.T. Condensers po-seosaressackably efficient Slow 
Motion device. It is absolutely noiseless in operation, has a posiiive 
drive and backlaols is impossible. 
PRICES .0005 mId. 17/-. .0003 mId. 16f., .0002 mItI. 15/6, 

Lamplugh .0005 mIsI. Twin Gang S.L.T. C00.. 

denser, complete with dial 33/6. 

Lamplugh .0005 mId. Triple Gong S.L.T C50. 
denser, complete with dial £2 IO O. 

Pa,licalaro of Larnpingh Twin Gasg and Triple Gang S.L.1". 
Condense's os application. 

(.concìinlc 'IIcrric L 
Mr. j?. Waldo Emerson, winner of 

Ihe fi,sl frire al I/te ,4nislerdass 
lVíreleos Eo/iibition. 

T\f 

Winner approves 

Lewcos Screened Coils 

MARCII, 127 

MAKES TUÑÌNG EASIER 
Lamplugh S.L.F Condensers. 

:4 
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My Five Valver 
DEAR Sias-I thought the most 

interesting item in last month's 
11ODERN WIRELESS was Captain 
Round's article on how to arrange 
5 valves for pure reception. 

I should like to see this article 
enlarged on, as I am a keen follower 
of tise school of listeners in search 
of pure reproduction of highest 
quality. 

Could I receive answers to one 
or two points arising from Captain 
Round's article 

a. Could he give some further 
details regarding the HF. trans- 
formers and how these- should be 
designed 

2. Regarding Pig. -' : The 
Marconi people in a letter to me 
have recommended with DE. 5B 
valves nat more than 100,000 

addressed envelope must be enclosed. 

a perfctly straight frequency 
characteristic up to 6,000 '' from 
70 can be obtained with the 
following leaks and condensers :- 
ist stage anode .iÇi, 902 condenser 
and a i leak; znd stage z û 
anode, .002 condenser and a û 
leak, But as a slightly falling 
characteristic is generally liked I 
rather tend to increrse the value 

Popular Wireless 

G THE LEADING RADIO G 
WEEKLY. 

G Price 3d. G 
G G 
G Every Thursday. G 
G ' 'G 
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG 

should always be used; but T have 
no experience with those beieg sold. ' - 

H. J. ROUND. 

Germän Broadcasting Good - 

Sra,-I entirely disagree w-tli - 

your broadcasting correspondent's 
suggestion of-poor quality on the 
part of German broadcasting. Tse - 

quality of the higlier-pcveared 
stations at leact is as good as our 
own with tise added advantges - 
that power brings with it. 

I have heard such music from 
Prague, although' this is not 
German, recently, as puts our own 
in the shade, 

Broadcasting of music is more 
than , an electrical problem it 
includes, amongst other factors, - 

musicians and instruments, Further 
than these the receiving set is of 

1\IODFRN 'WIRELESS MARCh, 1927 

WIIATPEÂD RS THINK 
LdiLJ 

NOTE.-A il communicaticns, MSS., photos, etc., 
- should be addressed to the Editor," Modern Wireless," 

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C.4 In 
cases where a reply is required, a stamped and 

1f three valves as follows are uscd -- 
Rectifier DE. 5B; Radio Operators for Air Liners. 

st note magnifier DE. B; A lecture and démonstration at Chelmsford Training - 

2nd note magnifier DE. B College, the subject being.iaves and wave-forms. . 

316, - 

òhms anode resistance with a grid 
leak of .5.52. I notice the suggested 
values in ten figure are very 
different. I should like to know 
what type of valve he recommends. 
'3. Does Captain Round recom- 

merd the use of the popular 
screened coils in H.F. stages. 

J should be so grateful for guid- 
ance on these points-Yours truly, 

JOHN D. DAVIES. 
Lyth Hill, Shrewsbury. 

Capt. Round's Reply: 

[Below we publish Càptain Rounds' 
reply to the above letter-Ed.] 
Tue article in question was very 

general and the diagrams only 
theoretical. 

I am now writing an article on 
the subject of the 5 valve amplifier 
for pure quality with much more 
specific detail, but I append brief 
replie s. 
Question s 

In a forthcoming snide Twill give 
exact details of H.F. transformers. 
Oúestion 2 

vital importance, ano no set lfl 

of the plate resistance [the one in which reaction has to be employed 
the rectifier has the most effect] up in order to make up for inherent 
to the values shbwn in the article, shortcomings will give the listener 
A lot depends on whether one's quality. The cry of "one valve e 

loudspeaker is high pitched or not, per mile" though admitedly 
My present preference is for Utopian is, in principle, soun". 

D.E.8H.F., D.E.8H.F., DE,5. Joi-ise P. HILLHOT'SE. 
Question 3 M.l.Mech.E., M.1.AE. 

Screened coils are good, and Kings Heath, Biu,ningha;n. 
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Tise new Ashley Valve Holder possesses 5.-Rapid charging and slow do- 
every required relinement. Construëted charging. 
throughout of genuine bakelite aisd.non. ..6.-Stout glass cell requiring no 

._ oxydising metal, the valve sockets are sepaaators. 

/ surrounded by air throuhouf9O% öf 
' 7-All lt d und th a) their length. Sockets and connections special activation process - 

J ) 
. 

I 
are stamped complete out of one piece of 

being non-osydisin metal, provision Charged in 8 hours. 

e k 

Lam dpi t rmtthsr gh Em U VI 
5/6 

'I it 

V-' 

engagingwith the corresponding sockefs. pktes must bec e slowly over i:M 
30/4OE hours. The O.V.D. ¿an be DENTON, MANCHESTER. 

- 

Use in every stage d8t: Time and and Servwe_ 

u 
/1 .j 

. (eaivept detects,) and 
- Speial Activation Process Batteries 

H - 

LETCIIWORTH HERTS --- '_-,_.,-,-,'-,_,--,-,_,,,--,__,,_._,,,-_,_.. 

- 

- ' The only 
Accumulator 
vhich has all 
these seven 

i features: L 
In the light of developments in the 

j --Charged ready for use-merely 
majority of modern Valves it is no longer add acid. 
necessary to purchase specially con- 
structed, but doubtful, non-s'ibratorv 2. Laminated buckle-proof plates 

holding devices, the stage has beeji 3.-No leaking away o1 charge 
reached analogous to that which led to when not in use. 
the vetoing of similar gadgets. in .the 4.-Large coloured terminals and. 

- development of the filament lamp. special spray-proof filter cap. 

r 

-,-#I :r- - 

/ 
- I- 

« ordtnary aerial as a set which 
has been designed for receiving 

-. 

- 

broadcast. 
Wewishyoueverysuccess-- 

- -. Send 1 for booklet with constructional 
- II details and blue print - and explore 

the ether from your armchair. '' "-' 

i 

"i/I 

I .-- 

___, - 

Y THS BOWYERLOWE 

-ONA 
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER - 

The owyer-Lowe Short Wave . 

Receiver is compact & easy to 
- 

operate. Its perTormance is re- 
-markable, being made up of flic 
famous Bowyer-Lowe Components. 

AN OPIP41ON PROM THE TRADE - 

We have built up a model 
' 

for demonstration purposes r? 
must confess that it is the best. 
Short Wave Set we have handled .,,-,,,,, 

- lt is as simple to use on an - 

- 

MÁRC11,192' MODERN WIRE LESS 
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c mpt f p t uj J usn 
Rca tance mg 

NEW STANDARD COILS AND PRICES 
inefudingcoits cover-.- .._ Dutnetohm ßir ............. : MAGNUM Screening Box. complete with 6-pin base 
is, sfo'a,000 meres Ç&' - Mag um Vibro Sal 54 Id ......... 12 6 (Standard spacmg and cross formation). 12/- 

£4 4 5 :,j I Magnum Special Coils, ready wound with 
s it primarÍes, 

The instrument ready . pin basca ................. 1 10 o A COG' . 250/50 6 - 
d dt td h' -2 Ra ho d's t L C dee 10 SHE Taasfrne 5 /55 10/ 

£5 O Q .. n Special Tapped Resistor ... ....... ' A o/o 6/- 
Cot f 1h ra '.- T rus fisc P5 d nbed Set d eh 

6 0 
H F Tran f m oo/ ea 10/ 

besopplied as lotloss's: - Assorted Screws, Wander Plugs anì°lex . - - lo - 
. Spiel Secondaries - 

No. s Coil. sto-óoo metres ..- lo/.- . H.P. Transformer 250/550 10/- 
No, a Coil, Seo-a ooc metres ........... la/- ' £14 17 o H.P. Transformer .......... 1000 /owo 14/- 

.Pin CeS mount snilhbractirls ... .,. 4/.. Rematte Coil ............. 250/550 10/- 

ppi p5 Combine 5 BURNE JONES & CO LTD 
R t C I 

s is rein Bo 
/ 

otety as required. 
R 4 d 

Jlfaisufacluelrsg Radio Eisgirscees, Overall height .............. 45 f5. 
Noo.-\hre 

. 
atstca £17 10 0 MAGNUM HOUSE, Diameter of bare ............ 4fb. 

romPdtd Mrm PlusM ronRyttyE326 288 BooughHgh St Lnclon SEl Send tmpf comp lie lt t 
royalties at st/il per Canentry Cnils toe "Combine Telephone: Hop 6257. : oloding latest star - sets described io several 
s'als'e bolder are S" can be supplied at Telegrams: "Bitr5oinag, Srilist, London." .' ..... Radio publications. 
payoble. £1 Si. Od. per set of 3. Cables: "Burjemag, London." . , 

should say it would be a still more the anode. Fourthly, the advantage of a 
difficult matter to heat the cathode This invention suffers from very smaller filament current is oft- 
by inuction in this way at ordinary many technical disadvantages, and set by the necessity for using a 
frequencies. And in the third even if these could be overcome, it high-tensiQn battery between the 
place, I should imagine that even would suffer from manufacturing filament and the cathode. And 
if the valve were.got to w3rk, the disabilities and furthermore would, there are, indeed, a whole host of 
reproduction would be completely in my opinion, have little corn- other technical objections which 
swamped-by the AC. hum. Certain mercial application. It is, there- the reader will have no difficulty 
methods for eliminating or at any fore, an example of an invention in seeing for himself. 

VALVE 

J HOLDER 

New design. ' mdes" -'°»" 2/6 
Specially suitable forj' Combioe 'and Radiano 3." 

RAZOR-SHARP - 

WAVEMETER -. 
As described beMr.J. - 
5{.Reynec in R.P.en- 

CON5TRUCT -. MAGNUM 
The "Combine Five" SCREENED - C 01 L S 
As deserih'ed io the booklet presented ,cith this issue. REDUCTION IN PRICE 

Mahogany Cabinet with baseboard ... £2 O O Owing to the mormons demand for Magnum 
z EbonIte Panel, tó by S by in., ready Screening ....................... Boxes and Bases, coupled with increased dr,lled - 14 6 
2 A0gle Brackets ...... - ' ...... - 2 6 

_...-s--. pecdsrtinn' and impenved 
'- ' methods nl inaa,ufaetuee, we 

3 Ormond S.L.F. Slow Motion Condensers, i are pleased to announce -a 
.0005 ............ ... 3 0 0 

z- ¡granit-Panent to ohm rhpostat ... . - - -2 6 
redaction in price to 12/-. 

- The superla. 
u Igranie Os-03 Switch ............ -i 2- 6 - five work- 
I Mareoniplioue LP. Traoslormee, 4i ... 1 5 0 - mansl,ip and Pye Telephoan Transformer ,.. - 15 
2VCucltResiStaores.,nO,O0,nht heist, remaIn 

- 

usalteeed. 
O 

z Vartey Anode Resistaoce, 500,000 ohms, 
- 

.............................. 

- 

redueedpriee with base . .. - 17 6 
n Varlev H.P. Choke ............. - 9 8 
2 T.C.C. Maassbridge condeosers, z niH. ... --7 8 -, 

D,,biliee Ccnjenstr, 6,o 

- w' n a gnu m 
C '? Screens re- 

' presrnt the Mica -ut mtd., type - 4 0 
e3abilierMieaCnadessers,.00dmtd. tvpe 1 e best inne 

-- 

x,'bilier Mica Cnadeser, .0003 nibS., ty 

nically successful ¡t would un- 
doubtedly have considerable 
commercial possibilities, although 
it suffers from the obvious com- 
mercial disadvantage that it -is 
restricted to use on alternating 
current supply. 

I believe this invention would 
fail, however, entirely on technical 
grounds. In the first place, it 
would be a difficult matter to make 
the inductor sufficiently small and 
yet operable from the electric light 
mains. In the second place, I 

tended to provide a considerable 
electron emission in a valve by the 
agency of a comparatively small 
heating current. A filament, heated 
in the usual way, emits electrons 
which are directed by means of an 
electrostatic field on to another 
cathode. The electrons acquire 
considerable velocity in the electro- 
static field and hitting the second 
cathode they give rise (according 
to the inventor) to a much greater 
electron emission, which, in turn, 
is passed through the usual grid to 

follow so obediently the path in- 
dicated. Secondly, it is very 
doubtful whether much more 
cdpious emission of electrons would 
be obtained from the second 
cathode; this would depend upon 
the nature of the material with 
which that cathode was coated, and 
in that respect alone a considerable 
research might have to be under- 
taken. Thirdly, tue electron stream - 

between the cathode and the anode - 

would be complicated by stray 
electrons from the filament. 

INVENTORS: 

(Coi1inued from page 302) 

This invention is very ingenious, 
and I am not aware that I have 
seen the same principle described 
before, although instinct tells me 
that it w3.uld be surprising if the 
principle proved to be novel. 

I should say that if itwere tech- 

invention would be one which 
would require months of laborious 
experiment before it could be got 
even into a successful laboratory 
form. It is a very suggestive in- 
vention, however, and one which 
might prove well worth careful 
consideration. 

Another Valve Invention 

No. 68. This is another inven- 
tion relating to valves, It is in- 

on which I consider that time spent 
would be decidedly in the nature 
of a speculation. 

In the first place great difficulties 
,would be encountered in getting 
the initial electron stream to behave 
itself in the docile way indicated 
it should be remembered that 
there are other high potential 
electrodes within the valve, 
and it is not clear why the 
electron system should choose to 

MODERN W1'HEtS . MARci,'f927'', 

I rate. minimising the AC. hum which suffers from almost every 
suggest themselves, but on the possible defect. Although very ADVICE TO 

I face of it I imagine that the 
I 

interesting theoretically, it is one ' 
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\W.Hy 

continue buying HT. dry 
batteries when right in your own 
home is current waiting to be used. 

Enthusiasts everywhere, now, are saving 
money by obtaining H.T.. Supply from 
their electric light mains. At little cost 
and without skill they are building 
their own HT. Elimina'tors which 

Here's à 'book. thatwill shoï ou 
how to doit'!' - 

- . 

enable them' to obtain constant -. . - 

\ 
H.T. supply at very little cost. 

J There is a little book available which ''-1.. 
gives clear consise instructions and 
easy-to-follow photographs and 
diagrams which enable them to 
build their own units: lt is called 

"How to build your own High Tension 
Eliminator for AC. or D.C.," and is 
written by Mr. Percy W. Harris, 
MIRE., for appropriately enough, ' 

the makers of T.C.C. Condensers. 
Write for this booklet-or get it from your 
Dealer's-and with very little study you'llbe 
able to build an eliminator which, because it 
is designed and described by an authority, 
is absolutely efficient and which, because it. 
empoys the special T.C.C. 600 volt D.C. 
Test Condensers, is perfectly, safe and reli- 
able. Getyourcopy to-day. Itonly costs 3d. f 

- 
jOP1 RN. WIRLES 

ui d you wn 
dict /Ç . E im i a t r 

LONDON RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD: F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED 
St,tk, R,,.d, Mert,, Abbey, Lend,,, SW. 19. 204-6. GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON. W.1. 

Tekpho,e: ' lc,Thu to6X td 2062. e1.yh.ne MUOEIJM S03OL-2. Telege.!., D1.t..,,eli,g. We.do, L.do,,." 
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i. 

T C. C. Condensers f©r Battery Eliminators 
Ado Telegraph Corxwr Go.. Ltd.. Woks Farm Road. N. Adca, W. 3. GA. 93t 

Every Wireless Dealer 
caimot stock every niâke 
and type of Loud Speaker. 
but both they and you 
éan obtain one of our 

LOUD SPEAKERS: - 

FOR SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL :' 
without expense or obligation. Tent otte 
on your own set at home. For purity of 
ttsne, for volume, for finish and appearance 
therein no fines value offetej. 

R, Waldo Emerson, 
Winner of the World% Championship at 5h' 
Amsterdam International Competition, says : ...................... 
° I should like to add nty appreciation lom. 
lo the numerosa letters you must receive 

: Height ... sin. 
degarding your Orpheats' Loudspeaker. : Flare ... 1451. 

i must say they are atore ¡han value for : 
70/- 

money, as tite volume and tone they 51RIEAN 
prod'tce are wonderful.' 

- flit .. 
ASK YOUR DEALER'TO GET YOU ONE. Flare ... sain. 

Call his attentino to this advertisement. ........ 

7'?uà(a 2eiEe4 a'td 

5.MÑe4 Set 
.1. BY USING 

ROLIT 
RADIO PANELS & MOULDINGSDE L UXE 

PRICES: 
Polished DOES NOT SHOW FINISHES: 

Black SCRATCH ES .OR Poished 
FINGER MARKS Black 

DOES NOT DC0LOUR. 
DOES NOT WARP Polished 

Mahogany Walnut 
Walnut Wavy 

Cube . Wavy Etched 
Black 

5-1d. - Cube 

per -square design 
inch. 

.- 

Etched 
- - - 

- Illustration Cute Cengo. 
-. -: Standard Pa,l1S agsc.hsd bj ¡radin dssLe, - -. 
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PRICES 
reception will be a revelation. - 

Thespecially-spaced patented twin- 
Simply plug into an electric-light socket. Molds for direct or 
alternating current;-dircct current model from 651-ns illustrated 

No, Each. : wire winding makes a neat and corn- 
25-50 ........ 

65 
2/6 
3J- 

pact coil-a coil that gives real 
meaning to phrases like 'low-loss,' 

., - 

Ask any good dealer s : ........................... 
75-150 ...... 

175-300 ...... 

- 3/6 
4/6 

: 

mximum indu ctan, e," and 
minimum neif-capacity. 

opinion! Send for descriptive 

400 ....... 516 
folders 17. 18 and leaf 
lets 19 &20. They tell 

t 

1000 ...... 12/6 
ed hl 

- - supply of HT. current 

11$ 
...' - RADIO SPECIALITIES uptol5øvolts, 

W ... ave ;acancies in several districts for first class Service Agents. Replies should be addresed to us, stating full qualifications. 

H. CLARKE & CO. (Mcr.) Ltd., Radio Engineers, "Atlas "Works, Old Trafford. MANCHESTER. 
Tjophooer : 683 & 793 raflord Park. Telegrama: "Pirtoiif, Manoheser." 

is tightened as more of the condenser high-frequency transformers may coupling would appear to be an 
plates are brought into mesh suggest that one set of transformers advantage in view of the multi- 
Another method is to actuate the jS mitch batter than the other, plicity of valves now available. 

REACH 
OUT 

will you get the Olsiant Station) Ss'ith 
greater ease, but the home statioa 

e*ea .-.°oDELD.C.6 6/ 
A 

. 

WITHOUT NOISE OR FUSS 
Clarke's 'ATLAS" H,T. Battery Eliminator is the one thing needed 
to make wireless all pleasure: Turns the old H,T, dry battery, with 
its annoying troubles and costly replacement, inl.o an interesting - 

museum relic. A real economy and a justifiable luxury combined, 

fundamental fact has led American 
designers to produce H.F. trans- 
formers with automatically vari- 
able coupling between primary 
and secondary windings, the coup- 
ling progressively increasing as the 
tuning is taken from shorter to 
longer wavelengths. The variation 
is brought about by attaching the 
whole as part of the primary winding 
to the same shaft as the moving 
plates of the variable condenser, 
and arranging the relation of the 
two windings so that coupling 

improvement in results, leading 
the experimenter to think that for 
this particular purpose one valve 
is greatly superior to another. 

Fute Development 
All that may be shown is that the 

primary of the transformer used 
is better suited to one valve than 
to the other, whereas if two separate 
transformers were designed, one 
for each valve, results with both 
might be equally good. Again the 
comparison of two sets with different 

merely of coils but of all valves and 
wiring, while shields will be kept 
vell away from the coils them- 

selves. Probably, too, the size of 
the shields will be kept reasonable 
by using transformcrs with re- 
stricted fields. 

Meanwhile there ii still room for a 
mass of experimental work by any 
intelligent experimenter, and the 
ability to choose from a considerable 
number of tappings on the primaries 
of high-frequency transformers- 
or some other method of varying 

Coniinucd from j'age 214 

noticeable in many supersonic bete- 
rodyne receivers and accounts for 
the poor quality given by some. 

Nor must we forget that coupling 
efficiency increases with the increase 
Of frequency. A coupling that 
proves excellent on, say, 250 
metre; may be too loose for 500 
metres. A realisation of this 

discussion on some of the points 
affecting the design of high-fre- 
quency transformers, and even now 
I have only been able to touch upon 
the more important aspects. Suffi- 
cient has been told to show how 
misleading may be experiments con- 
ducted by those who are un- 
acquainted with the basic prin- 
ciples of high-frequency design. 
For exansple, the change from one 
type of valve to another may give, 
in a high-frequency stage, a great 

cases where experimenters have 
claimed extraordinary stability for 
a particular type of transformer, 
whereas the actual facts were that 
the positions of the windings 
brought the metal endplatesof the 
condensers directly in the field, 
stability being obtained by the losses 
due to the eddy currents so setup! 

In my opinion, future develop. 
ments in radio frequency amplifica- 
tion will be largely connected with 
the shielding of each stage, not 

,MODEllN WIRELESS MARCH, 1927,, 

moving coil by a cam action from whereas the real caue of the 
the condenser shaft. dierence may be that in one set AN HOUR WITH 

I I have already' occupied more the coils are better spaced than in 
H F. TRANSFORMERS space than I intended in a general the other. I have also known 
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4, Ludgate Circus, London E..4. 

ALCO MACIC !, 
WILL MAKE YOUR BROKEN 
VALVE.AS GOOD AS NEW 
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REPAIRED AT HALF 

LIST PRICES (minimum charge 5/-) 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded 
Au ,eurudicited te,ti.ntesil tcteo uf many s.tiaíied uo.ttenser,. 

E. DEREHAM,-" The Valves you repaired recently are workmg 
very nc tisfecterily, you stat, as gond as new."-.G.G.C. 
Waco, S.P.'n neuf low cspocJty typos tecpnirob!c. Mjtt,assa,s 

D.E.cerstO.5amps.ehonrrpnieod. 
11 A I ('A I Tfl Dept. "MW.," TABOR GROVE, 
VtILsrU LIIJ., WLMBLEDON,S.W.19. 

j273-274. HTG'-t H(LROR-.. L.ONT)ON,WC.1.9 

e /'Aers of the 
ORIGINAL world-famous 

BECOLBECOL Low Loss FORMER 
As uscd is, sets that tool the first four prizes 
st tise 

, Manchester Ereorn Chronicle" 

- Gold Medal at Ise 59C6 Amsterdam Exhibition. 
51w, 1 she, dIcasterI octt,id, ni stag,. 

Registered Trade Mark. 6.deck i,t't 3/-IPv,tage ydd 

e 

44sch lette 2/- rougr 04.) 
2-leek 1mg-the 1,6 tte,tsg,6&i 

NOTICE UP lo 3Ô-isch Zosg51s. 

Do notiez paSsif ssitIs 
hattutloeg. Ask toe . 

OacOL end ass tsr: .yss',sssr.1harrps- 
,-- - - -'V 

, 

- ...._e- 

""' IO RMER 

EBONITE CO, LtL, 
Hanwell, London, W.7 - 5tostte 51is. Talen sel 55gm. P55,51 

LECLANCHE WET ILT UNDER 31d. VOLT. 

Complete Wet HT. Cells with LARGE Capacity Sacs. Will 
last years. Sal aoussoniac solutioo only used. Leery Cell 
Stied ssith Brass Screw Terminal. No soldering needed. 
Most efficient ILT. on market. Dead silent in use. Ideal 
formulti-salnes. Voftaen.t, Piice5/-perdozen. Carriage 
extra. Listsfrse. SanspieCell Od. 

* . Fears the Mailer: 
C. A. FINCHETr, OLD ARMOURY, OSWESTRY. 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
As far as possible all advertisements appearing in "MW." are 
subjected to cireful scrutiny before publication, but should any 
reader experenct delay or difficulty in getting orders fulfilled, or 
should the goods supplied not be as advertised, information should 
be sent to the Advertisement Mañafer. " Modern Wireless." 

STOP!!! 
- CONSIDE.R 

BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE! 
Ttan send toe tato pocileolsee of SoucIai Set as sans ¡sr dl,i,aad et Ceeaeld,r,,jp 

Redoaest POrre. OUR BARGA5'S. 
EIwell 4 V Ive Receive r retO 

r . 
SS B OO;d O 

armaste rOth Talon, Ott. Buttreico sad Anonaalute. Shop ,oOnl asty - .CasbPs'ins 
List Peine ..................... 

Fellows 5 Vale Rece ¡er ?stoI 1se 
s a5Shunar 

lOs. 

List Petra ............................... .24 
sind psnarr000 otbc,e aise 5.inrfr assarthasot of rsnpor,ot. and Land Opnsknn 5r the 

FEE 
lV,elrro Dept. ________________________ 

ned Atm," 

reproducing broadcast music, 

song, and speech there is no 
clectroiitjc equal to 
buffed and cqssesed. 

Reduced Price 

22/6'.-V'tW 
ist,.,. .,,...1l. L...... 

UI 
10/6 . ORCHESTRAL 

_______ TRANSFORMERS 
THE POWER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LIMITED, 
KINGSBURY WORKS, THE HYDE, HENDON, N.W.9. 
'PIone: Coluidc,Je 6196-6197. 'Grams: "Posequip, Hyde, London," 

) 6O. 91n.x6ifl.X7i0.behindpanel each 181 

RC,,66. 7e ': - e 
c Rciui/69. I2j 910 21/- 

'4hs. a 71e 226 RCso,/80. IOifl a 75 " ' ...... 26/- ® 'O RCizs/81. 90: " : 27/6 RCza,/90. jfl Xlojfl 
, 

as,- RCsa,/9z. 2Ij X 7h1 , - ...,, 28/6 
RCxzx/95. 24 in. ,, - - ...... 3,4/9 
We hold slacks of both gaaisued ufldabh cebacte panels 'to lit atove-stoetl 

BrownBrothe 
'AJi!cdCaep.u,ne, your usual: oes BROWNßRoTHEg L,'i ® BROWN BROTHR$(muauu7t,, tre ess 

: -----'--- IVIJOLISAI A ONLY. 
Dealer GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E,C.2 i ' Ga ,'e St,, Edbureh. end Branches. 

£ 

of Absolute Efficiency 
(3 polished mahogany. 

Lid provides easy 
- The ofFicIally certified effi- acresstocosopossentS, 

ciency 0f the "Powcuip 
..ai°°1 Orchestral Transformer - toslisleout. Supplied 

expressed as the co-efficient d 
5sbI __= =' s= 

, of. coupling between the all necessasy isoles 

primary and secondary @ 
- windings -is 0.978 - i.e., ®tus instructions. 

within 2.2 per cent of abol c as mfed 

lute efficiency. For so truly minutes. --n---.__ 

MARCH, 1927 MODRRÑ W1REL*SS 

Within 2' 2 rer cent i ¡ 39' 'KNOCKDOVN' CABINET 
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S A F E ! S I L E N T ! 

PCOVIDE5 

ariabIc voltage, 0100. 

SOUND! I,, ,, 

Price £15 15 0 
(b) LTC ti ymi f 

UNITS FOR} from 42/6 
otreqoureat6antrotcur. 

(e) GB. Tappiogs at O, 1., 3, 4, 6, 
lttt.stostto Forero Parr. 9, 02, 05, I 21. 

K COLE lTD (Dept.M.W.) 513, London Road, 
J. WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA. 

- A revelation in tone and volume. 

OUR INTERÑATIONAL RADIO CATALOGUE 
(3rd Edition) wilt be sent to all enthusiasts sending i 
ód. to cover cost of postage and packing. 

WILL DAY LTD. (Dept. M.W.), 
19, LisIe Street, Leicester Square,.LONDON, W.C.2. 
Telephone: Regent 4577. Telegrams: "Titles, Westrand, London." 

from the other detàilshe gives that 
this ' alve is working too efficiently 
for stability. We, therefore, sug- 

- gest that he introduce the following 
switches, which should be of the 
Dewar patterai : Series-parallel, 
tune-stand-by, long-short wave, 
HF. on-off, reaction on-off, rece- 
tion reverse and grid condens r 

and asks us to help him. 
We would suggest. Determined, 

that the following experiments be 
tried to see if they will assist you to 
locate the trouble you are ex- 
periencing. 

i. Reverse aerial and earth con- 
nections and short them, 

2. Reverse the connections to the 

complains that his loudspeaker 
emits a series of howls and squalls; 
how can he stop it ? Put a sock in 
it. 

* * * 

Other queries that have fin- 
avoidably been held over owing to 
lack of space will be dealt with next 
month. (Perhaps-ED.). 

THE KCO" To-day's News from the Hcuse 

. WILL DAY Ltd. 
Combined H.T.-L.T.-G.B. Unit 

for D.C. Mains. . So many have asked of late where they 
can obtain the famous "DAYZITE" 

(flritish Letters Palesi No. 252)57-Pa!enls Pending). 
Crystal. This is our own registered - 

THE SENSATION . Crystal and the price is 2/6 each post free. 

OF 1927. - 
._________ ) 

If you would learn what perfect crystal 
) reception means secure..'one without 

I.LHighsndLsnnTen- 
AnientronhIes, mess and 

) ' 

delay. 
: - - - - 

g f-' 
it ° 

l,obt laop 
Have you een the new K I Three 

- 
nicc j( '''-J fl1 Valve Receiver using current direct 

les i dil re ist -0 front AC mains to set Now ready' 
boned .- j 

I Ç 
special booklet auth charts and full par 

f' 
bit 

,en 
er m 

- ii 

ticulars One shilling post Iree 

unning costs epproxi- 'xe. Just produced! The new W. B. all wood 
9 Tone Arm Loud Speaker complete with 

'Ecckgrcun&" 
MODEL «C» ) 

- T.M.C. unit - - - - £2 17 6 

American acdent. Try putting 
about twice as much negative grid 
bias as is necessary on the L.F. 
valves during ordinary reception, 
place a little chewing gum on the 
diaphragm and always refer to your. 
valves as ' toobs" in its hearing. 
Thiswill accustom it to thelanguage, 
and after a few weeks you should 
have no further trouble. 

j 

N.B.G., Penzance, complains that 
his HF. stage is uncontrollable, äs 
it oscillates violently. It seems 

discovery and have communicated 
the results to the press. Other 
substitutes for aerials that have 
received an almost equal degree of 
públicitv are thimbles, needle cases, 
front door knockers, trousers 
presses and coffee machines. For- 
get it, Delighted, forget it. 

DETERMINED, Windermere, 
has constructed a five-valve set of 
special design which will not work. 
He describes the various efforts 
he has made to get the set to work, 

5. Try three reaction coils in 
series, . alternate coils being re- 
versed from each end. 

6. If this results in a noisy back. 
ground reverse the H.T. battery 
This will give absolute silence and 
therby considerably increase the 
selectivity of the set. 

If all these expedients fail, drop 
the set on to a concrete pacement. 
from a height of fifty feet, it will 
then give you nqfurther trouble. 

CANDIED FRIEND, Oxford, 

DEPARTMENT - 

Con1isue4 from page 270 

difficulty m receiving American 
stations in January. They come in 
well on he headphones, but when 
he tries to put them on the loud- 
speaker the results are very poor. 

The trouble is due to your loud- 
speaker being unable to handle the 

it is, of course, possible that they 
will make it oscillate worse than 
ever. That, hou ever, does not 
worry us. 

DELIGHTED, Bolton, Lanes, 
writes to say that he has success- 
fully used his wire mattress as an 
aerial and wanders if anyone else 
bas liad a similar experience. Yes, 
Delighted, there are exactly 75,073 
mutts who have tried this wonderful 

these effects' caniot be present - 

in the absence of a signal the signal 
should appear. 

3. Reverse the connections tò 
grid and plate of the first iwo 
valves. This will give von in- 
creased stability and freedom from 
self-oscillation as you thereby ob- 

tain a form of reversed feed-hi'ck. 
4. Short your accumulator since 

its voltage is too high for use with 
the type of valve you are emplo'ing. 

MODERN WIRELESS - MARcH 1927 

® alterations should give your re: I HF. circuits. This should intro- 
rectification to anode bend. These variable condensers tuning the 

OUR IISINFORMATION ceiver the desired stability, though I duce hand caoacitv effects. Since 
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DULIVAC VALVES 
i 

I f 

/ 

ARE THE BEST IN THE WORLD 
They give greater power, purer tone and mnre 

economical consumption at a lower cost. 
.8 soIt, general pm-pose, o.s ampo, 7/- .8 s'oIt Poer 0.3 amps. 13/- 
45-oit, general pispase, .e6ansps. 7/- 4Voit, lower, .25 amps. 13/- 

M. & A. Wolff 

coi urns ot!ll 
OItCIUIIT5 

and posi to us for FREE lis.! ihze4raf is.g Cabiset.s as - 

o!ows jo " Modero Wireless," etc., etc., and for oar 
ss4dili000l BuUeIi,i No. 1. 

.... 
,,,,,,, ............ APDRLSS.... 

.. ........ .....,... ............ ,, .... 

- (l-V,ile iss block tellers please,) 

CARRENGTON Mfg.Co.,Ltd. 
t.' 18-20, Normans Beildings, Mitchell - 

S., Central St.., E.C.1. 
Tr0d5 ,e000irje, eo,ecia(f y ia,s,sed, 

- - 
- 'Telephone: Oterlernweil 6903. - ' - 

TeIerarns Rothelewdon" 10/6 eaCh. 5/- each with base. lt to 30 mmL 

ONLY FORMO USERS KNOW 
EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY 

ULTRA LOW LOSS S.LF. SHROUDED TRANSFORMER 

SINGLE '0003i'F, ist stage 1-3, 2nd stage 
0005,J - 7/6 1-5 - - - 10/6 

TW!N GANG - 24/6 
TRIPLE GANG 33/6 

at 

meit pseiog 

DIAL 116 6/ 
T 

-1 Crown Works, Dept. 3, highqadllty h.. .aode thee, 

Cricklewood, N.W.2. faosoelte, with e.eey afrete,, 

Seed Fac Cototoeoe. 
sthu,iast an all pata of the - 

Mantheslo: J. B. Lera, 23, Hart!eySl , Leneeshakie 'L'linee: 475 Beaten Moor. 

> structional data together with circuit <5> SWITCH. 
<S> diagramsforthefollowingwelLknown '> 
<5>American Receivers-Karas Equa- 
<51 matie, World's Record Super, B. T. <S> 

2/9 each M RTIN COPELAND 

<5< Counterphase, Remler Infradyne, Sil- 
< 

VERNIER DIAL. 
- 

ver Marshall Shielded Six, etc., etc. '' O-100 or 100-0. 12/6 each. 

<5< Also contains a complete list of the <5> 

World's Broadcasting Stations shew- <> 

ing wavelengths and power. This book 
shouldbelnthehandsofaIIenthusasts V ,, 
and a copy will be sent Immediately 

on receipt of P.O. for 3/-. 
r .. 

C. R. L. JELf-Akh&<it 
R O T H.°R M F L MODULATOR. AMPERITE. 

RADIO ()RPTN. OF GT. BRITAIN LTD.. 
24-26, Maddox Street, Regent Street, London, w.i. 500.000 ohms. The only self-adjusting rheostat. 

Models for all valves. 

No: 2232. O005 with Fave 
Plaie. 52/6 each. 

3 and 4 gang also supplied. 

ce' 

B. T. Mikro Mike 
NEUTRATAZING 

CONDENSER. 

, 

''Ø 
V V for all Modern Wireless, Wireless Constructor and Popular Wireless 

\, 
Receivers, also kits and parts for America's leading circuits,includlng 

the Infradyne, Hammarlund Hi-Q, Roberts, Equamatic, L. C. 27, Silver 

\ 
,\ \ 

Shielded Six, B. T. Counterphase, Victoreen, Remler, Silver Marshall, 
\. \ 

-«--: Madison Moore and Samson Super-Heterodynes. 
- :1927 64-page: 

it.pc't r 
4, 

1 
f_J 

- _ 
> ]HE Citizen's Radio Call Book is <i) 
<> j Radio's Greatest Publication. lt <> No.14 \ ALDEN LOCALIZED contains sorne 224 pages crammed 

. MIDGET CONTROL UNIT. 
'1-' full of useful information and con- - 
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two ends of the secondaries being bètween the plate and grid circuits 
connected to the grids of the valves of that valve. 1f you decide to use . DX in the Country 
and the neutralising condensers 

I 
reaction we advise the use of the 

I 

B. G. S. (Haywards Heath) 
respectively. Reinartz type of feed hack, as this "Can you recommend me a very 

You will find a very suitable dr- is more useful in the circumstances - (conined osi tage 326.) 

32& 

the fault at any particular part 
of the set,butfrom your description 
see should say that you are being 
troubled by what are known as 
parasitic oscillations. Exactly 
how these arise we cannot say 
without a thorough overhaul of 
your set, but in order to do away 
with the trouble once and for all we 
suggest tbat you alter the circuit 
of your receiver so that the H.F. 
side has its stages coupled by means 
of transformers having not too tight 
a coupling between the primaries 
and the secondaries, the sections of 
the latter being centre tapped. 
The centre taps on thtse secondaries 
will then be connected via resist- 
ances of about 100,000 ohms to 
the filaments of the valves, the 

110 P"t (. ill,,II,tdy. lia, .ppISMia,. iii 
pI 'ia ad ,a,,,te. byt 
CitiaIy .,ith U, ti d,a,y. 1i,,yt,tg 

yfr I,,tl ydty,t 

ticn.on the Det. valve. In order to 
obtain sufficient signal strength 
would it be advisable to employ 
reaction, and what value of grid 
bias will be necesary on the 
L.F. valves in order to give best 
results? 

We do not think you will find it 
necessary to employ reaction, and 
where an anode bend detector is 
being used it is usually best not to 
have env form of regeneration 

reaction oi the aerial rather ha 
on the, anode of the H.F. valve, 
Which do you think would he the 
better 

From the point of view of effi- 
ciency as well as selectivity we 
would advise the use of reaction 
on the aerial for the simple reason 
that you can keep the HF. resist- 
ance of the anode circuit within 
rasoiiable limits when gonstructing 
the set but the resistance of the 
aerial will always tend to decrerte 
the sensitivity of the receiver. 
By applying reaction to the aerial 
circuit you will in some measure 
negative this resistance and improve 
the all-roiuid efficiency of the in- 
stallation. 

control is quite easy, but there 
appears to be a certain deadness 
on sorne of the readings of the con- 
densers, while there also appears to 
be an undercurrent of sillaticn 
going on in the HF. stges. This 
oscillation is difficult to describe 
because it does not appear to 
occur on the wavelengths to which 
the set is tuned, though I am certr'in 
that tise set is oscillating, becau"e 
on touching certain of the leeds 
inside the set this peculiar effect 
ceases and signais are increased 
in strength. What is 1i1.ly to Fe 
the trouble 

As you do not give full details 
of the circuit which you are using 
it is almost impos2ible to plate 

"I am considering the construc- 
tion of a three-valve set using a 
Pet, and 2 L.F. stages, the latter 
being resistance coupled, and I 
wish to employ anode bend rectifica-. 

THE TECHNICAL QUERiES 
DEPARTMENT. 

Arg ygu it tyguble with yuur tt? 
it.,, et,, t,,,- k,,,,tty little dl,, Py,bk,.,. 

The y Wetr.eg,, Titb.Ie.l qtese Sep.,t. 
".ett htt bee,, 5eey,ghl,' , ,,iued tut i, 

geltlt,, t,, gl,e,,,, ,tueWgltti tee-tb,,. -Tli, tu ftp,- depel5,ne,,t btu tt,,tl.h -ellip helpful 
itIpe- lt ptttputltu Itt ,,.-,-,dId petblcu, 

the.,etIptl,ppptltI. 
*511 ,let,,ile, l,,eltdltg tbe e,bed ud, 
ptegtd,eeblp pdec,d gelp ti Pl.uee pu bp 
ebttte,ed dite-et ftp,, the T,ph,IgtI Cte-tI,,, 
Depgrt,»eut, M,,,ete, W.,e.,' Fleet,,,,, Hte, Fue,itg.l,t Seppi, L,,,,dtt,E.C.4: 
Apepttt,d till dt tu Petelpt tI tilt 11 the 

uS7 1itt,-ut,p titi tu eeut t,, y,,* tee,, d 

characteristics of the valve itself. 
We would advise you to employ - - 

one of the new high mu valves 
recently brought out for the pur- 
pose of resistance coupled amplifica- 
tion, such as tise Cossor RCs, 
Ediswan RC2, Cosmos SP 55 B, 
PM5 B, etc., for the first L.F. 
stage, as well as for the detector 

Overcoming Aerial Resistance 
T. F. C. (Middleshrough). 

"I am contemplating tise con- 
struction of a three-valve set of - 

qtlite conventional type, using 
H.F. Dat, and one L.F, valve. 
As my aerial is rather poor and 
somewhat screened, I have been 
advised by a friend to emulov 

Parasitic Oscillations 
W. G. K. (Ealing). 

"I have recently completed the 
construction of a five-valve set 
using two HF. stages with 6 pin 
coils (screened) and neutralised. 

the usual method. While results 
-; are not bad considering my loca- 

tion, I am not altogether satisfied 
'i that the set is giving me sll 

t could be obtained from five 
a!ves, using a 2-v-2 circuit. Ti e 

Cuit in the book given away 
with this month's issue of MODERN 
\Viisaj.nss. This circuit has been 
specially designed so as to render 
parasitic oscillation impossible and 
special H.F. transformers (fully 
described in the articles dealing 
with the set) have been constructed 
so that maximum efficiency is 
obtained. - 

Anode Bend Rectification 
D. V. C. (Catford). 

than that where an ordinai-y coil 
m the plate circuit is coupled baf k 
to tise grid coil. 

\Vith regard to the grid bias. 
this will depend upon the type of 
valve you are employing and the 
actual H.T. voltage available at 
the plate-of tise valve. You shoi'ld 
follow the valve-maker's specffica- 
tion in this respect, as the vaine 
will depend upon the resistance 
employed in the plate circuit of 
the valve and the applied H.T. 
voltage, besides the emission 

MO)ERN W1REIAESS' MAÌcII 19'7 t 

I- 
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BECO 
ROSE 
BOWL - * 

o 

-T 
- -"L .i. i ,4 

BECO.DE.LUXE" 

"BECO 
JUNIOR - - - 

Come to the British Industries Fair and 

see, not only the popular "BECO" - 

- Florniess Loud Speakers, bist a truly -: 

remarkable invention of entertainment. 
This consists of a combination of wire- 

less set and electric gramophone, the usual 

about stai'tinganiC.S. Course. That's clearenough. Since I woke 
up and began my vocational training with the LC.S. I've been 
given a rise ol LiniO a year, but I am certain I would have got it two 
years sooner had I written to the 1.0.5. in 1924. 

"It's strange that so many young men fail to see that they don't get 
more money because they don't quality for it-that they are losing 
£ s. d. all the time through neglecting-to obtain a special training." 

Get out of the rut by taking an I.C.S. Course. It will provide 
you with a sound and practical training in your own home and 
in yòur own time, all by correspondence and at a cost weil 
within your means. There are no real difficulties 
and no heavy demands upon your time. The 
I.C.S. method is simple and practical. Let us i ¿s tell you just how you can use it to your OWII is the oldest 
great advantage. - - and largest 

Write to-day for full information as to how the correspondence 
I.C.S. can help you in your chosen vocation. \ schot e 

There are 3í0 I.C.S. Courses, of which the \ 
following are the more important groups 

WIRELESS ENGINEERING (an entirely new Course) 
Advertising Engineering (all Professional Esasus. 
Architecture branches) Salesnsanship 
Building French and Spanish Showeartt Writing 
cosomercias Art General Education Textiles 
Commercial Training Market Gardening Window Dressing 
Dra.ghtsmanship Plumbng ' Woodwarking 

MARCH, 1927 - 

Well-known 

- 
Un-known 

MODERN WIRELES,S 

- 

-"Two years' 

delay - 

cost mF 
' £300" 

'1 "I was £3 a week 
s poorer for fully two 

Ìiesitatedsojong 

C. EDE & CO., LTD., BY FLEET, SURREY 
Teepkono: Eyfleel Telerans: Ceprecise, By/led" 

Horniess Loud Speakers fe.JDyc« Co, Llil LhC0'5 House, 2, Colemos Sired, 

Adel of the BRITISH ELECTRICAL SALES ORGANISATION' M020rs.J.Dyso'caodCo.,Lid.,5-7,Godwi'uStreet,Bradford. 
623 AUSIRALIA HOUSE, STANù, LONDON, hV.C.s MesSrs. 4. F,a,,ks (ll'holeseie), Lid., 3, Soot/s Kisug Street, Masoisester. 

Messes. Msrsdctso (/Vholesole), Ltd., 7, Choro/u Street, P,stos. 

325 

sound-box in the - gramophone is 

- omitted, the sound in each case being 

electrically amplified and transmitted 
- through a unique and revolutionary type 

of loud speaker. - Don't miss it-call at 

STANDSE51&52 
British Industries. Fair 
WHITE CITY, FEB. 21st to MAR. 4th 

"BECO". ROSE BÒWL MODEL- - 

Nickel Plate - - - £5 5 0 - 

Oxyclised Silver or Antique 
Bronze - - - £5.17 6 w 

- "BECO" DE LUXE 
- . Jacobean Oak - - £5 O 0 

Mahogany - - . - £5 5 0 

"BECO" JUNIOR -. - - 

Nickel Plate - - - £2 12 6 : 
Oxydised Silver or Copper £2 15 0 

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd. 
94, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

a 
- new and better 
valve holder 

U7HEN we introduced the CE, 
PRECISION RHEOSTAT, we 

I bought that in quaaty, in efficiency 

' 
and in price, this Composent could 

L f ootbebeaten. 
Now that see hace added the CE. 
PRECISION FLOATING VALVE- 
f-fOLDER, see-find ituvenescels the 

t semer i n those respects to such an 
rotent that the demand has been 
umaoing and we are working to 

. . nxfmum capacity to keep pace with 
- hé orders. 

Before purchasing other makes just 
- f i ask our dealer to show you ours. 

'iVe are confident that after corn 
. p-1ciso, they wilt hace the prefereoce. 

CE. PRECISION FLOATING .. VALVE-HOLDERS, asti - Capacity, 
.coa.miccsphonic 2/3 each. 

4 - 
C.E.PRECISION RHEOSTATS, 

- efficient and celvety, 50 and 30 
rig ' o ohms, 3/-each; 7 and s ohms, 

2/9 each. Dual Rheostats and 
Potentiometers, 3/9 each. 
C.E. PRECISION GRID-LEAR, 
an entirety original and accurate 

-. component, 2/- each. 

/ 9LysTi 

p!raor send na 
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1/AR E 

THE VARLEY MAGNET Co. 
(Proprietors: Olives Peli Control, Ltd.) 

Granville House, Arundel St., London, W.C.2. 

Telephone; City 3393. V.15. 

reversing leads to one of the tuning 
condensers, but this means altering 
the set after it has been made up. 
I am wondering if there is any rule 
I could follow in wiring up, so as 
to avoid the necessity of changng 
over after the set has been made 

Yes. A good rough and ready 
method of avoiding hand-capacity 
effects is to notice whether the 

326 

effects. 

It should be noted that the 
steady potential of the H.T. 
battery wiring is relatively un- 
important. What matters is not 
the voltage applied, but the 
difference in voltage, that exists 
at any moment across the tuned 
circuits, due to the signal impulses 
flowing in the circuits. 

base diameter is less than the base diameter 
of the wound cell. The tonner is slotted 
radially with four equidistant slots through- 
out its length, thus reducing electrical losses 
due to dielectric hysteresis. 

The size and construction of the complete 
component precludes the possibility of an 
external field of appreciable magnitude. 

The combination of these advantagesi- 
obtainabfe only in the Varley Multi-cellular 
H.F. Choke-ensuses that wonderful clii- 
ciescy which lias made tisis component 
famous. 

The Varley Multi-cellularH.F. Choke, 
complete ... ... ... 9. 6 

The Varley Multi-cellular HF. Choke 
Split Coil Type, complete 12/6 

Write far partiu1ars of Vailey Bi- 
Du/der Wire-Wound A node Rests- 
fleeces-up to 500,000 ohms, and Ike 
new Vt Tapped Resistances. 

bad interference. For th B.B.C- 
band of wavelengths we suggett 
you employ a 5 or 50 turn coil 
in the aerial circuit, a 35 OF 50 in 
the reaction, and use a 300-600 
metres H.F. transformer. It may 
be. advisable to try 'the effect of 
joining the secondary ivinding of 
the H.F. transfprmer to + L.T. 
instead of -LT., as certain detector 
valves operate best with these 
connections. 

Avoiding Hand Capacity 
CONSTRUCTOR (Oulton Broad, 

near Lowestoft). 

"I have built several sets of 
different kinds, mostly with one or 
more HF. stages, and I am often 
up against the hand-capacity 
trouble. 

"Generally I can cure the effect by 

panel . with impunity. Hand- 
capacity would not affect these 
wires. 

Similarly, if the H.T.+ side of 
the tuned anode coil and its con- 
denser are connected to earth 
(via the H.T. lattery), hand- 
cgpacity trouble is not likely to 
arise .eit)í these leads either, 

The aerial side of the aerial coil 
and condensar (e.g., the grid con- 
nection) frac a tuned circuit between 
it and earth - Consequently if the 
hand is brought near to the grid. 
wiring, hand-capcity effects arq 
marked. -. 

In the thme way the plate lead 
f coin the tuned anode to the first 
valve; and the grid connections 
to the second valve,, axe separated 
from eafth . by the ,tuned anode 
circait, so 'all this wiring is likely 
to give rise to hand capacity 

EXPERIECE has proved that high- 
inductance is not the only requisite 
cf a High-Frequency Choke. Actually 

it is only necessary to attain a value of 
jiúctaoce sufficiently high to choke back 
tte lowest frequency required.. lt is, how- 
ever, extreene1ly important. that the self- 
capacity, e1eurical losSes, and external field 
should be nígligible. 

The ,fn1Aus Varle.y Bi-Duplex Winding, 
w bcç eac -turn of wire is separated by 
scial1y 4spun sillg, enables the self-capacity 
toThe reducen to a minimum. The ohmic 
resistance is very low, and therefore no 
serious high tension voltage drop need be 
antIcipated. Each wound cell is separated 
from the next by an unwound cell, whcse 

HF. - amplifier and Pet, would 
meet your requirements and bring 
ma great number of transmissions. 

The circuit can be errenged so 
that the H. valve is coupled 
fo the detectoiby means of an H.F. 
,tránsformer. t'The aerial circuit can 
simply coasist of a plug-in coil 
(with a ooÒ variable condenser 
actora it), to which is coupled a 
reaction coil. These two coils fan 

.be htted in a two-way coil hoMer, 
the reaTction coil being . made 
movable. 

If necessary, you could try the 
effect of placing the variable con- 
denser referred to in series with 
the aerial lead, but this will isot 
be necessary unless the set refuses 
to oscillate or else you exuerience 

of the body of tise operator, is 
earthed." And if brought near 

to that side of a tuned oscillatpry 
circuit which is also earthed, there 
is little likelihood of disturbance 
of tuning, gte. 

But, on the contrari', if the 
earthed hand of the operator is 
brought too near to any point in 
the circuit where the signal poten- 
tial is varying with regard to earth, 
toning is very liable.to be upset by. 
every movement of the hand. 

For instance, in the case of the 
H.F. wiring in a two italve and 
crystal set, in which one side of 
the aerial coil and condenser is, 
connected directly to earth, the 
wires to these points could be 
brought near to the front of the 

'.1 

simple two-valve set, employing 
two or more ordinary plug-in cofls, 
that is capable of receiving distant 
stations on the phones here? My 
location is roughly 45 miles from 
London, and I understand that 
reception is quite good in this 
particular part of Sussex." 

As you only wish to receive on 
the phones, a set consisting of 

circuit. 
In the fcirnef case, the wires 

may be bron&t near to the panel, 
and hançi-capacfy will ¡rot be 
found tronbcsome; but any lead 
which is sepaìated from earth, by 
an intervening tuned circuit is 
liable to give rise to hand-capacity 
effects, if it is brought too near 
to the tuning controls, 

The reason for this, of course, is 
that the hand, or indeed any part 

MODEß,N WIRELESS. 
L.. I 

Real e 11Cl Cl) 
I QUESTIONS -and the reason 
I 

ANSWERED 
i 

Continziedfrorn page 324. 

MARCH, 1927 

various leads in the receiver, as 
they are being placed in position 
prior to soldering, are to be con- . 

nec-ted threctly to earth, or are 
separated from earth by a tuned 
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curt da - for the particular - 

valve 
C4on products 

J 

HAMLEV000S L I SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, 
2OO2O2, REGENT ST., LONDON, W.x j CYLDON WORKS. SARRESIELD RD.. ENFIELD TOWN. MIDDX. 

_____ Rge'''ussLIFUIiiHI1IIIII TeIPJuse: ENFIELD 057e. 

- 21 - 

PETO-SCO 1'T Co.,, Ltd., 77, City Rd. E.C. 1. to, ttigr Hoihero, Looms, WC. ',.LTHAMSTOW: 230. Wood Street. 
PLYM )UTH-Hank et E la-rd Place. LIVERPOOL-4, Manchester Street, 

SPECIAL OFFER 
For a limited period only 

s 

The 'Samson' 

-. Vernier ftal. 

- Ratio io:i. 
Diam. 4 in, Fits 
any condenser 
with in. spindle. 
Dial housing of 
Best Black Bahr- 
lite to harmonise 
with any pane1. 

Hair-line indica- 
tor calibrated - 100-0-100, en- 
sblin the dial 

Se sd Joe 

ee Seasors 
to be used on either clock or counter-clockwise 

Free condenser... from back lash. One hoLe only 
pages folly required in panel for fixing. 
sil nslraled, Special price 6/- each. Postage free on orders 

' 
over 10/- in value. 

Pia. 7928 

FOR THE "PARADYNE FOUR" 
as descnbcd l-il "Wireless Magazine "-Z'Íarcli, 5927 

if you want a circuit unequalled for 
constant sensitivity and ttable tuning j I 

r-- 

Il, 
try the wandert ni "Paradyne Fonr,° 
described in the March issue of the 
"Wireless Magazine." 

- For this circuit the Cyldon research 
I bsratories have -produced 

ei - 

a new 
va'-iable condenser on the logarithmic 

i. 

-, 

principle-better than eitlice Straight 
Wavelength or Straight Line 

I reqilency. It Is the CYLDON LOO 

i 

MID-LINE CONDENSER. -. 
Tw- Para,.dyne 'Units hare been 

p -. ..a 

- 

sl..eigncd. of which this Condenser is 
an essential part. Both are fixed to 

- the panel in the tame way as a variable 
- 

' condenser, and wiring-up is exts-emely 
simple. They are the: 
PAR -DYNE AERIAL COUPLING ................ UNIT £112 6 

n - PARDYNE HF. TRANS- 
FORMER £1 17 6 

P 'RAIDYNC: H. 
TRANSFO5sj5R - 

('YLDON TEMPRY- a TES-the best means L© -. 
resietance required (J'eessunsad SIL-DON) 

e- 

Another new Condenser-the" Keystone Midget" des ce t HERE is anothe new Peto Scott p oduct on It s/ 
"Midget" Panel Mounting - 

a ' 
for 

the Keystone Con- 
denser. It is designed with tise same minute . 

u s ' ,' 

\ 
'' 2 /5 - 

care and eye for detail which marks the "Minator," . . 
E" 

nnd utilises the same square law method of tuning. Its 
del 

Detain of many up. 
t PPe1 

. 

nique tape be ri ensu ca a ghtfuily smooth move 
ment. The hand capacity shield is an effective guard 

, tE 
"Pilot Manual." Fully 

against injurious capacity effects from the hand. Another 
- j 

Ilusteated and cot,o- 
' fine example of British workmanship. .0001 mfd. 

' / 
g 

s houdbeic 

H b s 

, 
5' 

the hands of evecy 
thus t d 

z 

Price - //'I" if you ace a bout to build the weil.knootn Soit'dyne Receiner 
h std df full zeVuir gD g an Postfeei/6 ch 5/6 

. eì'" - 

THE PILOT MANUAL 

ONE HOLE VIXJtIG 
SPIRAL - 

i.ONTACT r'2. 

,1 

Price 

- 10/6 

precision 
SHIEL 

Condenser 
HERE is somethiog reo, A condenser whech 

ellectively meets eeery need, and which incor-, 
ptratts 0-ely adeannage possible. lt is the 

Keystone Minafor" Precision Condenser. In a capa- 
city 01 .00025 mId., it employs sqoare-tass- teOi 5 A 
stout Shield is peovisled to wthstand all hand-capacity 
elfects. The Keystone Minator" embotijes spiral 
Cootact and employs the oelI-lenosso mehod of one- 
hole using. ¡ta gott'emely emsll dimengiannensg,-c 
ee.-y little panel epate being occupied. A eral esample 
nf precise hfrhest-quoliny all Britith soOrbtoanth,p. the 
Keystone "Mitator" Precision Coodenwr eif I appeal 
toeeeryconstrsietoe who appeeiates a fine insteomen'. lt js insaluable for reactance tnoiog. HF. noopling, 
and en fact, br all ssork starre a precision Condense r is required. .00025 mId. 

Keytone H.F. Choke 
A uni-ce bem of loss capacity winding malees 
this ctoke oery eflicioot for alt wassefeogths 
brieceen 300-0,000 metres. Recommended 

for ose foe the S,dodvne, All-British Sin, end 
many other wrh-kn000 Sets. 

tfeeeioliytoftobl,fnt sdlirPrice 

Special Six-pin Base 
ee 

.., 

Keystone Fixed Resistors - 

MARCH, 127! MO1rRN WIRELß$S 

Constructors! Here is a real j 0111ER KEYSTONE COMPONENTS 
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Cn,nplat wdh nkkflad - 

dial and one-ha 6si,g. 
Thre tnyn. Sáz, r 
oohtns 

6, i5or 

1a1rect 

,7edricai112dio Cf' ¡t4E 

22, CAMPBELL ROAD, FORD. 

As yet, of course, it is too earlyto 
givea full report of the valves, as it 
remains to be seen how long they 
will last under operating conditions. 

The heating element is kept at 
a fairly high temperature, and the 
cathode obtains its heaf by 
radiation, glowing at a dull red. 
Thus, aithongh only a few volts are 
necessary, the filament is kept at a 
considerable strain, and I should 
not like to say more about this vabre 
at this juncture than to state that 
those on tes.t have so far behaved 
excellently, though, of course, they 
have only been in operation for - a 
short time. 

of Scs,000 or so with the excellent 
magrilicatiori factor-of o. Further 
down the scale comes an H.F. 
valve with a of 20 and an 
impedance of about eo,000, and 
this has given very good results as 
both HF. amplifier and in secopd 
stage resistance coupling. Fin ally, 
before we reach the Stentor ô at 
the bottom of the scale, we llave 
ah intermediate L.F, valve with a 
, of 8, or thereabouts, arel an 
impedance of just about a thousand 
times that figure. In short, these 
valves represent a very important 
step towards real efficiency in valve 
design. 

Rheostat are found features 
which make it xceedingly 
popular-its sales ligures 

are now well oz'e'- the half 
mil/ion. This Rheostat has 
an OFF position provided, 
while definite stops make 
short circuit impossible. 
The resistance element is 
immune frGm damage. Will 
safely carry current of two 

valves. 

Marconi or Osram KU, which is, 
endohbtedly, an important addi- 
tion to the range of valves now on 
the market. This valve is designed 
for operation direct from the AC. 
mains, only a small alteration in 
the circuit of any receiver being 
necessary to make it suitable for 
use with this valve. 

Under test these valves have 
given good results in a deL and L.F. 
receiver, using the circuit shown 
on page 238, with the transformer 
supplied by tle manufacturers. 

Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., are 
evidently determined to make up 
for their past deficiencies in the 
matter of 6-voltees, and vere 
shortly their 6-volt range will be 
one of the best oie the market. At 
the present moment i am not at 
liberty to give the full details of 
these valves, hut i have already 
tested some of the " advance 
copies " and am very p eased with 
the results. 

Among this series is a resistance- 
capwiity valve having an impedance 

 110W over 

MILLION 

Study the lite ot your valves 
and fit only the components 
that will function properly. 
In the "Peerless" Junior 

for the ô-volters, though the 2- 

and 4-volt valves will give excellent 
results, provided they have charac- 
teristics siesilar to those mentioned, 
for it is impossible to give all the 
valves by name in the space at my 
disposal. In any case, a power-valve 
should bo chosen for the last stage. 

New Valves 
Now just a word about the new 

valves that have been brought out 
during the last month. Let's take 
the most interesting of all-the 

valve) that I have found it to 
operate best. It cannot be ex- 
pected, of course, to be capable 
of acting as a power valve and 
must, therefore, not be placed in 
the final stage of a receiver if more 
than one L.F. valve is being used. 

At the reasonable figure of sis. 
each, these valves can be thoroughly 
recommended. 

Additional Cossor Valves 

f 

1ODERN. WIRE1LJ±SS 

That Valve 
Problem 

- - (Continuea'froin page 238) 

With regard to the last valve, 
this, of course, must be of the 
super-power type, having a long 
straight portion to its curve and 

i - provision n'mst be made for at least 
i8 volts grid bias. 

Reinartz Three-Valver 
1 The Reinartz three-valver is 

merely a detector followed by two 
- transformer coupled stages of L.F. 

. .,.., 
j,.' Here a fairly high i valve should 

be used for the detector, and one 

J. ')sÇePL E RLES S of less impeoante the 

Junior would be a PM5 or DE5B in the 
RH EOSTT det., and a SP5o in the second, 

or a DE5 or Cossor 6soD. The 
last valve should be of the power. 

J, 

- or sue--poww type, such as 

des. the ST63, PMz56, B4, SP55R, 
PV5DE, Stentor 6, etc. So much 

MARCJ 1927 

Owing to the heavy current 
flowing in the filament circuits of 
the set (z amps. for each valve used) 
faiiy stout rheostats will be 
necessary, and any on and off switch 
included should be of heavy con- 
structio'n or serious arcing at the 
contacts will take place. 

Ori test three valves took about 
27 watts from the mains and about 
7.7 to S watts per valve in filament 
consumption. Ranzüng FIL and 
L.T. from the mains with these 
valves needed about 36 watts 

Two other valves that were 
placed before the public recently 
are the DEFI6iz and DEL6ez, 
which come under the 6 volt .12 

amp. class, and are designed for HF. 
or resistance coupling and general 
purpose requirements respectively. 

On test the H.F. valve gave 
excellent results, both in rientralised 
and sraight circuits. 

The L.F. valve (DEL6iz) makes 
quite a useful detector if the im- 
pedance in its plate circuit is not 
too high, arid quite a good first L.F 
valve. Itis in tisis capacity (trans- 
former coupled to the detector 
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capable. 
In such cases, too, where her 

research promises a usef1 contri- 
bution to the technique of broad- 
casting, Germany does not hesitate 
to give such information as may 
be helpful to other European 
broadcasters. 

Most friendly relations exist 
amongst the European broadcasting 
organisations, and licensed listeners 
may be sure that no additional 
demand is likely to be made from 
them for the privilege of listening 
to programmes in foreign countries. 

Yours truly, 

A. R. BURROWS, 

Secretary General, 
Union Internationale de Radio- 

phonie, 

6 Rite Du Rhone, 6, 
(a, Passage des Lions) 

Geneva. 

The unit is well protected mechanically, and the shielding is such 
that transformers may be placed close together without interaction. 
The insulation between primary and secondary coils and also from 
these to laminations is very high. Each translormer is tested against 
a Standard before ieavin the factory at 200, 600. 1,600 and 4,000 

- cycles per second. Tise ratio of turns between secondary and primary 
is i to 5 for the First Stage Transformer and 1 to 3 for Second 
Stage Transformer. They are ideal in first and second stage work 
respectively. 
As well as ordinary terminals for connection, soldering tags are 
provided, giving the user a decided advantage. 
No condenser need be shunted across the primary winding. When - 

used, it may be found necessary to use grid cells for biasing pur- 
poses to obtain purest results. To use grid bias all that is necessary 
is to insert cells between L.T. Sec. and the negative terminal of the 
L.T. Battery such that the L.T. Sec. terminal isconnected to negative 
terminal of cell and the negative terminal of L.T. Battery is joined 
to positive terminal of cell, Cells from 1.5 volts to 8 volts should 
be tried. 
G. P. Kendal, B.Sc., writing in the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 
on the building of the" Spanspace Three," recommends the inclusion 
of the Brandes LP. Transformer. 

Ratio l-5 Ratio 1-3 

(BaYce) Brandes (Boi(te) 
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS, 

BRANDES LTD., 296, REGENT ST., W.1 
WORKS: SLOUGH. BUCKS. - 

We will be grateful if you will H Connect it as above. 
afford us the opportunity for. [i 

, - 

Q stating that not only has no il HIGH, AMPLiFICATION OF APPLIED Q proposal been made by Germany or ® i 

j 

Q any other country which is a mem- I VOLTAGE AND A STRAIGHT LINE Q ber of this Union on the lines ® 
indicated above, but that such a I I AMPLIFICATION FREQUENCY CURVE 
proposal is unlikely to be made, it 

® being contrary to the spirit animat- ® 
H 

For many years Brandes specialised in acoustical research and the 
I improvement of the audio circuit of the receiving set which so Q ing European broadcasting. 
I essentially determines the quality of reception. 

Q On the other hand, we are sure 
Q the MODERN WIRELEaS 

Ii One result is the Brandes Audio Transfernier. Developed along 
readers of 

will be happy to hear that Germans 
sound engineering lines, the main object in view is a high constant 
voltage amplification-frequency curve. That is to say, for a gwen 

is. missing no opportunity for input voltage the amplification is constant over a wide band of 
collaboration in giving European ® i 

frequencies, thus eliminating resonance. The inductance of the 
Q listeners irrespective of their where- 

i 

i 

primary winding is much larger than usual, giving good ampli- 
Q abouts ,nd licensing regulations fication at low frequencies, and bringing beautiful reproduction, 

In the lower registers. Q the best of which tise new art is more particularly 
0 

Q - 

A LETTER. 
FROM 

"UNCLE ARTHUR" 

Sjr,-My attention has been 
drawn to a paragraph attributed to 
your paper, which says: 

Q " Incidentally, it is stated at 
Geneva that the Germans propose 
to ask the Broadcasting Union to 

- - 
take up the matter of the inter- 
national pooling of licence revenue. 

Q Their particular object is to get 
Q something out of the listeners in 
Q Francè and England who make a 
Q practice of taking German pro- @) 

grammes." . 

THE BRANDES AUDIO TRANSFORMER 

('I Co,e,ea Pri. P. Io Iate of del. vetee Through 
reaction coil or direct to plate of end otage 

L.F. connection lu being ,nade. 
el Pri. + H.T. to + gemmaI of H.T. Battery. 
3 TeoninatmarkedG.Sec.togrido,'nexlvalve: 

4 Teeminel-L.T.Sec.to-ofgredbatt. 
( + of grid beu.to- lerothcat of LT, bait, 

MARCH, 1927 MODERN WIRELESS 
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B LUE PRINTS 
on constructing a receiver with two 
stages of high-frequency amplifica- 
tion using coils of this description, 

Ai all Newsagen!s; 6d. ._ . - I found that without aerial and 
_____________________________ earth it was only just possible to 

-: 

830 

medicine down his throat, and also 
no one ever effected a permanent 
cure for an inefficient earth by the 
use of a mere dope. 

After all, even if a conductible 

11 BLUE PRINTS 

for6d! 
Ask/or 

BEST AY'. 

PICTORIAL 

up tightly, leaving very little 
external field. 

No Direct Pick.up 
Similarly, if placed in a fluctu- 

ating field, the direction of the 
currents induced in the two halves 
of the coil will be equal and 
opposite, produciiìg, therefore, a: 
resultant of zero, so that not only. 
is interaction almost entirely ehm- 
mated, but direct magnetic pick-up 
is also got rid of. That this is so 
in practice was soon found Out, for 

grid coil is tight, for then the anode 
coil will ba tuned by reflection, 
with the result that it will have 
a high impedance at the frequency 
of the desired transmission. 

' EARTH DOPES 
(on1inuedfro;n page 252.) 

similar internal complaict just 
by pouring a bottle or two of 

A HOME FOR YOUR WIRELESS SET 
OUR STANDARD 

CABINETS 
ace buSTPROCF 
andhouse the hole 
apparatus, leaving no 
purtstobe interfered ' sith. litado ou mass 

soductios fi ses, I 
l,encethotoo pisco. 
Provision is muda so 

.. 1 take panels from 6 
by 7 U tO 30 bj \., .. 

Special Cabinets for the ELSTREE SOLO- 
DYNE,NIGHTHAWK,ALLBRITISH SIX 
oto., nosy ready. W,ite for free pattioat.sra. 

MAKERINtPORT Co. 
Dept. a, 50a, Lard Street LIVERPOL 

sine ny sine, anti connecting tnem 
in series as shown in the sketch, it 
was necessary to find out the best 
proportions for the windings, the 
best way of keeping their high- 
frequency resistance down and also, 
for H.F. transformers, the most 
favourable coupling and number 
of turns for the primary. 

From tile drawing, it is obvious 
that if a steady ctsrrertt were passed 
through the windings so that the 
polarity of tise left-hand coil vaí 
as shown, that of the right hand 
one would be the opposite. Titen, 
since unlike poles attract, the lines 
of force of the two coils will link 

impedance high-amplification type,. 
this is not always the right type to 
use. Many receivers are designed 
to be used with small power valves 
of the DE.5, B4 types, and these 
must, therefore, b employed under 
such circumstances. 

High aimpedance Valves 

- Where the anode inductance is 
likely to have a high impedance, 
as in tuned anode FLF. couplmg, 
for instance, then a high impedance 
valve is certainly indicated. The 
same appliesif the coupling between 
an untuned anode coil and a tuned 

'. V.kM fre iN iYt' th YYY1 
diY N 

.3 'Aiy d 
A V$iS Yat pIbiy ita ta 

- Btht.1YdIdgt 
plYlidYd. 

IYSYII BENJAMIN YNiiMl YIN i,IlI IPYYY. 
MMPIiNN NYd bi, thY lilY Nf PONY 

Clearer-Tone Anti-MicrophoniC 

VALVE HOLDER 
PatYOt NY. 250,i3? RegS Deslgo NS. fl,P7 

PRICE 2/9 LACK. 

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD. 
Beotod WOYk,, To.SP RPOd. ToO,oho, N. 17. 

in traflsìormers, etc. this coupling 
may play an exceedingly important 
part in its effect on the performance 
of the receiver. Not only does it 
make it difficult to stabilise the set 
by the usual neutralising methods, 
but it also destroys selectivity, 
partly by direct pick-up and partly 
by the direct transfer of the inter- 
fering signal from one circuit to 
the next, both capacitatively and 
magnetically. 

MinimIzing HF. Resistance 
Starting then with the knowledge 

that a fieldiess coil is easily con- 
structed by winding two solenoids 
int,he same direction, placing them 

different spacings were tried before 
the final desigs was reached. 

The use of fleidless or screened 
coils is not only important jo 
multi-stage H.F. amplifiers, hut 
also in cases where only one stage 
of HF. is used, for instance, in front 
of a super-heterodyne receiver. If 
there is any coupling batween the 
frame aerial and the H.F. induc- 
tances, trouble is sure to result, for 
every time the frame is swung the 
tuning and damping of the high- 
frequency circuit are affdcted. 

I have often been asked as to the 
correct valves to use on the high- 
frequency side of a receiver, and 
though I personally favour the high. 

I 

k1 1 

- 

-!7J; 4 
,Jj ila 

r - 

600,000 last year! 
Cootiftot .tio. o! bio !o, o,,Io. bold., too ib, 
toS 12 tooth. boo, ,o',,d,d 000,000-o 

Th, 00000000 po oloot, o! 1h. 0001AMIO I. 

'otloly dt. (o ib, lollooboog 0g. lItt tootopo 

Volt, oppkpto tod optlogoogoo,,dp to 
.4 

plptp, oOth to 105to (otto to 

H.F. PRACTICE 
(Conlinurd from pags 247.) 

fact that they provided a simple 
and cheap means of constructing 
inductances for use in a multi-stage 
high-frequency am ,lifier which 
would practically eliminate mag 
netic coupling between successive 
stages, while losses were not intro- 
duced by the use of metal masses 
in the shape of strews being placed 
in their fields. 

With ordinary inductances, plug- 

located at abaut 2 miles from this 
station. The difference between 
this and an ordinary receiver was,- 
indeed, most marked, for an 
ordinary three-valve set would 
work a loudspeaker on 2L0 without. 
aerial or earth. 

The Importance of Spacing 
Since it was found that tIte 

high-frequency resistance of a 
fieldiess coil was more than twice 
that of either half, a considerable 
amount of worl had to be spent on 
reducing this to aminimuito value, 
and various gauges of wir- sud 

M(.DERNiWIRELESS MARcIì,-T92iì:'..t1. 

pick up zLO at weak phoe 
4 G G strength, using a stage of low- 

:: MODERN frequ3ncy, the receiver being 
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fore, tle earth connection of your 
set is poor and inefficient, go to the 
root of the matter once and for all. 

The Real Cure 
- Dig up the offending earthing 

- system, and replace it with one of 
- more efficient construction.. Only 

then will you be permanentlyJree 
from that often mysterious and 
perplexing radio complaint-..a 
badly functiosling earth system. 

- 
J.F.C. 

TUNG STONE 
RG9 TRADE MARK . 

. PATENTED 

Wit P1ae Grids andPaste- - 

the many. - 

Proprietary Earth Dopes 
And as regards the few proprie- 

tary earth dopes which one sees 
eccasionally on the market, it is 
very definitely not the purpose of 
these lines to disparage their manu- 
facture. They have their uses, 
and for temporarily improving 
earth connection efficiency there 
is no doubt that many of them are 
valuable. However, a good earth 
should not need a dope, just as a 
man who is physically fit should 
not renuire any drugs. If. there- 

ate o 

s e 
TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., 
St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4. 

The Only Sorage Battery irithe%r1.d 

who is interested in the question of 
soil conductivity,, a few experi- 
ments in the use of earth dopes 
will be of much interest. There are - 

a host of mineral salts available for 
this use-salts of iron, copper, 
aluminium, and various other 
metals, and it is quite within the 
bounds of practical possibility that 
some interesting facts might be 
brought to light by patient experi- 

- ment m this direction. Such, how- 
ever, is a line of experimental work 
which concerns the few more than 

- 

Must be used for 

of the dope at a time, this supply 
being kept up over a long period. 
The truth is, there is no excuse 
for a badly constructed earthing 
system, and that, after all, it is far 
better to make a reall' big job of the 
earth system construction, once and 
for all, than t6 spend one's time in 
a perpetual tinkering abosit with the 
earth cónnection in an endeavour 
to improve a badly made one. 

Soil Conductivity. 

That is, of course, for the average 
radio man. But for the individual 

le 
:;Acequat ràgé ' 

On! 

the rain sooii- washes it away, and 
thus any good effect which it pro- 
duces is quickly lost. 

Little and Often 
If, however, there be any reader 

who considers that his earth con- 
nection would prove rather more 
efficient for a little dope treatment, 
it is surely the most logical plan to 
rievise a means whereby the soil is 
impregnated with small quantities 

-Und 
: MF c 
hat fo get - 

i 

MARCH, l92'd' 'MODERN WIRELESS 
solution is poured over the ground 

- J f s a n in the vicinity of the earth lead, 
I 
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EELEX 
TREBLE 
DUTY - 

41d. 
' TERMINAL 

Adaptors 1d........, 

EllIIIIIII 

EEL 

t,OX '} 

Tl4PIua3cL-' 
33 DIFFERENT TOPS. 
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up and down calling for glasses of 
water and bottles of smelling salt. 
The Twipe wrestled with the set, 
which clung on tighter the more he 
pulled at it. 

Great Scott he's trying to eat 
it," I said. 

Pa!" cried Ambo in alarm. 
Calm down, there's a sport. 

Don't let Mary hear. What? 
You heard thebirds again? Oh, 
never mind them. Take the set 
out of your mouth." 

Nonsense," I hastened to re- 
mark. !' That was the singing in 
his ears. It's a common phenom- 
enon in cases of crystal shock; 
scientists call it the ' Snitz efiect,' 
because Professor Snitz of Baden- 
Baden-Wiesbaden first noticed it 
after being shocked by a crystal of 
quartz. Hit him in the left ear," 

"I knew a man, Romsey way, 
name of Giark, who was hit on tise 
ear with a 'Honeyball's Wonder' 
-no ! a' Lord Lufton -'fine tuber, 
too-and he used to go about 
saying . " began Guddle. 

Oh, dry up," said Ambo, "let's 
get Pa free." He gave a good 
wrench and to the accompaniment 
of a shrill scream from the Man in 
the HairyMask the set caine away. 
He pitched it out of the window. 

"A rare. sport, you are, Mr. 

SIMPLIFYING 
' CALCULATIONS 
(Continued from page 296.) 

Aqd again the usef'uI quantity.. 
becomes 

.RlR° 
+w°L°R,1 

V(R,+R12+wBLO 

Case 
, 

In the circuit illustrated in Fig.' 5 
there is an ordinary inductance 
shunted by a variable condenser, 
so that the circuit may be tuned. 
This particular circuit has many 
applications, olMe important case 
which cm be called to mind, being 
that of the tuned anode high- 
frequency amplifier. From' tite 
parallel laws 
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and nipped it neatly through. the shrubbery by fair means, r give 
Feeling b'etter? " I enquired, as ybu best, 1' can't get him to hear 

I rubbed. " 1f you experience a of such a thing." 
sort of hot feeling down the spine, " Ob, after he has seen- the start 
you may be sure you had a pretty o real wireless he'll yearn or a 
stiff shock." Here I jabbed him raw face; he'll svañt to look like 
on the lumpy pirrt of his braces, one of those 'discriminating men' 
tangled the crystal set well into who buy new shapes of collars. 
his' hrushwood and turned to Two bottles, was it? Or did you 
Ambo, make it a dozen? Good-night, 

"Well," I said, "it's a lesson to Ambo. 'Night, Mr. Gudclle." 
you, I hope. Who would have Yes! I made progress that 
thought the thing would round on evening, I think. But I had yet 
him like that? " Ambo looked to gather the Twipe's hay crop. 
pale, for the Twipe was the apple Of which, more next month." 
of Mrs. Ambo's eye. Guddle fussed 

-. The windings are made E 
according to Elstrec E 

E - labaratory specifica- E 
tEns, but they ace = 
wound on specialE 

== 
ribbed burnt I E 

dfwudig 
E lengths. Each coil is tested ta ensure thaf oued la' E 
E tim, is perfectly under control and highest E 
E amplification factor is being used. E 
= Seelal Racgeltrned 
E Nu. irith sous . Typ, ni Call. Ociar. 

worked through the grease and I'm 
down two bottles of Asia. Time to 
act." 

- He's hurt himself," I said, 
hastily getting between Twipe and 
Ambo. "These cheap sets do leak 
sometimes and give you a nasty 
shock. Let me see to him." 

I grabbed.the set and began to 
rub the .Twipe's back vigorously, 
feeling about on the set meanwhile 
with my thumbnail. In a twinkling 
I had found the end of a winding, 

It's your funeral, Julian." "No," 
went on Ambo, "but Pa shall have 
my one-string fiddle. Lor! I'm 
s relieved that he's not hurt. 
I wouldn't have a hair of his head 
hurt." 

Don't say that, Ambo," I 
pleaded. "You know we must get 
the bay in bafore winter. He can'f 
solder all festooned like that." 

All right, boy. What you say 
gç'es, after this. And I'm much' 
obliged-to you. But if you can clip 

MO1ItÑ WÍI)fiSS MAntL927 

Twipe. Glad you pulled round. 
_________ 

- (& What do on think, Ambo? Can 
- - - IN PASSING 'e let him into the mystesy of 

Asia? After all, you know, he's 
(Continued from page 36) 0115 to help us make your first 

COILS íio°winei slowly-volumes. 
- - I think not. Not yet, anyway. 

with adifferencen "Heavens!" I thought, "he's You agree, Guddle?" Guddle said, 
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Substituting w2L for we have 

Approximate impedance = 
It is thus possible to see very clearly 

- that when the circuit is tuned it 
really becomes a rejector circuit, 
i.e. it offers g very high impedance 
to the frequency of the oscillations 
across the terminals A B. 

After a Little Practice 
Many more circuits where this 

important principle may be applied 
will no doubt suggest themselves to 

5tlie reader, and he is strongly 
advised to work out a few problems, 
such as determining impedances 

the resultant pressures and 
currents. This will familiarise him 
with what should prove a useful 
dodge to simplify calculations and 
enable the design of wireless cur- 
re' -' fo be undertaken .vith a 
greater degree of ultimate success 
in their working. It is,. perhaps, a 
little difficult to appreciate at once 
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.IMPLIFYING 
CALCULATIONS- X 

(Ccntinued). 

Hence - 

(R+jwL) 

-+R+jwL 
L jR 

= - 

R+j (wL_-) 
(It is important to note that2 = -s) 

Thus the useful impedance be- 

comes 

\/R2+(wL_ j 
It is particularly interesting to 

see what this impedance becomes 
at resonance, i.e., when the circuit 
is "timed" and the condition: 

wL= or w2LC=I is satisfied.: 
zt( 

Our expression now becomes 

[La R2 - I 
+ . V wL2+R 
R . - RwC 

Now w2L2 is usually very much 
greater than R2. so that if we 
neglect R2 the expression is approxi- 
mately reduced to 

2CL L 
RwC - RC - 

- - 
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been given to the milky fluid he 
once knew. 

You, too, will he sui'rised when lirai you 
see a Ro4ion Panel. Such strength! 
Such 'a smooth even sui-faccI Such 
exqussite colounng! Such sujerbjlnish! 
It is only a Radion or Resiston Panel 
which will give so aristocratic an aear- 

- astee to your Set. Such a high standard 
of efficiency too. Ask your Dealer. 

(1) P,adion andPesistonpanelscomejnl7 
L stocksioes,from7jn. x6jn. at 316 in 

Black to 12 in. x14 in. at 161-in Mahoganite. 

super-regenerative circuits wsucfl 
employ this type of circuit in its 
unstable condition just as it is 
going to start oscillating. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. 
Readers who wish to hind their 
numbers of "Modern Wireless" 
into volumes should in future 
make arrangements for this with 
their booksellers, as the present 
publishers do not supply bind- 
ing cases, nor undertake the 

TOALL 
ADVERTISERS 

Please note that 
- all commuflica- 

tionscor,icerning 
advertising in 

MODERN WIRELESS 
POPULAR WIRELESS 
WIRELESS 

CONSTRUCTOR 
must be made to' 

4 

This is how they do it. First, an 
incision is ,nade in the bark of the 
tree. Then a little cup is placed 
in position at the point of the tap. 
Into this flows the latex, the fluid 
which, in time, becomes rubber 
Only the pick of this rubber is 
selected for the 'manu facture of 
Radion and Resistan Panels. From 
the day the Native gathers the 
latex to the moment the lustrous 
Panel Leaves the Ptadion factory 
almost flrtical care has been taken 
to :ensure the absolute purity of the 
rubber. The native, would, indeed, 
be surprised if lie could seewhat 
strength and what biauty had 

recerìtly to me that t&e results of J THE ETON GLASS BATFERY CO, (Dna. M), 

fading on an ordinary set using 
46, St. M&y', Rtd, Lo.,d,,n, Eso, 

j 

high-frequency amplification were 
large compared with these effectsin 
zero beat reception, and this. is 
undoubtedly due to the fact that 
any increase of signal strength CAB I NE T S 
acting on a zero beat circuit reiults . - v,, BRITAIN'S BEAT, 

in a snsaller rise than would occnr ' ESI, s,I,.,Ç,,- 
StId. -s;7t. D I 

in a straight circuit, thus tending ' .. nt only to minimise fading defects - D,,,,mg R,,,R a sai- 65/- 80/- 
- tUARANrEED.-S"p' d D, M,d,b, th 

there, but to decrease the accorn- u st, asgit sefls, w,ns a 
panying change of efficiency in the 'NiE bt 58.22. 

detecto PICKETS CABINET 51W.) 
woass, BEXLEi HEATH. 

Actually, I think the actions us - . -. - 

these circuits are still more corn- , 

plicated than I have given hei'e, and 
they become very complex indeed - 

when we are trying to understand . 

1. The panel is born 

way back in a Pacific 

Island tree. 

IT is a far cry from Malay to 
your Wireless Set in Maru.hester 

or Mitcharrt or Maidenhead or 
wherever you may live in England. 
Yet way back in a Malay rublwr 
plantation is the tree from whence 
camethe ebonite panel upon whi.ch 
'tour ctnrthonents are mounted. 

consequence, to give low toned, 
muffled reception. 

On the top of these effects is 
now superimposed another one, 
wliect we are using the seif-oscillat- 
mg valve as a rectifier. Efficiency 
of rectification depends upon the 
amplitude, so that if our valve was 
a simple rectifier without reaction, 
any rapid general rise and fall of 
ìignals will result in an increased 
apparent rise and fall in the tele- 
pisones. 

Cantain Treveilen oointed out 

I 
'Ph as. CIsela, 3014/5. Lsd st L'posi, Sham, Gla.gao, Sr. 

-THE WIRELESS DOCTOR- 
Will call (anywhere London and latosne Counties) 
and put your set right Sets installed-maintained 
and brnught up to date. . A specialist ii Listree 
Sets, Solodyne demonstrated." 
ALEXANDER BLACK17 
-LECLANCHE P ROUS POTS- 

Genuine miniature porous puts for Wet HT. to 
fit 2o llJar.re isterinc 1-4 volts;3j. per dos. 
Non'cnndactive Glass Jars Il. doz., Waxed, 116 
per dos. Sacs 1/6 doe. Zincs 1/. doz. Send 1(d. 
stamp for Price List and Instructiunu. 
Carriage and Packing extra. Trade Inqutries 

1 
Plantàtîons 
-and anels. 

side waves will appear as currents, 
decided chiefly by the inductance 
and capacity, and if they are suffi- 
ciently strong they will react back 
on the strength of the arrier-a 
condition which pbviously does 
not lend itself to distortionless 
reception. The currents.at different 
side frequencies will not be the same 
for the same yoltages in general 
falling off rapidly with increase of 
frequency 'difference-tending, in 

Seed Joe 'ReoS of Teje" M.W.2 
- TRIX SLIT iNSULATORS. 

Shosso belo,' I oli sloe p,os'tde the most 
coos'eolent 055005 01 es-ectthg Indoor 

'TOW astil esttdoor terioi,. Wise Is simply 
Booked ta tse stet. Best otlteporcelals. 

I 

-, No. 350, peO doz. 113 ;II 
I:1- 

FROM ALL DEALERS. IP ANY DIFFICULTY. APPLY:- 
ERIC J. LEVER, 33. Qerkenwell Creen, London, ECl. 

-MODERN WTIRELES MARCH, 127 

_____ 
ZERO BEAT 

' AP_ 7 RECEPrION. i 
/ 14 ' 

(Con!fnued freni page 269.) SPECIALITIES 

- 

JF:. the valve is not self-oscillating--the rt. a10 one-hole finIng limOni 
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to mention certain ti.:;'gs which 
may appear to some of .ny readers 
to be relevant to the discussion, 
my excuse is that, in my opinion, 
and I have studied the matter 

(. closely, such do not affect the 
principles involved, and would be 
out of place in this comparatively 
brief risumé of tise subject. 

POPULAR WIRELESS 

The Prog. essive Radió 
Weekly which caters for 

all classes of Radio 
Enthusis.sts. 

ON SALE EVERYWhERE 
ON- THURSDAY. 
PRiCE 3d. 

and be able to give reereccr s; state age and 
experience. - Address: Dept5O, General Ridi. 
Co.. Ltd., Radio House, Regent Street, London, W.l 

Sets to suit you-Terms to help you 
IF you hoy one of oar Your enjoyment can thus 

many seto, deferred start straight away with. 
paymentscanbe arranged out any finar.gial worry 
t000ityoureonvenieisee. o s 
r10ta,d,atsooI Send for Ca1aThges M 

New Times Sales Co., 

7936 

- . 
-RELIABILITY') 
y WIRELESS GUIDE 

Neo tdOios No. 9. Cote- 
lete Soterrase soak, md Petes 

II , Loi st eserythiog lo Wurten. 
-'Isp' trod Ftedaued Neo, It'. FREE. 

Tende ropplte.L 
J- H 'TAYLOR CO 

'Is' 5-RADIO HOUSO 
ACAULAY ST-HUOOOSPIELD 

Cocentey Dieest 5o)plie,, Ltd. j 
23, Wsreeiok Roete, Caeeotey, 

J]UJ!L pdÑpnMerts 

- 

to HEDPHONES LOUD-SPEAKERS 
TRANSFORMERS COILS 

fflrst-class workmanship only. That is joot the vital 
difference. Wo ore opeciatists with almost o yearn's 
coperlence in every form of intricate and accora te 
coD winding, md we goarantee that work entrosteol 
to us wili be returnedlo you as good as necv, it not 
better. ThIs Is no idle claim, bot the onsoticiseci 
opinion of scores of uutinlled clients 

TRI YARLEY MAGNET COMPANY - 

(Propetetoro - Oltyer Pelt contrat Ltd.) 
Blootettold Road Woota'iCb. -SE, e) 

Telephone .... Woolse'lch cOOS 

tion the average purpose for which 
they will psòbabIy be used. 

There are, indeed, many points 
thât would need to be taken into 
the calculations. of any manu- 
facturer sufficiently progressive to 
consider the subject worthy of more 
or less intensive research. 

The filament rheostat may be 
obsolescent, but that is no reason 
why it should be old-fashioned in 
design. It is still worthy of better 
treatment than it has só far 
received. 

In conclusion, if- I l:e omittea 

WET (Leclanche Type) H. T. BATTERIES. 
If -- / CAPACITY DETAILS: n: No. i S,, D,00t sill sir,. ,s,000t of? ilhlu,ap,, Irr 6 :ror, o i I th, No. 2 Sor Elomnt sill gb..: ,00tul l4rrlIlI.sprnfor6toos,,.doy. 'Cs: slot 0,1:1 

1,1:5: 'ollo flttod silh NO. i Sg.. Elr.,gt,. I :ol:og I srotbg opk,,p, t. sod:: 3d. lt SViti ti: 
6 6" Ns. 2 5,, It lo Od. o oft, m. oo,.t.ortko I. .soptkboy bt.,a B,g.d lid. .tustp Ir, fol: po:tl,Wo. 

Volt Is,frodI,,. fOr ....fobfbug .,ot .105 ,urh rd.,. 
r 

' o&srd) ...... pr:do I:.Itstnrorlsol.Pr:dN:.:,CO'oÎoC, 
r ii. ° i E 

1 NOTO NEW ADDRESS, 
- WET HT. BATTERY CO...12. Brown!ow St.,HighHolborn,W,C.16 

Size Ni' loigh., 1' sq. 
\yJlRELlSS.-CapabIe, trustworthy men 

- with spafe time, svl:o wsh to substan- 
tially increase income, required where we are O/I EASY PAYMENTS 
riot fully represented. Applicants must have i,ol. £rrN,ssl.10lo bsflt sp Sos, 25 TrIS urtlos: 
practical knowledge of installation of Set and 

sd : Aerial, be householders or live with parents, oas,y soak. Strlto fr: 11,1, to DEPT. to, 

c:wded towards one end-tile end 
representing maximum resistances 
(nearest to the " Off position). 
In Fig. 6ss the turns of resistance 
wire are made greater in diameter 
towards this same point. 

Designed for Average - 

Purposes 
The exact degree of graduation 

requires to be very carefully 
thought out in each individuai 
case of rheostats of varying maxi- 
mum values, taking into considera- 

Specially designed for this famous Radio Press Crcuit. All details snd dmensions conform 
to their specification, enabling constructors to follow the layout without diflicul'y.- 

PRICES t - 

Light Fumed Oak 61/- Dark or Jacobean Oak 65/ Real Mahcgany 68/- 
Prices include either "full frort" with handsome solid raised panel, as illustrated, or beaded 
doors. allowing ampie space for tuning controls, etc. Glass panelled doors can also be 

supplied at 3j- extra. 

CASH WITH ORDER. CARRIAGE PAID LIE. PROMPT DELIVERY. 
Poskiog Case 5j etrs rstd if Ca,c returued seitisie 14 days C arrage paid to Work,. 

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGH. 

? WHY NOT S.LR.? 
¿, CONTROL? 

:: 
(Continued from page a51.) 

possible in an ordinary amplifying 
valve curve, then you will have 
visualised the real state of affairs.'. 
And if you find that with your - 

smooth-as-velvet" ultra-efficient 
rheostat you do all the useful 
wo:k on comparatively hairs- 
breadth movements, you now know 
the reason w;y. 

In my very humble opinion every 
rheostat, whatever its maximum 
value, should have its winding ar- 
ranged eitherlike Fig. 6Aor Fig. 6B. 
In the former instance the turns are 

TIIOUSANDS OF SATiSFIED CUSTOMERS. 
Alt Poli,hed with new enamel that ilveS i ¡tau bard aunan. that Cannot be soiled or .cra tch'ed. 
Ebonite or Rndioi PanelS SuppIled and Penf.ctly rlt*.d at law entra cost, SENT FREE-Cutnlosu* 

- of Standard WIreless Cabi,.ata In vario us sIze, and wood.. 

EL'tree "Solodyne" -'. ' .. 
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t dition, they will be petfeetly sterile, Valco, Ltd 321 

and any slight corrosiois . whieh Lt&.. Vandervell, C. A, & Cp., Ltd ..... .s 
may have set in on the surfaces of Graham Amplio», 'Lid,.. Varley Magnet Co... 32(5, 33a 

the diaphxags will be cleared 
away. Bros., U.d.. '.... 

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd. 332 
Weston Electrical lnstijmeut 

In the normal eourse nl events, Hughes, F. A,. & £o, Ltd. ... Co., Ltd ........................ 311 
there in no need tn cendsact this Wilkins & Wriglt. Ltd ...... .............. 3i)7 
tretment more than ossee lis about Igrnic gjectrie L.SIL, ... 289 Wolff, M. & A 323 

. :. 
two or three months, although. of hit.ernational Corres. Schools .. 32G Wet HT. Battery o. .. 335 

33 

cold water. 

After Illness 

The 'phone diaphragms and ear- 
caps should lie. coeupl.etely im- 
uaetsed in tuis s01itioD. fer twQ or 
three hours, Afterwa,rds they 
should be remoa'ed from the solu- 
tio, carefully rinsed in cold water, 
and then wiped perfectly thy with 
a clean rag. 

The result of this hygienic treat- 
ment will be that the diaphragms 
aud earcaps of the 'phones wW be 
retained, in a clean and sweet eon- 

Day', Will, Ltd ........ 322 
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925, 

Ltd. ........................... 303 

Eastkk, J. J., & Sons ..... 332 
Econoaia Electric, Ltd , 315 
Ede, C., 4c Co.., Ltd ..... 320 
Eleatson C@.. Ltd. .. .. 295 
Eton Ghisa Battery Co. . .. 354 
Eleetradix Radios .,. .. 332 

Ferranti, Ltd. .; .. 309 
Yhaehett,C.A ........ 321 

Formo Co., The ......... 323 

Radio Instruments, Ltd Corea iv. - 

Raymond. K ........ 
Redferus Rubber Works, Ltd. .. :7 
Rothei:mel Radio Corpn., Ltd. 323 

Service Co., Ltd ....... 
Silvertown Co., The .... 813 
S. P., Ltd. (Valves) .... 19 

Tsmgstone Aceumtilator Co., 
Ltd. .. ....... 331 

Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd 319 
Trolit.e Panela ........ 'fl 
Taylor, J. H., & Co ...... 335 

Now, 'phones which are allowed 
to remain in this condition are apt 
to suffer in actual working efficiency 
in. the long rua, owing to. the fact 
that the metal diaphragms become 
attacked by the natural grease of 
the skm.. 

Fortunately, there is a very 
simple method of getting rid of this 
undesirable condition of hifairs.. 
Give the affected 'phones a rough 

- wiping, ever with a soft piece of 
rag. Th,ñ carefully unscrew the 

f. 
earcaps, and place these, together 
with the 'phone diaphragms, in a 
bath of weak hydrtigen peroxide 
solution. This solution may be 
prepared by dilating one part of 
ordinary commercìal hydrogere pgr- 
oxide with three or four parts of 

Ltd .. ., 317 

Bedford Electric Co.; Ltd ....... 328 
Benjamin Electric, Ltd 330 
"Best Way" Wireless Books . 194 
Bird, Sydney S., & Sons 327 
Rtaek, Alexander , 33 
Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd ......... 317 
Brandes. Ltd 329 
British Ebonjte Co.; Ltd . 325 
British Electrical. Sales Qrg , 335 
Brown Bros., Ltd ........... 4121 

Brown, S. G., Ltd... Corer fil. 
Burndept %Vireless, Ltd. ... 301 
Burné-Jones &Co.. LIrI... .. 358 

Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd., 323 
Caxton Wood Turnery Ce 135 
Clarke,H,&Co,(Mch.),Ltd '320 
Cole, E K. Ltd. 322 
Cossor, . C., Ltd ..... 288 
Coventry Direct Supplies, Ltd. - 335 

Lever, Erk .7. .. , .. 334 
Lissen, Ltd... .. 286, 287 
London Radio Mfg; Vo.. Ltd. .. 319 - 

London Electric Wire Co., Ltd 315 

McMichaeí L.. Ltd.: .. . .. 

Marconiphone Vo., Ltd. .. 198 
Makerimport Co .. .. 330 
Metro.Vick Supplies, Ltd... 299 
Muliard Wireless Service Ce., Ltd. 

Creer ii 

New Times Sales Co ..... 335 

Oldhain & Son, Ltd ...... '117 
Orniond Engineering Co., Ltd..... 291 

Peto Scott Co., Ltd. -: lIlI, 327 
Picketts Cabinet Works 334 
"Popular Wireless" .... 312 
Power Equipment Co. Ltd. .. 

jiirty oeaupnones are mngs 
commonly tQ be seen noadas. 
And ri wonder. For when it is 
remembered, that the human skjji 
under any degree of heat or pressure 
exudes small munts of Oatural 
oil and grease, t will readily be 
seen that such natural exudations 
must in time accumulate upon the 
surfaces of the 'phone earcaps, and 
also upon th.e diaphragms, thus pro- 
ducing dirtiness." 

A Simple: Re.medy 

permangaaate tteatrnent, however, upon ebonite and ebonite coinpcsi- 
is that this soliation has a tendency tions, and thus their use on 'phone 
to produce a greening of the earcaps would 'most likely bring 
eboaiteor con1poeìtss earcaps of the about unwanted consequences. 

- 

' Index to Advertisers, - ' - 

PACE V p - V 

American Hard Rubber Cq, Ltd. 334 Jackson Bros ........ 30. 
Ashley WIreless Telephone Co., - , - 

PEROXIDE FOR 

HEADPHONES 

THERE 
is perhaps nothing 

more repugnant to the eyes 
(and the ears) of a sensitive 

individual than having to wear a 
pair of headphones tbe earpieces of 
which have been allowed to get 
into a dirty cc ition. 

fectious disease has made use of the 
'phones, the abave cleaiising and 
disinfecting treatment should be 
given before the 'phones are used 
by any other person. 

It is not absolutely essential to 
use peroxide of hydrogen for the 
above purpose. A weak solution of 
potassium permanganate (of such 
a strength thatthe liquid is coloured 
a. pale pink) can.. be employed 
instead, and is tatbr less expensive. 
The one disadantage about the 

tunately, with exces'sively cheap 
headphones, is very oftei the case. 

Beware of Carbolic 
Do not, however, under auy cir- 

cumstances, employ carbolic acid 
or similar solutions for the pur- 
pose of disinfecting headphone ear- 
caps. The disiofecting part of the 
job will be performed efficiently 
enough, but, uhfortunately, power- 
ful disinfectants of this latter 
nature have - an injurious eftect 

V 
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course, if an invalid sufierìng from 'phones, especially if such materiah 
a had oId or a more serious in- I be of inferior oualitv. as. ustfor. 
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L0d Speaker 
S. G. BROVTN, Ltd., Retail Showrooms: 19, Mortrner Street. W.l l, Moorfields, Liceepool; 61, High Street, Sourhampto. 

VhTestern Avenue North Wholesale Depots: 2. Landsdoss'n Place 'lÇe;t,.Bath. 120. Wellington Street. Glasgow. .7 Godwin Street, Bradford; 

Acton, London, W. 3 
Cross Hoase, Wesrgase Road, nStreer, Bsrmiragham. Pbttt .Garmaat,. 

.......... - .111. . 

s 

There is an exact parallel in the Loud Speaker. The appear- 
ance of the original loud speaking insu ument was far from 
attractive. Distasteful, almost. As with the motor manu- 
facturers, Wireless engineers concentrated their attention 
upon improving the reproducing qualities of the loud 
speaker. Tone improved. Volume increased. But the old 
horn remained. Then the demand arose for the 'loud 
speaker beautiful.' In meeting this need, S. G. Brown led 
the way. The Cabinet and the Q, set a new standard in 
design. Many instruments appeared which were really 

upon the loud sjeaker of prbroadcasting days. 

It you have watched the development of the loud 
sptakr you'll appreciate just what tremendous for' - 
ward strides the Disc marks. Hear it at your 
Dealer's and appreciate titis for yourself. You'll 
Covet the Di:C.. 
Black and Gold, Brown and 
Gold, White and Gold, £7 7s. 

Oxydised Silver - - £8 8s. 

'-. J 

The really beautiful Speaker 
THE early car ws an ugly brute. When they liad per.distinctive and gaceful in appearance. To S. G. Brown, 

fected it mechanically, though, motor manufacturers Ltd., howevtr, it was left to produce the really beautiful 
turned their attention to its appearance. Changing loud speaker. They did it in the Disc you see here. 

something here, adding something there, it was gradually The graceful limousine of to.day is a far cry from the 
evolved until to.day, the graceful beauty of many cars is boneshaker ' of twenty ytars back. The aristocratic 
fair to see. Disc Loud Soeaker is just as crear an advancement 
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impedance values allowing of its use in any circuit and with any 
valve, plus a minimum self-capacity, that you can hope to 
obtain the kind of reproduction which wiU please you. 

Fit the RI. Multi-Ratio Transformer to your set to-day 50(1 
notice how immediately the reproduction reaches so clscly 
the distinctness and quality of tone of the original. 

Price 25/- 
Write fo, the Rl. Green ovvi Gold Catalogue, 

i 

) 

- -j 

7 is another remarkable RI. component designed for circuits where 
a tuned-grid circuit is employed. 

- 

/ Being an RL product, it has ail the features necessary to give 
, 

- ;_ y' improved working of this circuit. for, as lt is used virtuaUy in 
- -/ 

parallel with the tuned circuit, it is important that the high 
frequency resistance and self-capacity are negligible in order to 

- 

maintain selectivity and efficiency. 
Hence the new RI. HF. Choke-jiosoeoses a high Impedance 

a - J value and e wound in well-spaced bOctiono on a low loss skeleton 
former; it is quite suitable for wave-lengths of from 50 to 4,000 

- -. - 

metres and no observable increase in the HF Resistance of the 
- ' parallel tuncd circuit will result. 1'\ 

I'ì - ' - 
.' Price 12/6 

- 

J i - ' 

-, - [i nithssslf:opty et only 18 oicrfd 
- B O T H T H E SE - Seven ratios-three impedance values-a self-capacity of only 

- 

th=sO:rrieBn JO5PNNJS 
THE - 

01050 
- N F A M O U S P . M. The result of Its unique construction lo an instrument that 

CIRCUITS i i th i i. libo dot d t tion yo L F t ge 
It is only by using a transformer with a range of ratios and 
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hecause of any marked inferiority of rival producis, but 4 

- 

-- III IflItt (IIi i I] 
?because the 27 years' experience gained actually in the de- 

HI! IIIHI 
signiog and production of first-grade r'adio instruments shows 

III HIll 
R.l. Ltd. exactly what is required in a component and the 

lIOII 
method of construction that is most efficient, 
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- ,. 1HE RI, HIGH FREQUENCY CHOKE 
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His 'clutching, thieving Gngers 
cannot harm this new Cossor 
Kalenised filament 

NORMALLY the filament of emits a torrent of electrons practically 

a valve is a slender thread without heat. The familiar glow is 
entirely absent. Experts agree that the 

of metal subjected to intense Kalenised filament is one of the greatest 
hat. From the time the first fundamental improvements in wireless. Cossor 4-volt Power 

9 . 

The new Cossor Kalenied filament replacement. 215 P (Stentor Two) Power Valve 18/6 Consumption 15 amp. 

Co s s O r -the Valve which 
serves you longest 

4dv. of 4. C. Cosser Ltd., High'iuy (.ìrove, N.5. Ct(bor Ad. ;o 

valve was made, heat-in the 
form of an electric current-has 
been required to produce the 
necessary electron emission 
from the filameht. 
But Heat-although a good servant- 
is a bad master. His thieving fingers 
have robbed every filament of many 
hours of useful life. Through excessive 
heat metal becomes crystallised. 
When in this brittle State it is suscep- 
tible to the slightest knock. Even ex- 

pansion and contraction under tension 
is sufficient to cause a fracture. That 
is why the ordinary valve has only a 
comparatively short life. 

Now at last Heat has met his match. 
His services have been disoensed with. 

Even after prolonged use the Cossor 
Kalenised filament never becomes 
brittle-it is still pliable. Whilst the 
electron stream emitted is hundreds of 
times greater than that to be obtained 
from an ordinary filament. Obviously 
the 'greater the emission, the more 
efficient the valve and no other valve 
equals in intensity the emission given 
off by the Cossor Kalenised Filament. 
That is why Cossor Valves are setting 
entirely flew standards for volume, for 
purity and for extreme sensitivity to 
weak signals. 

Let your next valve be a Cossor, 
therefore, and enjoy anew the 
pleasures of Radio freed from 
the continual expense of valve 

Valve now available 
T new Stentor Four power valvç is 

now available. Co-axial Mounting 
(exclusive to Cossor) ensures life-long 
uniformity. Even under the hardest 
blow it is absolutely impossible for the 
elements to move independently-they 
are securely anchored to each other in 
permanent alignment. The Kalenised 
Slament ensures a terrific electron 
stream which in turn means the greatest 
possibfe volume with a remarkable 
purity and freedom from backgrounda- 
noises. Filament voltage 3'S volts. 
Consumption. 1 amp Impe- 
dence 5000 ohms. Amplifi- 
cation Factor 5. 

Cossor Point One (2 volts) 
210H(RedBandlH.F.Amplifler. 14 ColT suniption 'lamp. 
210D (Black Band) Detecto: 14 Valve. Consumption 1 amp. 
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Immediately Mr. Barris, with the assistance of other experts, had completed the arrangement of the various components. the above dashlight photograpb 
was taken in order to obtain a permanent and accurate record of this very important stage m'the work of assembly. 

"MODERN WIRELESS" DESCRIBES MODERN SETS 

cast receiver is very different from that of some 
three or four years ago, when broadcasting 
first commenced. In those days we were given 
to understand that a detector was necessary, 
and that one or more stages of high-frequency 
amplification might be omployed to precede 
the detector and one or more stages of low- 
frequency amplification to follow it; "valves" 
were to be enloyed. these to be mounted in 

FOR the first time in the history of radio it has 
been possible to concentrate the activities 01 

practically aU the leading wireless-set designen 
in the country on the construction o! one Super 
receiver. 

Each one o! the recognised authoritiea con, 
cerned in this work has specialised on one 
specific section of the set. The result is the 
Modern Wireleas "Combine" Five-a receiver 
which embodies everything that is beat in op- 
to-date radio practice. 

some unspecinea way, wnhIst -- coils, 01 

stated value but unstated character, were to 
he used as inductances in the high-frequency 
parts of the circuit; these various components were to be "connected 
together" according to a circuit diagram, the output of the receiver 
being supplied into headphones or a loud speaker which, in appropriate 

¡h different departments 
well -deserved reputation: 
be faced vith a probleir 

notwithstanding that the one dates back to 
anti4uity, whereas the otlr, as we remarkced 
a m9ment ago, has practically the whole of 
its history compressed into a very few years. 
In medicine, the immense increases in kn9w- 
ledge which have resulted from research work 
have rendered more and moredifficult the work 
of the general practitioner and have more thais 
ever made it necessary for individuals tO 
specialise in different departments of the àrt. 

A similar state of affairs has been rea4ed 
in radio science and, indeed, many specialists 
of the science already carry well-known and 

e. If a manufacturing company, for example, 
i in audio-transformer design, theycall in the 

An Introduction 
By J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.lnst.P 

THE wireless receiver which is described and illustrated in this 
book i.s one which is intended to represent for its class (2-j-2) 
the last word in present-day design and practice. lñ stating that 

the object in view has inen achieved, one must exercise great caution, 
and it is a statement which I certainly should never make had I 
not satisfied myself s.s to its correctness. 

The design of the present-day radio broad- 

circumstances, deli'vered a fair imitation of the tranniision from thi 
station. 

lt would be correct to say that no branéh of science has eyer bees 
subject, in the comparatively short space of some three or four year, 
to such concentrated attentidn from thousands-perhaps millions-of 
eager and intelligent experimenters as has been the case with he 
science, or scientific hobby, .of broadcast radio reception. lt was 
inevitable, theref&e, that progress should have been remarkably 
rapid; scarcely a week-certainly never a month-passes without 
some important development or improvement being brodght forward. 

The developmeit of radio practice as applied to broadda.st receptiön 
may conveniently be compared to the de- -._.L_, velopment of the science ör art df mediciné, 

Prese,1 Fr'e wit/i MODERN WmELEsS, March, 1927. 
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This set is the 
"last word" in r 
reliability and 

efficiency. 
D 

,- 

Easeof control, 
reasonable cost, 
and purity.of 
tone are leading 
features of this 

receiver. 
- 

1 I 
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may remark that he has devoted even more care to the layout 
I 

I of this particular set than in the case of perhaps any of the 

',ii 

> Screws, Wander Plugs, etc. 
i re. 24 S.W.O. Eureka Wire (Dnuble Cotton C,vered),or one 

complete tapped resistor to "M.W." speciftcation (Wright 
and Weaire) 

efficient and as suitable for their purpose as the present state 
t of knowledge permits. Mr. Kendall has not only written widely 
I 

on the important and difficult subject of high-frequency coil 

_,, . design but, what is more, he bas devoted an immense amount 
of study and experiment to this subject, of which he has 
made himself a master. 

Acknowledged Experts. 
R ' 

- In the design of the low-frequency amplifying stages there 
is room for considerable diversity of opinion: some constructors 

\ \ 
pin their faith to transformer-coupled stages, others to resistance 

. 
coupling, whilst others, again, believe that improved purity is 
obtainable by a judicious mixture of the two. Mr. Johnson- 
Randall is a noted expert in low-frequency amplification, and 
his design of this part of the circuit may be taken to represent the 
most efficient arrangement in conjunction with other parts of the 
circuit. 

The stages of high-frequency amplification are the special 
I 

charge of Mr. Allinson, whose name is so well known in 

I 
association with the design of this type of circuit. It is un- 
necessary to say that in Mr. Aliinson's hands all the details 

i_s, 

.. which make for H.F. amplifier efficiency have been given 
t every consideration. 

Mr. P. W. Harris has given the benefit of his unrivalled 
experience in the matter of the layout of components, arid 
although Mr. Harris' name and reputation are an adequate 
guarantee that the matter has been handled most ably, I 

i 

J. 

Presented Free with MODERN Wnoirx.xss, March, 1927. 

services, not of a "radio engineer," but of a transformer 
specialist; it would be invidious, perhaps, at this point to 
refer to particular names, but the mention of transformers calls 
up at once to the mind of the well-informed experimenter 
several familiar names. The same remarks may be made with 
regard to valves, and again with reference to loud speakers. 
Indeed, -we have already specialists in the different departments 
of radio science just as definitely and as inevitably as we have 
specialists in the different departments of medical science. 

The Technical Editor of MODERN WIRELESS, when he set 
out to produce le dernier cri in 5-valve receivers of this type, 
adopted the only proper course in calling in the aid of 
specialists. The names of the authors of the sections irs the 
following pages are all well known to the wireless public, and 
each is an authority upon the subject with whioh he has 
undertaken to deaL 
No part of the wireless receiver is mnre important than the 

high-frequency coils, and I should say that it was in this feature 
of a receiver that thre was perhaps tie greatest liability for 
inefficiency to creep in. In the receiver to be described, the 
design of the coils has been undertaken by Mr. G. P. Kendall, 
whose name alone is a guarantee that the coils specified are as 

Components Required 

Panel (26 in. X 8 in. X I in.) with Cabinet. Baseboard 
and Brcccets (Carrington MIe. Co.) 

3 S.L.F. Slow-Motion Condensers (Ormond) 
i 20-ohm Rheostat (Igranic-Pacent) 
1 On-Off Switch (Igranic or Liasen) 
1 4:1 L.F. Transtormer (Marco.s.ipnone Ideal) 
i T1epbone Transformer (Pye) 
2 100,000 ohm Anode Resistances (Varley) 
i 500.000 ohm Anode Resistance (Varley) 
i EF. Choke (Varley) 
2 1-mId. Mansbridge Condensers (T.C.C. or Liasen) 
i 01-mtd. Mica Condenser (Dubilier Type tIlls) 
2 006-mfd. Mica Condensers (Liasen or Dubilier) 
i 0003-mId. Mica Condenser (Liasen or Dubilier) 
i 2-meg. Resistance (Dubilier b.s.netoam) 
i '.5-meg. Resistance (Dubilier Dumetohin) 
5 Valve-øoldoro (Benjamin) 
3 5-pin Coil Plugs and Bases (Peto-Scott) 
2 Baseboard-Mounting Neutraiising Condensers (Peto-Scott) 
i piece Ebonite Tube, ilias, dia., 21 in. long 
4 6 BA. Terminals 
11 Fe!ex Terminals (J. Eastiok & Co.) 
3 Terminal Strips (1 7 In. X 2 in. X in.. 22 in. x2 in. X lin.) 
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A back-of-panel view of the completed set with valves and coils in position. 

BE MODERN AND READ "MODE.RN WIRELESS" 

launching of the receiver as a masterpiece of concerted effort. A form of trouble peculiar to neutralised circuits which occurs 
So many designs and circuit-diagrams of multi-valve receivers have in some ceses, even when only one stage of EL F. amplification i 

been put forward during the past two or three years that the constructor used, is that due to parasitic oscillation, and it is must important 
contemplating the making of a set is apt to be bewildered by the variety that any circuit used he entirely free from any risk uf this occurnng, 
offered for his choice. It is to be hoped therefore, that this 5-valve otherwise the efficiency of the HF. side of the receiver is completely 
receiver, representing, as it does, the united and considered decisions of nullified. lt is also important that the circuit be suitable for use o 
a team of esperts. will leave no room for doubt or prpIexity, but will the long waves, for there are, no doubt, a number of experimenters 
commend itself to the prospective constructor as fha 5-valve set of who desire to receive the long-wave stations, such as 'Daventry, 
the present day Hilversum, Radio Paris, etc. Certain circuits, although satisfactory 
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Leaving No Room For Doubt. 
Mr. J. F. orrigan, whose articles on crystals, as well as on a variety 

of other interesting subjects, are always so much appreciated, has 
dealt broadly with the considerations to be borne ¡ri mind in wiring 
the set. Although the connecting together of the various components 
into an united whole might seem to be a simple matter (it is one which 
is too frequently completed in a scramble, in order that the final strains 
of the Savoy hands may be caught for "testing" before 11 p.m. ! 

there may be all the difference between efficient and poor operation 
in the manner in which the wiring is carried out. 

Mr. C. E. Field, who is an authority on the subject of loud.speaker 
reproduction, undertook the supervision of that section of the 
"Combine" set with which this subject is intimately concerned. 

Finally, upon Mr. G. V. Dowding has fallen the onerous duty of 
collating the contributions of the various experts mentioned, and the 

The scheme which was worked out in this way lias been incor 
porated in several receivers which I have designed from time to 
time, while I have also used it to a considerable extent in my own 
private work. 

The intending cnnstructnr, therefore, can have every confidence 
in tIre performance and reliability of this circuit, since it has been 
tested and tried out in actual practice over a considerable period. 
Needless to say, it is of the neutralised type. and I would like to 
ernphasise here that if the utmost efficiency as regards range and 
power is to be obtained from the HF. side of a receiver, the use 
o! neutratied or stabiiised H.F. amplification is certainly to he advised. 
lt lias a number of advantages, among which are ¡nci.ased selec. 
tivity, the greatest amplification from the H.F. valve, and ease of 
controL 

Suitable For All Wave-lengths. 

The valves for the set are under the special care of Mr. Keith Rogers, 
who possesses a most extensive knowledge of present-day valves, their 
characteristics and their suitability for special purposes. Mr. Rogers has 
carried out very considerable investigations with valves since days 
prior to the advent of broadcasting. 

There is, I think, a tendency amongst constructors to regard the 
condensers in a set-particularly the fixed condensers-as components 
which, apart from what may be called their mechanical or constructional 
features, are much of a muchness. This, however, is far from being the 
case, and there may be as much difference between the similar conden 
sers as between chalk and cheese. The proper choice of condensers, 
and their use io the set in the proper way, are vitally imp ,rtisnt factors 
in determining the efficient working of the circuit as a whole. The 
reader will therefore be pleased to know that Mr. 1arton Chapple- 
whose reputation needs no comment-makes himseLf responsible for 
the supervision of titis particular section. 

By C. P; I4LLINSON, A.M.LR.E. 

LTHOUOH, at first sight, the desicn of an UF. amplifier may 
appear to be a somewhat simple matter, t.here is a considerable 
number nf considerations which have to be takeg into account 

if really consistent and satisfactory operation is to he obtained from 
this side of the receiver. 

For the H.F. circuit of the "Combine" Five I have chosen a scheme 
which i first used some months ago, and it is the outcome nf a con- 
siderable amount of reserchì on my part into tite question of HF. 
amplification. A description of how this circuit caine to he evolved 
has been given in Modern Wireless," its development being dealt 
with in detail and certain variations nf the circuit also being given. 

Presenled Free uiM MOnERN WIRELESS, March, 1927. 

components are compactly arranged into a small space, nothing has Ii ill 

numerous sets with which he has been so successful. Although the _________________________________________________________ 

been sacrificed to "crowding,' and all spacings bave been defined tea 'THE H.F. S'TAGES fraction of an inch iii 
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LOUD5PEAI(ER L.T7 L.7-. fi.T. H.7+ h'.7* 
2L.R /L.F oETECrOR HF5TAGES 

This back-ot-panel view .ot the set should assist the constructor in the wiring. 

"MODERN WIRELESS"- SETS ARE TESTED«. RELIABLE AND 

EARTH AERIAt-. 

UP TO DATE 

be seen that between the centre points of the two grid coils, L2 and 
L4, two resistances, R5.and R6, are connected. The values of these 
resistances are 100,000 ohms each, and it is important that they 
be of reliable make, otherwise trouble will be introduced. It may 
be found in some cases that an advantage will be obtained by using 
a small amount of negative grid bias with the two HF. valves. This 
will help to sharpen up the tuning in cases a here interference is 
experienced, and also will result in economy in plate-current consump- 
tion-a very vital factor when a multi-valve receiver is being employed. 
The actual value employed should not erceed I volts, and this only 

will enable a small amount of natural reaction to be introduced 
into the two HF. circuits, thus reducing their resistance and increas- 
ing their efficiency. This should be done with care, however, and the 
whole wave-band should be explored with the three condensers 
every time the neutralising capacities are reduced to see that the set 
does not go into self-oscillation at any point. Tise correct setting 
of the neutralising condensers should be noted, so that when it is. 
desired to use either of them as a reaction control when carrying out 
distant reception, you may, if you desire, easily reset the condensers 
at values which make the set completely stable at all frequencies. 
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have been designed to work with valves of this description. 
It should, therefore, be borne in mind when using this receiver, 

that if the best results are to be obtained a valve of this description 
should be employed, for the coils have been designed with the correct 
turn ratio between the primary and secondary windings, the correct 
degree of coupling, and a suitable HF. resistane to match with this 
type of valve. 

At the same time the values are not extremely critical, and valves 
having impedances lying between 20,000 and 30,000 ohms, with ampli. 
tication factors of from 15 to 25, are entirely suitable for use in this 
set. Other valves, however, may be used, but if the very utmost 
is to be obtained from the receiver, then the valves recommended 
are certainly to be advised. 

Let us turn to the theoretical circuit diagram, as it may be of 
interest to discuss one or two of the points of this receiver. It will 

and earth preparatory to using it. 
Tune in your local station and adjust your three tuning condensers 

until the signal is at its maximum strength. Now break the first H.F. 
valve filament circuit by wrapping a piece of thin paper round one of 
its filament pins and rotate the neutralising condenser, C2. tifl a 
position is found at which the signal is at minimum strength or else 
entirely inaudible. At this point the capacity of the valve is exactly 
neutralised and this stage of EF. amplification will be free from any 
tendency to oscillate. The second H.F. valve is neutralised in the 
same manner, and it will now be found that the whole set is completely 
stable at all settings of the tuning condensers 

Stable At All Frequencies. 
It will, however, be found an advantage in many cases slightly 

to reduce the capacity of the two neutralising condensers. This 

description, and it has been proved in practice to be entirely free 
from parasitic oscillation, even when using three or more stages, 
providing always that due care is given to the construction of the 
receiver when a large number of stages is being used, while it may be 
used with equal success on the long waves as on the short ones. 

An important point in the design of an H.F. amplifier is the question 
of the coils, and the actual design of these has been entrusted to 
Mr. O. P. Kendall, who is an acknowledged authority on the subject. 

A Few Operating Notes. 
It is the usual practice nowadays to employ a valve of the high 

impedance, high amplification factor type for H.F. amplification, and 
the popularity of this class of valve is well deserved. Assuming, there. 
fore, that these valves will in nine cases out el ten he used for this 
resivp.r. the constants of the inductances used in the HF. circuit 

goes to the resistance and the positive one to the L.T.-busbar. 
In consonance with modern practice, two small shunting con. 

densers, C3 and are connected between the H.T positive side 
of the anode coils, L3 and L5, and H.T. negative, and although these 
may not be absolutely essential to the functioning of the receiver, 
I would strongly advise you not to leave these components out. 

The neutralising capacities aro shown at C2 and 05, while the 
three tuning condensers, C1, C4 and 07, are all of the same value. 

Anode-bend rectification is used with the detector valve, and n 
small battery, G.B1, is connected in the grid lead as shown, and enables 
the correct bias to be obtained. 

A few operating notes may be of use here, and the first thing to 
do is to get the receiver properly stabilised. I will assunie, therefore, 
that you have completed the receiver, which has passed through 
its preliminary tests, and you have now connected it to the aerial 

Preenfr4 Frcc with MODERN VIRE.Ess, March, 1927. 

for use on the short broa'Icast wave-lengths, are, however, not suitable when H.T. voltage of 80 volts or more is used with the H.F. valves. 
for use on the long ones. A couple of dry cells may therefore he inserted at the two points marked 

The circuit J have used is entirely free from any trouble of this with a cross, and should be connected so that he negative terminal 
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LL THE LEADING EXPERTS WRITE REGULARLY FOR "MODERN WIRELESS'S 

wound resistance of 500,000 ohms, R,, and the voltage variations 
across this resistance are applied across the grid and filament of 
V4 and magnified. Results could be obtained with an anode resis- 
tance of tower value, but the amplification would be considerably 
less A radio-frequency choke is joined in the grid lead of V4 in 
order to prevent H.F. from getting through into the LS. portion, 
and the ILF. component in the anode Circuit of V3 is by-passed through 
a snusU fixed condenser, C8, joined between the anode and negative 
filament leg of the valve. This condenser must be kept small, since 
it will otherwise cutoff the higher frequencies, and in addition, decrease 
the amplification. 

For the transformer-coupled stage I have chosen a Marconi "Ideal," 
having a ratio of 4:1. The primary inductance is sufficiently high for 
Vto be used with satisfactory results in conjunction with the majority 
f small power va!ves at present on the market. Across the secondary 
f this transformer is showis a O5 megohm leak, R9, its presence 

ing what grid bias to use for V4 and V5. Let me tell ou how I decide 
mine. I make use of Captain H. J. Round's "rule of thumb" method. 
You know your HT. voltage and you also know the amplification 
factor of the valve, since this is marked on the makers' carton or 
pamphlet. Divide your H.T. voltage by twice the amplification 
factor of the valve, and add to your answer about 14 volts. This 
will give you a good working value for the grid bias. In this way you 
will find that with 120 volts HT. a negative bias of lO& volts for V1 
and 164 to 18 volts for V5, if you are using a super power valve, is about- 
right. Remember that when you are using a super power valve, a 
9-volt grid battery is inadequate. You must lieve space for at least 
two 9-volt batteries in series. 

If dry cells are to be used, then one of the super batteries must be 
employed, if satisfactory working is to result Remember that with 
the modern multi-valve set, employing two power valves, the total 
anode current may easily be 20 milliamperes. 

of bass resonance 
has been observed 
when using a re- 
sistance amplifier. 
This could be eliminated by using a transformer 1n the last stage. 
Again, with a transformer in the last stage, I have found it easier 
to avoid distortion on moderate H.T. voltages, when compared 
with resistance coupling. This is a distinct advantage to the listener 
not in possession of a milliameter to enable him to diagnose distortion 
arising from the valve characteristic. 

The grid-bias batteries can be held to the back of the cabinet by means of brass clips. The battery on the left 
(for L.F. stages) should be of at least 18 volts if a saper power is used although In this photo only a small 

battesy io shown. 

Some Notes on the Circuit. 
Referring to the diagram, V3 is an anode-bend rectifier, a small dry. 

cell battery of about 44 volts, tapped at every 14 volts, being employed 
to apply the necessary negative potential to the grid of the valve. 

This valve has connected in its anode circuit a non-inductive wire- 

about 3 volts neg- 
ativo grid bias is 
about right with 
the D. E. 5. b, 

D.F.A.4 and S.T.61 valves. In the case of the Cosmos S.P.55/B, l% 
volts gives good results. For V., the first L.F. valve, the Marconi or 
Osrasn D.E.5, Mullard P.M.6, B.T.H. B.4, Cosmos S.P.55/R, S'.T.62, 
Burndept L.525 will give good results. 

In the last stage, if signuls are very strong a considerable grip 
swing will have to be dealt with, and if such is the ca.se I recommend 
you to use a super power valve, such as the D.E.5A,S.T.63, or L.L.52r. 

If you prefer to use 4-volt valves, then for the two LF. stages 
two Cosser Stentor Fours or a Stentor Four and a super power valve. 
such as the S.T.43 or its equivalent may he used. 

I recommend you to use an HT. valuo of not less than-120 volts 
for the two L.F. valves. You may bave some slight difficulty in decid- 

signal strength, combined with good quality. WitlÇ suitable valves. Concerning the L.F. Valves. 
the amplification is very oven over a ide band of frequencies, although This valve, however, is rather microphonic and requires a carefully 
not quite so good as would be obtained with pure resistance coupling chosen valve holder. Used as an amplifying valve, it does not suffer 
on the bass notes. This is counterbalanced by the fact that the from this disadvantage, nor does the P.1i.5.B. 
average loud speaker, with a tightly clamped diaphragm, will not Th D.E.5b; D.F.A.4 and .S.T.61 all make good anode rectifiers, 
reproduce the lower and there is litt!e or 
musicalfrequenoies 

if they 
nothing to choose 

'('lie even are 
present in the out- 
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notes, .4 - . '. designed for tesis- 

With one "cone" u tance coupling. 
of largediameteran . With 120 volts 
objectionable form - - ---..- H.T. I find that 

B)' A. JOHNSON-RANDALL 

IN designing the L.F. portion of this receiver, I have endeavoured 
to meet the requirements of practically every class of reader. 

1f! had chosen I could have arranged the circuit to give enor- 
mous amplification with reasonable quality. Alternatively it would 
have been a fairly simple matter to have designed a circuit giving 
a perfectly even amplification of ali frequencies with a fair degree 
nl magnification. 

J, however, decided to compromise by employing an arrangement 
which I' have found to be very efficient from the point of view of 

lating an impedance of not less titan 20 henries. This impedance 
value permits a number of different types of valves to be employed 
with success. 

So much for theoretical considerations; and now for tIte actual 
operation of the L. F. stages. 

Tite valve used as the rectifier should be of the high mu typo. Amongst 
those which come into this class may be mentioned the following: 
Cosmos S.P.5/B (blue spot), and P.M. 5.B which have magnifications of 
about 3; Marconi and Osrani D.E. 5.b, Mullard 1).F.A.4, and the S.T.6 I. 
(Tite S.T.61 A will be more suitable, hut at the time of writing is not 
on the market.) These are all 6-volt valves, and on testin a resistance 
circuit especially constructed for experimental purposes the S.P.iIB 
type gave the loudest signalswhen used s an anode-bend rectilie,. 

P8enl'd Free with MODERN %%IRELFISS, March, 1927. 

' Much can be achieved with a resistance of this nature, and by decreas- 
tending to prevent any resonance effects at the higher frequeneiu. 

THEL.F. STAGES ng its value a control of volume is obtained. 
I 

In the output circuit I have shown an output transformer stipu- 
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panel drilling details and baseboard-layout measurements. 
nnecting wires which pass underneath the baseboard, 
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densers. Note bow neat the wiring is when tbe L.T. leads are taken beheath the baseboard 

"MODE-RN WIRELESS" SETS ARE TESTED, RELIABLE AND UP TO DATE 

condenser (Z= ,/R2+(WL - Hence it is not possible to give a :11c0r?e valve may very easily halve the inductance by saturat- 

definite opmion on the 01 value, owing to the unknown factor, Very little need be said about the speaker itself, except that it 
H.F.C. This condenser, however, is certainly of the right order, should be a good one, for at the present stage of development the 

The neutrodyne condensers C2 and C5 will naturally be of the usual loud speaker is the weakest point in a wireless receiver. 
low capacity, while the reservoir effects of the i mfd. condensers C10 This set, although not unduly elaborate, embodies practically 
and C11 across the H.T.+tappings and H.T. -will be readily appre- every refinement which experience has shown to be worth while, and 
elated. is capable of taxing a loud speaker to its utmost capacity, and of 

Taking a general survey of the condensers, the variable ones should giving a quality of reproduction to which few speakers will do justice. 
naturally conform to the accepted present-day canons of low-loss, It therefore behoves the experimenter who is purchasing a speaker 
which do not need recapitulating here. The insulation resistance of to try several on the set itself before making his choice, for the most 
the -006 condensers must be above suspicion, for in addition to UI)- perfect receiver cannot make an undersized or badly designed 
setting the performance of the receiver, the H.T. battery located speaker give good results. 
between the first 
tapping and H.T. ---- '- 
will be short- Articles will 
circuited,andhence / - appear in 
rapidly become -' _________ __________- 

- futureissues 
useless. The same IJ ,, 

j. - 
of Modern 

remarks will apply - . Wireless 
to the -0003 and ,itt/ '' n' 

h dealing in 
the -01 condensers, 

f 
f,l/,tY \ / greater de- 

although damageto - -' - j- tail with the 
the H.T. battery is 

f -f I 

- h and i i n g 
not quite t ' \ 

- 

cahbra- 

sence of the ' "Combine" 
megohm resistance 'j .1 -- / Five, and 
in one case 'md the r 

/ 
letters from 

-5and-2 inegohm \ ----. .- .- readersdes- 
resistances in the '.-11L ' ç r e- - I cribmg their 
other case. Similar i i experiences 
reasoning Will ot - - ,7' 'X 

a- ? j with the set 
course apply to F- 't1'. ...._ - ',. , j will be pub- 
the insidationof - :' Oti 

I 

the H.T. battery with its inherent resistance. Choosing an average 
medium of 400 metres the impedance at the corresponding frequency 
is about 35 ohms, a fair value, which, however, might be reduced, 
without detriment to the performance of the receiver as a whole, and 
even effect a slight improvement. 

Any high.frequency components of current present in the anode 
circuit of the rectifying valve will not pass to the grid of the fourth valve, 
since they are forced back by the HF. choke. The H.F.C. offers an 
impedance of several thousand ohms to these currents, whereas the 
condenser at the same average wave.length of 400 metres has an 
impedance of 700 ohms, so the currents pass direct to the filament. 
This leaves the rectified pulses of current to produce a large Iow.fre- 
quency potential across the 05 megohm resistance R7, which are 
passed to the grid of V4 via the H.F.C'.. and the 01 condenser C5. 

A General Survey. 
The exact impedance of this circuit will depend upon the resistance 

and inductance of the H.F.C. in combination with the series 

quickly weaken the magnets, giving reduced volume, or else saturate 
them so that loud signals are unable to produce their f till effect. 

Selecting the Loud Speaker. 
In many horniess and other speakers employing a moving armature, 

the latter will be given an initial set which may have a bad effect 
upon the quality if the movement is at all delicate. 

Another, and perhaps the most important, reason for using a 
transformer is that by so doing the risk of a breakdown in the speaker 
windings, due to the voltage of the H.P. battery, is avoided. 

In this respect the transformer is to be preferred to the choke-and- 
condenser method of coupling, for, although the latter shunts the 
steady plate current from the speaker windings, it does not protect 
them from the H.T. voltage unless a condenser is connected on both 
sides of the speaker. 

Moreover, a suitable choke for the output circuit of a power valve 
is very difficult to construct, for, if the winding is sufficient to give the 
high impedance which is so necessary for an anode choke, the plate 

L. 

AN examination of the circuit reveals many interesting features, 
and it is obviously the result of careful thought, every effort 
being made to include details which recent experiments have 

proved to be the most efficient. 
The combination of coils of 200 m.h. (L2, L4 and L6) tuned by 

0005 variable condensers in the grid circuits of the first three valves 
is admirable, for a simple calculation shows that with the maximum 
capacity in circuit the wave-length reached is practically 600 metres. 
Assuming a minimum capacity of -00003 and neglecting coil capacity 
the minimum wave-length becomes about 150 metres, so the complete 
range meets all requirements on the normal broadcast band. 

The H.F. currents at the battery ends of L3 and L5 will travel via 
the -006 fixed condensers (CS and C6) to the filaments instead of through 

IT will be seen that the loud speaker is not connected directly in 
the plate circuit of the last valve, but that an output trans- 
former is employed. 

So much has been written about the shortcomings of L.F. trans- 
formers that an output, or telephone, transformer is often avoided 
by the experimenter who is desirous of obtaining the best possible 
quality from his set. 

This is a mistake, however, for a good output transformer will 

almost invariably improve the quality of reproduction, and if really 
suited to its position, may give quite an appreciable increase in volume. 

This is because, if no transformer is employed, the steady plate 
current flowing from the HT. battery to the last valve flows through 
the speaker windings. In the ordinary type of speaker this may very 

CONCERNING THE CONDENSERS 
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE 

Wh.Sc., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M:I.E.E. 

Pre8en&ed Free with MOuER \\ IRELrSS, .hI«rch, 1927. 

THE OUTPUT CIRCUIT. 
By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc. 
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"MODE.RN WIRELESS" DESCRIBES MODERN SETS 

An camination of the practical wiring diagram will show that it 
I 

it against the panel in such a way that the projecting portion, which 
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In a circuit consisting of two stages of radio-frequency amplifica- 
tioii, a detector and two stages of audio frequency, the first con- 
sideration will always be the best disposition of the radio frequency 
side, as inter-action is far more pronounced in those parts. In 
looking at the circuit it will be seen that we have three tuned radio- 
frequency circuits and three radio-frequency transformers (for the 
aerial coupler is really to be considered as such). 

Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., in designing the coils, had in mind that 
they should not be screened, but that their disposition should be 
such that inter-action between fields would be reduced as far as 
possible. A fairly wide spacing was thus desirable. Now these 
coils have to be tuned by three variable condensers, and it is also 
desirable in this particular circuit that these should be well spaced. 
Thinking matters over, it occurred to me that the best procedure would 
be to take the baseboard and panel of the set, and to start with the 
output end, arranging the detector. and audio-frequency portions of 
the circuit as close together as possible commensurate with efficiency, 
in this way leaving the maximum space for the radio-frequency side. 

Construction Quite Straightforward. 
From this brief sketch of the considerations leading up to the 

choice of layout shown, let us see how to proceed with the work of 
making the receiver. Fortunately this is far simpler than ivith many 
sets using the same or a smaller number of valves. The front panel 
should first be marked off according to the drilling diagram, and the 
condensers, variable filament resistance, and on-and-off switch fixed 
in position, not forgetting to drill the holes for the securing screws 
for the brackets. Personally, I always drill these first, and as they 
need to be drilled accurately the following procedure is recommended. 

Take the baseboard of the set and stand the ebomte panel upright 
in front of it. Then, from behind, make a mark indicating the po'i- 
tion of the top of the baseboard. Place the panel flat on the table 
(with some sort of protection underneath it, such as a pad of news- 
paper), and scratch along the lower end a straight line corresponding 
with the top edge of the baseboard. Now take a bracket and hold 

veiy rarely bad any relation to 
electrical considerations. It was 
not realised how important was the exact placing of parts and how the 
same circuit could work in half a dozen different ways, according to 
the manner in which the parts were disposed. 

The layout of the "Combine" Five has been most carefully con- 
sidered in the light of our most recent knowledge of inter-action 
between the various parts of a highly efficient wireless receiver. 
Two leading considerations have to be borne in mind. On the one 
hand all wiring must be kept as short as possible, and on the other, 
while keeping to this shortness as far as possible, parts which are 
liable to harmful inter-action must be kept at sufficient distance 
from one another. Other less important but still desirable con- 
siderations, are a good appearance and a symmetrical layout. 

that this should be carried on the 
front panel in the position shown. 

With one end of the receiver aid out in this manner, it then became 
much easier - to start on the radio-frequency portion. There was 
available, roughly, a little more than half of the baseboard and panel, 
and this obviously determined the positions of the coils and their 
bases. The condensers had to be placed where shown so as to keep 
the leads for the three radio-frequency circuits of approximately the 
same length. 

The valve sockets, fixed condensers, high-frequency choke, stabilis- 
ing resistances and neutralising condensers, seemed to fall naturally 
into the positions shown, while ideals of symmetry led to the choice 
of indicated positions for the on-and-off switch and the filament 
resistance. 

Presnted Free willi Moneas VIRELIeSS, March, 1927. 

& T one time, to speal of the __________ _______________________________________ was found possible to arrange the A"layout" of a wireless various components in the detector 
receiver would be to use a I THE "LAYOUT" and audio-frequency circuits with 

I 

extremely short leads and in a very phrase of no particular meaning. 
In all the early reless receivers By PERCY W. HARRIS, MLR.E. oompaet way. A problem that 
the disposition of parts was settled 

I (Editor of the "Wfreless Constructor") gave me some little worry related 
purely by convenience, often by to the placing of the output trans- 
the size of the box available, and L -_____________ former, and in the end I decided 
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TRE use of the variable filament rheostat in modern set8 is rapidly 
dying out, except in those cases where critical adjustment of 
filament temperature is essential. Therefore, in the design of 

the MODERN WIRELESS "Combine" Five it wa.s decided to eliminate this 
component as far as possible, and not only to eliminate it, but to 
eliminate its successor, the resistor, as far as was feasible. It was 
considered advisable to employ a variable rheostat for the detector 
t.age, as the rectifying valve has to operate on the anode-bend principle. 

In order to suit every constructor, should he vary somewhat from 
the specific valves used in the original set, a speciat resistor was de- 
signed so that a series of different resistanées can be obtained. This 

B EM O'.DE.R-N . - A N D R .E A D- 

large amount of the success gained is due to efficient wiring, it will 
not be out of place here to jot down a few notes on the subject of the 
wiring of this set, and, indeed, on the topic of wiring in general. 

In any multi-valve set there are present three main systems of 
Wiring, Viz 

1. Wires carrying steady direct currents, these being usuatty Only 
to be found in the filament circuits of the receiver. 

2. Wires carrying H.F. currents of a frequency of many hundreds 
of thousands per second. These, of course, occur in the asnal and 
HF. sections of the receiving circuit as a whole. 

3. Wires dealing with rapid pulsations of currents. hese wire-s 
constitute the audio- or low-frequency side of the circuit, and,.4though 

"MQD:ERN WIREJS1' 

The filament wiring is mainly rua uadsrnesth the basebDar4. as ts sho 

the table beneath. When all parts are screwed down, turn the base- 
board on end and filo off any projecting points. 

You may have a little difficulty in mounting the Varley choke in 
position. The method of securing this is by means of a wood-screw 
in the bottom of a tube, and this can only be reached with a long, 
thin screwdriver. A more satisfactory way of mounting this choke 
on a baseboard is to abandon the wood-screw altogether and to drill 
a hole about 3/16th in. diameter in the position the choke is to occupy. 
A metal-screw is supplied with the choke, but as this is only of sufficient 
length to grip the choke when passed thtough a i-in. panel, and as the 
baseboard vill be thicker than this, you will have to countersink the 
hole in the bottom of baseboard rather deeply. The metal-screw can 
then be passed through the baseboard and screwed into the threaded 
hole in the choke. 

THE COMBINATION 
RESISTOR 

By K. D. ROGERS 

wa by this pholograph. A useful resistance for power valves 
can also be obtained by connecting the 

resistor so that I is obtained for the H. F. and then the other two resis- 
tances are connected to give 2 and in paralleL This gives a resistance of 
O-54 ohm-a very useful value indeed if two ST. valves are being used, 
say S.T. 62 and S.T. 63 together, or power valves requiring more 
current. (t would be advisable to use this value for any of the above 
last-stage valves if used with either the S.T.62, D.E.5, P.M.6, etc., in 
the first L. F stage. 

This short description will serve to show the constructor what a 
flexible arrangement the resistor designed for the "Combine" Five 
is, and he will be able by use of the various terminals to vary his 
resistance to suit any valve recommended for use in this set. 

I THE WIRING 
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M. Sc., A.I. C. 

J 
Tei amateur undertakiñg the construction of this latest "M.W," 
super-receiver will, no doubt, have his own particular ideas upon the 
wiring of the components However, as in any receiver a very 

'I 

once, as the positions of the projecting parts will be a useful guide 
in placing the baseboard.mounted components in position. With the 
practical wiring diagram as a guide you will have no difficulty in 
mounting these parts, and you will find that in most cases half-inch 
No. 5 round-headed wood-screws will be suitable. In a few cases, 
such as the Mansbridge condensers, half-inch screws will be a little 
too long, but if you place a fairly thick pad of paper underneath the 
baseboard when 8crewing these components down, you will not injure 

t 

T 

Values Advised. 
For the actual valves used in the tests the resistor was connected in 

circuit so that the H.F. valves (DE. 5B type) had l} ohms in series 
with thorn, and the L.F. valves (DE. 5 and S.T.63 respectively for 
first and second stages) had ohm. This is easily obtained by taking. 
the L.T. positive connection to the second terminal from the 2-ohm end. 
Then the end terminal at that end will feed off the current for the 
LF. valves, and the third terminal (the remaining inside ono) is connected 

to the filament leads to the H. F. valves. 
The following resistances for 

- - - - -..-.- - - valves in parallel may be useful to 
constructors, as they are all obtainable 
with the resistor described (the de. 
tector, as before mentioned, has a 

t separate rheostat, though it cod4 be 
run from the same resistor if desired) 
D.E.5 B, D.F.A.4, S.T61. etc., lkohm. 
D.E.5B, S.P.55B., used as first LF. 
with either LL.525, ST.63, S.P55 R. 
for last stage will require 2 ohms in 
series with their L.T. supply. If B.4 
valves are employed no resistance is 
required, and the LT. can go straight 

- -------- to the valve filaments. 

marks through the holes in the bracket On removing the bracket, 
you will have the exact positions for the holes for the securing screws 
Follow the saine procedure with the other bracket and drill holes 
just big enough to take 6B.A countersunk-head nietat-screws. 
Countersink the holes on the front of the panel either with a special 
bit or some substitute, such as the end of a larger drill. 

Before securing the brackets in position, drill the three holes which 
take the wood-screws that hold the panel against the edge of the 
baseboard. These holes should be drilled midway between the 
scratched line and the bottom edge of the panel. The holes for the 
variable condensers, variable filament resistance, and on-and-oil 
switch should now be dritled, whereupon you are ready to fix the 
components and brackets into position. 

1 would recommend you to secure the panel to the baseboard at 

any valve By a series-parallel arrangement of connections to the four 
terminals on the rheostat a variety of twelve different resistance 
values can be obtained. 

Those available on the resistor used in the oriinat "Combine" Five 
are, in ascending resistances. O-387, O-545, O-568, O-75, 8, l-02. 13, 
2-0, 2-08, 2-3, 2-75, 4-08 ohms. These are obtained by winding the 
resistor in three sections on a slotted former, using 24-gauge cotton- - 

covered" Eureka" resistance wire, and winding on sections of IO turns, 
16 turns, and 24 turns, giving ohmio values of , I , 2 ohms. 

The resistor is wound on an ebonite bobbin IA in. in diameter and 
slotted A in. deep. so that three slots are obtained about in. wide. 
Four small terminats are fixed to the ends of the three windings, so 
that a resistor having two tappings is obtained. 

lo Presen,d Free with MODERN WIRELESS, March, 1927. 

will ultimately be crewed to the baReboard, is in its correct position, is made possible by winding the resistor in three sections and so 
The scratched line will serve as a guide for this. utilising those seqtions and carefully choosing their resistances that a 

Holding the bracket firmly in place with the thumb, make two variety of resistances can be obtained sufficient to cover the use of 
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and secondary circuits. 
I Tue constructor should keep this photo betore him when he is winding the coils. 

ALL THE LEADING EXPERTS WRITE REGULARLY FOR "MODERN WIRELESS" 

to decide upon a design which should present the minimum of difficulty 
to the constructor. 

It was felt that a reasonable compromise should be effected, for 
the factors of cheapness and ease of construction were considered to 
be of paramount importance. It was obviously useless to produce 
a design in which ail sorts of losses had been cut to a minimum if 
the resulting coil was to be so troublesome and difficult to make that 
the average home constructor would feel that he could not attempt 
it, and would therefore be driven to a considerable outlay for ready- 
made ones (such a coil would necessarily have been rather expensive). 

On the other hand, to be in keeping with the rest of the design, the 
coils were required to be of reasonably low HF. resistance, and the 
compromise which was decided upon produces a coil which is satis- 
factory in this respect, and which can be made with only the tools 
which most constructors possess. The only difficulty in the whole 
job lies in the handling of some rather fine wire, and just a little 
care and patience are called for in consequence. 

Any reader who is not familiar with the more recent practice in coil 
design may perhaps be surprised at the mention of fine wire, with 
memories of the fat conductors used in some alleged "low-loss" 
coils, and the point should perhaps be explained before proceeding 
further. It has been found that if a short length of wire can be made 
to give the desired inductance it will often produce a coil of higher 
efficiency than a coil wound with a greater length of thicker wire, but 
of only the same inductance. 

This may seem surprising, but actual tests have shown that the 
advantage conferred by a small number of turns in a small space is 
sufficiently great to ustify the use of gauges of the order of No 32 
or 34 for coils of the size used in "closed" circuits, i.e. tuned anode 

I I.I 

l_S. 

OS. ! 

fr 

All the photograph, 
showing the coils 
were taken before 
experiments decided 
the actual number 
of turns required. 

j The windiugs are 
actually longer. 

¿15 
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r MAKING THE COILS 
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc. 

THE coils for the "Combine" Five were required by Mr. Allinson 
to provide a certain definite degree of coupling between primary 
and secondary, a certain corresponding HF. resistance being 

stipulated. Beyond this, their arrangement and construction were left 
te my hands, and the first question which came up for settlement was 
to decide whether to attempt to make them ultra-efficient or whether 

Harris' sets (the "Special Five "), and the necessary threc sockets 
and six bases can be obtained from a number of different firms 
(Burne.Jones, Peto-Scott, etc.). 

The coils consist of two separate windings constituting the primary 
and secondary of an HF. transformer, each being a simple single 
layer winding. The primary consists of 30 turns, and the secondary 
of 80 with a tapping at the centre. (This only requires to be located 
with a moderate degree of accuracy, half a turn either side makes little 
difference). These are the windings for the 200-550 metre band, for 
which the diameter of the tube is 2 in. and its length 3 in. The 
exact connections are shown clearly in one of the photographs, but it 
should also perhaps be explained that the base i8 fastened to the coil 
tube by means of two little bras.s angle pieces. These are easily bent up 
from brass strips about in. wide and i . in. long, and one end of each 
is gripped under the nuts of the IP. and OP. pins of the base. The 
other end of each is attached to the tube with a small screw and nut. 

%%Then wiring any multi-valve circuit it is always advisable to bear i used for the formera on which the coils are wound. It will be seen 
these three distinct component parts of the circuit well in mind. 

I that these are plain eboaite tubes with no special claim to ultra low- 
Whenever possible, each division of the circuit should be completely 

I 
loss construction. Here again the decision wa.s made on the factors 

wired before starting on the next one. of ease of construction and efficiency. As a matter of fact, however, 
For instance, in dealing with the present receiver, it is best to begin 

i 

the work of virirg, after most of the various components have been 
ba.seboard instrument, by 

I 

I assembled on the panel and of the under- -#_. 

takin the wiring of the filameat circuits. Some of these wires are 
Lneath 

. . 

run the baseboard, and it is quite immaterial whether 
they are covered with insulating sleevings or not. 
Indealingwith H.F wiring, theoneimportantthingwehave .f 
to remember is that all H F. currents are much mure difficult 
to insulate and to prevent from dissipating themselves away 

:' than are steady orL.F. currents. lftwowirescarryinglli. 
currents are run parallel to each other for any length, a 
condenser effect is set up between the two, and a portion of 
the current fi-orn each of the wires is short-circuited. 

Thus, in all IlS, wiring it is of the utmost importance 
have two Keep not to wires running parallel. all such wires 

well apart and run them w and from their various points of connection 
by the shortest possible route. 

I 

This view !rom the top 
I Naturally all vire connections in a receiver such as the present one o! the coil shows most 

must be weÚ and efficiently soldered. O! its connections. 
ì 

Ordinary tinned round wire of 18's S.W.G. should be used. 
Finally, there are one or two further important practical points in 

tests have shown that losses resulting from the use of a solid as corn- 

connection with the wiring of this set which should be noted, but I 
pared with a skeleton former are extremely small if the insulating 
material is good. have left Mr. C. A. Meadows to deal with them. Mr. Meadows was 

mainly responsible for the actual assembly of the Combine, soit is fitting The coils are arranged to be interchangeable in circuit, an existing 
that he be allowed to say a few words regarding this part of the work. 

type of 5-pin base and 8ocket having been chosen. This is the fitting 
I originally produced for a special transformet' used in one of Mr. 
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such currents may be uni-directional, still tha current pulsations The gauge used for the "Combine" Five coils is No. 34, D.S.C., 
reach a high order, amounting to anything up to ten or twelve thousand except the aerial coil, which is No. 30. 
pulsations per second. A further point requiring, a little explanation is that of the material 
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0003 fixed condenser CS. 
Join the other side of anode resistance to H.T.+2 ; the other side of H.F. choke to one side of 01 fixed condenser ; the other 

side of 0003 condenser to L.T. negative lead. 
Connect the remaining side of the 01 fixed condenser to the grid socket of the 4th valve holder, and to one side of the 2-meg. leak, 

the other side of which is joined to G.B. -2. 
Join the plate socket of the 4th valve holder to the O.P. terminal of the L.F. transformer. 
Join the LP. terminal to H.T.+3. 
Coñnect thé 5-meg: resistance across the secondary terminals of the L.F. transformer, and connect the O.S. terminal to grid socke. 

of 5th valve holder ; 1.S. is joined to G.B. -3, G.B. +2 to L.T. negative. 
Join plate- socket of 5th valve holder tO O.P. of telephone transformer ; 1.P. to H.F.+4. 
Conñect the two secondary terminals of the telephone transformer to the two loud-speaker terminals. 
Join one terminal of Ist 1-mfd.condenser to H.T.+2; one terminal of 2nd to H.T.+4. Connect the two remaining terminals to L.T. neg. lead. 

- - - - - - I'NINTED BY THE AMALGAMATED PRESS. LTD., SUMNER STREET, SOUTHWAK, LONDON, S.E.z 

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS 
Join the L.T. negative terminal to the filament terminal nearest back 01 baseboard on each valve holder, and to HT. negative. 
Join the remaining filament terminals of the first two valve holders to the appropriate terminal on the resistor. 
Join the filament sockets of the last two valve holders to their appropriate resistor terminal. 
Connect one side of the rheostat to the remaining filament terminal of the detector valve holder. 
Join the L.T. positive terminal to one side of the on-off switch. 
Connect other side of switch to remaining side o! rheostat and to remaining inside terminal of resistor. 
Join the aerial terminal to the I.P. terminal of the aerial coil holder. 
Connect the earth terminal to O.P., also to the screening plates of the variable condensers. 
Join O.S. terminal of aerial coil holder to grid of ist valve holder, and to moving plates of ist 0005 variable condenser. 
Join I.S. to fixed plates of same condenser and to one side of neutralising condenser. 
Connect "tap " terminal to one side of tst 100,000ohm resistance. 
Join plate sòcket of ist valve holder to l.P. of' ist H.F. transformer holder and to the remaining terminal of the ist neutralising condenser. 
Join O.P. to one side of ist 008-mfd. fixed condenser, and to H.T.+i. 
The Other side of this condenser is taken to L.T. negative lead. 
Join the O.S. terminal to grid socket of 2nd valve holder, and to moving plates of 2nd variable condenser, fixed plates of which 

connect the 1.S; terminal to one side of 2nd neutralising condenser. 
Join "tap" termina! to one side of 2nd 100,000-ohm resistance. 
Join the remaining terminals of the two resistances together, and to L.T. negative lead. 
Join plate of 2nd valve holder to I.P. of 2nd H.F. transformer, and to remaining side of 2nd neutralising condenser. 
Connect the O.P. terminal to one side of 2nd 006-mfd. fixed condenser and to H.T.+i. 
Join the remaining side of the 2nd 006 condenser to L.T. negative lead. 
Join the O.S. terminal to moving plates of 3rd 0005 variable condenser and to the positive lead of the Ist grid bias battery. 
Join the fixed plates of the 3rd variable condenser to the I.S. terminal of the 2nd H.F. transformer, and to LT. negative. 
Connect 'the grid socket of the 3rd valve holder to the negative lead of the ist G.B. battery. 
Join plate socket of 3rd valve holder to one side of H.F. choke, to one side of 500,000-ohm anode resistance, and to one side 01 

11E drills necessary for drilling the panel, etc., are given in the 
following table. 

Component Size of Drill C/Sinking Size 

%Tar condensers inch None 
On-off switch - inch None 
Rheostat, centre hole . inch None 

outer hole' inch None 
Tel. trans. screws inch - inch 
Bracket screw ............... ,, ,, 
Wood screws ............. k inch inch 

if unsupported, come in contact with the L.T. negative lead and 
short-circuit the accumulator. In most cases the connections to the 
valve holders can be made to the soldering tags provided; the ex- 
ceptions are the leads from the plates of the L.F. valves to their 
respective transformers. 

After all the other wiring has been carried out, the telephone 
transformer and the Mansbridge condensers may be mounted and their 
connections m&le. The only flex leads in this set are those to the 
two grid-bias batteries, which are mounted in the back of the cabinet 
by means of brass clips. 

Before putting the set into the cabinet remove the fillets, as the 
brackets are mounted close to the edges of the panel and will foul 
them unless they are removed. 

upon its end. A dab of Chatterton's Compound at each tapping 
point will serve to hold the ioops firmly. 

Details of the Daventry coils and instructions for adjusting the coils 
to suit special conditions, valves, etc., will be given in an article 
to appear shortly in "Modern Wireless." 

SOME GENERAL 
CONSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 

By C A. J. MEADOWS. 

for this operation. lt is worth mentioning here that this size of screw 
is used throughout, with either round or countersunk heads, according 
to the componente with which they are employed. 

Before screwing the panel and terminal strips to the baseboard, 
however, glue two narrow strips of wood underneath the baseboard, 
as shown in the photographs. These strips should be in. wide and 

in. thick, and provide clearance for the L.T leads under the base- 
board. Start the holes for the panel fixing screws with the in. 
drill to ensure that they will not tend to run downwards, as if this 
happens the points will break through below the baseboard. 

When mounting the Ormond variable condensers, the boss on the 
nut must be inside. lt is for this reason that a in. drill is necessary 

The LT. leads which pass below the baseboard should be connected 
first. The lead from the resistor to the filaments of the HF. valves 
is soldered to two dome-headed pins, as owing to its length it might, 

 The aerial coil winding is provided with tappings. These are at 
15, 20 and 25 turns. The tappings are made by twisting up small loops 
in the wire s windiiig proceeds, and connection is made to these with 
a tapping clip. The lead from the IP. pin of the coil base consists in 
the case of the aerial unit of a short flexible lead carrying this clip 
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One other drill besides those given above will be necessary to make 
the holes in the baseboard through which the filament leads pass; 
this should be ., in. in diameter. 

After drilling, the panel and baseboard may be screwed together 
countersunk-headed brass screws, in. long, No. 5 gauge, are used 
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If a complete 
'1J kit of corn- 
ponent8 is ordered, 
Marconi Itoyalties 
amounting to 12164. 
per valve holder are 
novrahie. 

illoatrated, it contain, dr- % 
tail, of many op-to-date j' 
Seta U,efol information 
on amembling. ,oldering id - 

and Ce,ting. alsojucluded. 

THE PILOT MANUAL 
PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD., 

Regd. O/fice: 77, CITY ROAD. LONDON. E.C.1. 
BRANCHE3 ¡-62. High Holborn, London, W.C.1. 4,t Manchester Street Liverpooi. 
4, Bank of England Place, Plymouth. 230, Wood Street, Walthamstow, bondon, E, 

P.S. 7642 

Green for safety! 
QN the railways, a green light is th 

signal to proceed, the intimation to th 
engine driver that the line ahead is clear 

and it is safe foi' him to pass on with his 

Building the Combine Five? 
WE GUARANTEE YOU GOOD RESULTS. 

F' 

you are building a sel, you can- and Seivice Departmen. are ready 
not do better than svail yourself to help you at all times, should you 

f the famous Pilot Service Un4er encounter any small difficulties. Do 
this Scheme you are absolutely not attempt to build a set withoui 
guaranteed 3uCCe5S, and our Technical titis guarantee of technical assistance 

Here are the Parts: £ s. d. 
3 Ormond S.L.F. Variable Condensera, 0005 mId., Friction Control Modal 3 0 0 
2 Keystone Neutralising 000denners, BM ......................................................... 10 0 
1 Set of 3 Special Interchangeable Coils. B.B.C. Band, complete with 

5-pin bases ....................................................................................................... 1 11 6 
2 Parley Anode Reaislancea, 100,000 Obtus, with Holders .............................. 
1 Varley Acodo Reo:stance. 500,000 ohms, svith holder ................................. 

15 0 
17 6 

1 Igranic ''On and 0ff '' Switcl: ........................................................................... 1 9 
1 Igraclo Pacent Rheostat, 20 ohms ..................................................................... 2 6 
2 Dubilier Fixed Condensers, 006 mid., Type 610 .......................................... 6 0 
i Dubllier Fixed Condenser, 01 mId. Type 610 ............................................. 4 0 
1 Dubilier Fixed Condenser, -0003 mid., Type 610 .......................................... 2 6 
2 TOO. Fined Condensern 1 mid ................................................................... 

f.eak 
1 8 
2 6 1 Dubilicr 2 megohm Gr:d .............................................................................. 

1 Dubtiler 25 megohna Grid Leak ........................................................................... 2 6 
5 W.B. Anti-niiorophofllg Valvo"Hblderu ............................................................... 11 3 
1 Special Tapped Resistor ......................................................................................... 7 6 
1 Fair Peto-Scott Aluminium Angla Brackets ...................................................... 2 0 
2 Terminal Stripa. 2 x 2 a i complete with two Term:nals each ............... 1 6 
i Terntinal Str:p, 7 a 2 n t complete svitls Terminals ................................. 3 G 
2 C011e, Keystone Connecting Wire. Soresvs. Nuts. ele ...................................... 110 

£9 11 0 

1 Red Triangle Ebonite Panel, 26 n 8 X i', matted and drilled ..................... 1.50 
1 Polished Mahogany Cabinet. svith Baseboard 8 deep .................................... 2 5 0 

DFL1VERV . 

Send three penny ntrnps FROM STOCK. 
' Pilot Manual." Fully II 

I" 

GT (r Granu; '1' C. , COli (1. 
Control, Ltd.) '. W ..-- ionon. W.C.2 

ensers 
¡ Telephone, City 3393. ... 

I 4dv. Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd., Wales.Farm Rd., No. Acion, IV.3. 
- - 

Gilbert Ad. 7644. 

bare wire separated by pure 
Look at it! Every turn ol 

silk ensuring that remarkable constancy 
of erfect reception and real purity of 
tone for which the Varley is so famous. 

The efficiency oi the Varley Multi-Cellular "HF. Chokes-also Bi-Duplex 
wire wound has made circuits, hitherto impossible, a real success. 

Varley Bi-Duplex Wire-Wound Anode Resistances. 
100.000 ohms, complete wlh clips and base. 7/6. 
500,000 ohms complete with clips and bane 17/6. 

The Varley Muitt.Celtular H.F Choke, complete, 9/6. 
i'all particsla,'s of Tapped Resiotancea. etc.. sa applico fina. 

precious load. It is the symbol of safety. 

To the radio enthusiast, too, green signiGes 
safety. For instance when he chooses his 
condenser, he invariably selects one with a 

een case. For then he knows that it is a 
I .C.C. and his knowledge of Condensers 
which hear that name assures him that his 
choice is a safe one. 

T.C.C. have made nothi but Condensers 
for over twenty years. I heir sales during 
that time total millions. Large 4-ton Power 
Condensers and those famous little green 
fellows which'\Vireless enthusiasts know so well. 

Surely with such a vast experience behind 
them T.C.C. Condensers must be the embodi- 
ment of quality and accuracy. When you go 
to your Wireless Dealer's, ask him to show 
you a Condenser which he can guarantee to 
dead accurate, which he knows is impervious 
to every climatic change, whose insulation is 
beyond question, which 
will not breakdown and 

/. BUY OI\ 
one which is entirely 

' T.C.C. 
proof against leakage. (LsjCondensers 'l 
Ask him for those guar- theq're ', 
antees and he'll show British 
you aT.C.C. Condenser. 

- 
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ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD.. MULLARD HOUSE. DENMARK STREET. LONDON. W.C.2 

INSTALL MULLARD P.M. VALVES WITH THE WONDERFUL P.M. FILAMENT 

Fo, 2-volt acCu,nulatp? 
THE P.M.x HF. .5 amp. t4l 
THE PM.x LP. o! amp. 14/. 
THE P.M.2 (Power) oi amp. 18/6 
For 4.vOlt accumulator Or 3 dry cells 
THE P.M.3 (Generai Purpose) 

oi amp. 14/. 
THE P.M.4 (Power) oi amp. 18/6 
Fo, 6-volt accumulator or4 dry cells 

TI-lE Í'1A S TER. 4L VE THE P.M.5x (General Purpose) PM 

- E P.M.6(Power) ox amp. 18/6 
ox amp. 14/. 

Specially recommended for THE PM.254 
the COMBINE FIVE Mullard 

( volts, o15 amp) 22/6 
I1 

Super power valves for last L.F. stage 

,...L. SectonaluiewofPM.5 showing generous 6-volt reoistance capacity THE P.M.56 
proportions of P.M. Filament valve. The P.M.5B 14/- (6 volts, oa amp. 22/6 

(0.1 amp.) These 6ricea do not apply 
in irish Free State 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAÀ ALAAAAAAAAAÁAAAAAAAAA 
â â 

you nave small nope. or securing weaker 
distant stations as your friends may do, 
moreover, your battery consumption is 
naturally at its highest' under these con- 
ditions. S 

Why great emission makes 
all the difference 

When a valve filament gives a copious and 
sustained emission at the Correct filament 
temperature, a rich field of power is 
placed under your control which enables 
the best conditions to be secured to deal 
with the incoming signals, so that your 

'receiver is adj ustèd to suit the particular 
' circumstances existing at the time. 

The local station may be tuned in purely 
and strongly with the minimum of energy 
expended because valves that possess a 
huge emission are able to function per- 
fectly at considerably less than their full 
Capacity. 
Then, as you reach out for more distant 
stations or weaker signals, you are able 
to adjust the operating energy of your 
high emission valves, particularly in the 
detector stage, to suit the exact demands 

report of the National Physical Labora- 
tory. This proved that the emission 
of Mullard P.M. Filaments was so 
abundant and consistent that an ¡8/6 
Mullard P.M. Valve was still wcrth ¡8/- 
after i000 hours' continuous life test, 
equivalent to a year's broadcasting 
service. 
Bring your radio receiver up to the 
highest pitch of efficiency by installing 
Mullard P.M. Valves with the wonderful 
P.M. Filament and remember they con- 
sume absolutely minimum Current. 
Ask any radio dealer for full information. 

the secret of 
increased range and 
greater econothy in 
the operation of 
their radio receivers 

Ii must haue struck you at one time 9r 
. the other that the radio results of cert i 
of your friends who haue sets based on . the same circuit and the same number of 
valves, were better than those from your 

. own receiver. The answer to the following ' qutip will give you the key to the secret 
of znpkoved reception 
"How copious is the emission given by 
the filaments of your valves over a range 
of filament temperatures?" 

H 

¡IT may seem stran'ge to you that the 
.11emission of a valve filament can make 
a marked difference in the way your 
receiver operates and in the Cost of its 
upkeep. 
If, for example, your set is "all out" when 
receiving a station, say ioo miles away, 

(J 

11 
t ( « 

1 

for ideal reception, jt will be realised 
that by the use of Mullard P.M. valves 
with their abundant electron emission 
you will save upkeep costs since your 
receiver will only consume minimum 
energy from your batteries. 

A valve filament that has up 
to 5 times the emission surface 

of an ordinary filament. 
To no one so much as the owner of 
Mullard P.M. Valves is the truth of this 
boon of great emission so apparent. The 
wonderful P.M. Filament-the founda- 
tion of the famous series of Mullard 
P.M. Valves-is so generous in its 
dimensions that the emission surface is 
immense. This remarkable fact is due 
to the length of the P.M. Filament being 
up to 3 times that of an ordinary fila- 
ment, and its greater diameter. These 
two factors are responsible for the 
supreme efficiency of the Mullard P.M. 
Filament which possesses an emission 
surface times more effective than an 
ordinary filament. 

A Government Test 
Convincing proof of the high emission 
of the wonderful P.M. Filament was 
recently given by the boo hours' test 

Valve. Set Owners 
Are Fast Learning This Secret 
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